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INTRODUCTION

The doctrine of Karma, together with the associate doctrine of re-incarnation, viewed in all its logical implications is usually supposed to be a basic factor of Indian Spiritual Culture. The doctrine, understood as merely a theory of applied causality is recognized undoubtedly in various other religions, for wherever there is a conception of virtue and vice, right and wrong or merit and de-merit and a corresponding conception of reward and punishment, whether in heaven and hell or even on the earthly plane, we have a glimpse of the doctrine, though not in its full significance. The law of Karma, as understood in India, does not mean simply that merit is rewarded in heaven and demerit punished in hell. In other words the Karmic law which means to an Indian mind the principle of justification in Nature is really the law of action and reaction implying that every action under specific circumstances has its corresponding reaction which is exactly proportionate to it. It is for this reason that we are constrained to regard it as the principle of Nature's self-adjustment. The Hindus, the Buddhists and the Jainas, each of course in their own way, have accepted the basic principle and explained it in the most unequivocal manner in their scriptural and philosophical works.

1. Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson wrote a work on Jainism entitled, 'The Heart of Jainism.' In this work she passed certain very uncharitable remarks on the 'doctrine of Karma' in connection with the philosophy of Jainism. It may be observed in this place that the doctrine of Karma is accepted not only by Jainas but by almost every system of Indian philosophy except the materialists. One cannot account for the inequalities of life without a doctrine of action and reaction which justifies the course of nature. It may further be pointed out that the inequalities between man and man cannot be explained by the influence of environments, nor by the law of heredity. The principle of justification in respect of individual joy and suffering has to be sought in some form of natural law.
Reincarnation of the soul is recognized as a corollary to the doctrine of the law of Karma. In Christianity, so far as present knowledge of it goes, there does not seem to be much room for the doctrine of reincarnation as we understand it but on a closer study of the Christian literature specially of the researches of the modern Western scholar interested in the subject, it seems that reincarnation was a popular belief in that faith before 6th century A.D. This is clear from the book ‘Edgar Cayce on Reincarnation by Noel Langley’ where there is the detailed account of the way in which re incarnation as a doctrine in christianity disappeared altogether.¹

The concept of Karman is dealt with by the Theosophical School of Thought also. Theosophy has enlightened human society on various points from its own viewpoint. The concept of Karman and the theory of reincarnation also have been discussed in detail by this school of thought. ‘As you sow, so shall you reap’—this viewpoint is upheld by the Theosophical society. The Theosophical viewpoint regarding Karman convinces one that Karma is a Universal law of Nature and “Nature is conquered by obedience.”²

The rigidity of the Law functioning within its own jurisdiction is admitted by all. But it is equally admitted that it is possible for a man to rise above the limitations of the Law and secure eternal immunity from its application. For, really human life cannot attain to perfection unless it is able to liberate itself from the operation of Karmic law. This liberation is in fact the minimum demand on the human soul aspiring after spiritual life.

A scientific study of the Law of Karma, in its various aspects and bearing, has been a great desideratum among serious students of Indian spiritual culture, not only in its higher phases but also in its socio-religious conventions.

¹. Vide Edgar Cayce on Reincarnation pp. 170-201. A closer account of the circumstances under which the doctrine disappeared will be found in the Appendix No. I.

². Details of the Law of Karman are given in the Appendix No. II.
The doctrine of Karma accepts the following assumptions—

(a) The stress of life and consciousness as revealed in mundane existence is without beginning. No absolute beginning of this stream is conceivable. For, from whatever point we start we are compelled to assume under logical necessity that it has an earlier history without which no rational understanding is possible. Whenever, we find any reference to the beginning of creation, it inevitably means the beginning of a particular cycle of time and not the beginning of creation itself.

In India we generally believe in the periodic destruction of the world and its reappearance in a new cycle. There are of course schools of thought which do not believe in Pralaya i.e. annihilation, and for them the entire series is an eternal stream without any beginning or end and has no break in the middle.

(b) The soul assumes a body due to its past Karma. The quality of the body, its term of existence and the experience of joys and sorrows through the body are also due to prior Karma. Varieties of planes of life and consciousness are also due to Karma.

(c) It is generally believed that Karma has in its background an element of ignorance or some such dark cosmic power.

(d) Destruction of Karma as thus understood is believed to lead to a state of freedom from joys and sorrows which are the inevitable concomitant or resultant of Karma.

These views in a general way reflect the usual trend of Indian thought, though in one of its features only.

The Karmic aspect of Indian cultural study does not seem to have been as elaborately expounded by modern Indian scholars as it seems to me that it deserved. The Hindus, the Buddhists and the Jainas have equal respect for this doctrine in each of the systems of thought and a general survey of all the viewpoints on a comparative basis, seems to have been a great desideratum of the time.
For this purpose I have arranged my data on the basis of the study of the literature of each group, the Hindus, the Buddhists and the Jainas and a critical examination of the doctrine from a rational viewpoint. They will satisfy the historical curiosity of the reader as regards the position of each group and at the same time meet the demands of the philosophical scholar who is interested in the implication and the development of the doctrine in its universal application.

Though the belief in Karma was practically Universal in the country, it does not mean the absolute non-existence of individuals or even sects who had no such belief. The name of Lokāyata School which survived in later ages under the name of Ārāmā may be mentioned as an important school which did not believe in Karma or moral retribution in any form. The Ārāmā described in the 'Śarvadarśana Saṁgraha' are known to have no faith in Karma, in after life, in the existence of God, in rebirth or in the existence of moral life. They had no belief in Ātma as distinct from the body, and the senses and in the pre-existence before birth and survival of bodily death. A study of the earlier Upaniṣads as also of the Buddhist Pitakas and Jaina Agamas reveals the existence of such people even atheists, agnostics and materialists in the earlier ages. The Buddha and Mahāvīra had no sympathy with these people. These persons openly proposed advocacy of Artha and Kāma as the only two objects of human striving (Puruṣārtha) rather than dharma and Mokṣa as in the orthodox religion.

It should be remembered that an approach to the problem of Karma as attempted in the following pages has been made from the standpoint of the individual or Vyaṣṭi Jīva. The question of Samaṣṭi Jīva and Samaṣṭi Karma which determines the general moral character of an age or of a society, is beyond the purview of our discussion, though at times we had to touch the issues without entering deep into the problem.

It is true that in some of the systems of philosophical thought i.e. Vedānta, Pañcarātra etc., we come across such questions of
Vyāṣṭi and Samaṣṭi, but in view of the fact the issue of the Samaṣṭi cannot be clarified unless and until the Vyāṣṭi Karma is made ineligible. We have deliberately confined ourselves to the Vyāṣṭi. It may be pointed out by way of example that the conception of dharmaśāsthāpana as found in the Gītā has its bearing on dharma and adharma both viewed from the Samaṣṭi or Collective Viewpoint.1

The advent of a great soul for redemption of humanity is based upon a collective predominance of adharma in a particular country or in a particular age.

The doctrine of Karma to be properly appreciated has to be reviewed both from an esoteric philosophical proposition and from an exoteric standpoint. The external aspect deals with the social and formal side of the evil and not with the deep-rooted cause of it which is rather mental and spiritual. It is related to the lapses in Śīla and Ācāra and has mostly a social-bearing. Any remedial penance prescribed for it and gone through under the rules of the society concerned results in Vyāharaśuddhi only unless Bhāvaśuddhi is ensured through a change of hearts. The Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina religious literature agree on this.

It may be pointed out in this place that the doctrine of Karma, which has been taken up for special study in the following pages, is one of the several of the doctrines which appeared in recent India in the context of the problem of creation. The other doctrines are Kāla, Yadrccchā, Svabhāva and Niyati of Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad.2

1 Gītā IV 7-8.

2 Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad 1.2. Dr. Otto Schrader made a special study of these theories in his "Über den stand der indischen philosophic Zur Zeit Mahāvīras and Buddhas"—Strasburg. Mm. Dr. G. N. Kaviraj has also dealt with them in his paper on 'Theism in ancient India' in Saraswati.
The ancient Indian materialists referred to above belong to different ways of thinking, though all of them agreed in believing that there is no moral order in the universe and that Karma as a retributive force in nature has no existence. The Svabhāvavādins did not believe in efficient causality. The extremist section of the school rejected at the very outset the possibility of discovering the cause of a thing or of an object and held Svabhāva (nature).

The moderate section however, as pointed out by Dr. G. N. Kaviraj admitted the possibility of causal analysis to a certain extent but even they in the last resort had to take resort in the view of Svabhāva. This doctrine was upheld by the Lokāyatika or the Cāravāka section of the Indian Materialism. Besides Svabhāvavāda there was a parallel school of Niyātivāda in contemporary India. The word Niyati is really no other than dharma, adharma and Karma of a prenatal state of existence. Dullan says in his commentary on Sūrusa Sainhitā that dharma and adharma earned in previous births is known as Niyatih. According to Niyātivādins that alone is the cause of all.1

Yājñavalkya in the Ācāra section of his Smṛti refers to the above alternative theories in regard to variation in creation in the following words that some by nature or in time desire welfare.2 The ancient Indian Materialists used to say that there is no Ātmā, no God, no Mokṣa, no dharma adharma or Karma and that neither dharma nor adharma (virtue and vice) bears any fruit. They also

Bhawan studies and in his ‘Aspects of Ancient Indian Thought’, p. 71.
Also see N. M. Tatia’s ‘Studies in Jaina Philosophy’ p. 220, footnote 1.
Udayana’s Nyāya Kusumānjali Prakarana which is a vigorous support of the doctrine of Karma seems to attend to some of these in his Kārikā 1.3 and prose commentary.

1. Yājñavalkya’s Ācāra section of his Smṛti—
पूवासांविष्टी घरायति: 

2. Yājñavalkya Smṛti, Ācāra Smṛti, 350,
केवला नाव स्वभावाद ्ता कालादु दुर्योगारत: 
संगीते केवला इच्छिन्निन्निनित्त फलं क्रान्तिवद्यः
used to hold that Universe is limited by our sense-experience. According to them there were four elements only namely earth, water, fire and air. They did not believe in the existence of Ākāśa. According to this school, the usual perception is the only valid pramāṇa in support of existence of the reality, What is called consciousness is according to this school a by-product of the four material elements in a state of combination productive of body and senses.\(^1\)

It is easily intelligible that in a dissertation on the problem of Karma in its different issues we have to look at the question from different angles of vision. In our systematic study we have tried to keep in view the multiple aspects of the problem. In a sense Karma as implying moral action cannot but be good or bad from the worldly point of view. From the spiritual or transcendent point of view it may be neutral as we have tried to point out in our discussion on coloured or colourless Karma in connection with the Pātañjala School. Coloured Karma, it has been pointed out, may be white or black or mixed (Śukla, Kṛṣṇa or Miśra). It is connected with worldly Karma with good or evil but there is also room for Karma which leads to a state of discrimination between the worldly and the transcendent. This colourless Karma (Aśuklā Kṛṣṇa) is responsible for progress in the direction of final discrimination from Prakṛti.

In connection with this study, we cannot ignore the difference between the two views—one stating that Karma, good or bad leads after death either to heaven or to hell. If this result of Karma is supposed to imply its eternal nature in the form of eternal heaven or eternal hell, the ancient Indian Literature does not seem to accept this view, though it is believed by some religious systems.

---

1. Šādārāṇasamucaya by Haribhadrā with the commentary by Mañjibhadra, pp. 72-75, Chökwamba Sanskrit Series, Edited by Pt. Damodar Lal Goswami, 1965, Banaras,
The effect of Karma which is done in time and is limited in nature cannot be infinite as a matter of course. There is also a view known to students of Indian culture according to which Karma of Jiva is always governed by God. As according to this view Jiva having no freedom of will or knowledge or action is incapable of initiating fresh Karma, is always prompted from behind by the directive force of God. The well-known statement of a section of the Pañcupatas seems to imply that the final responsibility of Karma does not rest on men.

There is another view which occurs in the Kauśitaki Upaniṣad in which it is said that God as the author of the entire creation is responsible for the nature of the moral life of the human beings, for it is stated that before sending souls down into the world of action He discriminates between two classes that some whom He wants to raise up to higher levels of perfection and some whom He wishes to throw down lower and lower.2

Thus good souls are consequently those whom He furnishes with good qualities enabling them to rise up higher and higher in perfection and wicked souls on the other hand are those whom God wanted to throw down and suffer the consequences of evil deeds. This sounds more or less like the Calvanistic Doctrine of pre-destination in some form or the other that was known to ancient India. In this way there are other angles of vision from which the problem may be looked at. We have confined ourselves to the view which is generally supported by the Indian philosophers that so long as man suffers from egocentric complexes due to his false identification with the material body

1. Sarva darśana Saṅgraha, Saiva Darśana ) pp. 3-5
2. Kauśitaki Upaniṣad III. 8
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etc., he is, rather he considers himself to be the agent of action and so long as this false identity with the body etc. and this egocentricity persists, he is logically responsible on moral grounds for the consequences. This is the basis of the famous maxim, according to which it is the doer of an action that is morally responsible for its consequences either pleasant or unpleasant.

The Karta and Bhokta must be identical, otherwise there is a breach in the moral propriety of the causal law.

The superman is also supermoral and is free from the rules of moral life. This is proved by the statement of 'Sukastaka'.

The Karta and Bhokta must be identical, otherwise there is a breach in the moral propriety of the causal law.

A cursory student of Sanskrit Literature or Indian Vernacular Literature based on Sanskrit cannot fail to be struck by the employment of terms Daiva and Purusakara in the context of Karma. We have referred to these terms in various places in the following pages. The word 'Daiva' is sometimes replaced by the other words of a similar conception, so also is the word Purusakara. Vidhilipih, Niyath, Lallata rekhā, Vidhatnirdeśa etc. are synonyms of former and Karma, prayatna, Purusā, svaceśṭita etc. are of the latter. The apparent idea is that the two concepts are distinct and are of the conflicting nature. The former implies some sort of unknown hidden force, either of the Gods or of Nature working from behind on our lives contrary to our normal lives of expectation based on our personal efforts. It is outside our knowledge and beyond our comprehension. The idea is akin to Destiny, Fate, predestination or some such concept.
It is more or less an unthinkable power, the secret of which is unknown to us. We have more or less similar ideas in the ancient literature of the whole world. The Indian philosophers of the later age working in different spheres of thought made a systematic attempt to show that the so called Daiva or Niyati was in reality no other than the Cumulative Force of our Primary Karmas kept in reserve in the subconscious or unconscious mind gathering strength from wrong accumulation and working for release into activity at the right moment or place. The philosophical work on Indian theism namely ‘Nyāyakusumāñjali’ is a very valuable and thoughtful presentation of the concept of Karma or Adṛśta. We have recently read an interesting letter on Karma written by a Sādhaka in Pondicherry Āsrama to one of his friends. On account of its valuable outlook and interest in many thinkers, the relevant portion of this letter is appended in Appendix III.

It may be casually remarked here that the whole cycle of Karma is found divided itself in three parts—

1. Sañcita
2. Prārabdha

Karma accumulated through ages is Sañcita Karma. Out of the Sañcita Karma, that group of action which is the cause of the present life is designated as Prārabdha Karma and what is done in the present body is known as Kriyamāṇa Karma. The general opinion regarding this subject is that the fire of knowledge burns all the accumulated Karmas except Prārabdha Karma. Under such circumstances the remnants of Kriyamāṇa Karma do not remain. This is a noted opinion but this also is an opinion that in special circumstances the fire of knowledge destroys Prārabdha Karma. This is not an opinion in vogue but still it is truth. In fact this is what Śrīmad Bhagavad Gitākāra meant when he said that the fire of knowledge burns all the Karmas. It should be remembered that though the

2. Gītā IV 37—शानार्थ: सर्वक्यमाणि भवसांसांकुलते तथा II
commentators and with Sarvakarman, Prarabdham Vihã (प्रारब्द्व विहार), but in original there is no mention of giving up of Prarabdha. However this also can be a fact that जिज्ञासु (शान्ति) burns accumulated Karmas only, leaving Prarabdha because in the absence of the Prarabdha Karma, we cannot have the body.

The present study is undertaken to find out whatever light is available in Sanskrit literature on the subject in its different phases. We have concentrated our attention on Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. In so far as their views are expressed in the Sanskrit Texts, with the few exception in the case of Buddhism and Jainism, we have followed this path. In other words the Pâli and the Prakrita literature and the religious philosophy of these two schools have also been utilised. As to the other non-Sanskrit vernacular literature of India, ancient and medieval, we have not taken proper notice and it is for this reason that the rich vernacular literature of Tamil, Telugu etc. and of Bengali, Mâhârâṣṭri, Gujarâti etc. have not been taken up for study. It is for this reason that we have left out the theosophical literature of India and similar other occult literature in other parts of the world. It is well known that very important works dealing with Karma, etheric body, details of postmortem existence, transmigration, science of death and the art of dying in heaven and hell and similar topics have been published in the different parts of the world. Dr. Frederic Myer’s Human personality and its survival of bodily death and many other non-sectarian works have been published during the last century which throw light on complicated subjects like death, rebirth or experiences of heavenly and hellish life. Questions of re-birth in ancient Christian, Jewish and Iranic ancient tradition also form parts of the present subject in its widest expectation. The scope of the present thesis has been purposely limited however to Indian Literature in Sanskrit connected with the three allied cultures of Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism.
CHAPTER-1

VEDAS AND DHARMAŚĀASTRA

Before we proceed to take a general survey of the progressive development, through the ages, of the concept of Karma, in its different aspects, it seems well that we should try to have some idea of its various implications. Every religious or ethical system is rooted in the idea of the functioning of Law, based on the principle of justification in nature. The law of causality governs every field of life and thought, which means that every effect corresponds to its cause. Then this principle is applied to the system of life in respect of its expression of pleasure and pain it means that pleasure and pain has each its adequate causal justification.

It means that the substrata of the experience (pleasure or pain) must be identical with the substrata of the causal factor. This implies the sameness of the locus of Bhoga (ोग) and its cause which is generally known as Karma. That is the moral justification of our (enjoyment and suffering) demands and acceptance of the principle that the extra-ordinary cause of Bhoga called Karma (Dharmadharma) must inhere in the locus of Bhoga itself. Denial of the functioning of such a principle would mean denial of moral law in the Universe. We have historical instances of such denial in the teachings of numerous Lokayatikas sects in ancient India. It is against such a background that the assumption of Universal causality and its operation will not satisfy the demands of moral justification. What is needed is a belief in an extra-ordinary cause subsisting in the locus concerned. The doctrine of Karma demands that the person who enjoys or suffers is himself morally responsible for his experience. Other causal factors may co-exist but the extra.
ordinary cause must be inherent within the individual who has experience.

This is the basic idea underlying the concept of Karma. Generally we find it expressed in two forms in all religious systems. If a man for instance does good work or lives a good life, he is rewarded in heaven. An evil doer, or a bad man also in the same way suffers the consequences in hell. There is no question of transmigration. This is one form. It is not technically known as Karmavāda.

The doctrine of Karma, as it prevailed in India, is not satisfied with this. It asserts that in view of the fact as that life in heaven and hell however long it can not be eternal, it must have an end. In that case the question of rebirth on earth follows, except in those cases where absorption in the Infinity happens. In regard to hell-life also, as it cannot be eternal, it must have an end and when the end comes there must be rebirth as men on earth unless it be in the form of sub-human creatures. In this section in the following passages we shall discuss the question with reference to the Vedic and post-Vedic Śmārta Literature.

(2)

It would be out of point in this context to discuss the character of Vedic culture proper. It is believed by some that this culture has assimilated within itself some elements of pre-Vedic or non-Vedic culture and that traces of both the elements are extant in the Vedas. The word Brāhmaṇa-Śramaṇa is a familiar term signifying the Vedic and the non-Vedic elements forming part of the Vedic culture. We look upon the entire Vedic culture consisting of varied elements as a homogeneous unit, though these elements may have their independent separate origin. There are reasons to believe that the inner and esoteric sense of the Saṁhitā and of the different acts described there in is more profound than what appears at first sight.1 Had it not been so the

1. Take for instance the following mantra (R. V. I. I.) It is a simple
Vedas would not have commanded such appreciation from different quarters and of the Brāhmaṇas including the earlier Upaniṣads.

Vedic Literature as a general term consists of the Saṃhitā on the one hand as well as of the Śrauta, and Dharmaśāstra on the other.1 Modern scholars as a rule are inclined to think that the Saṃhitā portion represents the earlier stage. In this age, we hear, along with Brāhmaṇas, Śramaṇas adn Munis. The idea of Saṁsāra, Karma and transmigration distinguished the Śramaṇas. Scholars of today are disposed to admit in the Vedic age the existence of two distinct cultural traditions, namely one of the Brāhmaṇas which was the orthodox view and the other of the Munis and of the Śramaṇas which was pre-Vedic. It seems to me that scholars have been labouring under a confusion in the face of the two contradictory human attitudes in early Indian culture—one in favour of worldly life and its attendant pleasures and the other inclined towards a life of renunciation away from the pleasures of society. Even in the earlier Vedic age we have evidence of the two-fold attitudes viz. of pravṛtti and Nivṛtti. Each individual life unless it was unusually abnormal had to be adjusted in such a way that both pravṛtti and Nivṛtti could have the rightful place in it. Pravṛtti used to be
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followed by Nivrîtti as a rule though in exceptional cases both were harmonized and mutually adjusted as indicated in the statement of the Isa Upaniṣad.¹

This spirit of adjustment is discernible not only in the life of Vedic Society but also of the Vedic individual. Even the sacrificial cult had a deep meaning behind it and to be properly intelligible had to be interpreted in a symbolical manner. In a later age we come across certain tendencies. For example in the external worship (upāsanā) of a deity, the so-called external articles viz. Dhūpa, Dīpa, Fragrance, Flowers etc.² we are supposed to interpret these symbolically, each representing a real inner principle e.g. Vāyu, Tejas, Prthvī, Ākāśa and Jala respectively. It is not possible for me to undertake the detailed study of the question in this work, and we assume that in the Vedic age as in the later one, there existed what we call Adhikāra-bheda (अधिकाराभेद) in man as well as in society. The meaning of a particular mantra to be properly appreciated has to be studied from a mystical point of view.

( 4 )

From the viewpoint of the present study we may take the Vedic culture as integral and uniform and we must consider the Upaniṣadic viewpoint as distinct in spirit from its earlier part.

In the earlier Upaniṣadic literature we have clear indications of the doctrine of Karma and of the allied doctrine of the after-life-existence and transmigration. It is said in Daharavidyā³ (दंहरविद्या) that life on earth as well as life in the separate world beyond death depends on Karma not only in its acquisition but also in its duration. When the Karma is exhausted, life due to it is also terminated.⁴

¹ इस उपनिषद में निवृत्ति—उपनिषद I.
² धूप, दीप, प्रकाश, फूल इत्यादि यथा.
³ दंहरविद्या—उपनिषद VIII.
⁴ चिन्तामणि उपनिषद VIII, 1-6. तथा एवं रूपकशरणे लोपः कौमति एवेका मुक्ते पुरविकी नीक्षे अङ्के।
It is also said that if a person departs from this life without knowing the Atma and what is known as true objects of desire (सत्यानां कामान), he cannot have a free movement in all the spheres of being, but in case of one who has realised (अनुविष्ट) the Atman and also ‘The true objects of desire’, he has freedom of movement in all the spheres of life and existence.¹

In the same Upanishad² there is a reference to Sukṛti and Duṣkṛti (सुकृती, दुष्कृती) as well as all kinds of Pāpamāna (पापमान:) absent from Atma or Brahmaloka. It is here clearly stated that in Brahmaloka which is eternally luminous (सत्यहितायां) there is no day and night, no old age, no death and no sorrow.

The concept of Karma as implying Puṇya (merit) and Pāpa (demerit) was well-known in that age. The Chāndogya Upaniṣad quotes an old traditional saying to the effect that a yogin is not effected by Puṇya and Pāpa (Merit and demerit). In the Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad³ a śruti is quoted.

This shows a contrast between Karma and Jñāna in so far as the former leads to bondage and the latter to emancipation. In another passage of the Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad⁴ there is an interesting account of the process of a man’s dying. It is said that at that time all the senses become united. The top of the heart (Agra) is illumined and the soul goes out by that light; the door of exit being one of the following—Eye, Mūrdhā (head) etc. The ātma leaves, the other prāṇas also leave. The ātma is Savijñāna (सविज्ञान) i. e. has particular consciousness. Then it is said that it is followed by knowledge, work and past experience.⁵

The example of leech (जलीका) is given. In this connection it is stated that as one does so one becomes. A good doer becomes a saint and an evil doer becomes a sinner. Merit is attained by good deeds whereas sin is attained by sinful deeds. In this context an old Śruti is quoted according to which being attached, a man together with the work, attains that result to which his subtle body or mind is attached. Exhausting the results of whatever work he did in this life, he returns from that world to this for (fresh) work.

That the doctrine of Karma and its consequence received the most serious attention of ancient Indian thinkers is evident from various contexts in the earlier Upaniṣads. In this connection we are reminded of pāṅcagnīvidya (पञ्चगन्निविद्या) as described in the Bhādarāṇyakopaniṣad and Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa. It is said that Śvetaketu Āruṇeya of Gautama Gotra went to Pravāhana (Jaivali). Pravāhana asked the boy “Did your father teach you regarding a man’s departure from this life.

(b) Do you know the Vyāvartana or the return?
(c) Do you know the Vyāvartana of Devayāna and Pitṛyāna.
(d) Do you know why the other Loka is not filled?
(e) In which oblation that is offered, the water becomes the voice of a person, rises up and speaks?

1. Bhādarāṇyakopaniṣad IV. 4.3. तत्त वर्त द्रष्ट जलीयका, द्रष्टमात्तत्त्यत, अन्यम् भाज्यमु अभाज्यम् भाज्यम् आत्मान् उपसंहरति, एवम् एवावर्त्त भाज्यम्, इदं शरीरं निहत्स, अधिन गमिन्ता, अन्यम् भाज्यमु अभाज्यम्, आत्मान् (उपसंहरति).

2. Bhādarāṇyakopaniṣad IV. 4.5—यथाकारी यथाचारी तथा सविस्तर—साक्षारी साक्षमविस्तर, पापकारी पापो सविस्तर। पुष्यः पुष्येति कर्मकारण सविस्तर, पापः पापेति।

3. Bhādarāṇyakopaniṣad IV. 4.6—तदेव सत्त: सह कर्मण्याति। लिङ्गः सनो वस निपक्षस्य। प्राप्तमात्तत्त्यस्य वाक्येण हेतु करीत्वम्। तत्सम्ब्होकत्वमुपनिर्देशायो लोकाय कर्मचिये।

5. Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa.
6. Bhādarāṇyakopaniṣad VI.2.2—अनुशिष्यो न अविश्व विज्ञान, बोधये शहि होवाच।
How is the fifth oblation Apah called *Puruṣa*?

It shows that all the souls go out by the same path for a certain distance in the beginning and then they bifurcate.

The ceremonial end of 'Svetaketu's' Vedic studies (Samāvartana) took place in the time but his father told him that he had given him anuśāsana. Pravāhana said that anuśāsana means a knowledge of these secrets.¹

1. In the first Vidyā the fire symbolises the other plane or heavenly plane (Dyuloka), Samit symbolises the Sun (Āditya), the smoke (Dhūma) is the symbol of the rays (Raśmayo), arcih (flame) stands for the day when the coals for the Moon (Candra) and the sparks (Visphuliṅga) for the intermediate stars (Nakṣatra).

The Devas i.e. the Prāṇas of the Yajmāna (in the form of Agni) offer oblation (Āhuti) of Śraddhā, subtle waters apa (Śraddhābhāvita) which are the pariṇāma of the Agnihotra oblation.

The result of the oblation is the birth of Somrāja.²

Śaṅkara says that these subtle waters are the intrinsic cause of Samavāyī. Agnihotra oblation entering into anupravesa·Dyuloka (heavens) begins to function as Candra.

2. The fire is Parjanya. The Samit is Vāyu. The smoke Abhra. The arci is Vidyut, the aṅgāra is the Aṣani and Visphuliṅga is thundering.

In this fire of (Parjanya) the gods offer (the libation of) Soma the king. From this offering arises rain. (The result of this oblation is Varṣā).

3. In the third the fire is the earth (Prthvī) the fuel (Samit) is the air (Saṁvatsara), the smoke is the space (ākāśa), the flame (arcīṣ), is the night (Rātri), coals (aṅgāra) are the quarters

---

¹ The five Agnīvidyā may be thus described in a tabular form. In each Agnīvidyā there is Samīd, Dhūmaḥ, arciṣ, aṅgāra, Visphuliṅga.

² Śaṅkara quotes:—Śraddhā Vah apo Śraddham eke aranyce pran ya pracalanti.
(Dišā) and the sparks are intermediate quarters (Avāntardīśā). In this fire the gods offer (the libation of) rain. From this offering arises food.

4. In the fourth the fire is man (Puruṣa), the fuel (Samit) is the speech (Vāk), breath (Prāna), the smoke, the tongue (Jihvā) the flame (Arcī), the eyes (Caksu), the coal (aṅgāra) and the ears (Śrotra) the sparks. In this fire the gods offer (the libation of) food; from this offering arises semen.

5. In the fifth the fire is woman (Jośā), the fuel is the sexual organ (Upastha), what invites (Nūpāsrayate) is the smoke, the vulva (Yoniḥ) is the flame (Arcī) the coals (aṅgāra) are what is done inside (Ahaṁkaroti), the sparks are the pleasures (Abhinavaprāya). In this fire the gods offer the libation of semen (retas). From this offering arises the foetus (Garbha).

The Krama or sequence is thus shown—Śraddhā, Soma, Varṣā and Retas—Garbha is then produced. Thus āpah (Śraddhā) becomes converted into Puruṣāḥ in the fifth offering. The foetus (garbha) surrounded by vulva (Jarāyu) is enclosed in the membrane, having lain inside for nine or ten months or more or less, then comes to be born. It sleeps in the mother's Kukṣi (Udara) for nine or ten months and the birth takes place (Jāyate). The mother's Kukṣi (Udara) is filled with urine, faeces, Vāta, pitta and Śīṣma and so forth. The garbha is smeared with them. It is coated with vulva and impure pus. It is Lohitareta (लोहितरेत) and Aśucibija (अशुचिबिज ). It grows by by anupraveśa i.e. by interpenetration of rasa, food and drink taken by the mother. It is endowed with Śakti, Bala, Vīrya, Tejas, Prajñā and Ceṣṭā. It comes out by the door of yoni being Pitta. After birth it lives (Jīvati) till the term of its life (Āyu). Śaṁkara says—that Jīva lives in accordance with his Karma. He moves about (gamanāgamanaṁ) till the enjoyment of the fruits of his work (Karmakaraṇa) like the Kulalacakra of the potter. After the end of the term of life he disappears (preta).

1. Śaṁkara—वावत कर्मकरण भागुः, तावद जीवति।
The Chāndogya text says that when he has departed, his friends carry him, as appointed, to the fire (of the funeral pile). From whence he came, from whence he sprang. Śaṅkara explains diṣṭa as Karmanā nirđiṣṭam paralo[kam preti (that he goes to the other world in accordance with his own Karma). This is for the dead but if the person lives and is qualified for Vedic Karma or knowledge in that case ṛtvigas take for Agni (harati) and his sons perform his antyakarma, his last rites.

The performer of Agnihotra according to Vedas attains the birth and death repeatedly. Sometimes he enjoys the joys of heaven having gone to the upper world and sometimes suffers in various ways in this mortal world. At last rites are performed in the fire from which he was born (came) in the order of śrāddha etc. and other oblations.

In the Brhadāranyaka Upaniṣad, we have a clear statement that the soul leaves one body and enters into another.

According to this statement a new birth takes place in a new body—it may be of the Pitrloka (the world of manas), Gandharvaloka (the world of gandharvas), Devaloka (the world of gods), or Brahmaloka (the world of Brahma) It does not speak of human birth though it refers to Anyēṣām Vā Bhūtānām (अन्येषां वा भूतानां). It seems to me that it refers to birth in Paraloka (other world) and not re-birth as men on return.

From a study of the earlier Upaniṣads it seems that in that age there were two classes of householders (Gṛhaṣṭha)—those who were conversant with the secrets of Paṁcāgni and those who were ignorant. The former knew that the birth of man is from fire i.e. from Paraloka etc. Man is therefore of the essence of fire (Agni-svarūpa). The second class of householders had no

1. Chāndogyopaniṣad V. 9.2—तः प्रेतं विद्वितंतिःजन्य एव हुरस्िति यत्वा द्वेतो यतः संभूतो भवति।
2. Brhadāranyakopaniṣad IV. 4.4—अयमालमा इद्यं शारीरं निबद्धश्वाच्छियम् गमित्वानुवल्लवत्वे कल्याणत्वे रूपं कृत्वे।
पितायं वा गात्रं वा दैव्यं वा भ्राजाप्रयों वा भ्राक्षे वाश्वेषया वा भूतानाय।
knowledge of the Pañcāgni Vidya but were devoted to the practice of sacrifices—Iṣṭāpūrta and Kāmyakarma. These people on death go to the Moon ( Candra ) along the path of smoke etc. ( dhūmramārga ).

As regards the Vaikhānasas who lived in the forests, it is said that they were not house-holders in the proper sense of the term but were Vānaprasthas. Over and above these there were Parivrajakas also. The Vaikhānasas and the Parivrajakas were worshippers and followed the path of Śraddhā, tapas, etc.

The knowers of the Pañcāgni lore, followed the bright path of ascent after death. As regards the Brahmacārins who are described as Naiśṭhikas and having succeeded in the act of the sublimation of the vital energy ( Urdhvaretas ), they are said to depart from the life by what is usually described as uttaramārga, the northern path.

This northern path is called by Śaṅkara the path of Aryama. These people will go together with the forefathers by the same path. The Upakurvaṇa Brahmacārins are required to have a full knowledge of the Vedas. When the acquisition of knowledge is complete they are at liberty to take any course and follow the rules and regulations guiding their path.

What leads to Uttara-mārga? The Purāṇas and Smṛtis are in favour of the view that the so called Uttara-mārga is reserved only for those people who have succeeded in sublimating their sex-energy. So far as the Pañcāgni Vidya is concerned Śaṅkara-cārya holds that it is meant for the house-holder. This shows that all house-holders were not in possession of Pañcāgni Vidya. In such cases the house-holders will be compelled to travel by Dakṣīṇa mārga. It is also held that over and above these who have a knowledge of the Pañcāgni Vidya, those who have a direct knowledge of the Saguṇa Brahma also get the advantage of departure from the life of the right path ( Uttaramārga ).

From the above it is clear that house-holders may have the knowledge of the Saguṇa Brahma Vidya or of the Pañcāgni
Vidya. In both cases they are equally eligible for the right path. Śaṅkara quotes the Śruti according to which they (who are worshippers of Sagunā Śaguna) attain the path of illumination whether their funeral rite is performed or not—by this indication they go through the right path.1

Śaṅkara says that Urdhvareta Brahma (उर्ध्वरेत्र ब्रह्मचारी) goes by the Uttarā marga or by the right path. The other is impure (Āpūta) on account of likes and dislikes consequent on a contact with friends and enemies. Moreover he has Karma and adharma both.

(5)

KARMIC LAPS AND THEIR EXPIATION

The law of Karma is by virtue of the nature a law of justification or of atonement. Pāpa in any of its forms implies a violation of the principle of equilibrium existing in the nature of man. The violation has usually its origin in will and ignorance and in some cases may be unconscious. The defect which ensues, disturbs the purity of man in his mental, physical and social aspects. The scriptures lay down rules for expiation of all offences committed. The code of purification and penances (Prayaścitta) is an integral and very important part of history of Dharmāśāstra.

The Smritis, the Itihāsas and the Purāṇas contain an extensive discussion of the ways and means of removing the stain caused by the violation concerned. The principle of purification and its different ways form an important subject matter for Dharmāśāstra. Prayaścitta is the most widely used term for a purifying penance but in the Jābala Smṛti we have a synonym for it in the word Kalyāṇa.2

Aṅgira observes that prāyaḥ means Tapah or penance and Citta means determination (Niścaya). This shows that the

1. अथ वदू कैवासिम शास्त्रं कुस्मि वदि च नान्तिपरमेव,। इति बिकागुतर्गुणे ते गच्चति ।
Śaṅkara Bhāṣya of Chāndogya Upaniṣad V. 10. 1.

2. Cf. Prayaścittaviveka, p. 10. 'कल्याणयो यात्यथावत्तिं च।'
meaning of Prāyaścitta is in a particular form of penance (Tapas) which may have been decided as a means to purification.¹

Harita says Prāyaścitta destroys the accumulated evil (Aśubha) due to Aśubha.²

What is the cause of lapse referred to above on the part of man? The general view is that the lapse is caused by non-performance of what has been enjoined as the right and performance of what has been enjoined as wrong and non-control of the senses. This is the well known view of Yājñavalkya.³

An old Indian Scholar has tried to define ‘Sin’ as an act of wilful rebellion against or disobedience of some law supposed to be laid down by God or Revelation. It is opposition to the will of God manifested in an authoritative work or at least failure to abide by the regulation contained therein.⁴

The general trend of religious and spiritual thinker is that the force of Karma as a rule is bound to fulfil itself. Gautama in his Dharmasūtra⁵ refers to this fact by saying—that Karma is not destroyed which implies the indistinctibility of Karma. This means that a man cannot get rid of his Karma except through the experience of its consequences. The Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa⁶ seems to confirm this truth. Āpastamba in a similar strain holds

1. Prāyaścittaviveka, p. 2
2. Prāyaścittaviveka, p. 3
5. Gautama Dharmasūtra 19th Adhyāya, 6th Sūtra.
6. Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, V. 2.7.27
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that actions done in a previous life do reach the perpetrator without mistake.¹

A close study of the Vedic and post-Vedic works (rutis and Smṛtis) reveals the fact that though transgression of law is punishable under law, the law in its general spirit of graceful fulfilment offer certain constructive suggestion, the practical acceptance of which may be partially or wholly under the consequence of an evil action. Some of these suggestions refer to mental action and some to physical action and in the latter case some refer to vocal or some to direct bodily activities and others to action performed through the body.

**ON THE MENTAL SIDE**

The most important mental action is the active spirit of repentance (Anutāpa, Paścātāpa) for the sin committed. Manu² Viṣṇudharmottara,³ Brahmapuruṣa,⁴ Viṣṇupuruṣa,⁵ prāyaścita-viveka,⁶ and other greater works lay great emphasis on Anutāpa as the most important factor. Āṅgira holds that constant repentance for the sins committed followed by a course of Prāñāyāma is a way to purification. In the case of repentance it may be noted that according to Manu there are two successive stages in this act—

(a) Repentance which produces freedom from sin and

(b) Purification which is caused by the resolution to abstain from the sin in future.⁷

According to Āṅgira⁶

---

1. Āpāstamba Dharmasūtra II. I. 2. 7.
3. Viṣṇudharmottara II. 73. 131-232.
4. Brahmapuruṣa 210-5.
5. Viṣṇupuruṣa II. 6 to 40.
6. Prāyaścita-viveka p-30
7. Aparārka on Viṣṇavalkya p. 1231 says that paścātāpa etc. entail small Klesa while Prāyaścita means much trouble.
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Yama says that Paścātāpa (Repentance) Snāna (Bath) and Nivṛtti are the three phases.¹

Prāyaścitta Prakāśa holds that repentance makes the sinner fit to receive penance. The two are not alternatives. For this reason Yama says that repentance and cessation to repeat the act are merely the Āṅgas of Prāyaścitta and do not constitute Prāyaścitta itself.

ON THE VOCAL SIDE

(a) Confession—Regarding confession we read in the Āpāstamba Dharma Sūtra² that the guilty person has to disclose his misdeeds while begging for alms to support himself. The guilt here is that of an Abhiśasta, unjustly forsaking one's wife or murder of a learned Brāhmaṇa. In case of a Brahmacārin having his sex intercourse he was to confess his guilt while begging at some houses.³

Regarding confession Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa says⁴ that when the sin is confessed it becomes less since it becomes truth. The confession is before God (i.e. Agni) and men (i.e. priests) to restore one to Divine forgiveness.

In Christianity we find the value of repentance recognised as an important factor in the remission of sins.⁵

(b) Recitation of Vedic texts for purification or japa of the Gāyatrī Mantra.

1. Aṅgirā Śruti परशृवातपालिनिवितरक्षतानन्तरणेवदिन्तम्।
2. Āpāstamba Dharma Sūtra (1.9.24,15 ; 1.10.28,19, and 1.10.29,1) e.g.
4. Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa 11.5 2,20
5. The New Testament Thomas Nelson and Sons New York, Luke 15. “Even so, I tell you, there will be more joy in Heaven over one sinner who repents than over ninety nine righteous persons who need no repentance”. “Even so I tell you, there is joy before the angels of God over one sinner who repents”. Epistle of John 1-9. If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive our sins and cleanses us from unrighteousness.
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(a) Tormenting the body and other austerities.
(b) Constant Prāṇāyāma.
(c) Offering sacrifices and making gifts.
(d) Fasting

Gautama\textsuperscript{1} holds Upavāsa (fasting) as a means of removing sin. He\textsuperscript{2} regards fasting (Anāśaka) as a tapas. Haradatta\textsuperscript{3} calls Upavāsa equal to Bhakta tyāga\textsuperscript{4} (renunciation of boiled rice).

From a careful study of the history of different religions, it would appear that the idea of sin has not been always and everywhere the same. Differences occur according to age, caste and religion. Sin was transferrable from one man to another through saṁsarga or contact in association. Brhaspati\textsuperscript{5} or Vṛddha-Brhaspati according to Mitakṣarā refers to nine kinds of contacts\textsuperscript{6}, in which transfer of sin is said to be effected.\textsuperscript{7}

These nine contacts are:—

(1) Ekāśayā (एकाशया)—occupying the same bed.
(2) Ekāśanam (एकाशनम्)—occupying the same seat.
(3) Ekapanāktra (एकपानक्त्र:)—taking food in the same row with the sinner.

\textsuperscript{1} Gautama Dharma Sūtra 19.12.
\textsuperscript{2} Gautama Dharma Sūtra 19.16.
\textsuperscript{3} Gautama Dharma Sūtra 19.15.
\textsuperscript{4} Regarding Upavāsa, see Kane IV pp 52-54
\textsuperscript{5} Brhaspati—एकश्यास्मवं पवित्रितपवित्रपवित्रितम्य याज्ञायापनेऽयोरसिथात च सहभोजानं न नवधा सहृद्योगो स्थि न कर्त्तव्योऽपि: सह।
\textsuperscript{6} The contact may be threefold according to intensity, the most intense being Yonisambandha, (sexual intercourse), Srauva, (making the sinner a priest) Maukha (Teaching or learning Vedas), the intermediate ones being using the same vehicle, seat, bed, or cover-let, eating in the same row and learning the Vedas together, The lowest is varied-intimate talk, touching.
\textsuperscript{7} Brhaspati Śānti Vide No. 5, P. 36.
(4) Bhāṇḍamīśrāṇnam (भाण्डमिश्राल्पम्)—Cooking food in the same cooking pot.

(5) Pakvānamīśrāṇnam (पक्वानिश्राल्पम्)—Partaking of food produced by the sinner.

(6) Yājana (याजन)—Being the sacrificial priest of the sinner.

(7) Adhyāpana (अद्धापन)—being the Veda teacher of the sinner or employing the sinner as a Vedic teacher.

(8) Yonīh (योनिः)—Sexual intercourse.

(9) Sahabhojana (सहभोजन)—taking food in the same pot.

According to Parasara¹ sins are transferred from man to man in different ways.

The codes are inclined to think, that the intensity of sins differ in different yugas due to different causes—that is why while in the Kṛta yugas speaking with a Patita (पतित i.e. fallen one) involved sin, in the next age Tretā (त्रैत) sin was caused by touching him, in Dvāpara (द्वापर) sin arose only for taking food in his house while in the present Kali age sin appears only when a sinful act is actually committed.

There are some peculiar ideas regarding sin. It is said in Taittiriya Brāhmaṇa² that the asuras shaved the part on the head first, then moustaches downward and last of all armpits. Therefore they went down face bent downwards and were defeated. Gods first shaved the armpit, then the moustaches and then the hair on the head. On this is based the question of threefold food in the same vessel, eating food at his house, receiving a gift from him.

Vāpana (वपन) i.e. shaving is threefold—

(1) Daiva (देव), (2) Āsura (आसुर) and (3) Mānuṣa (मानुष).

The Āsura method is condemned, the Daiva method is ordained.

¹ Parasara Saṁhitā XI-79.
² Taittiriya Brāhmaṇa 1.5.6.1-2. देवा ने यथेष्ठपुस्कलैं तदसुः अकुस्वरूपः। तेनुरा काश्च प्रक्रियाद्वारा नापरेव। तेन केत्ताताधमस्वत। अथ नमस्तेः। अथ चित्तवर्षी। तत्सत्तावज्ञाय आसुरः पुरास्वत। कर्मवर्त्ति। अहं भव। अवाहितार्गृहार्थार्थान। अथ देशाः। कर्मवर्त्ति। अवाहितार्गृहार्थान। अथ देशाः। कर्मवर्त्ति। अवाहितार्गृहार्थान। अथ देशाः। कर्मवर्त्ति। अवाहितार्गृहार्थान।
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Shaving at three places is forbidden—Kakṣa (कक्ष), Upastha (उपस्थ) and Śikhā (शिखा). There are elaborate rules on Vapana (वपन) and Muṇḍana (मुङ्डन).

CLASSIFICATION OF SINS

In different ages and owing to different social conditions the classification of sins and the conception of its relative gravity have varied considerably.

In the use of penances, however, there is an option. It is said that whatever sins are committed equivalent to Bahamahatyā, and remain the same under the lock of hair, I cut that very tuft of hair.

The Chāndogya Upaniṣadcite a verse from an earlier authority stating that five great sinners are those who steal gold, drink wine (Suvā), violate the Guru’s bed, murder a Brahmāna and who associates with any of the above four.

They represent the condition of a very early age—much anterior to the age of Chāndogya. In later times but still in the post Vedic period we have the evidence of Āpastamba, Baudhāyana, Gautama and others.

Āpastamba Dharma Sūtra divide sins into two classes—Patanjya (पतन्त्र) and Aśucikara (अशुचिकर) i.e. those which cause a man to lose his caste and which makes a man simply impure. As to which offences are patanjya and which cause impurity only, opinions naturally differ. Baudhāyana speaks of three kinds of sins namely Patanjya, Upapātaka and Aśucikara. Vasiṣṭha speaks of three kinds of sins—namely Ena, Mahāpātaka and Upapātaka. Evidently there is no general agreement regard-

1. वाति कारि न पापास बहादुरताः समानिति च, केतानाबिति संप्रदयस्ति, तत्सम वैराग्ये व्रतायर् ॥
2. Chāndogya Upaniṣad 5.10.9—3. Āpastambīya Dharmaśūram 1 7.21.7-19
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...ing the names of sins. Viṣṇu and Kātyāyana refer to nine and five kinds of sins respectively.¹

**GENERAL PRINCIPLE OF KARMA**

The consequences of Karma are inevitable. Every cause has its effect. It is a natural law and cannot be challenged in ordinary course or life. The Dharmasūtras, Upaniṣads and Purāṇas are living testimony to this effect. Gautama in his noted Dharmasūtra⁶ says that deeds do not perish. Śaṅkara² refers to this in his commentary on Brahmāsūtra. Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa³ says that man is not free from good or bad deeds without enjoying the fruits thereof. Bhāviṣya Purāṇa⁴ says in a positive tone that a sinful deed, done and not enjoyed the fruits thereof, does not get destroyed even for hundred Kalpas. Essentially one should perform Prāyaścitta. This is based on Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa.⁵ The Brhadāraṇyakopaniṣad⁶ emphatically remarks that a man becomes whatever he practises and in the way he behaves. A doer of good deed becomes good and that of bad deed becomes bad. According to some a man is desirous by nature; his desires make him to determine and decide accordingly. Whatever he decides to do, accordingly he gets the fruit. The Chāndogya Upaniṣad makes us to understand that whatever a man does in this world, seeds

---

¹ Kātyāyana—महापारं चातिपारं तथा पातकमेव च। प्रसखिको चोएपापमितेयं पञ्चको गाय शति। II Mitākṣara on Yajñavalkya III. 342 Viṣṇu dharmasūtra 33.3-5

⁵ Gautama Dharma Sūtra 19.5—तत्ति कर्म चिन्ते। Masakari (Bhāṭiyakāra on Dharma Sūtra) Quotes Śaṅkara—यथा प्रकीयां बोधानि रत्नानि च प्रवौधिष्टो। एवमल्लथे कर्मचतु तिर्थानिः प्रभवमिति। II

⁶ Brhadāraṇyaka V 5.1-13 Śaṅkara Bhāṣya “समर्थिति च ‘तत्ति कर्मचतु बोध्येति’ शति”

⁷ Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa (XIV.17) नहि भीमात्र हत्ये पुरयं पायं च कर्म मानव परिवर्जनति। भीमात्र च पुरयाययथे निवेदने।

⁸ Bhāviṣya Purāṇa XIX. 27 says:—तत्ति तत्ति तत्ति पापस्य प्रायतिष्टेन समाचरेत। नामोच्छवस्य नासय। कल्याणोद्देशयसि।

⁹ Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa V 2.2-27

¹⁰ Brhadāraṇyakopaniṣad IV.4.5
of those very deeds are ingrained in the doer and when he leaves this world, as a resultant of his previous deeds he is reborn accordingly.\textsuperscript{1} Ka\text{\dh}opani\text{\sadh} allot the next birth according to the Karma of the person concerned.\textsuperscript{2}

\textbf{EXPIATION}

We now proceed to discuss the question of expiation. There are various opinions regarding expiation. According to some as a general rule, Karma—good or bad—cannot but have its effect. Hence expiation is useless. But according to some expiation should be performed to remove the effect of sins.\textsuperscript{3} Again, some are of the view that expiation can destroy the efforts of sins that are not committed intentionally. Manu and Y\text{\uj}n\text{\av}alkya also confirm this view.\textsuperscript{4} In case of sins which are intentional or committed with knowledge there are diverse opinions.\textsuperscript{5} The sins committed intentionally are said to be worthy of being made free of results by performing various expiations according to Manu.\textsuperscript{6}

The sum and substance of Sm\text{\ar}ta view is that in case of intentional sins, expiation enables intentional sinners to become fit for association with people in society.\textsuperscript{7} Beyond that the experience of hell-suffering cannot be averted in case of intentional

\textsuperscript{1} Ch\text{\and}ogy\text{\uap} Up\text{\p}ani\text{\sadh} 3-14.1 अथ खङ्क कांहरः पुरुषो वथाक्षतुरुस्मित्वात पुरुषीभवति तथेत: प्रेत्य भवति स कांहुः कुङ्खवः ॥१॥
\textsuperscript{2} Ka\text{\dh}opani\text{\sadh} II.57 योनिमन्ये प्रपणने शरीराले दैविनः:—
स्थायुमनेजनसंबन्धति वथाकम् यथाशुभम् ॥
\textsuperscript{3} G\text{\aut}ma Dharma S\text{\uutra} 3.1 3-6.
\textsuperscript{4} Manus\text{\m}\text{\m}trti XI.45.
\textsuperscript{5} Y\text{\uj}n\text{\av}alkya Sm\text{\m}trti III, 226
\textsuperscript{6} Vasi\text{\sh}tha Sm\text{\m}trti 22. 2-5; 20-1, 2
Manus\text{\m}trti XI. 46-
\textsuperscript{7} Y\text{\uj}n\text{\av}alkya Sm\text{\m}trti III-226.

\begin{quote}
प्रायवक्ष्ये रेषेमने यद्वानान्तरं भवेद ।
कामतो व्यवहारस्तु वचनादिः जापते ॥
\end{quote}
sins. There is a story in that Vedic literature that\(^1\) Indra consigned some Yatis to dogs or wolves (Śalavṛkas). To mitigate the effect of the sin he had to perform the Upahavya rite to get rid of the sin. In this matter, Anāgirasa is of opinion that in case of intentional sin, the penalty is double.\(^2\)

Various Prāyaścittas are prescribed in the Śāstras. Some are named and described here.

**Aghamarśaṇa**\(^3\)—it removes all sins. The hymn is to be recited thrice in the day being immersed in water for a bath. This brings the same result as bath after Aśvamedha. According to Yājñavalkya,\(^4\) aghamarśaṇa hymn is to be recited for three days. According to Prāyaścitta-Sāra,\(^5\) three days' fast is prescribed in accordance with Aghamarśaṇa Vrata. The sinner has to stand up by day and sit up by night. At the end a milch cow is to be donated.

**Kṛcchra**—Numerous penances go under this name in its varieties, viz. Kṛcchra-Saṁvatsara, Atikṛcchra, Āgneya Kṛcchra, Ardha-kṛcchra, Jalakṛcchra, Tapa Kṛcchra, Tilapuruṣa Kṛcchra, Dadhi Kṛcchra, Dhanda Kṛcchra, Devakṛcchra, Patraṇakṛcchra, Pādonakṛcchra, Balakṛcchra, Mohatapakṛcchra, Maitraṇakṛcchra, Yājñakṛcchra, Vyāsakṛcchra, Suvarṇakṛcchra and Saumya-Kṛcchra.

Details of some Kṛcchras —

1. Taittirīya Saṁhitā VI. 2. 7. 5
   Kṛtha Saṁhitā—VIII. 5.
   Aitareya Brāhmaṇa 35. 2

2. Parāśaramādhava, Prāyaścita Kāṇḍa, Aṣṭama Adhyāya, 1st verse—in its commentary Anāgira is quoted by Parāśara P. 151—
   अर्थात् कामक्षयस्य दियुष्यं व्रतमाहिः
   "अकामतेऽकामस्ते पापे प्रायश्चितं न कामते
   स्मायुक्तिस्मे यथै दियुष्यं शुचिपूषके—शरीत।

3. Prāyaścita Prakāśa—therein Anāgira is quoted—
   असित सिद्धात्क्षणमचन्द्रपि पापं तत्तत्त्वद्ध तु प्रायश्चित्तस्य
   8. R. V. X 190. 1–3.

4. Yājñavalkya Smṛti III. 301.

5. Prāyaścita Sāra P. 199.
1. **Kṣcchra-Saṁvatsara**—According to Apastamba Dharmaśutra¹ in this Kṛchra, Kṛchras are undergone continuously in a cycle for one year.

2. **Atikṛcchra**—According to Manu, an observer of Ati-kṛcchra Vrata should take one morsel of food in the mornings for three days, in the evenings for three days and for three days eating one morsel got without asking for it and should fast for three days.²

   On the other hand Yājñavalkya prescribes the eating of just as much food as would fill the hand and not merely one morsel.³ Baudhāyana Dharma Sūtra supports the view of Manu.⁴ According to Manu, the sin of killing a Brāhmaṇa is expiated by the performance of atikṛcchra penance.⁵ Gautama Śrīti says that Ati-kṛcchra is the penance for all sins except Mahā-patakas.⁶

3. **Kṛcchra-Saṁvatsara**—In this penances are performed ceaselessly for one year.⁷

**Kṛcchra-tikṛcchra**—According to Gautama Śrīti⁸ in this only water is taken on those days on which food is allowed and that this penance makes a man free from all sins. Yājñavalkya⁹ prescribes the diet of milk alone for 21 days. According to Manu¹⁰ Kṛcchra-tikṛcchra should be performed as an expiation for drawing the blood of a Brāhmaṇa by beating him with a stick.

---

². Manu XI, 213.
³. Yājñavalkya Śrīti III, 319.
⁴. Baudhāyanadharmaśutra 4. 5. 8.
⁵. Manu Śrīti XI Adhyāya
⁶. Gautama Śrīti XXVII
⁷. Apastamba Dharma Sūtra 1, 9. 27; 8
⁸. Gautamasrīti 27
⁹. Yājñavalkya Śrīti III. 320
¹⁰. Manusmrīti XI, 208
Gomūtra Kṛcchra—According to the Prāyaścitā Sāra, a cow should be fed to satiety with grains of wheat mixed with barley and then the expiator may collect the Yava grains that are to be found in her dung and drink the gruel of those Yavas cooked in cow's urine.

Āgneya Kṛcchra—If a man subsists for twelve days on sesame alone that is āgneya kṛcchra.

Ardhakṛcchra—According to Āpastamba Dharma Sūtra Ardha kṛcchra is to take food only once in the day for one day, only once in the evening for one day, taking food for two days without asking for it and completely fasting for two days.

Tapta Kṛcchra—According to Manu a Brāhmaṇa should take hot water alone for three days, hot milk alone for three days and hot air alone for three days. One should bathe once a day. According to Yājñavalkya in Taptakṛcchra, an expiator takes hot milk, hot ghee and hot water, for one day each and observes a total fast on the fourth day. Parāśara Smṛti, Atri Smṛti and Brahmapurāṇa speak about this Kṛcchra, viz. hot water, hot milk and hot ghee should be six palas, three palas and...
one pala respectively. The Brahmapurāṇa adds that water, milk and ghee are to be taken respectively in the evening, morning and noon.

**Tulāpuruṣa Kṛcchra**—According to Yājñavalkya, taking of oil cake for three days, the foamy scum of cooked rice for three days, butter milk, barley and water each for three days constitute Tulāpuruṣa Kṛcchra. Atri also supports the view of Yājñavalkya. According to Śaṅkha Śruti, oil-cake, the foamy scum of cooked rice, butter-milk, water and barley meal are to be taken each respectively on one day, followed by a fast on the next day.

**Saumyakṛcchra**—According to Yājñavalkya this penance lasts for six days, in the first five of which one subsists in succession upon oil-cake alone, foamy scum of boiled rice alone, butter milk alone, water alone and saktus alone and on the second last day a total fast is observed.

**Sāntapana**—Lasts for two days. On the first the sinner drinks together cow's urine, dung, curds, milk, ghee and Kuśā water. On the second day he observes total fast. According to Yājñavalkya Mahā Sāntapana penance consists in drinking separately for six days in succession. The six ingredients mentioned above and fasting on the next day (i.e. it lasts for 7 days). Mahāsāntapana is also said to last for twenty-one days.

---

1. Yājñavalkya Śruti III. 322.
2. Atri Śruti 126-127
3. Śaṅkha Śruti—XVIII. 4
4. Yājñavalkya Śruti—III. 321
   Atri Śruti. 126
5. Manu XI.212
   Yājñavalkya Śruti III. 314
   Baudhāyanas Dharma Śūra—IV.5.11
   Atri Śruti—115
6. Yājñavalkya Śruti—III. 315
   Atri Śruti—126
7. Baudhāyanas Śruti—IV. 5.16
Brahmakūrca—The sinner fasts on one day and on the next day mixes up the pañcagavyas with Vedic mantras and drinks with mantras.1

Regarding details we may note2—

Gomūtra to be taken with Gāyatrī3
Gomaya to be taken with the mantra Gandhadvāram4
Milk with Āpyāyasva5
Curds with Dadhikravāṇo6
Ghee with Tejosi7
Kuśa water with devasya tvā8

Prāyaścitta Viveka quotes Jābāla and cites another view regarding Brahmakūrca.

Total fast for the whole day and night, particularly on a full moon day and then drinks Pañca Gavya the next morning.9

Cāndrayāṇa—It is an old penance. According to Baudhāyana Dharma Sūtra,10 it is of two kinds—Yavamadhya and Pipālikā.

---

1. Vijñāneshwara’s commentary on Yajñavalkya III. 314—
2. Śāṅkha is quoted in Prāyaścittaviveka p. 515 and he defines Brahmakūrca Vrata as follows:

3. Ṛgveda III. 62.10
4. Śāntirīya Aranyakā X.1
5. Ṛgveda I.91.16
6. Ṛgveda IV. 9.6
7. Vījasyasamhitā—22.1
8. Vījasyayi Saṃhitā 22.1. Aitareya Brahmana 37.3
9. Jāṭhasmṛti—

10. Baudhāyana Dharma Sūtra—III. 8.33
madhya. Prāyaścitta Viveka quotes Jābala1 and counts Cāndrāyāṇa of five types—


It is a penance par excellence. When no specific name is mentioned, we may take as Cāndrayana.2 It destroys all sins.3 When it is performed for a year, it becomes the instrument for accumulating of merit.4 According to Gautama Śruti,5 Kṛcchra, atikṛcchra and Cāndrayaṇa, are penances for all sins. When done collectively grave sins are purified and when done separately lesser sins are purified.

Yavamadhya Cāndrayaṇa is defined as follows—

Śuklapratipadā (the first day of the bright half of a month)—To take only one morsel of food.

Śuklapakṣadvitiya—To take only two morsels of food viz. on each day to go on increasing one mouthful till on the pūrṇamāsi fifteen morsels are taken.

Kṣaṇapakṣa pratipadā—Fourteen morsels are taken which are reduced by one on each succeeding day. On the fourteenth of the dark half only one morsel is eaten and on the Amāvasya there is a complete fast. This is called Yavamadhya, because at the outset and at the end, less food is taken and in between i.e. on Pūrpimā much food is taken. Barley (Yava) is thin at two ends and thick in between, hence the term Yava-madhya6 is appropriate.

In case the Vrata is begun on the first tithi of the dark half, one morsel is reduced on the first day i.e. 14 morsels are taken

1. Prāyaścitta Viveka—P. 517
2. Yājñavalkya Śruti-III 326.
3. Manusmrīti—XI 221—
4. Gautama Śruti.28.
5. Gautama Śruti 19
6. Manu XI 217
on the first day and every day one morsel is reduced till on 14th
day one morsel is taken and on Amāvasya a complete fast is
observed. On the first day of the bright half one morsel is taken
i.e. goes on increasing one morsel each day till on the fifteenth
(on Purṇamāsi) fifteen morsels are taken. Here in between nothing
is taken and the largest number of morsels are taken in the
beginning and at the end. Hence it is named Pipālikāmadhya.¹
There are different views regarding Cāndrāyaṇa.²

According to Yājñavalkya, taking of 240 morsels during a
month is known as Cāndrāyaṇa Vrata.³

The entire course of self-purification by penance is worth
consideration. Certain principles have to be involved. Leaving
aside confession, repentance, gifts, prāṇayāma, Mantra-japa and
other gentle means of self-purification and coming down to actual
penance, certain principles seem to be involved. Fast is an import-
ant factor, so also Vedic mantra. Paṅcagavya is a very notable
factor.

Non-performance of Prāyaścitta—What will happen to
a grave sinner who has not gone through the prāyaścitta rite? Such
a man is said to suffer torments in hells and is afterwards
born as an insect or lower animal or a tree due to his sins still
left over. If born as a man he is afflicted with diseases or defects.
Such cases are described to great length in works dealing with
Karmavipāka.⁴

1. Yājñavalkya III. 323—
Manu XI. 21—
2. Vide Haradatta on Gautama 27.12-15
3. Yājñavalkya Smṛti III. 324 |
4. This shows that a man with grave sins bears some signs for seven
births. A person with Upapātaka bears these signs after five births, and a
person with sins for three births, so for as details are concerned we may
not find a consensus of opinion, but the belief of the existence of causal
relation between a particular disease or a particular animal and the
particular sin in earlier human life is persistant.
In the post-Vedic era, discourses are found in many works on Smṛtis and Purāṇas. Śatātapa’s works on Karma Vipāka is very well known. There was a wide-spread belief that diseases were the result of sins. Leprosy, Tuberculosis, Malaria, Dysentery, Kidney trouble, stone in the bladder, cough, Fistula are due to sins in previous lives. Many Smṛti-works have been written on birth as lower animals, often due to some sins in previous lives. The study of Purāṇas may be useful to live a present life in a successful manner.

Post-mortem state of soul—Heaven and Hell.

In the course of our survey of the Vedic and post-Vedic literature, with a view to find out the ways of Karmas in its diverse aspects, as was believed in ancient India to which the above literature testifies, we now proceed to ascertain the ancient Indian thought of the movement of the soul after its separation from the human body on death. Belief in heaven and hell is found almost in all religions of the world. Virtue leads to heaven and sin drives one to hell. There is also a belief in transmigration which means rebirth in the world in another body. The two beliefs may be distinct and independent or both may co-exist.

The general belief in ancient and medieval countries is that immortal element in man survived. The virtuous go to heaven and the sinful to hell. In early days there was also a belief in transmigration and rebirth. This belief was shared in ancient Greece by famous thinkers like Pindari, Plato, Herodotus and others.

SVARGA OR HEAVEN

There are descriptions of heaven in early Vedic literature. These are repeated in subsequent works of the ancient age.

1. The Rgveda and the Atharvaveda supply us with the information about heaven. Here are three heavens:

Rgveda: I.35.6; VIII. 5.8; VIII. 41.9; IX. 113.9.
The Kaṭha Upaniṣad¹ says that in heaven there is no suffering at all and there is no particular perpetual joy. We hear of numerous mansions in heaven, each belonging to a particular god. The attainment of heaven is due to dāna or Upāsanā.² Heavenly life is full of joys and delights. One has all his desires fulfilled³ Immortality (अमृतत्व) is obtained. Thus the Kauśitaki Upaniṣad⁴ refers to the different heavenly zones to Agni, Vāyu, Varuṇa Āditya, Indra, Prajāpati, Brahma and refers to divine nymphs, garlands, collyrium, powder and fragrant powder for the use of denizens. The denizen in heaven has all his desires fulfilled.⁵ According to the Rgveda there is immortality in heaven. There king Vaivasvata dwells. There the sun is confined that never sets. There the Divine waters flow.⁶ A sage attains immortality, enlightenment, familiarity with gods and are sure of not being harmed by enemies.⁷ Heaven is said to be equal to the abode of Yama. The sound of flutes and of songs resounds there. Those who perform sacrifices and practise penances go to heaven.⁸ According to the Atharvaveda, it is stated that in the heavenly world the bevies of Women are the denizens of heaven. People get many edible plants and flowers. There are ponds of ghee, streams of milk and honey. Wine flows like water and lotus lakes surround the denizens. The meritorious alone are entitled to enjoy the delights of the heaven, free from diseases whatsoever.⁹ According to Brahma-sūtra¹⁰ the lord of Brahmaloka was Hiranyagarbha. In another context,

1. Kaṭha Upaniṣad I, 12
2. Rgveda 1.125.5
3. Rgveda IX. 11 3.11
5. Rgveda IX. 11 3. 11
6. Rgveda IX, 35.8
7. Rgveda VIII. 47.3
8. Rgveda X, 135.7
9. Atharvaveda IV. 34. 2 and 6
10. Brahma Sūtra 4.3.4
the Brhadāraṇyakopaniṣad speaks of the spheres of loka of man, gods and devas and says that the sphere of the gods is the best. According to the Rgveda, on account of liberal gifts people resort to heaven and reside there as bright stars or go to the sun and become immortal.

Bodily transference to heaven—

According to the Taittiriya Saṁhitā offering the adābhyācup in Jyotiśoma results in stay in heaven while still living in this world. Taittiriya Brāhmaṇa records that those who offer sacrifices become shining stars in the firmament. The Satapatha Brāhmaṇa is an evidence to the fact that a sacrificer is born in the heaven with his entire body.

Heavenly bliss—

According to the Brhadāraṇyakopaniṣad, joys of the worlds of gods are hundreds of times more delightful than those of the mortal world.

Heaven not a place—

There are various opinions whether Svarga means a place or it means anything other than a place. On Jaimini Sūtra, Śabara, first puts forward the idea that Svarga implies in popular language such dravya as fine silken clothes, sandalwood paste and young damsels only sixteen years old. It also means a place where there is neither heat nor cold, neither hunger nor thirst, neither distress nor fatigue, and where only men of good deeds can reach. Śabara, later, himself refutes the view and accepts the primary meaning of the word Svarga as joy or delight and not a thing which brings joy.

1. Brhadāraṇyakopaniṣad I.5.16
2. Rgveda X. 107.2
3. Taittiriya Saṁhitā VI. 6. 9. 2.
4. Taittiriya Brāhmaṇa I. 5. 2.5–6
5. Satapatha Brāhmaṇa XI.1.8.6.
6. Brhadāraṇyakopaniṣed 4.3.32
7. Śabara on Jaimini Sūtra VI. 1. 1
8. Śabara on Jaimini VI. 1. 2
Also see Kaṭhopaniṣad 1.12
Vide also Taittiriya Upaniṣad II.8
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Hell—

There is no clear mention of Naraka (hell) as such in the Rgveda. There is an indirect reference to it in some places. Indra and Soma are called upon to strive down the evil doers into bottomless darkness. Indra is implored by the sage to send down into darkness whoever attacks him and his disciple.

In the Atharvaveda there is a reference to ‘Naraka loka’. In the Vajasaneyisāṁhitā, the Viraha is relegated to naraka. The Satapatha Brāhmaṇa finds reference to torments of hell, viz. men cutting up to the limbs of others one for crimes committed. According to the Tāttvārīya Āraṇyaka, there are four narakas namely Visarpin, Avisarpin, Viśādin and Aviśādin in the South-east, South-west, North-west and North-east.

The Kauśitaki Brāhmaṇa gives us the idea that a man in this world eats the flesh of beasts, in the same manner, in the next world, the beasts eat men.

Naraka not a place—

In ancient India, people believed that heaven and hell are not places. According to Gautama, heaven is in speaking truth and hell is in telling lies. According to Gautama sages of the past are of the opinion that Naraka is nothing more than this loss of capacity and of the fruits of good acts. The commentator Haradatta remarks that Gautama’s own view is that Naraka is a particular place where man has to dwell solely in distress and sorrow. Thus opinions differ whether Naraka or Svarga was a place or not. Some regard Naraka as a place and others do not believe in the idea.

References:
1. Rgveda IV.5.5
2. Rgveda VII.104.2
3. Rgveda X.152.4
4. Atharvaveda XII.4.36
5. Vajasaneyisāṁhitā XXX 5
6. Satapatha Brāhmaṇa XI.6.1.4
7. Tāttvārīya Āraṇyaka 1.19
8. Kauśitaki Brāhmaṇa XI.3
10. Gautama Dharmasūtra 21.4-6
11. स्वच्छः सत्यवचने त्रिभुव्येऽनसा: सर्व: ||
Narakas in the Smṛtis—

Smṛtis deal with narakas. An attempt has been made to give the names of these Narakas in a tabular form that are found in different Smṛtis. The names of Smṛtis are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of Smṛtis</th>
<th>Name of Narka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Asipatravana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Andhatāmśira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Rūṣa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Kalasūtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Kakola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Kuḍmala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Tamśira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Tapan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Pantha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Mahānarakṣa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Manu</td>
<td>Mahāvīci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Manu</td>
<td>Mahāraurava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Raurava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Pratimurtaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Manu</td>
<td>Lohadāraka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Lohasāṃkụ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Manu</td>
<td>Vairātriṇi Nadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Śalmaḷi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Saṃpratāpana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Saṃhata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Manu &amp; Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Saṃjivana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Avīci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Saṃghāta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Lohitoda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Saviṣā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Mahāpatha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Yajñavalkya</td>
<td>Kumbhīpāka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vide Manu IV. 88. 90
Yajñavalkya III 222-224
VASTISHA SAMHITĀ ON KARMA

Vāsiṣṭha Samhitā divides Karma into two classes namely Pravartaka and Nivartaka,¹ from which it is clear that according to Vāsiṣṭha it is not proper to renounce Karman at any stage so that Karmasamasya has no place in his scheme. The Pravartaka Karma is initiated by desire and will and every member of the Varṇāśrama system has to follow it. This karma is known as Pravartaka as it encourages a man to lead a worldly life but when the karma is combined with Jñāna and is free from all desires, it is called nivartaka karma. It is so called because it prevents a man from entering into the cycle of birth and death. It is thus clear that man falls into the cycle of birth and death due to Karma done with a special motive but if the action is performed with the idea that it is one’s duty without caring for the fruits, it is called nivartaka karma. It is thus clear that Vāsiṣṭha’s Nivartaka Karma is more or less analogous to Gita’s Nīṣkāma Karma. Vāsiṣṭha points out that the external karma is of the nature of kriyā and it is no other than the performance of what is enjoined in the Śāstras. The inner Karma which is called Nivartaka is done by means of the mind and or buddhi and is done within the Ātmā itself. It is pointed out that according to Vāsiṣṭha all the rituals enjoined by the Śruti and the Smṛti can be performed mentally. Vāsiṣṭha points out that as a matter of fact mental action is superior to bodily action in every case. According to him² Nitya karma should be done regularly,

Vāsiṣṭha was an advocate of Jñānakarma - samuccaya and believed that salvation could be attained by the united action of Karma and Jñāna.

In the Nityā-Cāra Paddhati it is enjoined that on journey one should perform Nitya Karma mentally. Vāsiṣṭha however says that even in usual times mental actions are better than physical actions. This idea existed in the Upaniṣadic times also. In the

¹ Vāsiṣṭha Samhitā 1. 19
² Vāsiṣṭha Samhitā—1.20
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It is said that immortality is attained by vidyā. Avidyā is equal to Karma. Here Jñāna and Karma are enjoined to be practised simultaneously. Kenopaniṣad refers to Karma together with tapas and damah.

In Chāndogya Upaniṣad there is a reference to householder’s life as a means to realising Brahmaloka. In the Muṇḍaka Upaniṣad there is a reference to a state which is Ātma Krīḍā, Ātma Rati, and also Kriyāvān. This means highest Brahma Vidyā. In the Hārīta Samhitā it is said that eternal Brahma is attained by Jñāna and Karma just as birds fly in the sky by both the wings. The Mahābhārata also says that neither Jñāna alone nor Karma alone but both Jñāna and Karma make for perfection.

The Brhadyājñāvalkya also insists on the combination of Jñāna and Karma for the realization of Ātma. It is like a bird requiring both its wings for flying. According to this work those who are in favour of Jñāna alone do so being afraid of bodily troubles involved in the performance of Karma. Jñāna without Karma is not seen here.

Medhatithi, Bhāskaracārya and Vijnānabhikṣu also support this opinion. This is the orthodox view in the ancient Vedānta and Śaṅkaracārya in his Commentary on Gītā also refers to this. Vasiṣṭha in Vasiṣṭha Samhitā recommends the performance of Karma with Jñāna. He also recommends Nitya Karmas with.

1. Īsopaniṣad, Verse IX
2. Kenopaniṣad IV. 8
3. Chāndogya Upaniṣad VIII.15
4. Muṇḍaka Upaniṣad III. 1.4
5. Hārīta Samhitā VII. 10
6. Mahābhārata, Śānti parva 320.40
8. Mātṛya Purāṇa 52-8-12
9. Vasiṣṭha Samhitā—1.27—यतः कपूरति शातिनोपि मुनुष्यः ||
   तत्तत्त्वस्य विशेष नद शान्तिनाचर कमः तद् ॥ 27 ॥
Jñāna because when desire for fruits is gone, mukti is meritable. Vasiṣṭha also says that all the Nitya and Naimittika karmas enjoined by the scriptures should be done with Jñāna.

Jñāna according to Vasiṣṭha is knowledge acquired through Yoga.

**ŚEṢA KARMA (शेष कर्म)**

All scholars are inclined to think that the doctrine of heaven and hell in connection with the postmortem life of the soul is very old. This doctrine existed in India as it existed in other religious systems of the world; though with slight modifications here and there. But some scholars are of opinion that the doctrine of transmigration of the soul from one body to another did not exist in early days in India but was an afterthought. This transmigration constitutes the special feature of Indian religions. In regard to these views, one ventures to believe that it is not consistently true. From the earliest times in India the idea of rebirth has universally prevailed. The idea of experience of joy and suffering in heaven and hell is very old indeed and in this regard all the religious systems of the world are of one accord, but the idea of transmigration in India is co-eternal with the conception of heaven and hell. The Vedic conception of Śeṣakarma can be pointed out.

The idea of Śeṣakarma is very old in India as it appears in Vedic Sūtras. It is true that a man is promoted to heaven or thrown down into hell according to the intensity of his good and evil Karmas but Indian philosophy is never in favour of infinite life of joy and heaven or of suffering in hell as a result of finite

1. शान्त योगात्मक विभि, योगस्तु आत्मनि तिष्ठति।
2. The above description of the views of the Vasiṣṭha Samhita are based upon the Yogakṣṇa of this work on which a critical study was made by Pt. R.G. Kokgeshasri and translated by Dr. C. K. Pai. The Vasiṣṭha—Samhitā was printed on behalf of the Kaivalyāśram authorities, Lonavla. The introduction of Kokgeshashtiri was published in Yogamāṁś, October, 1967.
Karma of the present life; for an eternal effect is inconsistent with the finite cause.

Ancient Indian thinkers pointed out that both heavenly life and hell-life being limited have decidedly an end. They cannot continue for ever. Enjoyment of suffering may be very much prolonged but not everlasting. The idea is that when the merit or the demerit of a person is exhausted through enjoyment or suffering in heaven or hell; the continuance in those regions becomes an impossibility.

What is technically known as Śeṣa Karma or residual karma begins to function after the lapse of heavenly or hell life and as a result of this Karma the person comes back in human life on earth. It is the centre of the entire Karmic world. All movements due to Karma start originally from human life on earth. Śeṣa Karma automatically takes the soul back to earth consciousness. Śeṣa Karma is something like the water or urine sticking to a bottle after it is emptied. When Puṇya and Pāpa (Merit and Demerit) are both exhausted, the enjoyment and suffering—further life in heaven and hell being impossible, the soul through Śeṣa Karma or residual Karma comes back to earth. This has already been referred to in foregone pages. One is therefore likely disposed to think that transmigration is an old concept known to the ancient religious scriptures. This is known to the ancient Nyāya Sūtras as Pretyabhāva etc.

Āpastamba in his Śmṛti¹ has made it clear that people of different Varṇas and Āṣramas who are devoted to their duties according to Varṇa and Āṣrama enjoy the fruit of Karmas in Paraloka and for the remainder of this Karman are reborn in bodies appropriate to them regarding country, caste, family,

1. "वर्णे आश्रमाध्य स्थिरमनिष्ठा: श्रेयं कर्मफलमनुभूतं तत्: देवेष्व बिनियत्वेश्चाति- 
कुलवधु: श्रुतवचि०चर्चितमेवसो जनम पृष्ठयते” —

Quoted by Śwāmi Balarāma, the commentator, in his book "Pānanjala Darśāna Prakāśa" — II. 13.
appearance, length of life, learning conduct, wealth, happiness and intelligence. This is Śeṣakarma (शेषकर्म).

The question often comes in the mind of man—what after death? In the Vedānta Sūtra¹ it is said that after death an evil doer experiences the fruits of his karma in the abode of Yama (Saṃyaman) and then ascends to this mortal world. According to the Kaṭhopaniṣad,² those who do not know the reality and who only believe in the existence of the mundane world alone have to be born again and again and fell into the hands of Yama.

2. Kaṭhopaniṣad II. 5.
CHAPTER II

KARMA IN ĀGAMA AND TANTRA

We now proceed to take a brief survey of the Āgamas or the Tantras to find out the true significance of Karma from this viewpoint. The self or Ātmā is absolutely pure in its own nature and acts from this freedom (Swātantrya). This action is described as its play which is eternally associated with its nature and is eternal. What is called creation, sustenance and destruction of the world is its round of three-fold act. What happens before creation and what happens after destruction is the great mystery. In one case it is His Supreme Act of self-concealment and in other that of self revelation. The human soul as such comes into existence after self-concealment and it disappears ultimately into identity with the Supreme-self or Śiva after the final act of self-revelation.

This process of action within the Supreme-self may be looked at from a double point of view. One view-point considers the three-fold act of creation of the body, its continuance for a certain length of time, then its disappearance in death to be followed by a new act of creation, preservation and destruction. This round of his activities is in a sense an eternal round from which there is apparently no escape. Vedānta and other systems of philosophical thought referred to these three Supreme-acts in Paramātma. It is true from the relative point of view but it leaves unanswered the question of the possibility of the first and the nature of what happens ultimately after the final act. These three represent the round of Samsāra for mundane existence. Creation is nothing but the association of the eternal soul with a body but if the soul is ultimately identical with the Supreme Ātmā, how are we to account for the possibility of its compulsory association with the body. In the same way, the dissolution
of the body does not mean its lapse into permanent non-existence as we know that the soul is followed by a future association with the body, may be after a short time, may be after a big period of cosmic destruction (Mahāpralaya). The soul may be one with the Supreme Ātma but unless there is some sort of impurity or limitation in its nature, how does it become possible for it to become entangled in corporal existence. In the same way the destruction of the body may end the round of soul's existence for a period. Until and unless its limitations are destroyed for ever, its rememergence in the round of Samsāra or mundane life remains inevitable. It is for this reason that the Āgama as a whole takes recognition of the precreation state of the soul and the final dissolution of its association with the worldly existence. It is for this reason that the Āgamas assume two additional acts of Supreme Lord—one by means of which the Supreme Ātma or Śiva becomes self-alienated and converted as a tainted soul ready to enter into association with Māyā, leading to a corporal existence. In the same way Āgamas speak of a Supreme Act, other than its dissociation of the soul from the body. This final act in the life of the soul leads to its final dissolution from the body, consequent on its sense of unity with the Supreme Ātma and assumption of absolute purity which destroys the possibility of its resumption of its corporal existence for ever.

Looked at from this viewpoint the act of the Supreme Law does not consist of the three functions only as noted above; but of two more functions: one before creation and the other after destruction of the body. These two acts are technically known as Tirodhāna (तिरोधान) and Anugraha (अनुग्रह). It therefore means that the Supreme Ātma first of all consciously and out of its own free will forgets itself and its free nature. This is Tirodhāna which imposes a limitation of the self on itself by itself. This is self-concealment of the true nature of the Ātma. Unless this happens, the question of creation or the assumption of the body by the Ātma cannot logically present itself. In a similar manner, death is not the end of the life of the soul, for we know that it is followed by re-birth which is followed by a second death and so on. Death
must be death for ever, which is possible only when a self-assumed limitation of the self is removed. This is technically known as Anugraha or Grace.

This being the state of things, the first limitation of the Ātmā which is self-imposed is technically known as Ānapa-Mala. The word literally means the assumption of atomicity on the part of the Ātmā which is in reality unlimited by time, space and form. The assumption of atomic character is the origin of the animal nature in the Ātmā which renders Śiva-Bhāva into Paśubhāva. The animal nature of the Ātmā is really its nature as Jeeva. In this nature it is a subject of a process of knowledge and action. Associated with mind and the vital principle (Prāṇa), Ātmā which is one and unique and is of the nature of self-revealed, self-consciousness becomes limited as subject and object. The fullness of the Ātmā is destroyed by its own self-imposed coating. This is the so-called innate covering of the Ātmā or Ānapamala. It corresponds to the assumption of Jeevabhāva or Paśubhāva corresponding to the origin of mental life. In this state a sense of unrest in the form of objectless desire arises in the soul. This is the primary sense of Karma and corresponds to the second coating on the Ātmā—the atomic character being its first coating. On the origin of Karma, there arises a sense of restlessness, in consequence of which the Ātmā comes in contact with the world of Māyā and assumes a bodily form. Māyā as a principle of creation and its five products working jointly with Māyā constitute the so called Kaṇcukas (कञ्चक) on the Ātmā. These Kaṇcukas are the products of Māyā functioning with Māyā itself may be named as follows:

1. Kāla, 2. Niyati, 3. Kalā, 4. Vidyā, that is, impure Vidyā, 5. Rāga. These principles of coating work with Maya itself and contribute to the origin of the acting principles of the human body-senses etc. The soul as thus equipped can have sense-knowledge through his senses and is capable of acting through his motor-organs.
From the above it is evident that there are three kinds of men due to the above limitations. The limitations are three in number—namely—1. Āṇava, 2. Kārman, 3. Māyeeya. Consequently we have in existence three kinds of limited souls as Paṣus i.e. those who have only one limitation or Mala namely Āṇava, 2. those who have two limitations namely Āṇava and Māyeeya. 3. those who have three limitations—Āṇava, Māyeeya and Kārman.

A. Those souls who have only one coating and have been liberated from other two coatings are called Vijñānākala.

B. Those who have two coatings, are known as Pralayākala.

C. Those who have all the three coatings untouched are described as Sakala (सकल) souls.

Souls in their embodied existence are usually of the Sakala (सकल) type. So long as the cosmic destruction has not arrived, all the souls are coated with their bodies. In this state all the three coatings are present simultaneously. This is what we generally call embodied existence, the entire animated world not only in this world but also in the regions of the Devas—not only in a particular Brahmāṇḍa but existing in all the Brahmāṇḍa. These animal souls are classified under the category of Sakala Paṣu. There are others who have given up their bodies and are in a disembodied condition of existence due to the advent of Pralaya—these souls are described as Pralayākala. They are disembodied as according to Pralaya. They are free from bodies for the time being. They are in a bodiless condition, no doubt, but their Karma Sāṃskāras continue to cling to them, so that as soon as these Sāṃskāras are revived at the end of Pralaya, the become endowed with bodies as before.

C. Besides these two classes of soul, we have a higher class still left. These are known as Vijñānākālas. They are free from Karma and therefore represent a higher class but they are also classified under Paṣus in as much as they have still got the Āṇavamala left. Āṇavamala is the inmost of impurity of a soul.
and until it is removed the soul continues to be called an animal soul and its divine or Śivamaya Prakṛti is not brought into activity. These highest souls are luminous, powerful and endowed with all faculties. They have a glorified body and are active partners in the dispensation of the world. These souls are technically known as Siddhas and continue to exist until their animal nature is exhausted and the divinity re-established. These souls have only one bond out of the three left in them. This limitation enables them to rise above the embodied human existence of the world as well as this disembodied human existence is Kaivalvamukti etc.

From the above observations, it is clear that there are different limitations in different categories of souls—the Vijnānakāla souls are of the highest order. Some of these souls whose innate impurity or Ānavamala is mature, received the Supreme Divine Grace at the end of a particular cycle and according to the degrees of their individual purity they are gifted with divine grace of a particular order and invested with powers for taking part in the world administration. As administrators on higher planes, they are classified on the basis of their purity and power into different classes. They are all furnished with a glorified body consequent on the operation of Divine Grace and are furnished with multiple power necessary for the maintenance of sacred wisdom and cosmic morality.

These are placed under different categories such as Maṇtras, Maṇtreśwaras and Maṇtrabhairavēśwaras etc.

They are workers in Divine Harmony, working for the moral upliftment of the human race. They have no Karmas of their own and yet they may be said to have Karmas of a superior type. The impure Vāsaṇā of ordinary human beings do not exist in them but the pure Vāsaṇā of higher soul of angelic character belong to them and continue to function. When these Vāsaṇās will disappear after their gradual fulfilment, these souls will be absolutely pure and the atomic coating will disappear.
altogether. It must be remembered in this connection that their atomic connection so far a Bhoga is concerned has already disappeared as otherwise they would have not been gifted with a glorious body by the Lord but the impurity of adhikāra and not a Bhoga still clings to them and when this impurity is destroyed and is followed by a sense of detachment, there is no reason why these souls should continue on the higher cosmic planes as world administrators to go back to the original Divine State from which they derived their origin. There are other souls who are of a comparatively inferior order. They are eternally free from the bonds of Karma and present themselves in their substantial forms as free from impure matter as well as above the functioning of Karma forces which operate in the world of matter. These souls will never come down into the mundane world and take part in worldly affairs. Similarly they will never be able to rise upto Divine Height and attain the status of Śiva and will be for ever free from the level of mundane life. Their present existence is that of Kaivalya or Isolation,—Isolation not only from the world of impure matter but also from the world of pure matter. They are for ever free from the trouble of transmigration and moving about from world to world in search of a new body as a result of a prior Karma. They are free from the worldly pain on one hand and free also from the Divine Bliss on the other. Their present status is that of Kaivalya which is technically described as the position of a Vijnānakāla, Vijnānakēvalī souls. These souls live always a life of isolation without any body or senses of any kind and detached not only from the world of impure matter but also from the world of divine fulfilment. This state of Kaivalya is said to be of three kinds according to the degree of impurity from which freedom has been secured. These souls are free from Karmic forces of any kind and therefore never go down to the mundane world to reap the consequences of those Karmas. Being deprived of accession of divine wisdom they are also unable to attain the status of Śiva. These souls as such do not get the advantage of Divine Grace till the innate impurity gets sufficiently matured.
The state of Kaivalya is said to be threefold according to the purity of matter from which freedom has been secured. On the lowest plane these states represent freedom of the soul from contact with Prakṛti consisting of three guṇas. There is a higher state of Kaivalya which represents a state of immunity of soul from contact with Māyā where the impurity of matter is comparatively less. There is a third state of Kaivalya which represents the highest state of freedom from matter, as this state represents the highest possible purity attained by the soul after its freedom from the purest form of matter namely Mahāmāyā.

We have spoken of two kinds of souls namely the higher Vijñānakala and the lower Vijñānakala. These souls are above the functioning of Karma and yet below the delights of divine life. There is another state of the soul which means a temporary dissociation from the body and the bodily senses. Due to lack of Vijñāna, the Karma seeds are not destroyed though the soul is in a disordered condition on account of the effect of periodic cosmic destruction of pralaya. Pralaya happens in time and lasts also for some length of time. It is followed by a state of subsequent creation when the Karma seeds become mature and ripe for embodiment, these souls though disincarnate at the moment become endowed with body and senses in the subsequent creation and enjoy or suffer the consequences of their past Karmas.

These souls have two malas and or impurities in them and not one only as is the case with the Vijñānakalas only. The Vijñānakala as well as the Pralayākalas are both discussed, but while the Vijñānakalas will never assume a human body, the Pralayākala will assume a human body in due course of time. The Vijñānakala souls have only one impurity to be removed. It is the basic impurity known as Ānava mala. The Pralayākala souls have two impurities left, namely the Ānava mala as well as the Karma mala. But there is a third kind of soul known as Sakala which have all the three impurities left in them. From the highest gods to the lowest man, all embodied beings belong to the Sakala class. When we analyse the viewpoint of the
Tantras, we find that the Vijñānakala souls are always above the function of the Karmas. Karma operates in the embodied condition whether this condition is that of a Deva in the highest heaven or that of a hell-being in the lowest pit. The disembodied condition of a pralayaṅkala soul is free from the operation of Karma till it assumes an embodied form. The Sakala souls always live under the shadow of the operation of the Karma formula. Consequently, the operation of Karmic law holds good in the case of the embodied Sakala beings as well as the temporarily disembodied under the Pralayaṅkala beings.

The entire phenomena of birth, death, transmigration and rebirth are all related to Sakala souls and have nothing to do with Vijñānakala altogether. It should be remembered that the Niṣkala souls either Pralayaṅkala or Vijñānakala may have the possibility of obtaining the Divine Grace directly from the divine source if the maturity of their Mala is sufficiently ripe. In such cases they receive a luminous body and are required to function and remember as if it were of the divine administration of the world. There is a special distinction in this matter between two kinds of embodied souls, while the Vijñānakala souls in case of the maturity of mala (मल्पक्ष) may be converted into Mantras or Mantreśwaras as the case may be, but the Pralayaṅkala disembodied souls may be converted in case of sufficient maturity of their Mala as Mantreśwara but never as Mantras. In case of Mantreśwara it may be pointed out that the equipment of Paramantreśwara is from the Vijñānakala souls but Aparamantreśwara is never based on Vijñānakala souls but only on Pralayaṅkala souls. The important point to be considered in this connection is that Aparamantreśwara is a functionary who works within the domain of Māyā and has therefore a duel body attached to him. A Māyika body according to the nature of the maturity of the Karma saṁskāra and the glorious body which is consequent on Divine grace. This is a very important fact to be taken into consideration in connection with problem of Karma. The duel body referred to above includes within itself the pure body called
Baindava Śareera\, (बैंडवा शरीर) received from the Divine Source in consequence of grace received and the impure body made of Māyā due to the maturity and functioning of the Karma seeds still left in him which compel him to assume a Māyika body corresponding to the plane of his Karma by means of which he works at Karma as before. The existence of the impure body of Māyā enables him as a Guru to function on a corresponding plane of Māyā. This shows that adhikāra consistent with the Divine Administrative machinery is possible in the impure body of Māyā provided that Malapāka is sufficiently high enabling him to receive the divine Grace and assume a pure body consistent with the status of a Guru. This of course is not possible in the case of a Vijnānakalā source. In this context it should be borne in mind that even men with the impure bodies in the Sakala State may be blessed with Divine Grace. If this Malapāka is sufficiently high these people have a double function to perform and they are distinguished from the Pralayākala souls receiving divine Grace by the fact that they are not converted into Bhuvaneswara as in the former case.

The operation of the law of Karma demands that every person has to work out the law of karma with two bodies both impure. Of these two bodies, one is called Tattvaśareera. This is made up of the elementary Tattvas from Māyā below Kalā below Kalā down to the earth principle. This corresponds to the so-called Sūkṣma Śareera in other systems of thought. In Āgamas such a Śareera or body is described as Tattvaśareera which is a permanent possession of the soul until the Karma is finally worked off, either through Vijnāna or discriminative knowledge between spirit and matter, chitta or achitta, or in the state of ignorance the process of the operation of Karma is going on. Usually the Tattvadeha or the subtle body is incapable of enjoyment and suffering; for it is not a Bhogadeha at all. It is simply the carreer of the human soul from one state of Bhoga to other.

What we know as the physical body or sthūla deha is in the language of Āgamas designated as Bhuvanaja Deha. It is not
a tattva-deha but is a body which experiences through itself the results of Karma either as pleasure or as pain. This physical body is the Bhogāyatana body of the soul and not the tattva body which is a subtle conglomeration of the root principles of creation. There can be no experience of pleasure and pain with a body which is made up of the elementary principles of nature (Tattva-deha). Bhoga is possible only through a body which is not made up of the principle or tattvas but from the after effect of tattvas. Mere tattva in its isolated condition can never give rise to pain or to pleasure. To be able to generate pleasure and pain tattvas should be first converted into Bhuvanas and should not be allowed to stay as merely elementary principle. The Bhuvanaja deha—the so called physical body of one plane differs from that of another plane. The transmigration of the tattva-śareera is based upon the principle of Karma not yet experienced as pleasure or pain. The tattva-śareera when coated with the Bhuvanaja śareera may enjoy the pleasures of every kind and may also suffer intense pain of every sort. Example of pleasure-giving bodies are found in the lower heavens and higher heavens. Similarly examples of bodies which cause pain or suffering are found in the different dark regions of the hells and nether world. The physical bodies or hell-beings are technically known as Yātanā śareera. It is not possible for ordinary human bodies to tolerate the extreme pain inflicted upon them in hell on account of the gravity of their past karmas. In the same manner, the celestial bodies are similar to or dissimilar from the ordinary bodies known to us. Ordinary human bodies as known to us are so constituted that they are not capable of enjoying the intense pleasures which have to be enjoyed in heavens. Both these bodies of heaven and hell are physical bodies in a sense but they are so constituted that they are capable of having the experience of extreme pleasure and extreme pain. The usual rule is that a person on death leaves behind him his ordinary human body and begins to migrate with his tattva śareera from one plane to another, in order to reap the consequences of his former deeds. This they have to do not in the tattva-śareera.
to which they migrate but through Bhuvanaja sareera which they save to assume both in hell and in heaven. The function of tattva-sareera comes to an end when the experience of pleasure and pain in heaven and hell becomes unnecessary.

The mundane world consists of bodies, senses and objects of human experience (Deha, Indriya, and Viṣaya). All these are made up of matter, not in the elementary state of tattva but in the advanced state of Bhuvana. It is only with Bhuvanaja body that the fulfilment of karma becomes possible, for the Tattva Śareera as distinguished from Bhuvanaja śareera that is really above the mundane life and is therefore never associated with the world of enjoyment and suffering.

From what has been said above it is clear that transcendence of Karma is really in a sense transcendence of mundane life. It should be remembered that according to the Āgamas the highest achievement of a man is not only to enjoy or suffer the fruits of Karma but even to go beyond the fulfilment of Karma in every sense of the term. The demands of Karma compel a man to remain bound to mundane life either as an angel or a celestial or suffering like a hell-man in deep and dark dungeons. Even if the Karma Śaṁskāra is wiped out or burnt down under the influence of Jñāna or self-illumination, it need not be regarded as the supreme aim of human life as it is held in many other systems. The supreme end of a man is not to enjoy like a heavenly or a celestial being, not to have a super human powers enabling him to possess Yogic Vibhūtis of a very high order.

The end of a human life is not according to the Āgamas, to rise above pleasure and pain and remain poised in a sense of eternal rest in the consciousness represented by the Kaivalya state. The aim of man really is not freedom from misery as the Buddhists and several schools of Hindu and Jaina thought seem to indicate. The true aim of human life is to divinise human nature and to transform it so thoroughly that a man may become, in the long run endowed with Divine Status and Divine Power. The true aim of man's life is to perfect himself in such a way
that he may be capable of rising above his so-called atomic condition which represents his self-made coating distinguishing him from the rest of the entire creation. The true aim of man is not merely to destroy Karma but to destroy the radical ignorance which stands behind the origin of Karma. Hence the ideal of Kaivalya or Nirvāṇa in the sense of freedom from human limitations is not acceptable to a Tantric. If this state is understood in the sense of dissociation from Karma and its basis, the true aim of a man according to Agama is to recover his lost divinity which he cannot effectively bring about simply by the destruction of Karma. The aim of human life as has been already pointed out is to attain a state of illumination followed by immortality which implies a state of transformation of human soul into the Divine Essence.

Utupalacārya in his Īśvarapratyabhijñā Kārikā and Abhinavagupta in his commentary on the same (Vimarsini) have tried to throw useful light on the question of Karmamala and all its implications. According to Utpala there are three malas or impurities named and described in this manner:

1. Ānava Mala or Atomic impurity—This is the basic impurity of the Supreme Ātmā. This impurity is of two-fold in nature. The pure Ātmā in its fulness represents two elements namely Bodha (वेद) or awareness as well as freedom of action (Swātantrya) combined as one entity. The atomic impurity means that there is a disturbance in the integrity of the supreme self implying a separation as it were of the two basic elements of the pure Ātmā. In other words when Bodha (awareness or consciousness) is deprived of free action and when free action is deprived of consciousness. These are the two different forms of
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basic or intrinsic impurity when the supreme self poses its integral character. We may bear in mind in this connection that Śiva without Śakti is really Bodha without activity. In the same way Śakti without Śiva is action without Bodha. To speak more familiarly we may say that the fulness of the Supreme Ātmā consists in its integrity in which Jñāna and Karma are integrated as one substance. In the language of the Āgamas Śiva and Śakti or Jñāna and Karma represent two primal Tattvas and arise out of an integral truth which combines the the two together. The Supreme truth is really not a category but represents the integral fulness of the basic divine substance. In other words it implies that Śiva without Śakti is as imperfect as Śakti without Śiva. Ātmā in its purity represents the unity of the two.

This split up in which one appears as two represents the origin of the Universe. This split up is spontaneous and is looked at from a certain viewpoint. In reality the integrity of the central being remains eternally unbroken.

When in the beginning of creation this central unity is as if it were split, there comes into being what is known as Māyā which is a state of being, in which there appears the consciousness of something other than the conscious being. It is in this state of Māyā that the subject sees an object outside of itself. In the state above or beyond the Māyā, the object as such has no separate existence. It marches into the Unity of the Central Subject which is one or undivided. The Māyā or knowledge of a second object other than the subject is possible only after the primal split up has been effected. In this way we find the existence of two impurities or Malas namely Ānava or the primal self-limitation and Māyā which is subsequent appearance of duality resulting from the original self-division. The Āgama says that there appears a third impurity in the form of Karma. Karma as an impurity originates from the agent being devoid of consciousness. In the supreme condition the Kartā and the Jñātā are one and the same, for Jñāna and Karma represent two aspects of one and the same creative activity. In other words, to be aware is two act, and to act
is to be aware but in consequence of the original split, Jñāna and
Karma i.e. Śiva and Śakti appear to be separated and in conse-
quence of this, Karma loses its touch with Jñāna or consciousness.
The fact is, in every case of action we find the actor as devoid of
Bodha or knowledge. Had there been no such split between Bodha
and Karma, Karma in the sense of Dharma and Adharma i.e. merit
and demerit would not have been possible, for in the state of per-
fect knowledge which represents unity with action, action as a
moral principle involving a sense of propriety would have not been
possible. In other systems of philosophy also, avidyā is said to be
behind all appearances and Karma has in its background the
central Avidyā working from behind. It is pointed out by Utpala
that all the three impurities spring from the same source namely
Māyā Śakti represented as the supreme freedom of the Ātmā which
converts the impossible into possible (Agraṭitaghāṭavakārini śakti). In consequence of the above truth it so happens that
feelings consisting of the essence of pure consciousness are deprived
freedom of action (Śuddhabodhātmakatva na Uttamakartṛtā)
There are persons who believe in the Supreme Truth consisting of
pure consciousness alone and are bound to realise the fact that
such persons are devoid of pure activity or Kartṛtva.

Again to sum up, the Āṇava mala or the innate purity is
twofold. The perfect state of the Ātmā is described as perfect
consciousness with freedom of action or will. Its limitation
implies a two-fold change implying a state of consciousness or
Bodha devoid of all freedom or free activity devoid of all
consciousness. In the language of the Āgamas, Śiva as such
without Śakti or Śakti as such without Śiva—both these states
are states of self-limitation because in each condition
the purity of the perfect self is destroyed. After this primal
impurity, has taken place in the form of self-limitation, the
appearance of sense of difference in consciousness appears. This
is technically known as Māya or Māyā. In this
condition the pure self has lost its preliminary condition and
appears as an individual subject in consciousness with an object
appearing before it and attached with it—This is the origin of the sense of difference, technically known as Mâyâ. This would have not been possible had there been no split in the unity of Supreme Self. On the appearance of Mâyâ, producing a sense of otherness in consciousness, there appears the third impurity or Karma viewed as merit or demerit and producing birth in a physical body and experience of pleasure and pain through that body as a result of aforesaid merit or demerit. This body has a limited duration based upon the nature of the Karma. This shows that Karma as Mala or impurity gives rise to birth (Jâti), term of life (Ayu) and experience of pleasure and pain (Bhoga).

In view of the above it would appear that there is a possibility of different categories of soul each with a distant character of its own. As a result of the above split, there appear certain souls which are distinguished from the pure Ātmā—for though they are absolutely of the nature of pure consciousness like the pure Ātmā, they have no freedom of activity which the pure self enjoys. These souls are technically known as Vijnânākala or Vijnânakevali. Their essence consists in pure consciousness, (Chinmātram) but they have not the consciousness of ego or Aham which means that the Supreme Self-centredness in consciousness (Swātantrya) is lacking. These souls are essentially of the nature of pure consciousness like the perfect-self and yet they are different from the pure-self in as much as they have not the freedom of will or action which is an essential character of the Supreme Self. Not only this, insteap of their purity in consciousness they are distinguished from the pure soul as well as from each other. They are free from the taint of Karma but each has an individual character of its own and this difference in the Vijnânākals among themselves is really due to the supreme will of the Divine self. Besides Vijnânākala souls, there is another class of souls who are described as Pralayākala. These souls have their ego-sense which rests in pure inconscience that is pure void of Sûnya (सून्य). These souls are of two kinds. Their sense of I-ness rests in pure void or insentient matter or in
Prāṇa or Budhi. This condition is due to the fact that on account of period cosmic destruction, some of the pralayākala souls rest in pure unconsciousness while others rest in Prāṇa or Buddhi. They are described as Abodharūpahartārah. They are devoid of bodies as well a sense organs. During the period of Pralaya they remain obscured in that condition but afterwards when the act of creation sets in, they become endowed with bodies and senses. So far as these souls are considered they are of course tainted with the primary or atomic mala (Ānava mala). They are also associated with Karma mala known as Dharmā-dhārma, merit and demerit in the form of residual dispositions (Vāsanā-Saṁskāra). They have also sense of difference which māyeṣya mala involves. Abhinavagupta points out in his Vimarsini that there are two possible states of souls. One is Sāvidyā and the other is Apavidyā. The former condition is that of the souls who are in a state similar to dreamless sleep. Suṣupti or dreamless sleep may be light or deep. When it is light, there occurs the condition of Sāvidyā and when it is very deep, the state is that of Apavidyā. It should be borne in mind that even when Suṣupti is Avidyā, it should not be regarded as a state of dream. In both the states of Suṣupti, the common feature is that there is no consciousness of the Kārya and the Karāma-namely the physical body and the senses which is a common characteristic of Pralayākala.

We have thus tried to show that free activity may exist in a state of unconsciousness. It has also been shown that there is an object of Karma mala that Māyāmala is optional that is it may or may not exist. It should be remained remembered that even when Ānava and Karāṇa impurities are absent, there may exist the pure object of Māyā mala. We are not referring to the case of souls technically known as Vidyeśwara. These souls regard the pure consciousness as their self and at the same time possess the sense of ego and consider themselves as active agents. These souls are both omniscient and omnipotent. These are technically designated as Vidyeśwaras. In the case of this class of beings,
it is noted that they are tainted with the impurity called Māyā in so far as they have a consciousness of bodies, senses and worlds of experience. Next to these two classes of souls, we have a third class of beings who are tainted with all the varieties of impurities. These souls are technically designated as mundane souls or Saṁsāras. They range from the highest gods to the lowest human being. They have all the three impurities in them but the principal taint which gives rise to their unceasing transmigration is neither the basic impurity nor the impurity of the Māyā. It is Karma alone which gives rise to their mundane condition or Saṁsāra.

It is said that the field of transmigration is co-extensive with the extent of mundane existence. The traditional view is that the eight kinds of Devas and five kinds of subhuman race—these fourteen varieties represent the field of Karmaic operation. The eight kinds of Devas include the Piśācas, the Rākṣasas, the Yakṣas, the Gandharvas, the Devas connected with Indra and those who are connected with Soma, Prajāpati and Brahmā. The five kinds of sub-human creation are Paśu, Mṛga, Pakṣi, Sarīśra, and Sthāvara. Śrī Abhinava Gúpta’s description of Saṁsāra demands the attention of the learned.

He points out that though Ānava and Māyā impurities are not the immediate causes of mundane life, yet, without the Karmamala impurity, the other two cannot produce the various objects of existence like body etc. in the Vijñānakala souls and others.

It may be pointed out in this connection that as associated with three malas or two or one—we have altogether seven kinds of souls in existence, so far as the main differences are concerned.

---

1. तत्तकारणविषय संबन्ध एवं च वर्तमानो भविष्यस्तः
   इति अनवरत प्रकरणो वर्तमानः संसारघुल्यचतुः ॥
2. आयुष्यामामलो तु वशविल न कार्यं संसारं तथापि कर्मेऽष्टो तिना तु देहातिविचित्र
   ज्ञानाभिभिन्नतानां शाश्वतस्य फलदेशी— इति मुख्यं कर्ममेव संसारादारायं तत्र तत्र
   साल्लो भवेऽति ॥ (Vimarsint III. 2-10)
The tantric sages have pointed out from time to time that what is called mundane state is nothing but a combination of one of the three well-known states known to us namely waking, dream and dream-less sleep. These three states represent in a general way, the mundane condition and we know that every worldly soul has all these states. To rise above the mundane state Samāra, one has to experience the so-called Tureeya condition. The Tureeya condition of the soul is really the condition of Jeevanmukti in which though the three usual conditions persist, they are more or less permeated by a sense of pervading unity i.e., Tureeya. The two states co-exist. The Tureeya state marks the awakening or the activity of the Central Nervous Cord of the human body called Suśumnā and with a gradual increase of this activity, the Tureeya condition is followed by the Tureeyāteeta when the body falls off.

From the above brief account, it would be clear that the state of a Vijnānakala soul is above the range of Karmic activities or their fruition. This state is known as Kaivalya. Though it does not represent a perfect state as the basic impurity of Ānava state persists, it is supposed to be good spiritual condition in view of the fact that it is above the functioning of Karma due to the operation of Viveka-jñāna. In the Tantric literature, the spiritual state of a Vijnānakala is not an ideal condition although it is free from Karma in every form and its operation.

In this connection we should like to refer to the views of Swatantrā Nandanātha, the author of Mātrkā Cakra who has stated his own views very kindly and boldly.

From the above survey of Āgamic doctrine, it is clear to every reader that the destruction of Karma as such does not necessarily represent the highest spiritual condition as in many other systems, Avidyā or Aviveka has to be removed together with the removal of Karma. We are constrained to note in this connection that unless Ānavamala is removed, the removal of Karma though possible does not lead one very far. The basic
impurity of the Ātma is the so called atomic impurity which compels the soul to assume an atomic character and give rise to the possibility of Māya and Karma.

There is much discussion in the Āgamas as to the method of destroying Karma. The usual view is that of the Siddhānt school which holds that the Karmamala can be destroyed only after the origin of self-knowledge. According to the Siddhāntins the Karma as an impure seed can only be destroyed by the action of knowledge imparted by the Guru. The Karma is believed to obscure the transparent purity of the Divine Eye in the human body. The Divine Eye or Shiva-Netra is the eye of Wisdom which reveals the Divine nature of the self, but Karma as a source of impurity from times immemorial obscures the pure vision. The Divinists conceive the Karmaic substance as the actual substance which acts like the cataract in the eye. The Āgama says that it is of the nature of a substance or Dravya and requires to be mature through time and other sources before it can be operated by the surgical weapon of the Divine Guru. The Monists however do not look upon Karmamala as a substance. The difference of approach within the two views lies in the fact that with one view it (Mala) is a substance and has to be removed when mature by some sort of action. The other view is that this impurity or mala is really ignorance and can be removed only by knowledge and not through action.

We thus see that there are different methods of destroying Karma through action or knowledge as the case may be. The ancient Tantric Dīkṣā as is found in the Swacchanda tantra contains an elaborate scheme of destroying Karma including even prārabdha. It is pointed out in the Lākṣamī Kulārṇava that Master or Guru who initiates the disciple enters into the body of the latter. In this connection it is further explained that Guru leaves his own body by means of the Pingalā nāḍī (पिङ्गला नाडी) and enters into the heart of the disciple. through
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the latter's iṣṭā Nāḍī. Thereafter, he cuts off through a mantra the Purāṇāstaka or subtle body of the disciple. This technically known as Astra mantra. The separated purāṇāstaka has to be drawn back by means of the dhāma mantra and placed in the Dvādaśānta or Brahmārandhra i.e., in the head. Thereafter, the teacher takes recourse to Samhārāmudrā for making the Sampūṭa or covering of the consciousness or Chaitanya and fill it with his own heart through the Niśkala mantra called Bhairava. In this way we have the successive functions of three mantras. This is followed by the performance of Kumbhakriyā in which the Niśkala mantra is used and breathed out by the nostrils. So much being done, the Guru takes it up from the Dvādaśānta, throws it into the womb of Bageśwāri by means of Bhāvamudrā or Liṅgamudrā. This process of throwing in as a part of the act of Yojanā in which connection the Ācārya has to meditate himself as identical with Īśvara in whom Kriyāśakti is predominate and also to meditate on Bageśwarī as the Mother. The Chaitanya or the consciousness of the disciple has to be initiated. Being joined with that (Samyukta) the Guru creates a number of body in the plane. In this manner the impure plane of Māyā becomes converted into the pure plane of Mahāmāyā induced in the pure jeeva. The Māyika rūpa has no connection with Śiva Vidya. If there were any connection, it would be unreasonable to create a number of bodies for the simultaneous purification of successive Kārmic experiences. The Ādhāra or plane in this context is predominantly connected with Nivṛtti kāla.

The creation of these bodies is an object in view. The fact is that there is an infinite number of births, life-terms and experiences which are due on account of earlier Karmic forces. These experiences being due have actually to be gone through.

As to the nature of these bodies, they are, on account of time, space and nature, capable of experiencing different experiences simultaneously. Their Vipāka or maturity in natural course cannot be simultaneously. Each Karma becomes varied to produce its own fruit in its own time. According to the usually known
law of nature, but by virtue of mantra-power the Vipāka becomes simultaneous. It may be remembered that the different bodies are associated with Karmic bodies which in natural course will take effect in different times: but on account of the potency of the Mantra, the Bhoga or experience takes place in different bodies of different nature at one and the same time. It is also pointed out that the Guru causes the so-called Garbhādhāna in the Bageswari in relation to the soul of the would-be disciple and infinite number of bodies pertaining to infinite number of planes as a result of the infinite number of Karmas to be experienced, is created by the Mantras. It is believed that in this connection even the Prārabdhas of the would be disciple are destroyed through Bhoga.

This is an extraordinary process of destruction of Karmas which is followed by the Āgamas at the time of Deekṣa ceremony of the disciple, because before the actual work of initiation is commenced it is necessary that there should be what is technically called Viśleśana of the Karma seeds from the Chitta of the person to be initiated. This is necessary and for this the potency of the Mantra is utilized, but in the normal course, the Āgamas follow the natural course of other philosophical thinkers in connection with the disposal of Karmas.

PRATYBHĪ JNĀHRI DAYA ON KARMA

According to the Āgamas, as said above Karma is a Part of Karma mala. In the view of the Ācārya Deva the three impurities or malas may be interpreted in the following manner:

The three malas or impurities are:

Ānava-mala—When the Ātmā or self in the beginning of creation concedes his supreme power and when as a result of this he forgets his own nature, there happens a self limitation, this is called Ānava Mala. It is in fact the limitation of the self by its own absolute free will and appearance as limited in every respect. This limitation is the precursor of all other limitations and constitutes the basic impurity of the Ātmā. The word Ānava literally
means atomic. The next stage of limitation is technically known as Māyeeya Mala. In this state the Ātmā loses his own status under the action of Māyā and other five Kancukas. māya is the Principle of differentiation. The five kancukas which emanate from māyā are only five different ways of self-limitation. The first Kancukas is Kāla or time. It removes the eternal being of the Ātmā. When the Ātmā is subjected to the influence of Kāla, it does no longer feel itself as eternal but only existing a wholly limited period of time. This is not the state of the Ātmā in its purest Śivatva. The second Kañcuka is Niyati or space limitation. Under its influence the Ātmā is bound to feel itself as limited in space. This represents the state of embodiment in which condition the Ātmā feels its identity through the body in which it dwells. The third kañcuka is Vidyā or Asuddha vidayā i.e. impure knowledge. It is opposed to Śuddha vidyā on the one hand and omniscience on the other. It refers to the limited knowledge of the self which reveals only a certain number of objects and not all. The fourth Kañcuka is Kalā or limitation of the power of activity, The purest Ātmā which is not limited by the Kancukas or Kalā is unobstructed in its activity, as a result of which it is called Sarvakartā or Omnipotent. This infinite power of action is limited by the Kāla which is an aspect of māyā. The fifth Kañcuka is called Rāga. It is limitation of the self's supreme power of self-delight.

When this is concealed by Māyā, it gives rise to the limited delight and this is due to the influence of Rāga which compels the man to find delight, which is limited in every respect. This stage of action of ‘Māyeeya Mala’ with all its Kancukas or limitations is followed by the Karma Mala which is considered to be the third Mala in the Āgamas. The Karma Mala represents the activities of the sensuary and motor-organs subject to the action of the internal organ or mind. When the Ātmā has only one impurity attached to it, namely the Ānava Mala, it is called Viññānākala. When the ātmā is under the influence not only of the Ānava mala but also of the mayeeya mala, it is
technically known as Pralayākāla of course. This pralayākāla condition is of the Apavidyā category in as much as in this condition, no knowable objects are found to exist in the consciousness. When, however, the Ātma is coated with all the three impurities including the Karma mala, it is described technically as Sakala. This is a state of the so called madhyama Soul in its lowest condition. This Ātma moves in a limited world with limited knowledge and is associated with all the Tattvas under māyā from Kāla down to Prthvī. This means that all the human beings in the world belonging to its different planes of life and consciousness come under the category of Sakala. Human beings, Devas, Asuras and hell beings all come under this group. These persons are endowed with the body in which a particular tattva is predominant and move about in the corresponding plane. They have three states of waking, dream and dreamless sleep and are found to experience the pleasure and pain as a result of their previous Karma. Really speaking all the three kinds of Ātma beginning with Vijnānākāla equally mundane and subject to the laws of Sāṃsāra. It is clear from the above that the three kinds of souls do not belong to the same status although they are equally considered as paśus. The Sakala state means a state of embodiment but the pralayākāla and the Vijnānākāla souls are equally bodiless. Karma as the source of lower mundane life, exists not only in the Sakala state but also in the Pralayākāla state. This means that although the Pralayākāla souls are disembodied on account of the action of periodic Pralaya, they are not free from Karmas. As soon as these Karmas become mature, these souls take birth in the next cycle of Sāṃsāra. It is thus clear that Karma exists in the Pralayākālas as it exists in the Sakalas, but the experience of the fruits of Karma takes place only in the Sakala state and not in the Pralayākāla.

The difference between Pralayākāla and Vijnānakāla souls may be pointed out in this connection. In the Pralayākāla Karma exists, though in an immature condition, but in the Vijnānakāla state it does not exist as it has been burnt up by the fire of Knowledge of discrimination or viveka-Jñāna.
It is thus clear that the state of Vijñānākala is considered to be a well considerate state to some thinkers because it is free from the seeds of Karma and is therefore free from the possibility of incarnation on the mundane planes. In view of this, the Vijñānākala state is certainly higher than both the Pralayākala and Sakala. This state is free from of course, from the ordinary point of view, from the possibility of the descent and is therefore coveted by some, but it is pointed out that there is no Karma and no re-birth. It is not really a very high spiritual condition; for in this condition, the Ātma is free from the mundane trouble, indeed; but, it does not realise its oneness with Śiva. This realisation of oneness with Śiva is possible only on the realisation of Śuddha-Vidyā which is the result of Divine grace and Divine grace alone.

In the Mātanga and Svayambhuva Āgamas, it is plainly stated that physical bodies, the objective world and instrument of knowledge and activity are all due to Karma. According to the statement of Svayambhū, Karma is the instrument of body, objects and Kāraṇa.1 The Mrgendra text describes the property of Karma in a beautiful manner.

This shows that Karma in the view of the Āgamas as in the view of other systems is considered to be a (Guṇa) quality. The reasons for this view are the following:

1. It represents a partial aspects of the substance, it is varied in character. It is short-lived and it pertains a particular puruṣa and not a common property of all the puruṣa and that it is continuous, Nārāyaṇa-Kaṇṭha points out that the bodies,

1. Svayambhu’s statement—

कर्मेन शारीरीक विपयः करक्षति च।

Aghoraśvāchārya in his Deepikā—

षो य: निदास्तः: भोगसाधने देहादिह संयोगः: तस्य तत्कारिक संबोध्यत्र उपाधातां क्रेतत्विच सहकारियः भवित्वम्। यद्य तद्य सहकारि तद्य कर्म।

Mrgendra—

तत्वः प्रदेशवचित्तेऽवाद वैचित्याय चूर्थिका: तत: ।

प्रतिपुत्रविधित्वाच सृष्टित्वाच तद्यमुपः।।
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senses and the objects of persons, animals and sentient creatures are different from each other. The peculiarities in regard to class, direction, time and space are well known. The peculiarities of the senses also exist. These are exemplified in the inwardness of the tongue of elephant (परातुलालभगम) and in regard to the serpents it is well known that they have no ears but their hearing is accomplished by their eyes. In regard to owls it is well known that they see everything distinctly where there is no light and cannot see anything when there is light.

In some cases animals with big eyes cannot see and in other cases animals which are as good as blind are capable of seeing subtle things. As regards the peculiarities in objects, Nārāyaṇa-kanṭha gives an example of the following:— Cātakas live on drops of water falling from the clouds and foxes, cocks and hens live on refuse matter. Bees are able to test the juice of lotus flowers. Nārāyaṇa-kanṭha says that Karmas lead to Jāti, Āyu and Bhoga as taught by the ancient seers. Out of these Karmas when that which produces Āyu or Life is exhausted, the person becomes dead. It is well-known that his other Karmas which produce body and pleasure-pain experience continue to exist and cling to him in the matter of Santati. They do not leave him and go to another person. These two kinds of Karmas are instrumental in producing a body of a particular species and also the senses pertaining to it. All these examples point to the special characteristics of Karma.

In connection with Karma, Aghoraśivācārya quotes a couplet to show its characteristics. Karma is considered to be an auxiliary cause. In order to function it has to depend upon other forces as for example God, Iśwara, Avidyā etc.

Karma functions and as a result of this functioning a very subtle force is generated and attached to the soul. This is called Adrśta (अद्द्वत)
It should be remembered that according to the Āgamas, Karma cannot function except through the prior operation of the Rodhāsakti of God and of Avidyā. In other systems, Avidyā is recognized to lie in the background of Karma as in Buddhism, Pāṇḍajala and Jainism but in the Āgamic culture, the most important force which stands behind Karma is Divine Rodhāsakti. It may be pointed out in this connection that according to the Āgamas, the divinisation of soul, depends on the Anugrahaśakti of the Divine which functions through Śuddhavidyā etc. In the same way the bondage of the soul has its origin not simply in Avidyā but in the Rodhāsakti of the Supreme Lord. This Rodhāsakti is just opposite the Anugrahaśakti referred to above.

The Parākhya Āgama3 says that in the production of every effect, we observe the function of each of the following namely—
Iśwara, as Nimitta, Adrṣṭa as Sahakāri and subtle matter as the material.

The absence of a single item will stand in the way of the production of the effect. It is pointed out that the Karma is not only the originating cause of the effect but also the sustaining cause and also the source of pleasure and pain experience. This description is very important to appreciate the philosophical significance of the doctrine properly. It is well known that the creation of a particular bodies and organs is intended to have the proper experience of the results of Karma. Not only this, it is the sustaining cause (Dhāraka cause) because it is only through Karma that the fixed amount of time for the experience of pleasure-pain is determined.

Karma by producing its result contributes to the Bhoga of the individual. It is pointed out that this Karma as outlined above may be a source of truth or it may be a source of error. In the former case it is called Dharma and in the latter case it is adharma1.

1. कारणामि व्रत ते संज्ञायं उत्तमायते ।
2. Mṛgendra Āgama—तत्रात्तचि योगित्वात् धर्मायामस्व्यभापम् ।
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One most important characteristic of Karma is that it does not remain inactive even during the period of cosmic destruction. At that time though it does not produce any effect, it continues to mature (Vipāka) and this maturation is utilized during the period of cosmic activity. When the cosmic destruction is complete, Karma continues to abide as a Samskāra in Maya. It is an important point that Karma can by no means be destroyed until and unless its fruit is experienced by the doer.

The exponents of Śivāgama say that Karma of which the essential nature has been described above imparts Pravṛtti or motion to the bodies, senses and objects within the area of the region covered by the principles of Maya down to Kalagni. This is a very important statement, as it shows that Karma exists and functions in the mayik world. Karma is eternal in the sense that its stream is ever flowing. It is not eternal like the Ātma. It is called pravāhanitya and therefore it is not possible to its beginning in time.

Karma is auspicious when it manifests the Puṇya or merit of the agent but when it stands in the way of mukti it is called Rodhi or the cause of mundane life. It should be remembered that even a virtuous act causes bondage. It is for this reason that it is held that either the exhaustion of Karma or its equilibriation is needed before Divine Grace can be conferred on the human soul by means of the process of Śaktipāta. It is at that time only that final emancipation is possible.

It is said in the Kiranāgama that when the equilibriation is effected under the influence of Kālāntara, Divine Energy with great intensity falls on the soul and the soul is initiated by the Guru,  

1. Mrgenda Agama—स्वाये विपक्कमभेति सत्सुध्दावप्पु वेत्ते ।  
मायायां वर्त्तेत चाते, नामुक्ते लघुभित च ॥
2. Kiranāgama—  
समे कर्मिनं संजाते कालांतरवशास्त्ते ।  
तीव्रशाक्तिनिपातेन गुरुवा दीवितो यदा ॥ सर्वशास्त्र सिंहो बदरङ्गे दशि ॥
body abides in the world of Mahāmāya on different planes either attached to Śuddha vidyā or to Īśwara or to Sadāsiva or even to a Higher Source. So long as it is attached to the Māyic body, during the period of its continued Bhoga which has to enjoy or suffer as a result of its past Karma, exactly like other persons. The possession of a supernatural body does not stand in the way of Bhoga consequent on Karma. The two lines run parallel to each other. Karma has its own laws and so has the grace. Divine Grace does not interfere with the activity of the Karmic law. If a person, in natural course under the influence of Viveka-Jñāna ceases to be attached to the body and follow the laws of Karma, then the result of this would be a separation of the conscious self or Chidātmā from the unconscious nature to which it is attached. This process of separating the consciousness which is Ātmā from the principle of unconsciousness which is matter ends in a total bliss in which Chitta or Consciousness finds itself detached from Achitta or Prakṛti. The combination of this process of detachment will result in a sort of discussion of Chitta with matter altogether. This may be a sort of freedom of Chitta from the fetters of matter but it is not a prelude to the higher Divine State. It may be called Kaivalya or Isolation in which Chidātmā is established in itself as distinct from the self. But yet the Ātmā does not realize its Divine Status. In this state Ātmā is eternally free from Karma indeed and it has not to reenter the tangles of matter to experience the fruits of Karma as in the mundane state. This state is brought about by jñāna which is identical with sūdha vidyā and comes down in its own way as Divine Grace but it is a jñāna which is equal to discrimination of consciousness from matter. There is a similar state like this lower down which looks like Kaivalya but is far from it. It is a state of cosmic destruction which happens as a periodic event and is technically known as Pralaya. In this state also the human soul is deprived of its outer embodiment in as much as its body, senses and mental equipment are all destroyed by Pralaya. It must be remembered that in this state the Karma of the human souls is not destroyed but is generally inactive on account of the
Universe of destruction in which everything produced has been reduced to its original source. This state is periodic indeed. It does not come as a result of discrimination on the part of the Ātmā as in the case described above. It is only periodic condition of rest in which all activities are suspended. In this condition the adjustment of the Karmic law is not met and as a result of which there is periodic revival of cosmic activities during the succeeding stages of creation. It is a state analogous to sleep in the individual self, as in sleep all conscious activities of the body are suspended for a short time and are resumed when the sleep is broken. In the same way the cosmic system also goes to temporary suspension of activities and resumes its normal active condition after the period of its rest is over. This is a periodic affair both in the individual or in the cosmic system. The period of rest is followed by the period of action and period of action is followed by the period of the rest. This goes on eternally and does not effect in anyway the spiritual change of the soul either in the negative or in the constructive manner. The Karma of the individual self in all cases remains only suspended and revives on the resumption of creation.

The human soul which receives Divine Grace in the form of pure intuitive knowledge (Śuddha Vidya) Mahamaya. If rises up layer after layer in the region of pure matter (Śuddha-Mahāmāyā). If the soul has Karmas of the Mayic world attached to it, it experiences results in the Māyic body. It does not effect him in the least in the spiritual body which he has got after his initiation from his spiritual teacher. The spiritual body according to its degree of perfection occupies a status in the world of pure matter and this status is always shifted from lower to higher principles according as the progress continues. It should be remembered in this connection that the Spiritual body as described above functions differently according as its Mayic counterpart works or ceases to work. If the Māyic counterpart works i. e. if the person is in the Māyic world enjoying the fruits of his past Karma, his spiritual body will always be a passive enjoyer of
KARMASĀMYA

Karmasāmya or equilibration of Karma is a very important act recognized in Siddhāntāgama. This means that Divine Energy of Grace cannot be infused into the soul until a space for it as it were, was made and unless the two opposite forces of Dharma and Adharma are kept in a state of balance. The implication of doctrine is that when opposite Karmas neutralize each other for a brief movement, Bhoga disappears and the ego also which is responsible for all human activities. This is the neutral movement in the life of a man. The Divine Power takes advantage of this neutrality effecting the human being either by accident or by chance and enters into it with its guiding power and begins to function from the moment.

MALAPĀKA

In the view of the Siddhāntāgama as well as of other Śaivāgamas, the attitude of the seeker after truth towards Karma is more or less the same. Karma functions within a limited region of the manifested universe i.e. the region which is dominated by impure Māyā. It may be remembered that in the higher regions of Mahāmāyā or Śuddhamāyā, Karma does not exist either in its origin or in its enjoyment after maturity but the mundane world still continues though in a higher sense. Before we can understand this position properly, we should remember the basic attitude of the system and the place of the Karma in the life of the human soul. It may be said by way of explanation that though Karma is at the root of the lower world and is responsible for its activities and experiences, it does not exist in the higher world where the soul abides after its release from Prakṛti and Māyā. The human soul after its descent from the Supreme Divine level passes through three stages in the course of its appearance on the lowest plane of nature. In its first downward state, the soul is only a spiritual monad, atomic in character and devoid of all its Divine Attributes which are natural to it, which are no longer present with it in a function of state. This
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is the state of Mala or obscuration which deprives it of its existence as are with Śiva. This is from time immemorial and has no beginning in the past but it is not eternal as it is sure to disappear after the functioning of the Divine Grace. The existence of this basic impurity or Mala which is like the substantial impurity of the eye in the case of a patient suffering from the cataract, cannot be ignored but this impure substance in the Divine Eye of the soul can be removed by operation as it were by a skilful surgeon. The Mala is a substance and has to be removed by an action or Kriyāśakti. It is not a mere error of the intellect which may be removed by knowledge but it should be remembered that as the cataract cannot be operated upon by the surgeon unless it is mature, in the same way, according to the Siddhāntins, Mala, as a substance also cannot be removed by the Guru until and unless it is mature (नल्पाक). After maturity, Mala or the basic impurity is removed and the soul is restored to its Divine State. This is called Śuddhavidyā or pure Divine knowledge, but it should be remembered that though it is in a Divine state no doubt, it is still under the grip of its own Karmas. The initiated soul is regenerated and receives a luminous body, under the Grace of Guru. This body is known as Baindava Śareera. Bindu is Mahāmaya and is pure. This body is made up of Mahāmāyā and it has nothing to do with the ordinary prākṛta body of the three Guṇas. The prākṛta or natural bodies continue to function as before under the influence of Karma, although a soul has been blessed with the body of Grace. In other words, the person concerned has a double body. The old natural body which was generated by Karma and its functioning under its laws in the way of reaping its fruits as pleasure or pain caused by previous Karma. The luminous or the spiritual body of the soul has nothing to do with the bhoga, of its natural body which is due to Karma. In this connection, it should be remembered that Bhoga is according to the Āgamas twofold—natural which is due to Karma and supernatural which is due to its possession of a supernatural body. This supernatural Bhoga has nothing to do with the ordinary Karma. The soul with its supernatural
this status which is attained. It cannot enter into any active participation in the work of Mahāmāyā which is possible only when the Māyic body of the person falls off. There are threefold functions in the spiritual world arranged in a graded order as Aiśwaryā (आइश्वर्य), Bhoga (भोग), and Laya (लय). In the first state a person functions like a creator with Supreme powers of controlling Māyā. This is the first opportunity when the Ātmā is a Siddhapuruṣa, attached to the Śuddha Vidyā Tattva. He is engaged always in creative and protective activities in connection with the world of matter. He is one of the members of the administrative machinery in the world of Māyā. Siddha personalities like him abound in the world of Śuddhvidyā. They are the servants of humanity. They are free from Karma but are always engaged in the service of humanity, of course, working under the Divine Laws. Now this activity is possible only when the Spiritual body is free from the limitations imposed by the Māyic body. These lordly activities help him to get rid of the pure Samskarās existing in him for service of the world. A time comes in due course when the pure, Ātmā feels disgusted even with these activities and passes on into a state of retirement in which they enjoy the Union of Divine Bliss without any creative disturbance of any sort. At this time they are said to be in the state of Bhoga other that of Lordship. But a time comes when even this Divine enjoyment with its supreme bliss pales into insignificance. It does not attract himself in a higher state of perfection. The Ātmā in this condition wants to be free from this enjoyment as well though it is supernatural in every way. In this state a higher state of perfection comes down upon him known as Laya or withdrawal from all action. In this way, the soul in the higher Mahāmāyā rises up from one stage into another until it becomes free from the action of all states. These different states are due to the function of Bindu or Mahāmāyā in relation to the soul, but when Bindu is transcended, the soul is above the three-fold layer of pure matter and enters the world of Parāśaṁvit or Chitāsakti. It is then converted into its original Śivatva which till now remained hidden under matter—pure or impure. Such a soul is known as Mukta Śiva.
and is identical with Parama Śiva in every way though it does not function like the latter.

MĀṬAṆGAPARAMESVĀRA ON KARMA

In the Māṭaṅgaparamēśvara, there is an interesting account of the doctrine of Karma under the names of Dharma and Adharma. It is observed that a Karma which is a source of pleasure in the doer is called dharma and the Karma which produces a sense of pain in the agent is called Adharma. These are two different aspects of dharma. This Karma functions under the influence of vāsanā and produces a result in the form of an experience of pleasure and pain which is called Bhoga corresponding to that Karma. It is said that it is only the Paśu soul which is affected by Karma. The Māṭaṅga says that people who oppress others are thrown into hell where they suffer intense pains but when the Karmas become exhausted through Bhoga, these people are released from hells and are reborn in the world of animals. Later on, in due course of time, they are born in the family of men, but ignorance and scepticism persist. It is said that people become reptiles due to the maturity of the evil Karma. In this way, the Tantra points out that on account of the different values of an evil nature, people take birth as different animals. The different births are really the results of the different kinds of Karmas; Māṭaṅga says that happiness, sorrow, life, and death are due to Karma, none is able to avoid that.¹

Parameśvara Śiva says in this connection that it is ultimately under the will of the Divine that man is made to perform good or bad deeds, of course subject to his Prāktana Karma. Different Karmas lead to different experience in different forms of life. Some details also are given. He delivers in this connection a discourse on the varieties of Karma and the way as well as the manner in which the experience of pleasure and pain takes place. In this connection, the verses 37 to 50 of the Dharmadharma-pātala of the Āgamas

¹. Māṭaṅga—सुकृ वात्थवा दुःखायुक्तदर्शनमेव च।
कर्मोऽवस्थापत्यात् कर्त्तं रक्ष्णोति वारितुम्। २५॥
should be found interesting. He says that the course of Karma is wonderfully complicated. Different Karmas such as Agnihotra Cāndrāyaṇa and Tīrthayātṛā lead to different happy results. A person may attain through sacrifices the position of Indra, the Lord of the Devas;¹ but he points out that even a thousand sacrifices cannot lead to the high position which the devotees of Śiva may possibly attain. It is further pointed out that people with Śraddhā or faith in Śiva may rise up to the position of Rudra. The position of Rudra may be attained by some through meditation, by others through devotion and by still others through Karma. He has said further that a devotee of Śiva may attain to the position of the Bhuvanesvara or Lord of worlds from the lowest to the highest i.e. from the Kālāgni at the bottom of the Universe up to the plane of Śiva.

Paramēśvara, in the course of his teaching states the consequences of Karma in the form of the worship of Śivalīṅga. Even the position of Śrīkanṭha or Sadāśiva may be attained as a result of Karma prescribed. It is further pointed out that the Vāsana in the form of ‘I’ or ‘Mine’ is the source of mundane life dominated by ignorance. The subtle Kalā or the productive power associated with the beginningless Karma is burnt up by the fire of Vidyā. At that time, in proper course, the status of Śiva becomes revealed to him. In this way Paramēśvara discoursed to Mātaṅga on the nature and the bright consequences of Karma.

ŚAIWA PARIBHĀṢĀ ON KARMA

Śaiva Paribhāṣā is a descriptive work on Śaiva Siddhānta written by Śivagraha Jñānāśivācārya, while expounding the Siddhānta conception on Karma it points out the Karma which is an extraordinary cause of pleasure and pain to persons is an outcome of Maya which is looked upon as the Parigraha Śakti or intrinsic cause of the world. This Parigraha Śakti is material and resides as a power in the Divine Lord. It is entitled Kundalini Śakti in this Śaiva Siddhānta system. Karma originates

¹. शास्त्र पदमूलान्तिति यद्यन्त्र कलु: शास्त्र विजेच: ।
from Māyā and rests in it during cosmic destruction. It is mainly three-fold viewed as mental, physical and vocal. Mental springs from the mind and is either good or evil. The vocal is connected with speech and is either good or evil. So the physical is also two-fold being good or evil. This Karma looked at from another point of view is classified under a three-fold category namely Ādhibhautika or physical i.e. material, Ādhidaivika connected with the higher power or Devas and Ādhyātmika as connected with the Ātma. Karma is further subdivided into five classes namely Laukika, Vaidika, Ādhyātmika, Ādhimārgika and Mantra. (लौकिक, वैदिक, आध्यात्मिक, आधिमार्गिक, मन्त्र). The Laukika Karma is illustrated in good works like the digging of tanks, wells etc. for general welfare. The Vaidika Karma is illustrated in Jyotiṣṭoma etc. The Ādhyātmika Karma is generated from a sense of dispassion Vairāgya etc. The Ādhimārgika Karma is identical with yoga and the Mantra Karma is known as Vijñāna. All these five kinds of Karma produce under different circumstances, worldly pleasure and pain and should therefore be regarded as a Pāśa or source of bondage to the soul. It is held that like the other sources of bondage namely Ānava and Māyā, Karma has to be destroyed so that Mokṣa which is the revelation of the self in its supreme Divine Glory may be attained.

KARMA AND ĀCĀRA ACCORDING TO THE ŚĀKTA TANTRAS

A cursory glance at the history of Tāntric Karma could suffice that according to the Tantras, Karma of a particular Sadhaka depends on the nature of his affiliation to a particular mood or approach to the Divine. In Tāntric literature it is said that the human attitude in relation to way to supreme truth which is named Bhāva is different according to the nature and spiritual equipment of the aspiring soul. This attitude is technically called Bhāva and is differently classified from different points of view in different scriptures. The basic tripartite division which involves the three-fold nature of the human soul in relation to its
objects of worship is everywhere recognized, according to which a
man in his animal nature is said to belong to Paśubhāva. When
there is an awakening of the latent spiritual power it is called
Virabhāva and when there is perfect illumination and there is a
sense of freedom and bliss which is divine in nature it is called
Divyabhāva. Beyond these three, we may consider the case of
transcendental which is called Bhavatita.

In actual fact we find that the classification is different from
different points of view. The Sarvollāsatantra lays down that
Bhāva is a state of religious consciousness without which any
worship is futile. It is said that the Supreme Bhāva is identical
with Parama Brahma.¹

It is stated that the Supreme Bhāva or Parabrahma becomes
many under the influence of Kriyā and becomes threefold namely
Paśu, Vīra and Divyā. It is further stated that the rituals corri
denting to Paśu Bhāva is threefold, namely Vedic, Vaiṣṇava and
Śīva. There are three kinds of worshippers under the same
group. This group is technically known as Svabhāva Paśu but
there is a different kind of Paśu other than the Svabhāva. It is
called Vibhāva Paśu.²

The distinction between these two kinds of Paśus is very
important but different opinions are held on the nature of these
distinctions. In some works it is stated that Svabhāva Paśu is
an exclusive worshipper of male gods but Vibhāva Paśu together
with the Vīra and Divyā is allowed to worship a Śakti.³

It is pointed out by scholars that a Vibhāvapaśu is indeed
free from Paśubhāva but the higher Virabhāva does not yet appear
in him. It is for this reason that in his case that Pañ cata tattva

¹ Sarvollāsa Tantra Chapter VIII
² Ibid., Chapter IX
³ Sarvanandataraṅgini—
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is allowed only as substitutes. It is also pointed out that there is a distinction between the Vibhāva Paśu and the Vibhāva Vīra. In case of the latter, the Pañcatattva is allowed in their mental form and in the objective worship the substitutes allowed for them are different from those of Vibhāva Paśu. It is thus clear that Vibhāva Paśu and Vibhāva Vīra are not allowed to worship Śakti in the proper way and are permitted to worship the Kumāri alone.

The true Vīra Bhāva is associated with the cults known as Dakṣinācāra, Vāmācāra and Siddhāntācāra. In Dakṣinācāra, the sādhaka worships the Śakti from the viewpoint of Śiva. In Vāmācāra the Sādhaka while worshipping the goddess becomes himself converted as it were into a woman. Both these worshippers are allowed to worship objectively a real Śakti. In the Siddhāntācāra the worshipper feels that he is identical with Śiva. Here ends the Vīra-bhāva finally. The highest bhāva is the divine (Divya). It is a supreme state of unification in which all forms of dualistic manifestations disappear.

So much about the Bhāvas. But there is a transcendental state which is beyond all bhāvas. It is according to some the state of the Kaula.

The late Prof. Dinesh Chandra Bhattacharya in his learned introduction to the Sarvollāsa Tantra of Sarvananda has spoken at great length on this subject.

It may be remarked that this subject has been dealt with in different standard works on tantra namely Kulārṇava, Bhāvacuḍāmaṇi etc. It is worth noting.

PĀŚUPATA ĀGAMA AND KARMA

In the history of Āgamic philosophy of India, the Pāśupata system is the only system which does not in the final result recognize the importance of Karma as a moral force of retribution in the world. The Śaivāgamas of different schools attach due importance to Karma in its own place. Besides, the Āpava mala and
Māyā, they recognized importance of Karma in the Māyic world but the Pāṣupata system stands on its own footing based on the belief in the absolute freedom of Īśvara. The Indian system of philosophy, as a whole, recognized the value of Karma in the human soul as the principle of distinction between the moral and immoral. The fruits of Karma are distributed by the Divine power on the basis of Karma and the Sānskāras attached to the human soul. These systems recognize man as a free agent and from that point of view holds him responsible for all his actions—good or evil. The function of God is simply to distribute the fruit or bring out the result according to the nature of Karma. The initiative in each Karma lies with the human soul which is relatively free and God as such, has no relation with the initiative. God is more or less like an Impartial Moral Governor whose main function is to judge as to the merit and demerit of the action and distribute its fruits. This general attitude recognized in all systems of thought is rejected by the Pāṣupata philosopher who are in favour of the theory that initiative towards every action comes in the ultimate resource from the Divine Source. Men are mere puppets in the hands of the Lord and are made to move in one direction or the other according to His sweet will.¹ The exponents of this system take it for granted that every human soul who is bound up in the world is subject to ignorance and has no real freedom of action. It is a sort of determinism which implies that the true aim of life of man is to regain access through this freedom which he lost on his entry into the mundane life. As soon as this freedom is regained, man is no longer a man, a slave to the circumstances, but is the maker of his own fate. When this lost freedom is regained, a man rises up to the level of Maheśvara and enjoys a life of eternal freedom. These philosophers say that a mere freedom from worldly pain should not be the supreme ambition of man. This freedom is known as Kaivalya and the

¹ Gaṇākārikā, Appendix II—

कमीदिनिसपेष्यस्तु स्वेच्छाचारी वतती हययः ॥

ततः कारणत: शास्त्री सर्वकारणकारणम् ॥
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Pāṣupata thinkers do not set a very high value on this freedom from pain which they call Dukhānta, for it does not restore a man to his normal position as free and powerful Ātmā, verily the Mahēśvara is every form. The fact is that the souls are Sañjana and Nirañjana—they are in the former state when they are in the grip of ignorance but they are in the latter state when they are free from ignorance. The highest achievement of a man is not a state of a Nirañjana but it is a state akin to the supreme state of the Divine. This state is technically known as Siddha and is declared to be much higher than that of the Nirañjana soul in the state of Kaivalya. So far as this is concerned, it is more or less on the same line with the other lines of Āgamic thought.

The worldly attitude of the Pāṣupata looks like what we might call determinism but the true attitude is that the Pāṣupata believes in the radical freedom in every human soul which can be restored by the proper means advocated by them in their system of thought.

So far as the worldly state is concerned, it is from the state of the human soul, a state of bondage and in this state it is not possible to regain access to true freedom which is his ultimate aim. According to these thinkers, man goes to heaven or hell as desired by God. In the foot-note is given an old saying of the ancient sages. This means that the mundane soul or ordinary man is devoid of true knowledge (अज्ञा) and is therefore incapable of producing something in the direction of his happiness and misery. He goes to Heaven or goes to Hell as he is directed by the Lord. This imposes Supreme power in God irrespective of the Karma of the souls of the mundane world. It is for this reason that these people say that the true Karma is surrender to the Lord and His will which is predominant in creation. As a result of this surrender, Supreme grace descends upon the human

1. "चक्षुरते यात्रिति ब्रह्मात्म शुखुड़कारीः।
ईश्वरश्रीरिति गच्छेत खर्मु राष्ट्रमेव व व।"
soul and he becomes free from his ignorance and regains his lost freedom. The true ambition of a man should be Siddhi and not mere Mukti. Mere Mukti implies purification and freedom from worldly pain etc. no doubt, but it does not confer true freedom on the soul and does not transform him into the Divine Replica of his Lord. It is for this reason that Paśupata thinkers lay more emphasis on Divine Yoga than on ordinary Karma. They say that ordinary Karma as Punya and Pāpa adheres to the human soul and that these have to be destroyed. They advocate penances as destructive of Pāpa and they insist on meditation to the Punya. In this way, they rise above the moral world of merit and demerit and being purified rise up to the supreme level.

The system was promulgated by Śiva under the name of Paśupata. It had a good literature of its own, most of which is now lost. Rasikara—a great scholar, wrote a great commentary on the Paśupata sūtras which was held in great esteem and is quoted by Mādhavācārya in the Sarvadarśana Saṅgraha. This commentary is not now available but the commentary of Kaṇḍālīnāya, which also was lost, has now been made available in the edition of R. Ananta Krishna Shastri, published from the University of Travancore, in the year 1940.

The other important work of this sect is Gañaśkarikā by Bhāsura, edited by C. D. Dalal in the Gaekward Oriental series, No. 1, in the year 1920. A verse is quoted in Bhāsārvajña’s Gañaśkarikā explaining the extent of mundane world (Saṅsāramaṇḍala) which consists of Devas 8, Tiryagyoni 5, Mānuṣya 11, (Gods lower creatures, men), altogether fourteen. All these fourteen varieties of beings are described as Paśus of the Saṅjana type endowed with bodies and senses. There are other paśus namely Nīraṅjana who have neither bodies nor senses. These are—

1. Saṅhṛta (सङ्ह्रत), 2. Kaivalya-prāpta (कैवल्यप्राप्त) 3. Niṣṭhā-prāpta (निष्ठाप्राप्त). The term Niṣṭhā means the last one of the
five states (अवस्था) of the Sadhaka. In this state, Sadhaka's all the activities are fully at an end but it is a Nirafijana state.1

The Śiva Prakāśa defines Karma as the cause of the souls receiving a body and various types of experiences. Karma is responsible for death and birth of a body, therefore, it is eternal, for transmigration is eternal. Karma bestows its results through speech, mind and the deed of body. It is the basis of the buddhi tattva, cause of pāpa and demerit, puṇya or merit.

According to Purvamāṁsā, Karma has no activator, no administrator. As a farmer, after sowing the seeds, in a particular area, gets the fruit after some time, similarly, a sower of deeds reaps the self-produced fruit of them later on.

The Siddhāntin does not agree with the above interpretation. The fruit appears from the same place as that in which the seed died but the result of deed is experienced in an entirely different body. Just as the magnet has the power to pull iron filings to itself so God is needed to place deeds before the soul. According to the Siddhāntin, the soul is drawn to the body by means of deeds. In the presence of God, Karma performs its functions in aid of itself. Karma needs God to administer its affairs, just as the field needs the farmer to see that it is properly cultivated.

Karma is the name for the fruit of deeds. It is of three kinds—Āgamic consists of good and bad deeds. One is performed during a given birth, the fruit of which is to be experienced in future birth. Sañcita is the accumulated Karma of former births. Prarabdha is the functioning of Sañcita in the present world birth.

The enjoyment and suffering which one experiences as the result of past action in the form of Prarabdha becomes the source of fresh acts, which are called Āgāmi. An action can be either good or bad. Good action is called ārāma, the result of which is

1. Cf. Gaṇḍakīrīkā—page 8 also page 15 Nīśhāyoga explained as Atigati, Sayujya-sthiti. This is technically known as Kriyayogā and is distinguished from Kriyāyoga. (क्रियायोग )
punya (merit). That action is called pāpa the result of which is not named; for even pāpas lapse ultimately to wear away the bond of ignorance.

The test of goodness is the effect of deed upon others.

What about an act done with a good motive which has a bad effect upon others? And what about an act done with an evil motive which has a good effect upon others? The Siddhāntin emphasises the motive and not the result. The good result may be due to the receiver’s past Karma.


The actual difference between a good and a bad Karma is very subtle. The discrepancies of human endeavour can be explained on the background of past action. Wealth, poverty, joy, sorrow, death are determined for each soul at birth through deeds done in former birth.

Karma is the fruit of deeds, the accumulation of merits and demerits which are the cause of future experience—birth, joy and sorrow. By surrendering to the will of the Lord, Karma will disappear. Overcoming the egocentric impulses, one is able to consider all his actions as the actions of Hara. A surrendered soul does nothing except by His Grace and consequently Ajñāna and Karma do not enter it.

The subtle distinction of a good and a bad act rests upon the fact that sometimes pāpa committed by the devotee becomes puṇya.

2. Ibid., p. 28.
3. Ibid., p. 42.
4. Ibid., p. 43.
5. Ibid.
and punya committed by the non-devotee becomes pāpa. For instance a Brāhmaṇa cow-hard and a great devotee of Śiva, Sandeśvaran by name daily milked his cows on the bank of a river where stood a Śivalīṅga. Inspite of the fact, that he poured his milk over that liṅga the milk which he brought home in the evening was none the less. One day, certain villagers told his father about the curious acts of his son. The father climbed over a tree to watch the action of his son. As soon as the son began to pour the milk on the liṅga, the father, hurried down the tree, beat his son on the shoulder and spilled the milk by kicking the pail. The son seized a blade of grass which turned into a sword as soon as he touched it and cut off his father’s foot with the sword—that very foot with which he spilled the milk to be used in the worship of Śiva. Śiva immediately appeared before the son and bestowed grace. In the eyes of the world the son committed sin by cutting the foot of his father. In the eyes of Śiva it was highly meritorious deed.

Dakṣa—a great king reported to have been the son of Brahmā, before performing sacrifice called together all the gods except Śiva. While the sacrifice was on, Śiva became angry because Dakṣa had failed to respect him. The form of anger he assumed was that of Virabhadra who dispelled the sacrifice and killed Dakṣa. Śiva did this because Dakṣa did not perform the sacrifice from love but from egotism and pride.¹

**JĪVAN-MUKTA AND KARMA**

As long as the soul of the Jīvan-Mukta continues sthūla body, it should perceive unceasingly that all it does is done by God, for the soul is merely the acting agent behind which stands God who cultivates all things. Since it is so, there is nothing that the soul is able to do that it can call its own.

The net result is that the law of Karma ceases to function, since Karma loses its power to act as soon as the soul acquires

¹, Logical Presentation of the Śaiva-siddhānta Philosophy by John, H, Pict pp. 68-69.
and recognises that all it does is actually done by God. When the power of Karma is nullified, Māyā ceases to function, for it is the realm of Kārya Māyā that the soul must work itself free from the bonds of Karma. These two lose their power. The soul lifted, from the realm of both Karma and Māyā, (because ānava no longer wields its influence) realises its coalescence with God, for the soul must identify itself either with the phenomenal world or with God.

The central idea of the Pāśupata school is that Īśvara or God is not dependent on Karma in the distribution of fruits to the human souls. He is absolutely free and acts according to his own Sweet Will and it is for this reason that He does not depend on deeds of men while distributing fruits. It is declared in this system, as said before, that Karma etc. is of no use in itself. Karma too has behind it the Kārana and that is the most predominant force i.e. God.1

It may be pointed out that in its view Karma becomes altogether useless. The Pāśupata teachers point out and reply that the real position is that the experience of pleasure and pain in this life is due to Īśvara as well as to earlier Karma. When an Īśvara is looked upon as a distributor of fruits viz. as an ultimate source of the pleasure and pain experience in man, there is need for dependence on Karma but in the alternative case of the experience of pleasure and pain being due to Karma alone, it is necessary for logical reasons to depend on Īśvara. The right conclusion is that neither Karma is useless, nor is there any reason why a people should not take recourse to it for obtaining fruits. In this view, Īśvara does not lose his absolute freedom or svatantrata.2

In this connection it may be pointed out that there is a slight distinction between the Śaiva school and Pāśupata school. The Śaiva thinkers hold that Īśvara distributes fruits to men

1. Vide Sarvadarśana Sāhāra on Nakulśa Pāśupata.
2. Ibid.
according to the nature of deeds and not in an arbitrary fashion, but the Paśupata thinkers point out while this view is true, it does not rule out the possibility of this distribution of happiness and misery to people, irrespective of deeds performed by them. Being an absolutely free agent, he may depend on Karma or he may not. It does not in any way effect the absolute freedom of his nature. This shows that the Paśupatas hold that there is such a thing as Ahetukṛpa (viz. grace of God), need not necessarily depend on human merit. This is the freedom of His Will. According to Śaiva view, Grace of God is indeed an absolute necessity but it is dependent on human merits and is not Ahetuka (अहेतुक). This is a very interesting and important point in theology. The objection on the score of arbitrariness in God does not hold good as He is absolutely free and His Nature is auspicious.

The Āgamic and Tāntric literature in its different branches is an extensive literature. The different sections represent the original Āgama on the one hand and historical Āgama belonging to the Pratyabhijñā, Spanda, Mahārtha, Siddhānta Śaiva, Vira Śaiva, the Śākta Āgamas etc. on the other. The Paśupata school has also its place in this list. The Śaiva Āgamas inspite of their differences in Dvaita or Advaita etc. seem to have a common basis but the Paśupata Āgamas have different pattern. There are certain common principles which apply more or less to each of the Āgamic sections.

RATNATRAYA BY SRI KANTHA WITH COMMENTARY
BY AGHORAŚIVA

It is generally believed that the differences of experiences namely pleasure and pain in a human soul i.e. Bhogavaicitrya are determined by differences of Karma existing in every soul. This is a general belief that the Siddhānta Śaiva Teacher points out that the differences of Bhoga in the Ātmā are certainly dependent on bare Karma, but it should be remembered that this Karma is not an independent factor in the origination of differences in experience but in producing the experiences, Karma
depends on different factors, namely Kāla, Tattva, Bhuvana etc. If this be not admitted there would be no special importance of Prthvī etc.¹ It is pointed out that like the Bhoga vaicitrya, Jñāna vaicitrya also is due to Karma but in the case of Jñāna-vaicitrya, the auxiliary cause or Sahakāri kāraṇa is Nāda. The general philosophy is that Karma produces Vaicitrya in Bhoga but as its fruit. But for this purpose it requires Vaicitrya in the Sahakāri Kāraṇa.

In the Svāyambhuva Āgama it is said all bodies owe their existence to Karma.² The conclusion is that Karma is capable of producing differences in its fruits not by itself but through differences in Sādhanā (Sādhanavaicitrya) which also is caused by Karma. It should be remembered that Bhoga or experience of pleasure and pain is caused by Karma but in this context it should be remembered that this Bhoga is impure and consists of Sukha, Duḥkha and Moha but there is a higher form of Bhoga which can be experienced only in pure order and which is not caused by Karma. The enjoyment of Bhoga in pure order points to pure enjoyment which is available in the planes of Sādāśiva and others. The pure Bhoga is not possible in the world of Māyā. It is possible only in Śuddha adhiva or in the world of Mahāmāyā. The Śuddha Bhoga as well as Mokṣa which consists in equality with Śiva or experiences that are possible in the world of Mahāmāyā. The higher Mokṣa or Śiva Sāmya is possible through Dīkṣā aided by a Sahakāri Kāraṇa such as Yoga etc. It should be remembered that if the maturation of Mala is slow, it entitles one to Bhautika Dīkṣā followed by the Bhoga and ultimately Mokṣa. If the maturity of Mala is of a higher order, there is a necessity for Naiṣṭhika Dīkṣā. In that case what happens after the relapse of the body is the reception of Naiṣṭhika Dīkṣā which leads to Nirvāṇa at once or Mokṣa.

Sadyajyotī was the author of a number of Kārikās named Bhogakārikā. These Kārikās were commented on by the famous

1. Ratnatraya, by Śrīkantā with the Commentary by Aghora Śiva.
2. Svāyambhuva Āgama—काश्यप सर्वप्रथम ब्रजसागर शिवशास्त्रिय शरीरिक विभागः
Śaiva teacher namely Aghorāśivācārya. In this work he has explained in detail the manner in which Karma works itself out through appropriate enjoyments and sufferings. In this connection he has described at some length the structure of the body and its varieties through which the Karmic force works itself out. In this connection he has described the so-called (sūkṣma deha) subtle body which consists of different tattvas or principle of existence as well as Bhoga deha through which the experience of pleasure and pain is effected. The Sūkṣma deha is not for all persons though it consists of the thirty-one tattvas in the case of all persons and these tattvas are the instruments through which Bhoga is effected. These tattvas are undoubtedly the same in each person and consist of the principle of existence from earth the lowest to Kāla the highest, yet they are arranged in different individuals. It is for this reason that Sūkṣma deha of which individual Ātmā wanders about from life to life and from plane to plane under the influence of Karma and in material bodies known as Bhuvanaja deha or physical body.

The fact is that there are three kinds of bodies namely Kāla-deha, Tattva deha, and Bhuvanaja deha. The Bhuvanaja deha is the so-called Sthūla deha of the different systems. Tattva deha is really the Sūkṣma deha and Kāla deha corresponds to Kāraṇa deha. Actually the body which moves about from world to world in pursuit of pleasure and pain; is the Tattva deha. It may be pointed out here that the Ātmā on account of its being coated the basic impurity or Mala is incapable of performing many actions without association with a Sūkṣma deha. The Sūkṣma deha consists of a series of tattvas and as such is simultaneously connected with Puruṣas or agents. The question is how can such a body which is unique in nature perform different actions of different kinds. To meet this difficulty it is assumed that Sūkṣma deha is multiple so that every Puruṣa or Ātmā has a Sūkṣma

1. Bhogakārikā Prakāraṇa VIII——
बुध्यादिकलाप्राणः भोगस्थिनमप्रति: ||
निष्टता प्रतिमोक्षारं परिहेत्या मनोपिनिः || १०२ ||
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deha of its own. Ātmā is multiple and consequently Sūkṣma deha is also multiple. It should be remembered in this connection that though the Sūkṣma deha is multiple in nature like the Ātmā, it is not all-pervasive like the latter. The immediate effect of a Sūkṣma deha is a manifestation of Jñāna and Kriyā-knowledge and action.

Now it is clear that the Sūkṣma deha represents an extraordinary tattvasaṃgraha. The Tāntrists say that the creation of tattva (tattva srṣṭi) is of a dual nature. It is Asādhāraṇa or extra-ordinary or uncommon as well as common. The extraordinary creation of tattva is of the nature of Sūkṣma deha, but the ordinary creation of tattva is of the nature of Bhuvana. It should be remembered that there is difference between Bhoga and Bhoga. Sūkṣma deha represents one kind whereas the experience of the tattvas, in the form of multiple Bhuvana etc. represent the other kind. It is shown that tattvas entitled Sūkṣma deha sometimes enter into Bhuvanaja dehas under the influence of Karma—in this way partial manifestation of Jñāna and Kriyā is possible.

KARMA IN PARAMĀRTHASĀRA

The results of Karma—good or evil arises through ignorance or false knowledge and hence dharma and adharma earned through ignorance are destroyed by Vijñāna. Even the present Karma of a wise man (Jñānī) does not bear or produce fruits. As a seed free from coating (Tuṣā, Kaṁbūka and Kingaśārka does not sprout, so the soul free from ĀNAVA MALA, MĀYĀ and KAśMA does not produce the worldly bondage (BHAVĀNKURA) Ignorance and worldly bondage, thus, are interdependent. A man free from doubt and error, his Puṇya and Pāpa being exhausted is free from the knot of ignorance. Karma performed by a man of knowledge does not fructify in the form of birth as a burnt seed does not sprout. The Saṁkucita citti due to limited knowledge or Miḥhyā Jñāna and Bhāvanā of a future body according to Karma gets a body corresponding to Udbhūtakarma vāsanā.¹

¹ Vide Paramārthasāra, 53-67
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On the basis of our knowledge of Tāntric Philosophy whether of the monistic type or otherwise, we can have a clear knowledge of the significance of Karma in human life. Impure Karma is what is associated with Sakala souls or even with the Pralayākala souls but in the vijñānakāla state also there is Karma in a certain sense, though it is of the purer nature. The lower Karma known as Karma mala is associated with mundane life, it is either of the nature of merit or puṇya or of the nature of demerit or pāpa; elsewhere known as dharmādharma or adṛśta. This Karma is destroyed by knowledge of discrimination, as a result of which the human body which is a result of Karmaic fructification falls off. The consequent state is one of Kaivalya. It is the state free from Karma of impure type and has nothing to do with the worldly existence but if a particular soul in this condition is favoured with Divine grace as a result of which it is invested with a spiritual body called Bāṁdavaśārīra in Siddhānta śaiva. It is technically known as vijñānakāla. These souls as thus invested with supernatural body function in the realms of pure matter, as authorities controlling under the direction of the Divine, the Impure Māyā. This sort of world administration is also associated with Karma though it is not impure saṁsāra in the ordinary sense. From the Tāntric viewpoint, we are thus face to face with two-fold Karmas, impure and pure—of which the impure is the source of pleasure and pain and is the cause of transmigration and the pure Karma is that of a person who is free from impure Māyā but is not free from pure Māyā and functions as a member of the administrative staff under the Divine order exercising control over the world of Māyā. This distinction between pure and impure Māyā is very important. We should remember in this connection that the Saṁsāra which results from impure Māyā includes even the higher heavens, for they also fall within the zone of lower Māyā. Keeping this in mind we can say that perfection according to tantra implies freedom from the lower as well as the higher Māyā.
CHAPTER III

CONCEPTS OF KARMAN IN THE EPICS

In the Post-Vedic Sanskrit literature the place of two Epics—Ramāyāna and Mahābhārata is unique. Looking into these two great works, it seems to us that the concept of Karma dominated the minds of thoughtful people in those days. There are two aspects in which the Karma doctrine is generally viewed. In one aspect Karma is looked upon as the moral voluntary act performed by men, considered as merit or as demerit, as the case may be. Merit or good Karma gives rise to good results in the form of enjoyments or pleasure, while evil Karma produces bad results in the forms of suffering and praise. This sort of fructification of Karma in the form of happiness and misery is held to be true not only in the present life but also in the lives to come. Hanumān1 in his address to Tārā says that good or evil deeds fructify in happiness or sorrow.

This is a clear evidence of the belief that Karma produces its results not only in this life but also in the same way as the experiences and happenings of the present life, good or bad, are due to Karmas done in a previous life.

Thus this concept of Karma was known to Ramāyāna as we have it. The other aspect of the doctrine of Karman was what is usually considered as Daiva. Daiva is distinguished from Puruṣakāra or Pauruṣa. Puruṣakāra implies human effort whereas Daiva has the sense of certain fruits which are supposed to be due to the action of the gods. In reality however, these fruits are borne by one's own Karmas in an earlier life stored up as unseen forces as merit or demerit and controlled by the Devas and

1. Ramāyana, Kiṣkindha Kanda 21.2
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consequently known as Daiva. There are two views of Daiva either as identical with the unseen merit or demerit of the previous Karma and operated by the believers. In opposition to this, Daiva is popularly conceived as a blind higher force which corresponds in some sense to the idea of destiny or faith having no causal relation to the prior Puruṣakāra of the person concerned. In the Rāmāyaṇa, we find evidence of the existence of the knowledge of both the concepts of Karma. Some people are reconciled to think that there is no reconciliation between the view of Karma with that of Daiva. In the early literature, not only in Rāmāyaṇa or Mahābhārata, but also in some other works, we find usually a strong contrast between the doctrines of Karma and Daiva. While Karma implies conscious and deliberate action on the part of the agent, Daiva, on the other hand stands for a sudden emergence from above in the form of an unforeseen event or an unexpected happiness or pain. People not accustomed to philosophical thinking were inclined to take Daiva as a distinct conception from Karma. They are inclined to think that Daiva is irresistible. It comes suddenly as an act of unknown and an unseen power working from beyond over which human activities have no control. This view of Daiva presents itself to us in Hitopadeśa, where we have the following statement,¹ in which there is evidently a reference to contrast between Daiva and Ātmaśakti. Ordinary people in those days considered Karma as an expression of Ātmaśakti which asserts itself on the overpowering of Daiva or so-called action of unforeseen forces. This contrast between Puruṣakāra, Ātmaśakti and Daiva was a popular feeling in ancient times. Later philosophical literature in its discussion on Karma has studied the question carefully and harmonized the apparent conflict between Daiva and Puruṣakāra with the formulation of theory of Adṛśa. In this view Karma is used in the sense of Drṣṭa Karma or actual action in the present and Daiva is understood in the sense of

¹ Hitopadeśa

दैवं सिद्धम् कृलि पीरपमालमात्रत्वम् ।
दैवं हि दैविकसिद्धम् सापिष्ठं बन्धितः ॥
adrṣṭa karma or ancient karma concerned in the mental back· ground in the form of dispositions and tendencies.

In Hanumān’s address to Tārā, it is stated that every man reaps the good or evil consequences of his own action performed in previous lives. This implies that the joy or sorrow experienced by a man is the moral consequence of his own action right or wrong—in an earlier life.

In the Rāmāyaṇa, Ayodhyākāṇḍa we have the following important statement. It is stated that on some occasions even good persons are found to commit actions which cannot but be described as reprehensible and vice versa. It is pointed out that all this is due to the function of Daiva.

From the foregoing verses of the Rāmāyaṇa, it appears that the word Daiva covers all such incidents and events which appear all of a sudden without any previous mental conceptions of the person concerned. This shows that in those days, the original actions or results were supposed to be the human saṁkalpa or lāiva. In this sense the conception of Daiva is parallel to that of predestination but a study of philosophy of Karma as understood in ancient India would seem to show that the so-called unknown factor in the production of happiness or misery is not a blind force working behind but is really one’s own Karma or Karma potency stored up for a length of time as a blind force and worked out by the Daivas or forces of nature when the time of fulfilment is reached. In this way, though ordinarily the term Daiva implies the blind action or celestial forces on human destiny, it in reality is believed to be the result of Karmic forces kept in store for a length of time until the moment of maturation or Vipāka.

The word Daiva is used in Rāmāyaṇa in different contexts.

The conception of Daiva as an irrevocable blind force is in existence and the conception of Karma as a guiding principle of human destiny is also admitted. In later times the two ideas are

1, Rāmāyaṇa, Kīśkindhākāṇḍa 21. 2
2. Ibid., Ayodhyākāṇḍa, 22. 20-24
combined together in the established theory of Karma but in the earlier literature the relation was rather loose and in that case it was a concession to the popular view that the forces of nature in the form of Daiva also appeared to regulate the experience of humanity.

In ancient Sanskrit literature as in the medieval, we always come across a note of contrast between Daiva and Puruṣākāra, as apparently distinct forces operating to bring about human experiences in the form of pleasure and pain. The word Daiva is substituted by Kāla or any other similar word. Puruṣākāra is evidently the present Karma initiated by the ego’s will. In the Rāmāyaṇa, we find a clear statement of the apparent distinction between Daiva and Puruṣākāra. In the Ayodhyakānda of Rāmāyaṇa,1 Rāma admonishes Lakṣmana and gives him a good sermon on the true origin of pleasure and pain as well as of other mental dispositions. It is pointed out in this connection that neither pleasure nor pain is imposed by one on the other. It emanates from the unseen force entitled Daiva which no person is capable of overruling. This unseen force entitled Daiva is a great power which overwhelsms not only ordinary human beings but also great Rṣis who were well known for their hard penances.

This indicates that an incident which happens all of a sudden and which was not even conceived before, is described as originating from Daiva. In other words, what is known as Daiva is unpremeditated and incapable of being discarded or thrown away. One important peculiarity of Daiva is that it is irrevocable. In some places the word Kāla is used in the place of Daiva and is described as irrevocable. Kauśalyā’s instruction to Rāmacandra on the eve of his leaving for the forest is an example.2

In his speech to Sumantra, Lakṣmana points out that the strength of Daiva is greater than every other strength available to man. And it is for this reason that even Rāmacandra who
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when excited is capable of destroying all the devas, assisted by all the Gandharvas, Asuras and Rākṣasas. He is also unable to neutralize the power of Daiva, Gandharvas, Asuras and Rākṣasas, bound by the decree of Daiva.

It is well known that sometimes Karma brings about its consequences in the present life and does not wait for fructification in a life to come. The dictum which is pointed out by the Yogi implies that Karma in the form of a dire action bears fruit in the present life itself and does not wait for a future life. Daśaratha began to feel on the separation from Rāmacandra that this misfortune was the direct effect of his bad action in killing the Rṣi Śravaṇakumāra. He admits this in the course of his lamentation.

It is pointed out in the RāmaYaṇa that the law of Karma is irrevocable. It does not make an exception even in the case of a person who is believed to be a divine incarnation. It was believed that even persons of great spiritual eminence have to suffer on account of their unfavourable Karma. Rāma's separation from Sītā was an account of the curse of Bhṛgu Rṣi.

In Brahmāloka, no one feels hungry, but a tapasvī of Brahmāloka feeling hungry enquired of Brahmā about the reason of hunger—who said that having only done the penance and not having done the charity he felt hungry.

CONCEPT OF KARMAN IN MAHĀBHĀRATA

As in the RāmaYaṇa, so in the Mahābhārata, we find a similar attitude towards the working of Daiva. It is clearly stated that what is bound to happen (Bhavitavyam) is inevitable and as such there is no room for lamentation for its happening. This is Daiva and is incapable of being averted by one's intellec-

1. अल्पुलकेषः पुरयेः पारि: इहैव वल्मिकरसे ।
2. RāmaYaṇa, Ayodhyākānda XXXIX. IV
3. रामायण, उत्तराकांड, LII. 18
4. Ibid. LXXVIII, 15-17
tual resources at the present moment. It is said to be a decree of heaven (VIDHĀTRVIHITAM), and it is not possible for a man to avert it or transgress it in any way. As a matter of fact, existence or non-existence, happiness or misery—all are based upon the decree of Kāla or time spirit. It is also the dispensation of God (VIDHĀTRVIHITAM) and cannot be averted. The Vanaparva of the Mahābhārata fully bear out the truth of the above statement.

From this passage of Vanaparva, one thing seems to be clear. It is that what is designated as the decree of fate, otherwise known as Daiva or the will of the Lord (VIDHĀTRVIHITAM) is the dispensation of the Lord of Karma.

In another passage in the Mahābhārata, we find an instance of a beautiful virgin bitten by a snake. It is said that the snake under the activation as it were of Kāla or time spirit had bitten the damsel.

In the same work we find a statement of Dhrītarāṣṭra that the playing of dice was not at all to his liking and yet he approved of it, having been influenced, as it were, by the decree of heaven.

In another passage of the same work we find stated that the present dispositions (Vṛtti) of all creatures are due to their past actions (Karma).

In this passage the word Karma is used instead of Daiva or Kāla showing that all the three conveyed the same sense.

When Damayanti was suffering from the separation from her husband, she thought that it was due to her own misdeeds in a previous birth. The passage forming a part of Damayanti's lamentation gives a clear statement of the conception that any evil done in a previous life bears fruit corresponding to its intensity in the present life.

1. Mahābhārata, Adi Parva, Chapter I, 246-247
2. Mahābhārata, Adi Parva, VIII. 18-19
3. Mahābhārata, Vana Parva, IX. 1
4. Mahābhārata, Vana Parva, XXXIII. 4
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In another passage it is stated that ignorant people suffering misfortunes in their present lives attribute them to the action of Devas and consider them to be due to daiva, while in truth their present condition is really the consequence of their own deeds in a previous life. What is once done can never be wiped out.

In another passage, in the same work,¹ we find Bhīṣma on his death bed saying to Karna that it is not possible to transgress Daiva by means of one's own personal exertion or Puruṣakāra otherwise known as Pauruṣa. The same idea is found in Droṇa Parva.²

The same idea of the greater strength of Daiva having the supremacy is expressed by Yudhiṣṭhira.³

This idea of the supremacy of Daiva was expressed by Dhṛtarāṣṭra after the Kauravas had been defeated.⁴

In another passage in the same Parva, we find a clear and correct statement with regard to the mutual relation of Daiva and Puruṣakāra. It is said that the foundation of human society is built on the mutual interaction of the two cosmic or individual forces i.e. Daiva and Puruṣakāra.

The same idea is found in the Sabhāparva.⁵ The Epic is not wanting in passages which show that there is no inherent opposition between Daiva on the one hand and Puruṣakāra i.e. one's personal action on the other. The truth is that a person's present Karma while producing its results is converted into a powerful force and is operated by unseen powers of nature. In that state it is known as Daiva and produces its effect on the performer of the original Karma with irresistible force. This shows that Daiva, however, powerful it may be, is not really different from the original Karma. Though it appears to be invincible it is not really so, in as much as the present Karma performed with greater zeal, may be able at times to conquer the power of Daiva.

¹ Mahābhārata, Bhiṣma Parva, CXXII, 27, 28
² Mahābhārata Droṇa Parva, 9th Adhyāya, 10th verse
³ Mahābhārata Droṇa Parva, CXXXV, 1
⁴ Mahābhārata Sabha Parva, XVI, 12
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In the Saüptika parva, it is emphatically remarked that exertion and destiny together lead one to success. Here the spirit of the statement seems to be that man's duty is to exert himself to his utmost capacity with a view to attain success but if he fails notwithstanding his utmost efforts, he is not to blame. He should be regarded as being overpowered by the forces of Daiva.

This is the philosophy of action for the practical man according to the Mahābhārata. It is clearly stated that good acts produce happiness and sinful acts produce misery. A person never enjoys or suffers without a proper cause. His present enjoyment or suffering is really a consequence of his previous deeds.

The other passage shows that no one enjoys or suffers wrongly in this world. If he enjoys pleasures, it is because he has earned them or if he suffers pain that also is because it is his due. In this world, strict justice maintains order and there is no room for unfair play in the moral administration of the world. No body has a friend or an enemy who can act in his favour or against him. Every man is his own friend and is his own enemy. As a matter of fact he himself is the true witness of his own actions. The inevitable character of previous Karma has often been exercised in the Epic. It is pointed out in the Śānti Parva that Daiva and Puruṣakāra are mutually dependant for practical purposes, a person should exert himself in the direction of Puruṣakāra or a personal exertion and should not like an impotent person try to depend hopelessly on Daiva. This is exactly the spirit of the other statement of Śāntiparva.

An interesting passage in the Śāntiparva makes a curious statement to the effect that though some people may lay emphasis on present activity i.e. Puruṣakāra and others on the other hand

2. Saüptika Parva II. 35.
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4. Ibid., Śānti Parva, 139 Adhāyā, 82
5. Ibid., Śānti Parva, 139,84.
declare their view in favour of Daiva. There exists a class of thinkers who are described as materialists (Bhūtacintaka), who have no faith either in Puruṣakāra or in Daiva but who are advocates of doctrine of Svabhāva. They are of opinion that neither personal exertion or Pauruṣa nor Daiva is capable of yielding fruits without the help of Svabhāva or nature. Looking closely into the problem one is constrained to think that neither Daiva nor Pauruṣa nor even Svabhāva can give rise to results exclusively. The three forces work together harmoniously to produce proper results.1

In the Śānti parva,2 there is a short account of the theory of Karma and its fruits. It is stated that an action performed with physical body bears its fruit in the future in a similar physical body. In the same way mental actions bear the fruits in dreams and not in the waking state. In this passage we also find a clear statement of the fruits of penances, charity, observance of Brahma-carya etc. according to the principle of the Karma theory.

From an extract of the Mahābhārata,3 it appears that Jñāna is adhiṣṭhāna, avyakta is ajñāna i.e. buddhi and ahaṅkāra. The ajñāna is superimposed in the seed of an embodied jīva (dehijiva). The jīva by means of its own Karma under the influence of Kāla or time moves about in the world. The jīva moves about in dreams as if with a body. In the same way the embodied soul or Dehi by means of its qualities of varṇa and karma experiences the worldly movement, (SAMSĀRABHRAMANĀ).  

CONCEPT OF KARMAN IN BHAGAVAD-GĪTĀ

We now turn to Śrīmadbhagavadgītā and find out the teaching of Śrīkṛṣṇa on the doctrine of Karma. Gītā, as interpreted by Lord Kṛṣṇa is supposed to expound the philosophy of action in its highest sense. At the time when the Gītā was
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preached, the entire atmosphere was charged with the spirit of the Vedic sacrifice. Śrīkṛṣṇa pointed out that sacrifice or other forms of Vedic Karma are very good in their own way as means of attainment of heaven and heavenly pleasures, for the Vedic Karmas are all performed with a keen desire to secure the ends of worldly striving in this life or to attain to heavenly life. Śrīkṛṣṇa raised his voice against this sort of action because, he pointed out that it increases the impurity of the mind and does not secure the eternal peace and happiness. He pointed out that the joys of heavenly life however, prolonged and varied, are short-lived and are bound to disappear altogether when the soul will be compelled to come down to earth and take again its normal course of life. This sort of Karma does no good to the doer nor to the world outside as well. Śrīkṛṣṇa pointed out that the supreme reality which he represents is Puruṣottama as distinguished from what he describes as Kṣara puruṣa and Akṣara puruṣa. Puruṣottama is paramātmā and he himself is an incarnation as it were of this paramātmā. In the Gītā Śrīkṛṣṇa indirectly points to this True self. He says that in consequence of his Human and Mortal body, people are generally inclined to look down upon him as an ordinary person subject to birth and death but he points out that these people do not know His Real Divine Nature which controls all elements.1 In the eleventh chapter He referred to His Divine Nature.2

Even His dearest friend, Arjuna who had knowledge and faith in His Divinity could not understand him fully, so He gave Arjuna temporarily, the Divine Eye by which he would be able to recognise His Divinity. Kṣara Puruṣa represents the changing world in all its aspects3 and the Akṣara Puruṣa is the Great Immutable.4 Of the Three Puruṣas, the Kṣara represents
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the changing aspect and the flux and the Akṣara represents the Great Immobile. There is no relation between the two. The Uttama Puruṣa however is Paramātma which stands for a harmonious combinations of the opposite and the contradictory elements of change and no change. This Paramātma or Uttama Puruṣa has a twofold Prakṛti or nature, namely Parā Prakṛti and the Apara Prakṛti. The Parā Prakṛti stands for the human soul, the Jīva, and is an eternal aspect of the Eternal Puruṣa, which holds together the creation. The Apara Prakṛti or the lower nature is the Prakṛti of Sāṁkhya consisting of the three guṇas (निष्ठुय ) and is material in structure. The guṇas or the qualities of the Apara Prakṛti stand for an action. It is said that man because of egoism, thinks himself the agent, whereas deeds are done by force of Prakṛti.

Paramātma presides over this Prakṛti which lies at the source of initiation of all action. Though the self considers itself as the doer or the agent of this action, this is due to the egocentric constitution of the self or the Atmā. Śrīkṛṣṇa says that true action is far removed from the action in which ordinary people take part. True action has before it a double motive, though in ordinary cases it remains hidden under the surface. True action is one which benefits the doer as well as the world outside. In ordinary life, action is preceded by a desire for the acquisition of its results. The hidden spring of action is the desire for happiness which is described by the Mīmāṁsā philosophers as Iṣṭasādhana-natā Jñāna i.e. a knowledge of the fact that the action will succeed in producing the desired result. Śrīkṛṣṇa says that this is the nature of all Sakāma Karma (सकाम कर्म ) which aims at gaining happiness and averting evil. This is intensely personal and it is impure as it is tainted with desire and aims at the acquisition of fruits. These fruits may be heavenly pleasures and so forth. They
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do not tend to purify the soul and even the pleasures which they secure are shortlived and do not purify the soul. This is one thing. Another thing is, this sort of action creates a division between man and man, for in such cases where the aim of one man clashes with aims of the other man, there is bound to be a conflict which is supposed to be source of a breach of peace. The most important defect in such actions is that it keeps the man or the doer tied down to worldly prospects and does not help to make it pure in order to rise up to higher and purer regions. These are the natural defects of the Sakāma Karma which prevailed in the Vedic age. Śrīkṛṣṇa raised his voice against this Sakāma Karma in ancient India and pleaded very strongly in favour of Nīskāma Karma i.e. disinterested action or action which aims at self-purification and attainment of supreme truth. In order to keep free from the evil effects of Sakāma Karma, there rose a school in ancient India that raised their voices against the performance of action altogether. These people represented the extreme Saṅnyāsis who were recluses of some sort or the other. Śrīkṛṣṇa found that the two currents were contradictory to each other. The current followed by the householders is in favour of Sakāma Karma in a householder’s life which leads to heaven and rebirth. The other current is that of the recluses who have left their houses in search of Supreme Truth and are deadly against the performance of any Karma at all. Both these currents were really anti-social. Śrīkṛṣṇa suggested a path which lies midway between the two opposite currents. He said that the true path lies between these extremes. He was not in favour of renunciation of positive life and search for wisdom in caves and forests. He also was deadly against the poisonous effect of desire in all human activities, in consistency with the metaphysical background which pleads for Uttama Puruṣa or Puruṣottama i.e. Paramātmā as combining together, the opposite elements of Kṣara Puruṣa as well as Akṣara Puruṣa, so he suggested that the best elements of two courses should be brought together in a single path which he named Nīskāma Karmayoga. He said that Karma should be retained, so also renunciation and, for this he suggested the renun-
ciation not of Karma but of the fruits of Karma. He pointed out
that this was the true Naiṣkarmya and not the renunciation of
the action itself, and on the other hand he recommended Karma
and rejected the desire for fruits. In this way the middle path
was discovered as a doctrine of Niṣkāma Karma. The result of
Sākāma Karma is the attainment of Kṣara Puruṣa and the result
of Saṁnyāsa or renunciation of karma is the attainment of Akṣara
Puruṣa. Both are extremes and were avoided. He suggested
a course where Karma was retained and desire for its fruits rejected.
The inevitable result of this path will be in favour of a life
in touch with the Uttama Puruṣa or Puruṣottama. This is the
important secret behind his philosophy of action. It was a
sympathetic view, for he kept in view the permanent good of the
soul in so far as being free from desire it would remain pure and
yet it would now aim at the mutable Akṣara Puruṣa. By virtue
of action for a fault without regard for its fruits, the result would
be a life consistently with the life of Uttama Puruṣa or Paramātma.
If a man followed the life in favour of the Kṣara Puruṣa, it
would mean transitory attainment which would render no per-
manent good to the agent. For the attainment of Kṣara puruṣa
would mean a life of constant change—going up and coming down
and having no concern with his fellowmen in the world. The
life of a Naiṣkarmya yogi in the old sense would mean stagnation.
It might lead to the attainment of the Kūṭastha (कुटस्थ) but
will have no connection with the welfare of the world at large.
The philosophy of Niṣkāma Karma as discovered and preached
by Him (Śrīkṛṣṇa) leaves room for his individual uplift in the
scale of spiritual perfection as well as for the greatest possible
good to his fellow-being on earth.

In this line of action, siddhi or asiddhi i.e. success or failure
is not at all a point for consideration. What is truly aimed at
is the purity of the mind in respect of the performance of the
action concerned. In the eyes of such a person, the Yoga
consists in the sense of equality between both success and failure.
What the agent is expected to consider is that he should perform
He noted that usually action or active life is attended with a desire for success and enjoyment. He also observes that inaction by itself is sterile and useless. A human body with an embodied existence can hardly do without action at any moment. Even its very existence depends on action. True inaction is not merely a loss of activity, but it consists in a freedom from desire which actuates the activity. Therefore, He said that the true path of a man lies midway between the two which consists in action without desire. Action under no circumstance should be given up but the objectionable action in usual elements namely desire for fruits, should be given up. This means that it represents pure action for its own sake without any consideration of what the consequences may be. This rivets the attention on action itself and not on success or on other considerations which are associated with it. This gives rise to the purity of action as a duty and constitutes yoga in so far as it is in union with the spirit of the Divine will. Ordinary action which is inspired by hopes and fears bears fruit in the success which attends it. This fruit is perishable so that in consequence of such action a man cannot attain to the Imperishable. On the contrary the inaction of an ascetic which may be good in itself leads to mokṣa which is a state of freedom from action or sāṁsāra. Śrikrṣṇa was completely in opposition to these two antagonistic ideals namely the ideal of a perpetual Sāṁsāra which is implied in Kṣara Puruṣa and state of absolute inaction which is implied in Akṣara Puruṣa. He admitted Kṣara Puruṣa as well as Akṣara Puruṣa both as the two opposite poles of a common line just like thesis and anti-thesis of some of modern thinkers or Sat and Asat of ancient Indian thinkers. He was in favour of a doctrine of synthesis which expressed through his interpretation Uttama Puruṣa or Puruṣottama or Paramātmā in the Gītā. Puruṣottama represents a synthesis of Kṣara and Akṣara. In the same way Śrikrṣṇa combined in his theory of Karmayoga the elements of Truth and the theory of action and inaction both. This Karmayoga is usually known as the doctrine of Niṣkāma Karma and its result is superior to the results of the extreme forms of Karma and Saṁnyāsa. The extreme form
of Karma was represented in the lifetime of Śrīkṛṣṇa by the so-called Vedic Karma which was always performed with a view to secure profits in heaven.

The extreme form of Saṅnyāsa was a state of inaction in the pure Brāhmaṇa. None of these had any bearing on living humanity and its sufferings but the doctrine of Niṣkāma Karma was intended to help not only the doer of that Karma but also the world as a whole. It helped the doer with purification of his mind which was not possible in Sakāma Vedic Karma. It also helps to improve the status of the social being in as much as the doer of the action does not claim the fruits of his action but dedicates them to the society without retaining any personal interest in them. Accumulation of the fruits of Niṣkāma Karma, thus produced, tends to improve the state of the society and the moral tenor of the individuals constituting the society for selfless action is infinitely superior to selfish action. As regards individual effect of Niṣkāma Karma on the doer, it is enough to say that with the purification of the mind of the doer, his egocentric life also begins to change. In due course the whole of ego becomes less and less tight. It must be remembered that according to the Gītā all action really proceeds from the activities of the guṇas of prakṛti.¹

Though the action is done by the nature's forces and not by the Ātmā; Ātmā under the stress of its egoistic impulse feels that the action was done by him. The truth of the matter is that the Ātmā is merely the silent observer of the action and not the agent of the action itself. As a result of Niṣkāma Karma, the hold of ego becomes weaker and weaker until it disappears altogether. And it is at this critical moment that Śrīkṛṣṇa advises his disciple Arjuna to give up all religious activities and to surrender to the will of the Supreme Lord. When this surrender is complete, the Lord takes over the charge of his disciple and through his own infinitely powerful will initiates a change in the personality of

¹ Bhagavadgītā III. 27

प्रकृते: क्रियमारणाः पुरुषे: कर्माणि सर्वं: ।
आदिप्रारंभवृहत्तमा कोला-परिवर्तितो सन्यासे ॥
His disciple who is at that time merely an observer and all action in his mind and body precedes from the Divine will alone.

This is the ultimate culmination of Niṣkāma Karma as preached by Śrīkṛṣṇa.

**KARMA AS A MEANS TO PERFECT REALISATION ACCORDING TO GĪTĀ**

The Gītā insists in various ways on the importance of Karma. It goes so far as to say that in ancient days there were great persons like Janaka of Videha who attained to perfection through Karma alone. The word used by Gītā is Sāmsiddhi. The statement says¹ in plain words that the perfect siddhi of Janaka and others rested on Karma and Karma alone. The words Sāmsiddhi in the Gītā seems to convey a very high idea, as we know that in normal course knowledge or perfect illumination is attained by a man after the lapse of a series of lives spent in concentrated practice. This knowledge is of the nature of Jñāna and when it reveals itself in the life of a man he surrenders himself unconditionally to the will of the Divine.²

The true test of knowledge is destruction of ego and its result is the act of sincere surrender to the will of God. This is prapatti. The prapatti or surrender to the Divine will puts an end to all egoistic activities on the part of the Ātma and ends in the realisation of the supreme idea which is described as Pañāgati.³ It is stated that a man after the attainment of perfection in various births attains the Pañāgati.

This shows that some Supreme samsiddhi in the language of the Gītā is the one way to supreme realisation. Karman as a way to Samsiddhi is certainly a path to the realisation of the supreme ideal. Samsiddhi is therefore, more or less on a line with knowledge so that Karma as a knowledge is supported by Śrīkṛṣṇa.

1. Bhāgavat Gītā (III. 20)
2. Ibid. (VII. 19)
3. Ibid. (VI. 45)
KARMA AS A SACRIFICES OR YAJÑA

A cursory view of the Bhagavad Gītā would suffice to convince one that Śrīkṛṣṇa was a staunch supporter of Karma or life of action but he pointed out that the action by itself has no moral significance. It is plainly stated that the Karma or action which is intended for the Divine is the true Karma. It is called a sacrifice or Yajña. Any other Karma which has not this aim in view is a source of bondage. The conception of Yajña has to be clearly made out so that the Gītā theory of Karma may become intelligible. It is stated in the Gītā that the creator (Prajāpati) created Jīvas (Prajā) in the beginning of creation together with Yajñas (sacrifice). In other words the origin of Jīva is co-eval with the origin of Yajña. The mandate from the creator to the entire creation was that the created world should try to develop itself, on the basis of the evolution of Yajña. In other words the development of humanity is said to depend on a true cultivation of what is described as Yajña. It is held that it is through Yajña that man can have his desired object. The creation consists of two orders of being—Man and Devas. The relation between the two is that one supplements the other. The word Deva stands here for cosmic and super-cosmic forces of life which are as real as the human creation under its control. The relation between the two is that one cannot do without the other, so that even the existence of one is dependent on the existence of the other. It is a state of mutual support in which one is essentially needed for the existence of the other as the other is. Of these two one cannot thrive exclusively unless it is supported by the strength of the other. This reciprocity in creation is a fundamental fact and it is on this that the philosophy of sacrifice is ultimately based. The Devas have to be supported by men through their activities and as result of this support received, the Devas make their own contribution to the happiness of men. Men depend on Devas as much as Devas depend upon men. This central fact has to be recognised and the philosophy of sacrifice represents as it were the recognition of this basic fact. The fact is that the
whole order is an organism i.e. properly organised in relation to all its parts so that one part has to depend for its existence on the other as the other on itself. The recognition of this basic truth in nature is reflected in the advice or mutual sentiment found in the Gītā. It is thus clear that the desired objects of life could be automatically supplied by the Deva or cosmic forces if they are in their turn propitiated in a proper way by the human beings. This implies that a person who enjoys the amenities of nature without on his part giving to the higher forces their dues is really a thief. The idea is that true Bhoga is not possible unless legitimate dues to others are discharged. A man can in all propriety enjoy only what is left behind after the full payment of his dues to others. It is for this reason that in ancient India the householder who served the guests was entitled to enjoy what was left behind after the service was over. In other words it was thought sinful for a man to cook for himself. He was required to cook for others and after the satisfaction of all he was at liberty to enjoy the remnants of what was utilised. Such people were called Yajñaśīśṭāśināḥ i.e. the people who live on the remnants of what is left behind after being served to the guests and others. Such people are purified from all sorts of sins. In the technical language of the Gītā, Karma develops into sacrifice and sacrifice leads to the formation of rainy clouds. Rain from clouds helps in the growth of food and food is the basis of all animal life. On the other hand Karma is the manifestation of Brahma and Brahma is genetically related to the immutable Ākṣara. The cult of sacrifice as thus understood, explains how it acts as the basis of Brahma. This cycle as described above is technically known as Brahmaṇa and it is the duty of every human being to follow it up in life. One who does not do so lives in vain. The life of such a man steeped in sense-pleasures is no true life at all.

2. Gītā III-12.
There are many secret doctrines in the Bhagavadgītā which are not as carefully studied as they seem to deserve. One of these doctrines is the theory of Kṛtsna karma which rendered into English becomes equivalent to integral Karma. The question of integration is a very mysterious affair, so that in consequence of integration the contradictions seem to meet. It is pointed out that like the natural object according to Patañjali everything contains everything else so that everything in nature as a product contains in an unmanifested form everything else. The only question of determining the character of the object is based on the existence and manifestation of the qualities which are most prominent. Patañjali says in his Sūtras that one object may be transformed into another kind due to the influx of material existing there as unmanifest and it is for this reason that the Yogins declare Sarvaṁ Sarvātmakam.

The commentator says that Jātyanucchedena Sarvaṁ Sarvātmakam. On the analogy of this the Gītā makes a similar bold statement in regard to Karma. It is well known that Karma and Akarma are contradictions so that ordinary men cannot find one in the other. In other words ordinary people are capable of seeing Karma in Karma and Akarma in Akarma, for Akarma is static and Karma is dynamic and two are distinct from each other but Śrikrṣṇa says that the secret of true wisdom consists in having a vision of the Karma in an integral sense.

This vision is very wonderful for it brings about a harmony between the static and dynamic— in other words, a person who has this clear vision of Karma in Akarma and Akarma in Karma is really an actual performer of integral action, technically known as Kṛtsna karma. A man of true intellect (Buddhimāṇa) can work this out easily in his life. In this way Karma finds its fulfilment in Jñāna and Jñāna in Karma. One who is supposed to represent the Kṛtsna Karma is not required to perform any Karma at all, but he has to have the true vision or intuition in which Karma and Akarma are equated. According to the Gītā,
this is the sign of true Buddhi to see the whole thing in a part and a result of that to be the agent of the whole.  

**KARMA OF A DYING MAN**

In the 8th chapter of Bhagavadgītā there is an important section on the Karma which a dying person should carry out in order that he may attain to the divine level. It is said that if a man continues to remember God at his dying moment, he attains to the status after he has left out his connection with the body.

The rule is that a man may attain to any position provided he is able to remember it firmly at the time he loses his sense of identity with the body. The fact is that an act of memory for a single moment may be an eternal act provided it occurs when there is no longer any sense of identity with the body. This is really the inner significance of Sādā in the explanation—Sādā-tadbhāva bhāvitaḥ.

In the verses 10 to 12 there is a formed statement of the way in which the karma of the dying man has to be performed. At this moment, the dying soul is supposed to be equipped with the following qualities:

A. Concentrated mind
B. A sense of devotion
C. Yoga Śakti as expressed in the lifting of the Prāṇaśakti and placing it within the two eyebrows. This implies that the dying person is furnished with Yoga in relation to mind and to Prāṇa and devotion. It is, therefore, prescribed that the first duty of a dying person should be the control of all the doors or venues of the body (nine in all, navadvāra) and that the mind should be suspended within the heart and also that with the help of yogic dhāraṇā, the dying person should be able to keep his vital energy (Prāṇa) confined within the crown of

---

2. Bhagavad Gītā, VIII. 5
3. Gītā VIII. 5
the head. When this is done, the dying person should remember the Divine and repeat the holy syllable of AUM which represents Brahma. Such a person when he departs from the body attains to the supreme aid.\textsuperscript{1} In the paper on 'सृयुक्तविवेक' और परस्पर\textsuperscript{12} there is an elaborate attempt to describe the Karmas of a dying person. In this paper it has been pointed out that the closing of the nine doors of the body can be successfully attempted by the yogic kriya. It is said that with the help of a particular mudra, the rectal avenue may be easily suppressed. A practice of the mudra for a short while creates in this body a sense of concentration when a knowledge of the outer world is prevented from coming into being. In due time it is followed by what is technically known as (withdrawal of the senses) but it should be remembered that before the action of this mudra commences, the person should practise prāṇāyāma beginning with pūraka followed by Kumbhaka. After the air is suspended, the action of the mudra should be commenced. If kumbhaka is performed successfully, the Samānāvāyu becomes strong. In consequence of this, the entire nervous system of the body (higher, lower and oblique nādīs) becomes unified and equalised with the Suṣumṇā. At that time, the vital energies flowing in those nādīs come to be equilibrated and assumes the form of the prāṇa. This is technically known as the equilibrium of the nādīs. There after the person has to meditate on the suṣumṇā as an upward flowing stream. The suṣumṇā is within the centre of the physical body. It rises from the navel region upto the Brahmārandhra and even beyond it to the centre of Śakti. As a result of this practice all nādīs and all the granthis beginning with the heart are suspended and under the influence of meditation comes into the full bloom and begins to flow upwards. The vital energy in the different centres like the heart, throat and palate etc. have lost the straight motion

\textsuperscript{1} Bhagavad Gītā VIII. 11. to 12.

\textsuperscript{2} भारतीय संस्कृति और साहित्य, Vol. I, p.p. 463-475
and have become curved. This is technically known as granthi. These granthis are likened to the lotus on account of the fact that they are subject to the dual action of contraction and expansion. The control of the doors as referred to in the Gītā is really a form of Pratyāhāra. As soon as the pratyāhāra in the above form is formed the out-going tendency of the mind disappears because it is the sense alone which with the help of air converts the mind as restless and full of outgoing tendencies. This is followed by the abeyance of the mind within the heart.

A detailed study of the entire process of the Karma may be found in the above article and need not be repeated here.

**VARĀNA AND KARMA**

Śrīkrṣṇa in his instructions to Arjuna in the Gītā expressed His personal ideas on the origin and evolution of the varṇas wrongly translated as caste by modern writers. The entire social system of the ancient Hindus is based upon the organisation of different varṇas. The well known Puruṣasūkta of the Ṛgveda in its X chapter or Maṇḍala refers briefly to the origin of the four varṇas or caste. In this brief account, the cosmic man (Puruṣa) is supposed to represent its mouth, the Kṣatriya its arm, the Vaiśya the thigh and Śūdra the legs. The cosmic Man is in a sense the Indian or rather the Vedic society of the age. The four limbs of man represent the four sections or castes of the Indian community known at that time. In this representation the place of precedence is given to Brāhmaṇa who represents the mouth. This is due evidently to the fact that the Brāhmaṇa in the earliest stage of the Āryan Society represented the intellectual and spiritual section of the community. The Kṣatriya evidently represented the physical and the martial section and Vaiśya stood for the economic strength of the community. The Śūdras standing generally for the outsiders were slowly brought into the Āryan fold and were made to represent the serving section of the community. This was probably the aspect of the Hindu Society in the Vedic age. This classification is usually supposed to be based on the
division of labour. It is true so far as it goes but what Śrīkṛṣṇa says in the Gītā seems to imply that the entire classification was based on general principles of guṇa and karma. Guṇa means the infinite quality of the person concerned and karma means the action which follows from guṇa and is consistent with its nature. Following this line of thinking we find that the division, threefold or fourfold is not arbitrary. The entire classification of objects in the external world is based upon this principle and it is well-known that any deficiency in guṇa or karma or efficiency in the same has a tendency to bring down or raise up the standards of the varṇa concerned. It is for this reason that in the course of the natural state of the society it is sometimes found that men of higher castes are sometimes lacking in higher qualities and show traces of qualities which are normal to the lower and vice versa. A Brāhmaṇa may have qualities of a Kṣatriya and a Kṣatriya that of a Brāhmaṇa. The instances of Parasuṛama and Viśvāmitra will clear the point. There are of course exceptional cases and are explained in the Epics in an adequate manner.¹

But in the ordinary course of the nature, a Brāhmaṇa represents the spiritual heredity on the one hand and the spiritual acquisition on the other and so with the others. It is said in the earliest literature on the subject as interpreted by Yājñavalkya that there are three principles involved in the philosophy of varṇa or caste, Jāti, Karma and Vidya. For example, the Brāhmaṇa body must be in the ordinary course a product of Brāhmaṇa parents. Such Brāhmaṇa is technically known as Jātibrāhmaṇa — it is Brāhmaṇa by birth just as bird or beast or a particular species is born of a bird or beast of the same species. In the same way, a Brāhmaṇa is born of a Brāhmaṇa parents. This represents the superficial qualification of a Brāhmaṇa body, namely Jatya Brāhmaṇaḥ (जात्य ब्राह्मण; ) This is birth in a Brāhmaṇa family with the specific characteristics inherited from his parents.

¹ See Mahābhārata Anuśāsana Parva, Adhyāya IV. For the example of Viśvāmitra; and Rāmāyaṇa, Bālakāṇḍa Sarga 75-76 for the example of Parasuṛama.
this is a simple affair. It is well known that the varṇa of a particular person is determined by heredity and therefore appears that for all practical purposes the birth of a particular person in particular families is determined by the karma as well as natural quality of the person who is born. If a person deserves to be born as a Brāhmaṇa, he is by natural forces transmitted to the requisite Brāhmaṇa parents. In this connection it should be remembered that in some cases there arises complications in the birth. This also is due to the influence of Karma. In other words, for instance, a man born in a particular family is expected to have tendencies and characteristics for attaining that parentage but there are cases on record where complexity is noticeable. In all sacred books we find here and there such complex instances. The two glaring examples are those of Viśvāmitra and Pāraśurāma.

It is well known that Viśvāmitra was born of Kṣatriya parents. His father was Gāḍhi, the son of Kuśamba. It is well known that though by birth he was a Kṣatriya, he through his parents became converted into a Brāhmaṇa. On the other hand Pāraśurāma was born in a Brāhmaṇa family but was gifted with qualities which are proper for a Kṣatriya. As to how this complication was possible, the ancient literature gives detailed explanation.¹

¹ Mahābhārata Ādi Parva, Chapter IX.
CHAPTER IV

CONCEPT OF KARMAN IN THE PURĀÑAS

The Paurānic literature including the Mahāpurāṇas, Upa-purāṇas and the other allied works affiliated to this school is very essential. Speaking briefly it represents the spiritual and religious culture of medieval India. The Epic literature is allied to it. The poetical literature in Sanskrit specially is intimately connected with it and in most cases is based upon the traditions etc. recorded in the Purāṇas. In my humble way, I have tried to make a special study of this branch of ancient Indian literature keeping in view popular beliefs and general ideas of the problem of Karma in regard to its multifarious issues. Of these issues, the most important seem to be concerned with concrete illustrations of illustrious persons taking their birth in different periods of time which are sometimes countable in terms of Yugas, Mahā-yugas, Manvantaras and even Kalpas. In the course of this study, it sometimes appears that great differences in the scale of time do not count in regard to the recollection of a minor incident after ordinary periods of time. The question of different dimensions in the region of time and space method crops up and has to be settled in its own way. It seems from a careful study that in the domain of karma and its forces, nothing is lost with the lapse of time. It also appears that the true individuality of a person does not lie in the form and activity shown on the stage but lies far behind in the basic personality of the man which does not show itself in the so-called historical or pre-historical activities known to us under that name. Śrī Bhagavān Śaṅkarācārya mentions this fact in his commentary on Vedānta Sūtras. By way of example, we may take the names of Indra, Vyāsa etc. Really speaking, Indra or Vyāsa is not the name of a proper person. In different ages, different persons have appeared and played the part of Indra. We find this in the
The next step in the evolution of the Brahminical nature is the activity or conduct of a true Brāhmaṇa. This is Karma. This conduct befitting a Brāhmaṇa consists of Yajña and Yājana, adhyayana and adhyāpana and dāna and pratigraha. These are six. This includes spiritual studies, penances, mantra-recitation and other activities consisting of a true Brāhmaṇa. As a result of these activities, in due course of time the immediate knowledge of Brāhmaṇa reveals itself. At that time the person deserves to be called a true Brāhmaṇa. As with Brāhmaṇa, so with other members of the society.

If a person by virtue of his inherent qualities develops particular attributes and propensities befitting a particular varṇa, he is reborn in that varṇa after his death. This appears to be a line of thinking in ancient scriptures. Abrupt change of one varṇa into another is not admitted though it is found in exceptional cases in the Purāṇas. There is another side of the question which developed in later society on account of a contact with foreign elements. It is Jāti Bhrāmā or Pātitya. This means that such a fallen person is an outcast and is not allowed to take part in the normal social function pertaining to that caste.*

FAILURE OF KARMA AS A COSMIC FORCE—DIVINE INTERVENTION AND DIVINE DESCENT

We have been studying the philosophy of Karma from different angles of vision. We know that if there is individual Karma, there is also a collective Karma, which is the sumtotal of individual Karma in a certain period of time. Just as there is polarity in individual Karma so there is polarity in collective Karma also. Karma by nature in ordinary cases of human beings is either good or evil or a combination of good and evil as it is stated in Yogabhāṣya (white i.e. Śukla, Kṛṣṇa i.e. Black

* These details have been carefully studied by ancient scriptural code writers and have been well summarized in some modern works. Compare P. V. Kane's History of Dharmaśāstra, vol. IV.
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and Śukla-Kṛṣṇa i. e. mixed). The colourless Karma (neither white nor black or Śukla Kṛṣṇa) belongs to Yogins and not of the ordinary human beings. This natural collective Karma represents highest spiritual stage of advancement for a country or for an age. There is a natural opposition in the white and black Karma of a person, so in collective way also there is a similar opposition between cumulative white Karma and cumulative dark Karma. When in a particular age and with reference to a particular karma, the cumulative dark Karma becomes so great that cumulative right Karma of the same country finds itself unable to shine and prosper. Such an occasion comes in the life of a man or a nation from time to time. It is on such occasion that what is known as a Dharmaglāni (धर्मगलानि) in the Gītā or downfall of righteousness and predominance of dark forces take place that the cosmic agency intended for the maintenance of a natural position in the world fails to function. The world forces are incompetent to solve regularly the critical world position. It is at such moments that extra cosmic power, that is the so-called Divine power, asserts itself and comes down to earth consciousness for the preservation of the world order. This is technically known as descent of God in the form of an Avatāra.

It is just clear that Divine Intervention in the form of Avatāra, is sometimes necessary for proper adjustment of Karmic sources on a general level.

FUNCTION OF KARMA, GRADED BIRTH, KARMA AFFECTING BIRTH

It is well known that the Gītā teaches and is supported by all other Śāstras that the caste or varṇa of a particular person is determined by the principle of equitable distribution of guṇa and Karma i. e. qualities and actions.1

Karma is action and guṇa is Sattva, Raja and Tama. According to the distribution of these two fundamental principles, the birth of a human being is determined. In ordinary cases

1. Bhagavad Gītā IV-13 चातुर्वर्षेऽन्तः सया छष्ठं गुणकर्मविभागः।
case of Devatās and Rṣis. As Indra is not a proper name, so 
Vyāsa and Viśvāmitra are not proper names, for many individual 
souls in the course of the ages have appeared on the scene and 
functioned properly on the stage. This is a very important point 
to be considered. The question, therefore arises, whether in the 
study of Karma, we should take note of this basic fact. In this 
connection it has to be remembered that whatever achievement 
or blame is attributed to a particular Deva or to a particular 
Rṣi, it belongs to a particular person appearing on the scene 
under this name and it does not necessarily imply either blame 
or praise in the character of the original individual who appears 
on the stage under the particular name. Consequently, the story 
of Indra and Ahalyā relates only to the person appearing on 
the scene and not to the individuality of the true person con-
cerned.

A* comprehensive study of the entire Paurānic literature 
is in itself a subject for specialization but still we have tried to go 
through the entire literature as far as possible.

Summing up the entire literature on the subject, we have 
been able to take note of about eight or nine more outstanding 
cases of rebirths recorded in the Purāṇas. More such cases are 
available but we need not to go through the whole story as what 
we have selected is deemed to be sufficient to throw clear light 
on the subject.

Topping the list of these accounts, we may place the story 
of Sātī, the daughter of Dakṣa Prajāpati and the wife of Lord 
Mahādeva.¹

* I am indebted to Śri Raveendra Kumara Siddhanta Sāstri whose 
illuminating articles on Purāṇas have enlightened and inspired me. The 
articles appeared in a Bengali Magazine "Father Alo".

¹. The story of Sātī is found narrated in the following Purāṇas—
   (i) Brahma Purāṇa Chapter XXXIV
   (ii) Liṅga Purāṇa Chapter L
   (iii) Skandha Purāṇa, Mahādeva Khaṇḍa of Kedara Khaṇḍa 22. 84-86
   (iv) Śiva Purāṇa, Adhyāya VII
We have placed the name of Satī, the Supreme Goddess of the Śaivas in front of this list. It is found in the Purāṇa that the relation of Satī to Śiva Mahādeva in both her births is the same.

Indra—It is stated in the Padmapurāṇa, Uttarākhanda, Chapter CCII, that he was reborn in the other birth on earth as a son of a person named Śivaśārma who was a Brāhmaṇa living in Ḥāstinapura. It may be stated in passing that Śivaśārma came to remember his previous life after a bath in a particular pilgrimage (Nigamodbodhaka). Indra is described in the Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa as taking birth as a Pāṇḍava in the Tretā age. It is stated there that the five Pāṇḍavas were really five Gods who took birth in human forms for removing misery in the human birth.

Narada—Devarṣi Nārada describes himself to have been in his earlier life the son of a maid servant of a Brāhmaṇa. He is also known to have been Upabarhaṇa Gandharva in one of his births. It is written in the Brahmakhaṇḍa of Brahmavaivarta Purāṇa that as Gandharva he had several wives but in spite of that he developed an insatiable sexual urge on seeing the nymph Rambhā. Brāhma cursed him that he would be born on earth as Śūdra and then take his birth again as one of the mental sons of Brāhma.

Nala Damayanti—Śivapurāṇa records the story of Nala Damayanti’s previous birth. Nala in his previous birth was a Bhīla—a well known tribe in Western India. Once a Brāhmaṇa came to the Bhīla’s house and sought refuge for the night. Bhīla had accommodation for two people only—he himself and his wife. He thought of helping him by allowing him to sleep inside and arrange for his own sleep outside the door, although he knew that sleeping outside was not free from danger. During night hours he kept waking for a long time and as soon as sleep came to him, a deer tore him asunder. In the morning his wife

1. Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa, V. 20
2. Brahmavaivarta Purāṇa, Brahmakhaṇḍa, Chapter XIII.
saw him dead and felt such a great shock that she arranged to burn herself on a funeral pyre. At that time, Mahādeva appeared and blessed them—“In the next birth you will be born as Niṣādharāja and your wife will be reborn as your companion. You will be given the names of Nala and Damayantī.”

**Suratha**—It is known from a study of the Devī Mahātmya, otherwise known as Saptarṣi Gaṇḍī included in the Mārkandeya Purāṇa that king Suratha was a devoted worshipper of the Supreme Goddess and as a result of a boon received from the Mother attained after his death to the status of “Sāvarṇī Manu.”

**Jaḍa Bharata**—Viṣṇu Purāṇa gives the story of Jaḍa Bharata. A son of king Rṣabha, he was very much religious and after ruling over kingdom for sometime he handed over the kingdom to his son and took way to the forest to practise Yoga. Before the attainment of perfection, he died and was born as ‘Bharata’ in the family of Yogīs. He is known by the name of Jaḍa Bharata. He went to Śāligrāma pilgrimage for the practice of Yoga but still could not get freedom from the bondage of death and birth. Once, he was wandering in the forest. Suddenly nearby, one lion roared and out of fear, a pregnant female deer fell in water. The deer died after the fall and the young one born then and there seemed to be alive floating on the water. Out of compassion, Bharata brought him out of water, took him to his Āśrama and reared him up. At the time of his death, he thought of the young deer with the result that he was born a deer. On account of being a Yogi, he was a Jātismara (जातिसमर). When born as deer, he would go to the Śāligrāma mountain to have his food i.e. leaves. In due course of time, he died and took birth in the pure Yogi’s house and was well-versed in all the Śāstras. This time also he was named Bharata. Even being full of wisdom, he would behave as a fool and hence people named him JADA-

1. Śiva Purāṇa
2. Mārkandeya Purāṇa 93, 13-14
3. Viṣṇu Purāṇa 2, 12, 33-34
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BHARATA. Once this Jaḍa Bharata had a discussion with a king Sauvīra by name. The details of this are given in the second aṅga of the Viṣṇu Purāṇa.

From the life of Jaḍa Bharata, it is sufficiently clear that whatever man thinks at the time of death (that) he becomes. This reflects the whole character of a person in a way, for whatever he thinks at the time of death, that forecasts the next birth. It is not possible to think goodness at the time of death while one might do bad things throughout.

King Nṛga.—In the Bhāgavat Purāṇa, is given the event of the king Nṛga who was of charitable bent of mind. Once a cow of a Brāhmaṇa got mixed with the cows of king Nṛga. The king taking the cow for his own donated the same to some other Brāhmaṇa. Due to this sin, the king was born as Kṛklāsa.

Śaṇḍilya.—In the Kumārikā of the Mahēśvara Khaṇḍa, we have the instance of a Kurma who was a Jātismara and related the story of his past birth. In one of his former births, this tortoise was born in the family of a Brāhmaṇa. Then he was called Śaṇḍilya. In his childhood, this Śaṇḍilya by way of play would construct a temple for Śiva and in his young age he actually worshipped Śiva with devotion. Due to this Puṇya, after death, he was born again in the dynasty of Brāhmaṇa and was a devotee of Śiva and a Jātismara. Because of Śiva’s boon, he got birth in a noted solar dynasty, and he was the ruler of a vast kingdom. Pratiṣṭhānapura was his Capital and his name was Jayadatta. This king Jayadatta also was a Jātismara. This highly devoted king constructed a Śiva temple at various places. Śiva was highly pleased and wanted to give boon to Jayadatta. Jayadatta asked for immortality and freedom from age and the same was granted by Śiva. After the attainment of this boon, Jayadatta’s wisdom was thwarted and he got involved in various bad actions including adultery. Yama could not take away his life because of

1. Gitā VIII. 5
2. Bhāgavat Purāṇa X. 64
3. Skanda Purāṇa, Kumārikā Khaṇḍa of Mahēśvara Khaṇḍa, Adhyāya XI.
Siva's boon. Helpless Yama reported the matter to Siva. The loyal wives are most devoted to Siva. On hearing that their chastity was molested by Jayadatta, he got enraged, called Jayadatta and cursed him—"Henceforward you be tortoise." Jayadatta satisfied Siva by his penance and Siva said—"First you will be born tortoise for a long time and in the 60th kalpa, you will be free from the curse and will stay by me."

SECTION 1

In the foregoing pages we have given a number of illustrations of cases of rebirth referred to in the Purāṇas. These are only some cases out of a very big number which stand to show that belief in such rebirths was a very common picture in ancient Indian mythological traditions. In the present section, we propose to deal with the various factors which account for rebirth in different forms and in different ages. Among these causes we may note that there are really two causes one of which operates in a particular case. In the case of persons who are free, divine and above karma, the question of karma does not arise. In such cases only the personal will suffice. This is illustrated in the case of the Divine Mother—Satī whose rebirth was determined by Her will. As she was pure self, above Māyā, the question of Karma does not arise. A similar case is also found in the rebirth of five Pāṇḍavas. These Pāṇḍavas were really of a celestial race i.e. race of Gods, taking birth in human form for the purpose of doing good to the world. In this case Dharmarāja came down and took birth as Yudhiṣṭhira, Indra, Arjuna etc. In other cases, which include the entire field of mundane existence, the doctrine of karma holds good as we have tried to maintain in the present thesis.

What appears as Śāpa or Vara in the Purāṇas is only the secondary operative cause which has no real value because the idea of pronouncing a curse or a blessing in the case of potent Yogis or Rṣis is closely bound up with the previous karma of the person or persons concerned. It appears outwardly that the boon
or curse leads to the rebirth but studying the causality from the moral point of view, it appears that the real cause is the karma of the individual concerned, not the Śāpa or Vara. We have the following cases in the Purāṇas—

1. According to the Brahmavaivarta Purāṇa, Nārada was cursed by his father Brahmā for disobeying his father in connection with the process of creation of the family. Self-controlled Nārada put lot of questions to his father, and the annoyed father (Brahmā) cursed him to be born as Upbarhaṇa Gandharva with a long life and with a number of children.¹

2. Sati worshipped Śiva and He appeared to give Her wishful boon. Pārvatī expressed her wish to be His wife.²

SECTION II

The question of Jātismara or the faculty of remembering of the past life comes up in the course of the study of these rebirths. The word Jātismara is generally used in Yogic literature in the sense of a person who remembers his previous lives. This power of recollection is due to certain causes, we may state two causes in particular—

1. The Yoga literature points out that it is possible for a man to remember his previous life if he is able to have a direct vision of the past Sāṁskāras lying stored in his memory. In the Yoga Śāstra, we hear a great Yogi like Jaigīsavya who was able to remember all the series of his past life both in heaven and in hell through Yogic faculty. In the Paurāṇic stories, we generally find that their faculty remembering the past life (Jātismaratā) is often due to external causes, such as a dip in some holy water, or a vision of some sacred Devatā, or seeing some allied picture or it may be also due to some other occasional causes.

Jātismaratā is very wide in its scope and the power possesses several degrees of perfection. A person who remembers the event

¹ Brahмavaivarta Purāṇa, Brahma Khaṇḍa 8, 54
² Skanda Purāṇa, Kedāraśaṇḍa 22, 84-86
of another Yuga or Mahāyuga may not be able to remember the events of the past Manvantara and one who can remember Manvantara may not be able to remember a Kalpa. These degrees imply qualities of perfection. Examples of some Jāti-smaras as mentioned in the Purāṇas may be noted below—

1. It is stated in the Matsya Purāṇa1 that the seven sons of Rṣi Kauśika, who had been the disciples of Garga Muni; committed the great offence of having killed a cow in consequence of which they were compelled to take birth in five lower castes. As a result of having performed Śrāddha ceremony for the fathers, they attained to the power of birth recollection in every birth. Ultimately they were born in good places, some in the families of Vedajña Brāhmaṇas in Kurukṣetra, others as sons of kings and ministers. This story as narrated in Matsya Purāṇa is also repeated in Harivamśa so that its popularity in ancient time was undisputed.

2. The remarkable story of birth recollection is furnished in the Markandeya Purāṇa in the dialogue between the father and the son. We refer here to the case of the Brāhmaṇa Sumati of the Bhṛgu family and his son. This boy was initiated with sacred thread but did not behave himself like an intelligent boy before his father. He talked like a dull and unintelligent person. He said to his father that he happended to remember millions of his previous lives in detail.2

The father wanted to know details regarding the past lives and the boy described them. This includes several interesting incidents of his past life.

SECTION III

A cursory study of the Purāṇas leaves us in no doubt as to the causal character which the doctrine of Karma represents. As a matter of fact we find in the Purāṇas here and there records of the actual causal nature of Karma so that we find a detailed

1. Matsya Purāṇa Chapter XX.
account in some places of certain Karmas right or wrong taking their natural consequence in a particular way as enjoyment of pleasures in higher planes or suffering in different forms of life in hell.

1. In the Mārkandeya Purāṇa,¹ it is said that if a man accepts money from a fallen person, he is reborn as a donkey. If a man serves as a priest in the case of a fallen person, the priest has to take rebirth as a worm. If a person does not treat his teacher properly, he is reborn as a dog. If a person looks upon the wife of his teacher with lust or if he steals the object of his teacher, he is reborn as a donkey. Ill-treatment of parents compels one to be reborn as a dog. If a person threatens his parents, he has to suffer hells and take the birth as a sparrow. If a person thinks un-well of the wife of his brother, he is reborn as a pigeon. If one commits injury in the body of his brother's wife, he is reborn as a tortoise. If one takes money from one's master, but does not serve him properly, he is born as monkey etc.

2. In the Brhadnāradiya Purāṇa,² it is stated that a person who behaves against the rules of Vṛṣṇiṣṭhara and misleads, suffers for three kalpas in different sub human stages of life. Thereafter he passes 66000 years as worms. Thereafter, he continues to be reborn as a serpent for one kalpa. After that, such a person is reborn for one thousand years as lower animals and then as mlecchas. After this such a person is born as an illegitimate child for two successive births. Then he is born in the house of a poor Brāhmaṇa.³

3. The Nāradiya Purāṇa gives a brief account of how simple persons take their births after the sufferings of hells. It is said that in the beginning they are reborn seven times as donkeys followed by births for ten times as a dog. Thereafter they are reborn as worms in excreta for one hundred years. This is followed

¹. Mārkandeya Purāṇa, Chapter XV.
². Brhadnāradiya Purāṇa, XIV. 73-78.
³. Brhadnāradiya Purāṇa XIV. 73-78.
by their rebirths for one hundred years as mouse, followed by
dozen years as serpents. After this they are reborn as animal
for thousand times. Then they are reborn as trees for one
hundred years. Ultimately they are born as lower animals after
which they are reborn as human beings. As men they become
candālas for seven births. Then they take sixteen births as Śūdras, one birth as Vaiśya, one birth as Kṣatriya. During this
time, they are tormented very much by powerful people.
Ultimately they are born as children of poor Brāhmaṇas. In
this connection this Purāṇa adds that gifts and other deeds
sometimes help in destroying several lives in succession.

It is said in Śiva Purāṇa in praise of Jyotirliṅga, that being
born in an inferior birth if any-body sees Jyotirliṅga after death,
he is reborn as an owner of abundant wealth and in that birth
doing good deeds, he is able to attain emancipation. Born in the
Mleccha Yoni or in the Yoni of Antyaja, if any one sees Śivaliṅga,
he is able to be reborn as Brāhmaṇa. One who is born as an
impotent, or is devoid of any Āšrama, he, by seeing Śivaliṅga is
reborn as Brāhmaṇa.

SECTION IV

THE SPIRITUAL STATUS OF A SELF-FORGETFUL
PERSON TAKING REBIRTH

In the story of Nārada, we have found that Nārada was
originally Devarṣi and the mental son of Brahmā. He had to be
reborn under the curse of Brahmā and due to his own sexual
passion in the family of Gandharva; because it was in this
family that one could enjoy carnal pleasures in the utmost fashion.
After this birth as a Gandharva, he was born as the son of a
maid servant as stated in the Brahmavaivarta Purāṇa. Brahmā

1. Nārada Purāṇa XIV, 31-36.
2. Nārada Purāṇa XIII.
3. Śiva Purāṇa, 38. 27-29 ( Jayasarṅgha )
4. Brahmvavarta Purāṇa, Brahmakhaṇḍa, Chapter VIII.
5. Brahmvavarta Purāṇa, Brahmakhaṇḍa, Chapter VIII.
is always in favour of the proper creation and therefore, he always advises marriage and giving births to sons, but Nārada was detached from the enjoyments and he was against this opinion. As a result of this Brahmā became enraged and cursed him so that he might be reborn again as a Gandharva named Upabarhāpa and in the course of long life would procreate many children. Before leaving his body, Nārada asked from his father the great favour that in any life he may not lose consciousness of his previous lives and may not be deprived of his Divine Bhakti. He said that a person who is a Jātisātara may be born as swine and yet he may retain his divine consciousness. As a result of this divine love, he attains to the highest Divine position after death, in Goloka.

In this connection, a very important question presents itself for discussion as to the value of moral life in relation to the cultivation of Divine Love. The question arises—Is it possible for an immoral person to be a true and genuine Bhagavadbhakta. By an immoral person I mean a person who is not walking in the path of social morality and who is often found to be guilty of moral transgressions. In Dharmaśāstra in words of social morality, Ācāra or purity of conduct and purity of moral life are supposed to be foundation of not only moral but religious life also. The question arises, is it possible for a man who is working under youthful passion to become a true devotee of the Lord? Nārada’s prayer seems to imply that even the irregularities of his sexual life might not stand in the way of his Divine Love but is it possible? Is there any sanction for this in the Śāstras? It seems to me that the teaching of the Bhagavadgītā is very explicit in this point and makes the whole position clear. The Lord in the Gītā clearly says that even if an immoral person worships Him with single minded devotion, he must be regarded as a saintly person; for he is having implicit faith in Him. ¹

¹ Bhagavadgītā IX-30.
This shows that even extremely objectionable conduct in social morality need not stand in the way of a man being a truly spiritual person deserving to be called a Sadhu and dear to the Lord. All this depends upon the person's attitude towards God. If the person dedicates himself totally to the thought of God and to His love, he deserves to be called a true saint inspite of his moral lapses, however condemnable from the social point of view. For, the secret of a saint for the saintly life is not outward conduct though it has its own value but is a secret and indomitable passionate love for the Divine Reality. Nārada prayed that by reason of the fact that he was a Jātismara, the continuity of a particular noble quality in every rebirth is possible. Hence, the spirit of his prayer—that inspite of his passionate nature which leads him from life to life, he wanted never to be deprived in any of his lives of the great love, he felt for the Divine Reality. From the words of Gītā it appears that such a combination is not impossible, so that it is possible for a man to remain a great devotee of the Lord, inspite of his vital nature being full of passion. In the Gītā, it is pointed out in answer to the question of Arjuna that what is called a misdeed or guilt has its origin not only in the present will of the person but also under the influence of subconscious forces generated by the past will.

The story of Nārada lays a special emphasis upon this interpretation of spiritual life.

SECTION V

PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION UNDER THE POTENCY OF KARMA

Up to this time we have discussed the question of fructification of Karma in different births. In this case, we have the assumption of second body which takes place after death. The interval of time between the death of the first body and rebirth of the second body may be small or may be very very great but we know from a study of the Purāṇas that this assumption of a second body by way of fructification of Karma performed in the earlier
body may be without the intervention of death of the persons at all. In the Purāṇas, this is illustrated in the case of the evil action by the illustration of Nahuṣa and in the case of the good action by the illustration of Nandiśvara. To make it more clear, the existing body which is the result of Prārabdha Karma of the previous life is usually bound to continue till the prārabdha which is generated, is exhausted. A new prārabdha can function after the current prārabdha is exhausted and death has occurred but in the case of a very great Yogi the desired body to be assumed in future after death of the present body may be assumed in the immediate present. In such cases death is averted. In other words, the present body undergoes the process of physical transformation (Jātyantara Pariṇāma) as a result of which it is transformed totally into the body which was to have been assumed after death. This is affected with the help of the Prakṛti.

As said above we learn from the Purāṇas the story of Nandiśvara and Nahuṣa whose transformation took place in their present life without the intervention of death. It is said that Kumāra Nandiśvara on the strength of his exalted karma was able to have his present body transformed into a celestial body immediately without passing through the gates of death and rebirth. This is from Vyāsa’s commentary on Yogasūtra.¹

As Nandiśvara’s human body was converted into a celestial body, in the same way Nahuṣa’s celestial body was converted into the body of a serpent. The general view is that Dharma arrests the activity of adharma and vice-versa. Thereupon, the transformation takes place in nature’s own course, as a result of which conversion of one body into another becomes possible.² The story of Nahuṣa appears originally in the Mahābhārata.

¹. Patañjali’s Yogasūtra IV. 3
². The story of Kumāra Nandi is found in the Śrīvatsa, Chapter XLV, verses 134–Chapter L, Nandi was the son of Śrīvatsa, but his body was not of the ordinary type of a sexually born
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Pali or Prakṛta. All differences are in details. A rational study of the entire scheme of heaven and hell is not needed here. It has been attempted in connection with other places with which we have had to deal in the course of this study.

In the present context we propose to give below a systematized list of both heavens and hells as narrated in the Purāṇas. In every case, as far as possible, references have been given for facility of consultation. In connection with the fructification of Karma, we have had occasion to speak about heaven and hell, Svarga and Naraka. We have often found that good actions lead to a heavenly life and evil actions to a life in hell, of course, for a limited duration according to the quality and intensity of the action. As regards Svarga or Heaven, the purāṇas as a rule had an implicit faith in the ancient conception of the seven planes—Bhū, Bhuvah, Svāh, Mahāh Janaḥ, Tapaḥ and Satyaḥ. Here Bhū represents the physical plane, Bhuvah including the earth with all its divisions and the subterranean planes of the so-called underworld i.e. Pātāla and the Hells. The Bhuvah represents the intermediate planes above the earth and below the Svāh or Heavens.

Svāh is Svarga which is heaven proper. It is presided over by Indra and has practically infinite divisions. Svarga represents heavenly life. It should be remembered that it has a dual nature so that we have a lower heaven called Bhoga Svarga and the higher heaven called Mokṣa Svarga. We are now dealing with the lower heaven where righteous persons are rewarded with enjoyments of various kinds—long life and great powers. There is no pain to be felt on this plane. All enjoyments are sensual. The inhabitants of heaven enjoy all sorts of sensual pleasures in this heaven. It is exactly as we find it described in the Yoga-bhāṣya. People enjoy their long life, freedom from fatigue and powers of ‘Siddhis’ of different kinds.

The higher heavens beginning with Mahābhārata are all fields of Kramamukti or graduated evolution. There are enjoyments there undoubtedly, but they are not due to ignorance but
caused by self knowledge though of a limited type. These heavens are abode of Jivanmukta Puruṣas of different grades of spiritual planes. As regards the Narakas we append below a short note which will give a general idea as found in the Purāṇas.

We have incidentally referred to the fact that significance of merit and demerit became in course of time conventional. We give below a consolidated list of the names of hells given in Purāṇas with full references as far as possible giving a brief account of sufferings and tortures given therein mentioning if possible, the dark karmas which stain the truth.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Narakas</th>
<th>Names of Purāṇas</th>
<th>Sins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Asipatravana</td>
<td>Viṣṇu, Vāmana,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agni, Vāyu, Śiva, Bhāgavata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Andhatāmisa</td>
<td>Vāmana, Agni and Bhāgavata.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Rṛṣa</td>
<td>Agni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Kālasūtra</td>
<td>Vāmana Agni, Bhāgavata, Viṣṇu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Tāmisra</td>
<td>Agni, Vāmana, Bhāgavata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Tapan</td>
<td>Agni.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Mahānarakṣa</td>
<td>Agni.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Mahāvīci</td>
<td>Agni.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* It is said in the Śiva Purāṇa that in the kingdom of Yamarāja there are numerous hells. Persons are thrown into them according to the gravity of sins. Vide Śivapurāṇa Sanatkumāra Sanhitā, Chapter IV, Verses 50-51
It is said that Nahuṣa who was for sometime the king of Gods in Indra’s heaven, compelled all the Rṣis and Maharṣis to bear a palanquin on their shoulders. Nahuṣa himself was seated within the palanquin which was carried by Rṣis. The Rṣis were not accustomed to work in this way and felt tired. Consequently they had to halt from time to time in the way. Nahuṣa was thereby enraged and became excited with anger. He came out and kicked Rṣi Agastya with his feet. Being thus insulted Agastya immediately afterwards cursed him saying that on account of thus kicking, all his virtues which enabled him to rise up to heaven and became its king, became exhausted and that he should go down into the lower world and assume the form of a serpent for ten thousand years. Nahuṣa’s body was immediately converted into that of a snake.

From a study of the Purāṇas, we find evidence of the working of Karma sometimes in an accumulative and sometimes also in a vicarious manner. When God Mahādeva was pleased, with Nandi, he granted Nandi not only personal blessings, but also blessings to his father and friends. For, he was allowed to

body. It was Ayonijā (अयोनिजा). This body on account of Nandi’s penances and propitiation of Mahādeva was converted into a celestial body through the blessing of the Divine. Its normal term of life was only eight years. Cf. the statement—अर्धाःस्तरे वन्धनस्य वर्यं जीवितं न भविष्यति। It was the statement of Mitra-varuṇa, the transformed body of Nandi was glorious result of the blessings of Mahādeva. The penance of Nandi was in the form of intense devotion to Śiva. In this connection he declared—

न तात तपसादेव इस्यते न च विश्वया।
शुद्धेन मनसा भवत्या इस्तते परसेवकः॥
Śivapurāṇa, Sanaṅkumāra Saṁhitā, Chapter XLV, verse 197.

The boon of Mahādeva was in the following terms:—

न नेतवर्यं न नेतवर्यं युज्यतः सव युज्यक।
न च जम्म जरायुः: मत्यमात्राद: भविष्यति॥
अमरो जरायुः युकः सववःस्वविश्रवै:॥
श्वायस्वाभ्यथावत: वनस्थितात्सुक्लः॥
live in Śivaloka not only by himself but also with his entire family and friends. Nandi became his personal attendant named “Pārśadagatagāṇapāḥ” and assumed Śiva’s form.

In the case of physical transformation (Jātyantara Pariṇāma) either for good or evil deed, the intervention of death is not necessary. What is indispensable is the so-called āpūrṇa of the causal forces or prakṛti as explained in the Yoga literature. The causality of nimitta is not direct or immediate but through the implementation of prakṛti as explained there.*

SECTION VI
HEAVEN AND HELL

In the course of our Paurānic studies, so far, we have had occasion to refer again and again, to the Svarga or Naraka, or heaven and hell in the sense of places where pious or wicked souls are sent regularly in order to experience the consequences of their actions. Svarga or heaven in a general sense is a place for enjoyment of various kinds of pleasures, as a result of a life of good action or pious thought on earth. In the same way Naraka or Niraya meaning hell is supposed to be a place of intense torments and sufferings as a result of wicked thoughts and deeds of unpious persons. A general idea of Svarga or Naraka is analogous to what we find in other branches of Indian literature—Sanskrit,

* The Yogic philosophers are distinctly of the opinion that the relation between the intrinsic or material cause and the efficient cause consists in the fact that the intrinsic cause which is prakṛti itself, which transforms itself into the effect without the intervention of the efficient cause, the function of which is simply to remove the barrier in the path of the prakṛti’s transformation. The quickness of time depends upon the intensity of the functioning of the efficient cause. Just as in a hilly country of a sloping nature, water locked up in the higher fields, comes down automatically to the lower, after the barrier is removed, it is exactly of the same nature. On the analogy of this teaching of the Yogaśāstra, it is believed that the sinfulness or piety in the case of Nahuṣa or Nandīśvara was so great that as soon as its barrier was removed, it revealed itself in the form in the effect immediately. Hence the celestial body of Nahuṣa was instantaneously changed into the body of a snake and the human body of Nandīśvara in the similar manner was immediately changed into a celestial one without being required to pass through the stage of death.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of Narakas</th>
<th>Names of Purāṇas</th>
<th>Sins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9. Mahāaurava</td>
<td>Vāmana, Agni</td>
<td>Giver of false witnesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Raurava</td>
<td>Viṣṇu, Vāmana,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agni, Śiva and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bhāgavata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Vaitariniṣṭi</td>
<td>Viṣṇu, Vāyu and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadi</td>
<td>Bhāgavata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Śālmali</td>
<td>Vāyu and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bhāgavata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Sampratāpana</td>
<td>Agni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Saṅjaivana</td>
<td>Agni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Avīci</td>
<td>Viṣṇu, Bhāgavata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Saṅghāta</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Lohitoda</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Saviṣā</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Mahāpatha</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Kumbhipāka</td>
<td>Viṣṇu, Vāyu and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Śivapurāṇa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Apraci</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Apratiṣṭha</td>
<td>Viṣṇu, Vāmana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Adhaśirā</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Kṛmīśa</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td>Sacrificer of Aniṣṭa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Kṛmibhojanā</td>
<td>Viṣṇu, Bhāgavata</td>
<td>Hater of gods, Brāhmaṇas, Pīṭḥs,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contaminator of Jews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names of Narakas</td>
<td>Names of Purāṇas</td>
<td>Sins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Kṛṣṇa</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td>Crossing the limit of the fields, remaining under impure tricky bent of mind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Tāla</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Taptakumbha</td>
<td>,, and Vāmana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Tamas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Pāpa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Pūyavaha</td>
<td></td>
<td>Doer of evil deed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Mahājvala</td>
<td></td>
<td>Disloyal to daughter-in-law and daughter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Lavana</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dishonouring the elders, back-biter of Vedas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Lālabhakṣa</td>
<td>Viṣṇu, Bhāgavata</td>
<td>Neglector of guests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Vahniyvala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. Vilohita</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thief and not keeping within limits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. Viśasana</td>
<td>Bhāgavata, Viṣṇu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. Śvābhōjana</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. Saṁdamsa</td>
<td>Viṣṇu, Vāmana, Bhāgavata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. Dāruṇa</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of Narakas</th>
<th>Names of Purāṇas</th>
<th>Sins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41. Śūkara</td>
<td></td>
<td>Intoxicants, Killer of Brahmā, Stealer of Gold and its other products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. Rudhtrambha</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. Ghaṭiyantra</td>
<td>Vāmanā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. Taptakumbha</td>
<td></td>
<td>Taptaloha hell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. Śonitapurbojana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. Kūṭasāmālī</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. Karpatra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48. Śvānabhojana</td>
<td>Vāmanā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49. Lohapīṇḍa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. Karambhasikta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51. Kṣāranadī</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52. Kīṭabhōjana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53. Kṣurāgradhārā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54. Niśthā Cakra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55. Sarśośana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56. Kūṭamala</td>
<td>Agni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57. Pūtamṛtikā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58. Lohaśāṅkha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59. Lohabhāra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60. Sakākula</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Names of Narakas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of Narakas</th>
<th>Names of Purāṇas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>91. Samghāta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62. Asiālavana</td>
<td>Śivapurāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63. Kardhaka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64. Karmabhālukā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65. Galagraha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66. Bhairava</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67. Makṣikā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These hells are within the jurisdiction of Yama. The Viṣṇu-purāṇa has named the different sins on account of which different sorts of punishments are meted out in different hells.¹

It is said that the hell-beings can see the devas up in heaven and the Devas also can see the hell beings down in hells. It is said in the same context, that the hell-beings after the period of suffering in hells is over, are released from hells and are reborn in gradually higher and higher stages of life, namely Sthāvara, Kṛmi, Fish etc. living in water, birds, animals, human beings, virtuous men, gods and ultimately Mumukṣus aspiring after liberation. It is also said, that a sinful person, unless he performs requisite penance is bound to go to hell. The same Purāṇa also refers to the Prāyaścittas. In this connection it is stated that the best penance for a sinful man is to remember God in the form of Śrīkṛṣṇa and to feel a sense of repentance on account of sins committed. It is further noted that the best penance is to remember God Viṣṇu with a sense of repentance.

While concluding this section, it seems to be desirable to try to present a glimpse of the general picture of Svarga and

---

1. Viṣṇu Purāṇa section II, Chapter 35, Verses 1-26,
Naraka, heavens and hells, found in the Purāṇas. While describing the Brahmana with its fourteen fold divisions, the Purāṇas generally refer to the triple arrangement recognised in Indian culture, earlier and medieval. This triple arrangement is based on a triple division of the external world, the lower, the intermediate and the higher. The lower division consists of Bhūloka including the earth and its multifarious divisions and sub-divisions into dvīpas etc. Below the earth, the Paurānic literature recognized the existence of the under world or the nether world called Pātala inhabited by various tribes of beings distinguished from the human race—Nāga Loka, Yakṣa Loka etc. Beneath the Pātālas, the Purāṇas speak of the existence of the dark world of hells.

Above the earth-plane, but below the higher heavenly planes, there is the Bhuvana Loka or Antarikṣa, the outer space in which planets and stars move above. Above the Bhuvana Loka or the intermediate plane, we have the heavenly plane or Svāh, Svarga inhabited by various superhuman beings called gods etc. These heavens are generally described as falling under two categories lower and higher. The lower heavens are Śūḍraloka etc. These are special abode of gods and goddesses. Human beings by virtue of their pious life on earth but without self-knowledge are carried into these lower heavens. These heavens are of various kinds, some being associated with devas, some with pitaras, some with prajāpatis, some with Gandharvas and so forth. These heavenly regions are intended for affording sense-pleasure of every kind of the denizens. These people have extraordinary powers by which their desires are translated into action. They have a long life and a joyous existence. These gods are of two kinds—some are natural and exist as a matter of course from the very beginning of their existence but there are others who are carried into heaven by virtue of their pious deeds. These latter gods are really human beings carried into heaven for enjoying a temporary status of godhood. They are thrown down into the earth as soon as their piety is exhausted.
All this is about the lower heavens and their inhabitants, but there are higher heavens also represented by Maha, Jana, Tapa and Satya planes. These heavens are free from the seed of ignorance and contain the basic principles of higher spiritual life arranged in a logical order. The inhabitants of these higher regions have come up by what we regard as the Devayāna Gati which represent the path of Kramamukti. These heavens are recognized as affiliated to the Brahmалoka which has its duration till the existence of the present cosmic system that is until Mahāpralaya takes place.

The lower heavens are numerous, each having characteristics of its own. The heavenly life from the viewpoint of worldly human beings is the happiest life that one can conceive. The heavenly body is light and is characterized by sweet smell and all kinds of intensely pleasurable sensations, but we need not forget the fact that various kinds of sufferings are by all means joined with the comfort of the heavenly life. According to the Garuḍa Purāṇa, the happiness of the heaven is mixed with the infinite sorrow. After residing in the heavenly abode, there remains the worry of fall in the minds of heavenly creatures day and night.¹

Seeing the hellish people, the heavenly people are sorrowful in abundance. They always think that after the enjoyment in heaven lest they also should have the same lot as that of hellish people. Such a worry perplexes them always. The happier the man, the intenser the premonition of the sorrow. Hence after the enjoyment of heavenly happiness, the anxiety of fall and the danger of suffering in the hell pricks their heart like pin. Hence in the nectar of heavenly enjoyment is indeed the intense poison.

¹ Garuḍa Purāṇa.
To sum up, the heaven is such a place that sorrow cannot even be felt by the heavenly people, but if at all they feel, it means the time of their fall from the heaven is come.

Like heavens there are hells also for the experience of sufferings of the sinful persons. Extreme forms of sinful acts cannot fructify on earth or in any other place. For them, a special region has been created where different kinds of sufferings are experienced in hells created for the purpose. These hells as well as the heavens described above, are under the direct supervision of Dharmarāja or Kālarāja or Yamarāja. It is described in the Purāṇas, how the messengers of Dharmarāja bring sinful persons to their destined places immediately after their physical death. In this connection there is a beautiful discussion in the Purāṇas.1

It is believed that the souls of sinful persons immediately after death, are coated with a special body which is known as Yatanađeha (यतानादेह) i.e. a body fit for experience of intense suffering. It is said that the souls coated with a pain-body (Yatanađeha) are carried having hands and feet bound up, by the messengers. They are dragged with ropes round the necks. Various torments are inflicted in the way to the abode of Dharmarāja. The souls feel intense pain due to the thirst and hunger. They feel the intensity of heat in the way and suffer tortures from the messengers. They are dragged on mercilessly. Sometimes they are fallen to swoon and as soon as they recover from it, they continue to be dragged on as before. It is by this way that they have to complete the journey within a short time. Thereby the sinner experiences the great suffering and torture.

After death, having arrived in Yama-loka, the sinner according to the Karma experiences numerous sufferings by this Yatanađeha. Śrīmad Bhāgavata gives the details2 the body of the

2. Bhāgavata Purāṇa, V. 26
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sinner is burnt while being kept in between the Agniśikhā. He sometimes eats his own meat after cutting it, sometimes another man after cutting his (sinner's) meat feeds him with that. The entrails of his body are brought out by the dog and vulture, and are enjoyed by the snakes, scorpions. His body is torn into pieces. He is pressed by the foot of the elephant and is made to fall from the peaks of the high mountains and is made to drown in a pit full of water. Thus a sinner has to experience various sufferings in Tāmisra, Andhatāmisra, and Raurava hells. Experiencing these tortures and getting purified thereby, he is born again in this mortal world.

The Garuḍa Purāṇa also gives the description of the sufferings of the hell life. Somewhere in the hell is produced hot fire. The messengers of Yama throw him into fire. His body begins to burn. He runs to and fro out of sorrow. Both the feet burn. Seriously perturbed, he cries—Oh mother! Oh father! Oh brother! Their feet are burnt by the heat of this earth. Thus sometimes sinners are torn asunder, sometimes they are burnt. Sometimes they are made to drown and made to suffer extreme sufferings in various hells like Kumbhīpāka Raurava etc. Similarly, the sinner while crossing the Vaitarini river cries—"I have not done anything in the form of charity, sacrifice, penance, worship of gods and going to pilgrimage." Similar is the case with disloyal wife. She also repents likewise.1

Just as for the enjoyment of heavenly happiness, we have got different pitṛlokas and heavens of various types, similarly

1. Garuḍa Purāṇa—
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to experience sorrow, we have got a number of hells. Yamarāja is in charge of Naraka.

After experiencing hell and heaven, a creature has to come in this world time and again. Happiness and sorrow are experienced in this world by degrees; because sorrowful and happy—both kinds of persons stay in this world. The great significance of this mortal world is that man gets the opportunity of undergoing a new effort along with experiencing happiness or sorrow. Availing of this opportunity, a human being collects good deeds for future and evil deeds also by doing evil. Hence the mortal world is called Karma-bhūmi.

SECTION VIII

KARMA-BHŪMI

In the Viṣṇu Purāṇa, it is said that India or Bhāratavarṣa is described by saints and sages as Karma-bhūmi. In respect of persons going up to heaven and on the way to final liberation (Mokṣa), it is further added that not only heaven or liberation but it is the centre of everything after which the man strives, even enters the way to animal life and to the hell, Everything has starting point in Bhāratavarṣa. It is further added that it is in this country that four Yugas Satya, Tretā etc. flourish. It is also said that it is in this country that penances are performed and sacrificial oblations are offered. It is pointed out that in the entire Jambu dvīpa, Bhāratavarṣa alone deserves to be called Karma-bhūmi while other countries or Varṣas are described as Bhogabhūmi. It is believed that a person who takes his birth in this Karma-Bhūmi and performs Niṣkāma Karma and dedicates all his actions to divine is most fortunate.

1. Viṣṇu Purāṇa, Chapter III, Section II
2. Ibid., Verse 4.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid., Verses 19-20
5. Ibid., Chapter III, Section II, verses 22.
From a careful study of the Paurānic religious culture it would seem that in ancient times as in modern days the doctrine of karma did not take any roots in other parts of the world. A study of religious and spiritual systems of the world would reveal the fact that the doctrine of Karma is not a new outlandish growth in this country but has come down from the most remote time. In the midst of a worldwide culture where faith in Karma was practically non-existent. What is said in the Viṣṇu Purāṇa does not represent the history of a particular time but it stands for what is true for all times from the remotest past.

The distinction between Karmabhūmi and Bhogabhūmi is very important; it shows that the activities of men belonging to countries described as Bhogabhūmi do not bear fruit in life after death. They fructify themselves in the course of this life. It is for this reason that these actions do not lead to a man even to a state of inaction leading to liberation. This is a clear indication of the fact that people in all parts of the world except in India did not believe in Karma as it is done here (India.). It is for this reason that all these regions are meant for bhoga i.e. either enjoyment or worldly happiness or suffering of worldly troubles. It also appears that people in India due to some sort of frailties or errors may be reborn in those countries and may come back to India after the consequences of the karmas are fully reaped. It is well known that Svarga is a bhogabhūmi as much as Naraka is. As in those regions no fresh karma can be generated, in the same way no fresh karma is possible in bodies born in those countries. For one aspiring after heaven or after final emancipation birth in India is essential. This is as the ancient Indian used to think due to the fact that as no new karma can be generated in a subhuman or animal body or a superhuman or a celestial body but a human body is necessary, in the same way the human bodies in other parts of the world from this point of view are considered to be non-human. That is there in the technical phraseology of the Indian Purāṇas, bodies which are capable of reaping the fruits of past karmas but not generating fresh karmas.
It is also said in the Vishnu Purana that in the other parts of the world the evolution of Kala in the former Satya, Treta, Dvapara and Kali is not supposed to exist. This belief also is essentially connected with the above belief in karma. The most important feature of the theory of Caturyuga or the Fourfold Time is a belief in the gradual degeneracy of human mind as a result of which the downward process of the movement of kala becomes an object of religious conviction. We are dealing with the question whether the evolution of temporal process as we find it in the Puranic literature is a process of gradual degeneration. The theory of fourfold Yuga is really a theory of karma expressed in terms of the gradual declining of Dharma. It is well known that in all evolutionary process there is a twofold movement running parallel to each other but in opposite direction expressed in terms of matter and spirit, it is believed that in the normal process of time as we know it, matter evolves in proportion to the involution of spirit and vice versa. This shows that the more we advance on the material side the more we decline on the spiritual side. This declining is graded. We are dealing with the movement of Kalacakra (कालचक्र). Satya which is absolute truth is above Time but as soon as it appears in time, it comes from its normal level of perfection and becomes known as Satyayuga—a period in which truth predominates but is not absolute. The more it moves forward the more it declines until we come down to what is called Treta. The process of downwards movement goes on till they present Kaliyuga. The greatest lapses in truth and righteousness are to be found in the Kaliyuga and these are parallel to very great material advancements in different fields of activity.

Now from what has been said above we may say that the basic principle of the conception of fourfold Yuga is also based upon the concept of karma whereas in other parts of the world there is no belief in the doctrine of karma. There is also consequently no belief in the Yuga theory. What is stated in the Puranas seems to be a rational theory on the popular belief.
SECTION IX

THE DEVĪ BHĀGAVATA AND THE PRĀRARBDHA KARMA

The Devī Bhāgavata has some very interesting notes on the prārarbdha karma. It is said that even when the soul has a direct vision of the Supreme Mother and even when Māyā, Avidyā and other sources of mundane life are burnt down, the prārarbdha Karma still continues and it continues till the moment of death. During this period, this soul enjoys the bliss of Jīvanmukti i.e. liberated with body intact. Mokṣa presents itself to it as soon as the body falls off.1

In the same Purāṇa, in the story of creation it is stated as elsewhere that creation is threefold — i. Celestial or Heavenly. ii. Tiryak or Animal and iii. Mānuṣya or man.2 A further classification of animals under the four classes Āṇḍaja or egg-born, Svedaja or Sweat-born, Udbhija or plants and Jārāyuja are born of uterus.3

Thus, as might be naturally expected, the Pauranic literature reflects in a nutshell the different trends of Indian religio-philosophical thought and different lines of its approach. In this connection we have stated above the prārarbdha karma as found in the Devī Bhāgavata Purāṇa. The discussion on Daiva and Puruṣa etc. is found in the Matsya Purāṇa.

It is said in the Matsya Purāṇa4 that Daiva and Pauruṣa are ultimately one and same thing. One’s own karma alone in a previous life is known as Daiva and the action of present life is called Pauruṣa. Pauruṣa is therefore considered to be better and superior to Daiva. The Daiva when it is adverse may be overcome by Pauruṣa.5

1. Devī Bhāgavata Purāṇa III. 12 56-58
2. Devī Bhāgavata 3.13.34
3. Devī Bhāgavata Purāṇa-3.13.25
4. Matsya Purāṇa Chapter 221, verses 2-3
5. Ibid.
Karma is therefold according to guṇas and its results also are similar.\(^1\) It is also pointed out that in some cases Pauruṣa when assisted by Daiva bears its fruit. It is also said that for the origin of fruits, a man should have a combination of three elements namely Daiva, Puruṣakāra and Kāla.\(^2\) This is illustrated by the fact that in cultivating a land, crops are found to be dependent on season or Kāla. They cannot fructify out of season.\(^3\) It is urged that human exertion is always desirable rather than blind dependance on Daiva.\(^4\)

Again, coming to Devī Bhāgavata Purāṇa,\(^5\) we have the following statements. The entire world-animate and inanimate is subject to Daiva. It is further said that every man is subject to his own karma and is not independent. Karma is of three kinds—i. Saṃcita, ii. Vartamāna, iii. Prārabdha. It is further pointed out that the entire universe is subject to the influence of Kāla, Karma and Swabhāva i. e. Time, Action, and Nature.\(^6\)

The idea of predestination appears in the following statements of Śaṣikalā, the daughter of Subāhu-the king of Banaras.\(^7\) Another similar statement is that whatever is to happen, no means can avoid that happening.\(^8\)

**SECTION X**

**THE GREATNESS OF HUMAN BODY**

It is said that the birth in human body specially in Bhārata-varṣa (India) is extremely rare and this body is thereby to be

---

1. Maityapurāṇa, Chapter 221, verses 8
2. Ibid
3. Ibid 9
4. Ibid 12
5. Devībhāgavata Purāṇa, Section III Chapter 20
7. Ibid., 3.21.41.
8. Ibid
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regarded as a stepping stone to heaven as well as Mokṣa (Eman-
cipation). No other animate life except that of men is capable of
producing heaven as a liberation. The Devībhaṅgavata Purāṇa
has explained it in a lucid manner.¹

In ancient religion in every country it was believed that man
was originally androgynous i.e. in the beginning there was no
division of sex. The same man was male in one part and female
in the other. We have a record of this tradition in Plato.² A
similar tradition is recorded in Devībhaṅgavata and it is said that
the first of the fourteen Manus i.e. Svāyambhūva originated from
the right side of the Brahmā while Satarūpā took her birth from
the left side of the Brahman.³

It is stated in the symposium of Plato that Aristophanes
refers to an old myth according to which man was in the
beginning of the creation androgynous i.e. self-complete, self-
satisfied. It is said that gods of heaven were afraid of man.
Thereafter the Jews, the Lord of the Devas, bisected man into two
parts male and female. Hence-forward there were two appro-
priate classes of human beings, one belonging to the category
of male and the other female. Since then both each male as well
as female is half, so that for complete satisfaction one stands in need
of the other half. The Hindu conception of wife as Ardhaṁgini
points to this belief. Now this bisection of man is explained by
Aristophanes as due to the jealousy of the gods but the christians
attribute this mutilation to the original sin of man. As a result
of this we find difference between man and man and difference
within man himself.⁴

¹ Devī Bhāṅgavata Purāṇa 3.25. 18-19.
² History of Comparative religion, Bacon, Press.
⁴ History of Comparative Religion PP. 173-74.
SECTION XI

In the Devī Bhāgavatam, there is a dialogue between Dhar•
maraja and Sāvitrī. In this section it is stated that both pious
and impious acts have their origin in Bhāratavarṣa and not
elsewhere. It is stated that the karma is produced by men as
well as Devas, Daityas, Dānavas, Gandharvas and Rākṣasas etc.
i. e. gods, demons and celestial beings. It is also said that
animate beings feel the consequences of their actions in heavens
and hells. Good actions lead to heaven and bad ones to hell.
Long life or short life, disease and freedom from disease, pleasure
and pain, all are due to karma. Good Karmans lead to siddhis,
evil deeds lead to blindness and deformities.

It is further pointed out as stated elsewhere that birth as a
man in India is the best birth.

SECTION XI

THE WAY IN WHICH A PERSON LEAVES HIS
BODY AT THE TIME OF DEATH

In the Agni Purāṇa, there is a big account of the manner
in which a person leaves his body at the time of death. In this
connection there is a brief statement of the light avenues through
which good souls leave the body. These are the so called upper
doors of the existence (two eyes, two ears two nostrils, crown
of the head and one mouth). Through these eight upper doors,

2. Ibid
3. Ibid
4. Devī Bhāgavata Purāṇa, 2nd part, Skandha IX, chapter XXIX, verse
23. Chapter XXXX in Skandha ix, mentions the actions which lead
to heavenly life. A description of hells in Skandha ix, chapter XXXX II
verses 6 to 21. Further details are found in the chapter XXXIII, XXXIV,
XXXV. Vide chapters 168 to 172 of the Agni Purāṇa for hells chapter
371.
5. Agni Purāṇa verses 3 to 5, Chapter 371.
good souls depart. It should be remembered that the crown of the head is the door used by the Yogin. The lower two avenues are rectum and genital organ.

The way in which death takes place is in the following manner. At the moment of death, prāṇa is influenced by Apana. Consciousness is obscured by Tamas and the joints begin to snap. The soul from the central navel is moved up by air and leaves the body. The siddhas and the Devas look at him with the celestial eye (Divyacakṣu). The soul assumes the ātivāhika deha immediately. This body is conveyed by the messengers of Yama and is laid along the way leading to the kingdom of death. The soul in this condition lives on the food and drink offered by his relatives. In the presence of the king of death, Citragupta looks into the records. Thereafter, he is lead to the hells, if he is a sinner. After this, there is a description of the hells under the earth in great darkness. These hells are twenty eight crores in number under the seventh nether plane. Some of the names of the hells are given. Within these twenty eight crores, there are groups of five leading hells.

In the Garuḍa Purāṇa, Uttarakaṇḍa, there are important statements in connection with the doctrine of Karma. It is stated that persons whose souls depart from the body through the upper doors or avenues go up to higher regions and those who depart through the lower avenues go down to lower regions. The word avenue or Chidra is ordinarily described as dvāra (door).

It is well known that the number of prehuman states is eighty four lacs. In chapter III of the same work there is an account of the Karmans which lead to the state of preta (departed). An account of preta and its life is given in the text.

According to the Vāyu-Purāṇa when a person is dead, nothing accompanies him except the Karma performed.1

1. The nature of suffering is described at length in the Chapter 371 of the Agni Purāṇa, verses 1-39,

2. Vāyu Purāṇa, Chapter XIV verse 32.
pointed out that the worldly life is a result of earlier karmanas performed by the souls. The order of worldly life in its downward series consists of the following steps. The Samsāra is described as threefold—

1. Tāmasika
2. Rājasika
3. Sattvika (full of inertia, full of activity and full of knowledge).

The Tāmasa section starts from Pāśu (animal) just below the human species. The next step is Mrga (Deer) and the other steps are Pakṣi and then Sarīśpa and Sthāvara (Birds, moving creatures and inert things). This order of descent is notable. This is Tāmasa Samsāra. The Sattvika Samsāra begins with Brahman and ends with Piśāca and the place is in different heavens. It is pointed out that in the heaven of Brahmā there is pure Sattva and that in Sthāvara there is pure tama.<ins><ins>ś</ins></ins>. In the midst of these, there are fourteen varieties of soul life. The Brahmā has only Sattva and the Sthāvara has only Tama. The unifying force (Viṣṭambhaka) working in the fourteen sphere is rājas.<sup>1</sup> In the same book, there is the mention of the circle of worldly life (चतुर्वेदिक) that is said to be of fourteen kinds.<sup>2</sup> In chapter eighteen, evil Karma (पप) is said to be of three kinds—vocal, mental and physical.<sup>3</sup>

The Bhāgavata Purāṇa also speaks of the mundane life of an ordinary soul subject to birth and death and the experiences of pleasure and pain under the influence of karma performed by him in an earlier life is thus given. This gives an idea of the worldly life which continues until the cosmic destruction takes place. It is a life of joys and sufferings resulting from actions done in the physical body with organs of actions under the influence of Vāsana. In this life, results of earlier karmanas are experienced and fresh Karmanas are generated.

It is stated in the Bhāgavata Purāṇa<sup>4</sup> that even the life after death which is lived in a plane produced under the influence of one’s karma is transitory.

---

1. Vāyu Purāṇa, Chapter XIV
2. Vāyu Purāṇa, Chapter XV, verse 1.
3. Vāyu Purāṇa, Chapter XV, verse 2.
It is stated that all these sufferings due to Karma may be removed by the Illumined Master who should be well grounded in the knowledge of Sabda-Brahma as well as Para-Brahma. In verses 43 to 45, there is a brief account of Karmayoga. There is a reference to Karma, Akarma and Vikarma. It is said that Karma is intended to liberate one from the consequences of Karma.

It is added that one should follow the Karma enjoined in the Vedas but if one sticks to Vikarma, one is destined to pass from death to death. This Vikarma is described as Adharma. It is noted that if a person performs the Vedic Karma without attachment and surrenders that to God, he attains real Siddhi which is naişkarmya. The result of this is snapping of the knots of the heart. The way of action is described in certain verses. It is said in chapter IV, that the Rṣi Nārāyaṇa and Nara born of Mūrtti, the daughter of Dakṣa, is still performing Karma that is capable of destroying Karma. This is known as Naiṣkarmya.

In the same work there is a reference to three kinds of Karma as mentioned already. Śrīdhara Svāmī explains Karma as that which is enjoined with the Śāstras and Akarma is non-performance of the same Karman and Vikarma is prohibited by the scriptures. Again, there is a reference to Karmareṇu i.e. the particles of Karma. Śrīdhara explains reṇu as vāsanā. The vāsanās are the particles of Karma. These have to be renounced. Besides these one has to increase the quality of Sattva by rejecting raja and tamas. It is after this that one attains Nirvāṇa just as fire is extinguished when fuel is burnt up.

It is said that the birth of the soul as a man is a very rare privilege. In the evolution of nature the earlier stages are

---

1. Bhāgavata Purāṇa 11.3.20—verse 21
2. Ibid. Skandha XI, verse 44.
3. Ibid. 11. 3. 48 to 55.
4. Ibid. XI. 4. ^6
5. Ibid. 11. 7. 8.
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described as Vṛkṣa, Udbhija and Matsya. These bodies are unable to have direct vision of Brahmā. The human body alone is capable of Divine Vision.¹

It may be pointed out that here Puruṣa means Puruṣadeha. Śrīdhara Svāmī quotes a Śruti which extols the greatness of the human body.²

The entire chapter X in Skandha XI of the Bhāgavata Purāṇa has to be gone through carefully in regard to heavenly life in connection with Dharma and lapses after the exhaustion of Dharma.³

SECTION XI

VIṢŲ PURĀṆA ON KARMA AS THE CAUSE OF BHOGA

The Viṣṇu Purāṇa expresses the popular belief regarding Karma as the cause of bhoga endorsed by philosophical thinking. According to this Purāṇa, Karma either dharma or as adharma is the form of enjoyment or suffering through the body.⁴ Differences in bodily formations are due to Karma.⁵

VIṢŲ PURĀṆA AND THE CATORYUGA

In the Viṣṇu Purāṇa⁶ there is a beautiful description of the Catyuryuga with special reference to the present Kali age. It is said that in the first period called Satya or Kṛṣṇa Yuga, the entire creation is created by the Creator Brahmā. Dharma which is in its complete form, begins to grow weaker and weaker as the age proceeds. Its four-pādas (पाद) or parts lose their integrity.

---

2. Ibid., XI-9.28.
4. Viṣṇu Purāṇa section II Chapter XIII verse 83.
5. Ibid., Section II, Chapter-XIII, verse 98.
6. Ibid., Section VI, Chapter I, verse 9-58.
and become more and more disrupted. In this context it is pointed out that one great virtue in this iron age viz. in the midst of all its evils is and that 'its most important feature is that even a little of good action at this time produces a good fruit.

NATURE OF KALI AND THE VIŚNU PURĀṆA

It is said that Kali—the incarnation of the present dark age has Kāla or time as its form. It descended on the very day on which Śrīkṛṣṇa left his body.

KARMA AND CREATION IN THE VIŚNU PURĀṆA

From what has been said in the foregoing pages, we have had some idea of the great importance the Purāṇa literature attaches to Karma. Not only in the matter of differentiation in human experiences but also in the basic act of creation itself in the Viśnu Purāṇa, for instance and in other places also, we find a detailed description of the process of first creation. It appears there that in view of the Purāṇas, the creation of man was made possible after several stages. Of these stages, the first one is known to be main (मुख्य) which includes the creation of mountains. The second stage is described as Tiryaksrota (तिर्यक्षक्रोत). This clause includes plants and vegetables. The third is that of Urdhvasrota beings, namely the Devas. They are shining within and without. It is said that with this threefold creation Brahma was not satisfied. Thereupon He created the fourth type called Arvāksrota i.e. human beings. It is pointed out that in the entire scheme of creation, we have Sthāvara or inorganic substance and the plants and animals who are organised but belong to a lower level than the other entitled Urdhvasrota including celestial or humanly beings. It was found, so it is said, that all these types of the creation so far affected is imperfect in so far as it is incapable of rising upto spiritual perfection through its Karma or individual moral activities. This shows that even in the earlier ages it was believed that neither lower

1. Viśnu Purāṇa Section VI Chapter I, verse 60.
2. Ibiê, Section I, Chapter V.
creation nor higher creation represents the position from which higher evolution is possible. In other words when on account of his innate capacity which includes discrimination (विचेत्त्र) and rationality man is capable of exerting himself morally as an active agent capable of producing results which are favourable or unfavourable. In other words, in the entire scheme of creation, man alone is found to be capable of karma and possessed of the power of moving about in different realms of the universe under the influence of Karma. This place assigned to man is singular and is recognized in all systems of Indian Thought.
CHAPTER V
CONCEPT OF KARMAN IN SĀNKHYA, YOGA VEDĀNTA AND OTHER SYSTEMS OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHY

Indian philosophy, so far as Hindu philosophy is concerned, is usually considered to be six in number. Hindu Philosophy from its earliest stages in its faint adumerations in the Upaniṣadic and post Upaniṣadic literature is known to have various lines of approach to the truth. The six-fold arrangement as known at present is comparatively recent, though it is undoubtedly more than a thousand years old. In the earliest age of philosophical speculation, there were various schools of thought, many of which conflicted with one another on different vital points. There is enough evidence in support of the fact that free thinking was widely prevalent in the country. As in Buddhist literature works like the 'Kathāvattu' show different ways of thinking, so in the Upaniṣadic and post-Upaniṣadic India, philosophical thought ran in different directions and apparently there was no systematization. We know of several materialistic schools who did not believe in karma or freedom of will or God and immortal self and the post-mortem life corresponding to the activities of the soul in the present existence. We know of the Ājīvakas and others. There was definitely a materialistic line of thinking which gathered strength under the name of Lokāyata and later Indian thought. As embodied in Sanskrit Literature, we know of the materialistic school of Cārvaka. It is believed that in the earlier age Brhaspati was a powerful exponent of the materialistic school and compiled a system of śūtras under his name which in later years came to be known as Bārhaspatya Darśana. This system consisted of several śūtras which have been recovered from different Sanskrit works. Looking at these śūtras as a whole we come to the conclusion that the author was a staunch materialist of a representative school following this line of thought. From a cursory survey
of these sutras we learn that in this view there is no room for a conscious soul distinct from the body. This school believed in only a single Pramāṇa or line of evidence namely perception. It has no faith in inference or even in verbal knowledge as being free from error. According to this view, there is no room for adṛṣṭa or karma which corresponds to popular fortune or vice. There is no rebirth, no transmigration, no heaven and hell and no birth. Self-enjoyment is the only enjoyment worth striving for i.e., Puruṣārtha (पुरुषार्थ). The so called sacred scriptures are all fictitious representing the invention of crafty people. Death represents emancipation (Mokṣa). There were parallel schools of thought but they are not in the good places of the great religious thinkers of the age. The Hindu Literature criticizes these schools. So do the Buddhists and the Jaina.

What has been said above, it seems to be clear that the materialists under different names had no faith in karma but other ways of systematic thinking though holding different views on different topics agreed in believing the concept of karma and a post-mortem life in different forms or in different planes of existence to enjoy or suffer the consequences of the action of the present life. In the present survey, we propose to deal with some of these systematic thinkers.

**NYĀYA-VAIŚEṢIKA VIEW ON KARMA**

Of the so called six Hindu systems of thought, the Nyāya and Vaiśeṣika schools represent strong realistic trends. The Nyāya system was founded by the Rṣi Gautama and the Vaiśeṣika system by the Rṣi Kanāda. Both the systems were realistic and had much in common. They had a strong faith in the doctrine of karma. According to Gautama,¹ Karma is the cause not only of the origin of the body, but also of the conjunction with a soul. According to him² separation between body and soul is due to the exhaustion of karma (kaunakṣaya). Gautama seems to distinguish

---

1. Gautama III. 2.70
2. Gautama III. 2.72
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between Adrśta and Karma. The two sūtras make the distinction between the two quite clear.1 Gautama and Kaṇāda understood Karma as corresponding to Dharma and Adharma, Puṇya and Pāpa. Dharma and Adharma represent the opposite aspects of the same attribute called Adrśta or Unseen Force. Looked at philosophically, Dharma and Adharma i.e. adrśta are placed under the category of quality or guṇa and are said to inhere in Ātma or in Jivatmā as its attributes. This adrśta or Dharma- dharma corresponds to what is popularly known as Karma which is the object of our special study at present.

It is pretty clear that according to Gautama as according to older philosophers, the assumption of a physical body by the human soul is due to the effects of karma. As soon as the karma, through bhoga or experience of its results becomes exhausted, there is no force left to bind the human soul with the body. It is also clear that karma is the cause not only of the formation of the body but also its relation with the soul which has to experience pleasure and pain through its medium. Thus in consequence of special deeds performed by the Jivatmā in its embodied state, there arises in the Ātma itself certain tendencies which may be described Dharma or Adharma according as they lead to pleasure and pain. Karma as a special category is pure action and karma as understood in the present context is the natural result of that action and reside in the human self as specific qualities. This karma or moral force (Puṇya and Pāpa) is thus a quality of the human self and inheres in it (Ātma) by virtue the relation known as Samavāya. Every mundane soul is coloured by Karma as described above and cannot be free from it until it attains self-knowledge and realizes mokṣa. Karma can be destroyed only by Jñāna which also is an essential attribute of the human soul. Every human soul is possessed of Karma as good or bad and experiences its consequences in the form of pleasure or pain. This experience is known as Bhoga (भोग) which is the logical sequence

1. Gautama III. 2.73

Gautama. III. 2. 72
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of karma and it is only through the physical human body made up of five elements that this experience is possible and it is for this reason that the body through which a man reaps the good and evil consequences of his action is called Bhogayatana (भोगयतन).

The psychic life of a man consists of certain qualities which inhere in the Ātmā and determine its specific character. In the Nyāya Sūtras, we find mention of three moving forces or doṣas (दोष) which stand behind all psycho-physical activities. These three doṣas are Rāga, Dveśa and Moha i.e. Attachment, Jealousy, Infatuation. These are said to be the ultimate cause of prāṛtti or movement. It is further pointed out that Moha is the cause of Rāga and Dveśa. One may consult Nyāya-Sūtras in this connection.¹ It seems that the Pātañjala view and the Nyāya view with slight differences are analogous to each other. According to Patañjali, Asmitā, Rāga and Dveśa (अस्मिता, राग, द्वेष) are due to Avidyā. According to Gautama, Rāga and Dveśa are due to moha which is the same as avidyā.

It is pointed out by the philosophers of these schools that the mundane position of the human soul is determined by the quality of karma which it possesses. In the worldly state of existence, the Jīvātmā through its body and senses is constantly generating karma and in the same manner enjoying and suffering its consequences. The mundane life or Saṁsāra Jīva amounts to this. It is only through self-knowledge that the avidyā which gives rise to arrogance (abhimāna) can be destroyed and the possibility of the generation of karma is destroyed forever.

The doctrine of Pretyabhāva or transmigration of soul is referred to or explained in the Nyāyasūtras.² What Vātsyāyana says in the commentary of Nyāyasūtra, implies that the soul gives up the body inhabited by it and assumes a fresh body. This means a continued series of death and life i.e. death followed by life or birth and birth followed by death. This is techni-

---

¹ Vide Nyāyasūtras IV. 1.29
² Compare Nyāya sūtra and its commentary IV. 1.10.
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cally known as pretabhāva popularly known as transmigration. This is a natural result of the karma on the part of the mundane soul. In ancient India some of the opponents of the doctrine of karma used to point out that karma as a logical assumption was unjustifiable. According to them in so far as the human efforts are found to be fruitless, no action on the part of man should be admitted as valid. This is evidently the view of some extreme Pāśupatas who were believers in the supreme efficiency of the Divine Principle without any reference to the human action. The author of the Nyāya sūtra objected to this doctrine and pointed out that though Isvara may be rational antecedent of the origin of the human experiences, he cannot produce them independently without any consideration of the human effort. Hence the Nyāya sūtra says that there is no fruit in absence of human efforts. The idea is that the experience of pleasure and pain is the direct result of human effort but the ultimate causal efficiency lies in God Who causes the man to perform the action. Vātsyāyana says that karma has to be admitted as the logical antecedent of the experience of pleasure and pain though it is true that the ultimate causal principle, so far as the origin of the pleasure and pain effect is concerned is the specific karma of the agent. This karma may be dharma when reproduces pleasure or it may be adharma which produces pain or suffering. Vātsyāyana points it out in his Nyāya-bhāṣya.

This view of Nyāyasūtra and its commentator is supported by Udyotakara in his Nyāyavārttika who points out that Isvara independently of human efforts produces no result. As in that case we shall be constrained to admit the causality of God independently of karma which is not possible. To sum up, Gautama
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points out that Īśvara or God is the source of fruition of karma; for without him the activities of men are apt to be fruitless. It is also known to the ancient schools that it was not God but man (Puruṣa) who is to be held responsible for the appearance of fruits of karma i.e. pleasure and pain. These fruits cannot originate directly from God, unless there is human action behind them.

Like the Naiyāyika, the Vaiśeṣika philosophers look upon karma as a quality of the mundane soul which is the moral cause of all inequalities in the created world both mental and physical. The Vaiśeṣikas admit seven categories of being—six positive and one negative. Among the positive categories, they admit substance (Dravya), quality (Guṇa), action (Karma) and universal (Jāti), particularity (Viśeṣa) and inherence (Samavāya). The negative category is the principle of negation or Abhāva.

In this list of categories karma falls under quality as well as action. In the sense of physical movement or movement of any sort, karma is action indeed. This includes action of the mind and action of the body, but when this action is inspired by desire or by aversion under the influence of ignorance, it produces a hidden quality among the human soul partaking of the nature of Dharma and Dharmadharma in the case where the result of the action is happiness and adharma, in cases in which the result of the action is suffering. This dharma and adharma usually known as puṇya and pāpa is called by a common name Adrśṭa or the unseen force. Technically speaking this drśṭa is a quality belonging to the soul and remains in it until it is destroyed by knowledge. Prasastapāda in his commentary on the Vaiśeṣika system gives a detailed account of the conception of dharma and adharma from the stand point of the realists. He has devoted an important section to the question of karma in the form of dharma and adharma in the Guṇa section of the work. In these sections he has dealt with dharma and adharma from the
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social point of view of the ancient Hindus. His treatment is based on the dharmaśāstras and deserves to be carefully studied. He has tried to show that if a person is ignorant (avidvān) and is subject to the impulses of desire and aversion i.e. (rāga and dveṣa) and if he practises pravṛttidharma i.e. dharma in its positive form and if such a dharma is mixed up with a slight quantity of adharma, he is provided with the body, senses and objects of enjoyment according to the strength of Karmāśaya. Realization of this state is possible not only in the human world but also in the world of the fathers (pitṛs), prajāpatiś, of Indra and even of Brahmā.1 He also points out that as a result of the practice of strong adharma mixed with the little of dharma, a man is reborn with undesirable bodies, sense and objects of suffering in the world of animals (Tīryak yoni) and of ghosts (preta).2 In this way pravṛtti dharma, practice of dharma from the worldly point of view results in a constant series of births and deaths in the mundane world of devas, men and animals and hell-people (inhabitants of hell). This is saṁsāra and it is caused by pravṛtti dharma as described above but in the case of a person born in a high family practising niṣkāma karma i.e. karma without any desire for fruits and with a keen desire for knowledge as to the removal of suffering for ever. It is necessary that he should approach a Sadguru with a sound knowledge of the reality of all categories of being. It is also necessary that he should be detached from the worldly life, be free from desires and aversions and ultimately will be free from ignorance altogether. For such a person, the so called karma or dharmādharma will not come into existence and in his case the old karmas which are stored up (saṁcīta) will disappear after experience. He will attain contentment and will then practise only nivṛttidharma, as distinguished from the pravṛtti-dharma as described above. This nivṛttidharma will give rise to supreme bliss consequent on the vision of the ultimate truth and then disappear. Thus when both dharma and adharma in

1. Prāśastapādabhāṣya p. 280
2. Ibid.
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all their forms are rooted out, the ātmā or soul becomes seedless so that when his bodies, senses etc. once disappear, they will never reappear. This is just like the disappearance of fire when the fuel is burnt up and the result is peace. This peace is emancipation (mokṣa).

Thus in the two passages, the author speaks of dharma and adharma as specific qualities of the ātmā. It is also pointed out there that dharma leads to priya, hita and mokṣa i.e. happiness and emancipation whereas adharma leads to suffering and transgression. Both of these are supersensuous (Atindriyal). This corresponds to what is popularly known as karma. Vyomaśivācārya in his commentary called Vyomavatī on Praśāstapāda expands the above idea. He quotes an ancient Āgama. This means that the ātmā or self is essentially free from dharma-dharma i.e. from karma but in mundane life it is associated with both. So long as this karma remains, Āyuḥ or term of life Sarīra or body, Indriyāṇi (senses) and Viṣāyāṇi or objects of senses are bound to exist. This shows that the entire worldly life consisting of bodies with their terms of life, senses attached to the bodies and the objects of the senses continue to exist. There is no relief from worldly condition. Vyomasiva from his own point of view contradicts the view of the opponents, who believe in dharma but have different opinion in regard to its Substrata (ādhāra). In this connection he criticises the views that hold dharma to be a quality of buddhi or as a quality of Paramāṇu or as the attribute of the void (anāśrita). Details regarding these views need not be shown in this context. In this connection Praśāstapāda points out consistently with the traditional view that the origin of dharma or adharma is possible

3. Vyomasivācārya's Vyomavatī.
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only when there is rāga or dveṣa, attachment or aversion based upon the basic ignorance or avidyā in the agent. As said before, this is quite consistent with the traditional view expressed in the Yogadarsāna.

Jayantabhaṭṭa in his Nyāyamaṇjarī speaks at length on the concept of karma as recognised by the followers of Nyāya system. In this context, he finds fault with and vehemently criticises the materialistic views of the Carvākas, both crude and cultured. He quotes the Carvāka view that death is the end of life and there is nothing beyond death, neither heaven nor hell and every man should try to live a life of pleasure. Carvāka points out that when the body is burnt to ashes there is no possibility of the soul to call back and to be reborn, for the body and the soul are one and the same. In this connection, he tries to show that the Ātmā is distinct from body and is eternal and that relation with the body is to enjoy or to suffer the consequences of its past actions. Consciousness belongs to the Ātmā and not to the elements combined together. There is a postmortem life of the Ātmā in different planes according to the nature of karma. Jayanta in his same work gives adequate reasons for the existence of Paraloka. He points out that there is a previous life of a person before his birth in the present body, so there is a life after death of the same person in a certain plane and then there is a rebirth of the soul. He quotes here an ancient stanza in support of his belief in favour of a previous life of a child. The verse quoted by him means that a newly born baby or child is found to smile sometimes. This indicates pleasure and pleasure suggests the existence of memory and memory points to immediate experience and this means belief in an earlier existence in another birth. This is of course in line with what has been pointed out in Sūtras and commentaries in Śāstras.

1. Vyomavat page 643.
Jayantabhatta in his aforesaid work gives out certain fine arguments in support of Adrśta karma in certain beautiful verses which are quoted below.  

Śrīdhara in his Nyāya Kandali writes a very useful long note on karma and jñāna, the substance of which may be reproduced here. Śrīdhara raises a very important question as to the immediate cause of liberation. The point is whether liberation is due to pure knowledge of the self or to a combination (Samuccaya) of knowledge as well as action. He points out that some scholars are inclined to think that the doctrine of Samuccaya between knowledge and action is the proper view. Arguments in favour of this view have been set forth but he replies saying that the doctrine of Samuccaya cannot be helped as a valid theory from the standpoint of sound reason. His view is that knowledge of the self is the immediate cause of liberation. In this connection arguments in favour of both the views have been clearly set forth. The advocates of Samuccaya point out that the purification of the mind follows from knowledge. A practice in the repetition of both causes liberation. Details of argumentation on both sides need not be reproduced here.

Jayantabhatta, the author of Nyāyamañjari, has spoken at some length on karma as possible cause on the origin of mokṣa. He does not accept the view that karma rightly performed could lead to mokṣa. He does not seem to be in favour of the other view that karma as well as jñāna combined are capable of producing mokṣa. He accepts the view of the Gītā that the fire of the knowledge burns up all karma.

A detailed treatment of the subject may be found in Jayanta’s work.
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Thus the views of the Nyāya Vaiśeṣika school are in keeping with the general outlook on the question of karma and its fructification. Vātsyāyana, the commentator of Nyāya sūtra observes that a karma which has been accumulated from the past is destroyed when it has borne fruits. ¹ This is supported by Udyotkara.²

The Naiyāyikas point out that this is the general rule but in case of powerful yogins who have conquered the elements as well as the senses, it is possible to reap at one and the same time the fruits of karmas of which the maturation of time is either uncertain or very wrong. They are capable of bringing together heterogenous karmas by the power of samādhi.³ This viewpoint implies that every karma has to be experienced in its consequences.⁴

Bhāsarvajña refers to this in his commentary Bhūṣāna.⁵

**Karma and Prakṛti**—In the Nyāya vaiśeṣika system, karma as Adṛśta is held to be the efficient cause of creation. The world as a product has its intrinsic or material cause the atoms. These atoms in the process of creation are held together and constitute themselves into the forms of objects which beget pleasure and pain to an individual connected with the karma concerned. The atoms are the constitutive of Samavāyi Kāraṇa (समवायिकारण) of the objects of experience but the nimitta kāraṇa is karma or dharmadharma which represents the efficient causality in the production but the Sāṅkhya yoga view is slightly different, though the efficient causality is still believed to pertain to karma and dharmadharma. The difference between the two systems is

¹ Nyāyabhāṣya III. 2.67  
³ Nyāyavārttika Tāparya Teeka page 80.  
⁴ नामुक्तं चीयते कर्म कल्पकोरिद्धातिरिपि।  
⁵ A detailed analysis of the position is found in Nyāya Bhūṣāna commentary on Nyāyasūtra pp. 78.79.
that karma as a nimitta (निमित्त) effectuates the constitutive cause and produces the effect, for the material cause by itself cannot be changed into the effect except through the intervention of the nimitta and karma. The position of Sāmkhya yoga is that the constitutive cause which is prakṛti itself does not require any outside factor to act upon it as an efficient cause in the production of the effect—Prakṛti as equilibrated is self-generating and does not require the action of an external factor to be evolved into the product. Patañjali lays down the rule that karma as a nimitta karma has no effectuating power (Aprayojakam) to compel the prakṛti to give rise to the effect concerned. What the nimitta actually does is that it removes the obstacle in the path of the evolution of the prakṛti, 'karma is both dharma as well as adharma. Every material stuff or prakṛti has the inherent power of evolving into its corresponding effect but it cannot do so on account of the obstacle existing in the path of evolution. It is said that dharma mobilizes prakṛti by removing the obstacles placed before it by adharma and vice-versa. If the obstacle is removed, the material cause or prakṛti will evolve itself on this line. Dharma by resisting adharma clears up the path of adharma to manifest itself and in the same way dharma stands in the path of adharma. According to the Yogasūtra1 dharma as nimitta removes the obstacle viz. adharma which prevents prakṛti from evolving itself into the right product. Similar is the case with adharma. The yogi believes in inherent capacity of the prakṛti or the material cause to evolve itself into its own effect. If the nimitta functions at all, it functions only to remove the obstacle in the path of the evolution of prakṛti. Thus dharma or adharma has no effectuating power to compel prakṛti to evolve in a particular fashion. When the removal of the obstacle in the path of the evolution takes place, the evolution follows as a natural course. The only point is that the relation between dharma and adharma being antagonistic, dharma removes obstacles in the path of the prakṛti by adharma and adharma does the same in relation to dharma.

1. Patañjali's Yogasūtra IV. 3.
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generation of effect from prakṛti is spontaneous though it cannot take place until the obstacle in its path is eliminated.

It is evident from the above that karma as a nimitta has no active properties as in the Nyāya-vaiśeṣika system but it has the power to remove the barrier which stands in the way of the self-generation of Prakṛti.

PŪRVAMĪMĀṂSA SYSTEM OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHY

The Pūrva-mīmāṃsa system of Indian philosophy was a strong advocate of the doctrine of karma. The Mīmāṃsakas for this reason were called Karmavādins as distinguished from the Uttara-mīmāṃsa or Vedānta which was described as upholding the theory of Brahma. Bhaṭṭotpala in his commentary on the Brhat-Saṁhitā of Varāhmihira says that karma is the reason of the existence of this world. In support of this a verse can be quoted which means that good and evil karmas earned in previous life become the reason for creation and destruction of all the creatures.

ŚAṆKARA AND KARMA

In the Vedānta school of Śaṅkara, there is a question of the relation between Jñāna and karma. The question turns upon the possibility of Jñāna, i.e., the unity of knowledge of Brahman having any effect on the karma past or present of the Śādhu. Karma has its origin in ignorance or Avidyā, when therefore the right knowledge comes into existence, it has some reaction on karma. The Brahmasūtras discuss the question of the inter-relation between Jñāna and karma. The Sūtra No. 13 lays down plainly that the sins committed before the origin of knowledge

1. Vide commentary on Varāhmihira's Brhatasaṁhitā by Bhaṭṭotpala 1.7.
2. पृवेक्षणायाश्च वचच वर्षो युगायुगम्।
   तत्तदेव सर्वशुभावात् सुद्धिसंहारकारस्यः॥
are destroyed by knowledge but those which are committed after the origin of knowledge do not attach themselves (aśleṣa अश्लेष) to the person concerned. It is pointed in the commentary that the opinion that sins are not attached to a person on whom knowledge of Brahma has dawned, is based on the statement of the Śruti which says that just as the lotus flower is not tainted by water, likewise the man with true knowledge is not tainted by sin.

This is regarding sins committed after knowledge. The sins committed before the knowledge are destroyed according to Śruti quoted by Śaṅkara. The statement of the Śruti implies the destruction of all karmas on the rise of immediate intuition on Brahma as indicated in the following statement.

There is no doubt that karmas possess an inherent potency to give rise to fruits. This is true. What is suggested is that the Śakti or potency is not denied but by the higher potency of knowledge, the lower potency of karma is obstructed in its manifestation.

Another question arises in connection with the effect of Brahmajñāna. It relates itself to dharma or merit and not to the sins. It is pointed out that even the virtuous acts follow the same course of action on the rise of Brahmajñāna. In other words the bearing of knowledge or karma is the same whether the karma is good or evil. This being the case, true liberation follows on the fall of the present body of a wise person because neither merit nor demerit have anything to do with a wise person. All this is true in the case of actions which have not commenced to fructify. In the case of prārabdha karma namely the karma which has begun to bear fruit, the above rule does not apply. Śaṅkara has dealt with this problem in his commentary. The accumulated

1. Brahmasūrabhaṣṭya IV, 1, 13,
2. Muniḍaka Upaniṣad 2/2/8 quoted by Śaṅkara,
3. Chāndogya Upaniṣad 5/24/3 quoted by Śaṅkara,
4. In this connection see the Critique of the Brahmasūtra 3.2.11 to 4 of Kon, H. Modi, year 1943, pp. 332-345.
5. Śaṅkarabhaṣṭya on Brahmasūtra IV, 1, 15,
karmas of previous birth and that of this birth before the dawn of knowledge are destroyed on the attainment of knowledge but prārabdha karmas, the basis of the present birth, on the attainment of knowledge are not destroyed by Jñāna. In the case of karmas which have not begun to fructify, knowledge has its action but in the case of prārabdha karma—whether good or evil-bhoga is inevitable to consume it. The Brahmaṣūtra emphatically says that prārabdha karmas are destroyed only by experiencing their fruits.¹ The Upaniṣadic texts² and others of the like nature confirm the above view.

From the above, it is clear that the immediate knowledge of Brahman destroys all karmas right or wrong excluding the prārabdha which has to be experienced and is unaffected by the original knowledge.

**VIDYĀRAṆYA ON PRĀRABDHA KARMA**

We have already dwelt at some length on the triple nature of karma in our analysis of Pātañjala yoga and in that connection we shall state the current viewpoint of philosophers and the special features of prārabdha karma but Śwāmī Vidyāraṇya in his standard work "Jīvan Mukti Viveka", on which Achyuta Roy Modak has written an excellent commentary, has brought together a good deal of useful material on the prārabdha karma, its nature and varieties. Śwāmī Vidyāraṇya in his standard Vedānta work the Pańcadaśi has referred to the triple nature of Prārabdha.³ But in his Anubhūti Prakāśa⁴ entitled Sanatkumāra Vidyā he has himself written very elaborate note on Prārabdha karma having classified it into four forms. He has been quoted in extensive by Achyuta Roya Modaka in his commentary on Vidyāraṇya's Jīvan muktiviveka.

3. Pańcadaśi, Tristidīpa Chapter, ॥ चारायणान्त्येव च चारायणान्त्येव   ॥
4. Pańcadaśi Anubhūti Prakāśa, chapter IV.
The prārabdha karma undoubtedly produces its own result in the form of pleasure and pain in the agent concerned, but it is pointed out that in producing its inevitable result it has to depend on the agent's present activity (Svaprayatna). If carefully analysed it would appear that at first sight the Bhoga or pleasure-pain experience appears to be the outcome of the soul's present effort, but in actual fact, the experience is due to prārabdha alone. This kind of prārabdha is known as Svecchayāphaladā (स्वेच्छायफलदाः). In a similar manner Vidyārāṇya says that prārabdha functions sometimes through the will of another person to whom the karma does not really belong. In such cases it so happens that a man suddenly realises pleasure or pain apparently under the influence of a separate person. In such cases too the pleasure-pain experience is actually due to the action of one's past prārabdha alone. This pleasure does not arise under the will of another person though it appears to be so. The fact is that Bhoktā reaps the result of his own personal karma of the past which exhibits itself through a different person's activity.

The third kind of prārabdha does not require one's own icchā or another person's icchā (will) as a channel as it were to assert itself. This falls technically under the designation of anicchā prārabdha.

In the 4th chapter of the Anubhūti Prakāśa by Vidyārāṇya Swāmī there is an interesting discourse on the prārabdha karma. It is said that the Prābdha karma which gives rise to pleasure and pain is of four kinds according to the intensity of the resulting experience. These four states are known as Tibra, madhya, manda and supta. The last kind refers to cases where the intensity is as if it were dormant.

In the tibra prārabdha the person's outlook on the self as (आत्मरति ) Ātmarati is based upon his best view. In such cases the pleasure-pain experience has not much prominence but in the madhyaprārabdha this experience asserts itself more prominently.
In such cases, a person influenced by prārabdha, plays under the prārabdha like a playful child.

In cases in which the Bhoga is slow and dull, the man does not care much for actual experience but broods on it mentally and feels the pleasures of physical union through mind alone and not through the ordinary medium of physical body but when the pressure is (Vega) dormant the yogi is free from any obstructions in the path of his meditation and succeeds in realising the highest samādhi free from vikalpas (विकल्प) or mental dispositions. He enjoys in that state oneness of being just like a liberated person.

Even here in every case, there is again a threefold division on the basis of will (Icchā), as for example own will (Svecchā), others will (Parecchā) and no will (Anicchā). This makes the classification very complicated but it deserves to be carefully studied.

The classification is based on the degree tībra, madhya etc., each of which is said to be threefold according as it is associated with svecchā, parecchā and anicchā. In this manner, there are altogether twelve kinds of karmas beginning with svecchā tībra upto Anicchā supta.

Each karma is illustrated in the activity of a particular person known to the paurānic tradition.

1. Svecchā Tībra—This prārabdha is illustrated in the life of the Rṣi Šaubhārī. It is said that Rṣi Šaubhārī was once observing the sexual sport among the fish in waters. At this sight, his prārabdha in the form of a strong sex impulse attacked him violently and he with his great yogic powers created by way of mental projection one hundred bodies and enjoyed physical contact with the body of each of the hundred daughters of king Mandhāta.

2. Parecchā Tībra — This is illustrated in this waxing and waning of the moon in each month under the curse of Guru or Brhaspati.
3. **Aniccha Tibra.** — An example of this is found in the acceptance of samādhi on the spokes by the Rṣi Maṇḍavya. Experience of pain was felt on Vyūthāṇa.

4. **Svecchā Madhya** — Its example is in the case of Ajātaśatru etc. They enjoyed all the amenities and rich life and yet meditated on citta as supreme self at intervals.

5. **Parecchā Madhya** — It is illustrated in the life of Śikhidhvaja who even after enlightenment was engaged in the administration of his kingdom at the will of the cuḍāla.

6. **Aniccha Madhya** — Its example is given as Bhagīratha

**Svecchāmanda**— The example of this kind of prārabdha is said to be found in the lives of Kavi or Śukrācārya, Hari etc.

**Parecchā manda**— This is exemplified in the life of Dhruva who enjoyed the pleasure of the vision of Śrīnārāyaṇa which was in fact a form of Ātmānanda. It was effected by the will of a different person, namely Nārada.

**Aniccha Manda**— This is found in the life of Vāmadeva in whose case tattva-jñāna took place in him when he was not yet born i.e. was in his mother’s womb.

**Svecchā Supta**— This was found in the life of Rṣabha Deva whose nirvikalpa samādhi was never in any way disturbed.

**Parecchā Supta**— An example of this is said to be found in the life of Vindhyā (mountain) who was a disciple of the Rṣi Agastya.

**Aniccha Supta**— An example of this kind may be found in the case of mother Earth—who was as a devotee endowed with the knowledge of the highest truth.

In the Advaitāmṛtamāṇjarī Achyuta Roy has supplied an additional list of illustration of the different kinds of prārabdha. These illustrations are different from those given above. These are as follows:

---

1. आनिष्ठामध्ये समग्र संपर्कम् सत्यमंयराज्यमपि।

हृदिकृतमुद्राकरित्या मालां द्वारासितिः सति निन्धिते॥
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1. Svecchātībra—An example of this kind of prārabdha is found in the life of Rṣi Yājñavalkya who was a Jivanmukta and yet had a desire for cows.1

2. Parecchā Tibra—The Rṣi Kāśyapa is an example of this kind of prārabdha. He was undoubtedly a Jivanmukta and yet had a strong desire for union with his wife in the sacred hour of the evening at the strong persuasion of the latter.

3. Anicchā Tibra—Its example is found in the lives of Sanaka, Sanandana etc. who uttered a curse on Jaya and Vijaya—the gatekeepers of the holy city of Vaikuṇṭha.

Svecchā Madhya—An example of svecchā madhya is found in the life of Dattātreya. He indulged in worldly pleasures during the period of his life in which enjoyment or bhoga had the prominent place.

Parecchā Madhya—Its example is the well-known case of Jaḍa Bharata who carried on his shoulders the palanquin of king Rahugaṇa.

Anicchāmadhya—This is exemplified in the lives of the Devatās as for example the sun, the moon etc. who are in charge of the administration of the world (Adhikāra)

Svecchāmanda—The classical example is Bāli. It is said that he was all the time enjoying the happiness of Samprajñāta Samādhi just like a couple enjoying the pleasure of sexual union.2

Parecchā manda—Its typical example is Prahlāda—before his realisation of the final nirvikalpaka samādhi. This was due to the Divine will of Lord Śrī Viṣṇu.

Svecchā Supta—Its classical illustration is the life of Śuka the son of Vedavyāsa. He through Janaka, the king of Mithila and his instructor had his doubts removed and then went up and

---


2. Yogāśiṣṭha, Upāśrama Section, Chapter XXVII.
continued to stay on the summit of Mount Meru in Nirvikalpaka Samādhi.

**Parecchā Supta**—It is illustrated in the life of Rāma Candra as a result of the infusion of spiritual energy (Śaktipāṭā) on him from Vasiṣṭha.¹

**PATAṆJALI'S CONCEPT OF KARMA**

Patañjali has evolved a definite scheme of karma in his Yogasūtra which the commentator Vyāsa has carefully elaborated. It appears that the word karma as ordinarily used in Sanskrit literature in the sense of action in general or as mere movement has a technical sense bearing a moral or even spiritual significance.

The constant activity of mind and senses and of vital principle, which result in change of state is karma. This activity may be voluntary being the effect of free will of the doer or may be due to the spontaneous action of an organ, or it may be done unconsciously and under the pressure of organ in which case there may be an attempt to resist the impulse.

The former is Puruṣakāra. Such action depends on the will. The latter is known as Adrśta. It does not depend on one's will but has to be done of necessity.

According to Sāṁkhya yoga, the entire creation is the outcome of a contact of the human soul with primordial matter. As to when or how this contact took place, nobody can say; for there is apparently no justification for this contact as the soul by its nature is immaculate consciousness and nature though mobile or unconscious. The only logical justification for this combination is non-discrimination (aviveka) of the essential difference of the two. This non-discrimination is Avidyā or ignorance.

It consists in non-perception of the Truth and the resulting distorted perception. Worldly life is a natural outcome of this vicious perception. **This avidyā is the root of all kleśas and**

¹ Vide Yogasūṭihā, Nirvāṇa Section, Purvārdha.
itself the primary kleśa. Avidyā gives immediate rise to ego (asmitā) which results in desire and aversion (Rāga-dveṣā) and also in apprehension of self-loss or death (Abhiniveṣā).

The Yogins say that every karma known to the world is done under the influence of these kleśas and is therefore defiled. It has the effect of prolonging worldly existence with its attendant evils. Such a karma, even when it produces happiness is not free from its impurity. It may be white (Śukla) but has not bearing on the soul’s release from ignorance. So also the other two varieties called dark (Kṛṣṇa) and mixed (Śulkakṛṣṇa). All these varieties of karma originate from non-discrimination (aviveka) or avidyā. True knowledge is of the nature of discrimination. Whatever karma originates from this source has the effect of uprooting ignorance and leading to emancipation which is freedom from the shackles of prakṛti.

The Yogi’s karma is uncoloured, in the sense that it is none of the coloured varieties. This karma has the effect of producing discrimination and thereby removing avidyā etc. which generates mundane life. It tends ultimately to destroy the function of the guṇas which consists in helping forward not only the cause of bhoga of the ignorant puruṣa but also the cause of apavarga of the same puruṣa. This is the karma of a yogi which enables the soul to regain its detachment from nature and ultimately to instal it on the pedestal of aloofness from creation. This karma of the yogins is a form of yoga which is described under the technical appellation of Kriyāyoga by Patañjali consisting of Tapas, Svādh-yāya and Īśvara prāṇidhāna. The three forms of Kriyāyoga representing the three aspects of human nature stand for the activities of will, knowledge and devotion with surrender. Tapas is penance of any kind involving some physical pain such as is bearable by the body. Undue hardship is to be avoided. Svādh-yāya is reading of Śāstras and Mantra—culture which produces knowledge. Īśvarapraṇidhāna in its lower form is to perform our duties without an eye on their results which have to be dedicated to God or the Supreme Guru. In its higher form the
prāṇidhāna stands for surrender of one's personal ego to the Lord, so that the yogi is made to feel as a result that whatever action is done through his body is done really under the Divine will and not at all under his own will, as a result of which he feels himself to be no longer the doer of the action at all but only its silent observer. The Kriyāyoga as described above has the effect of attenuating the psychical disposition or sāṁskāras (Tanutva), so that they might become infinitely weakened and might be burnt up by the fire of pure knowledge which in due time arises through the practice of Samādhi yoga. This knowledge is usually called by the name of prasāmkhyāna.

This Kriyāyoga as such cannot destroy the psychic dispositions but they can reduce them to such conditions that they can easily be destroyed by knowledge. This is analogous to the drying up of a piece of wet cloth by air so that when the cloth is sufficiently dried up, fire can easily consume it immediately.

In this way pure karma (uncoloured) helps the origin of knowledge. This is therefore known as optimistic karma.

But in the case of worldly people who are under the influence of Avidyā and other klesas, every karma is defiled or kliṣṭa. From the above it is clear that the human mind has in itself the seeds of both sāṁsāra (worldly life) and apavarga or emancipation. The commentator Vyāsadeva observes that the stream of mind (citta) flows actually in two opposite directions so that it moves in the direction of bandha or sāṁsāra.

The former ends at the realisation of freedom from matter and the latter ends on the other hand at involvement in Matter. The worldly karma which has its root in Avidyā and the other klesas inevitably leads to bondage.

KARMĀŚAYA AND VĀSANĀ

Karmāśaya is the name given to Karmaic disposition which results from such karmas as are influenced by klesas including ignorance, ego etc. It is either good or evil and is produced only when there is behind it the elements of desire (Kama), anger
(Krodha), greed (Lobha) and delusion (Moha). The popular names of good and evil karmas are dharma and adharma. In this connection it should be remembered that the above mentioned disposition or saṃskāras may be of two kinds namely Sabija and Nirbija. The Sabija saṃskāra may be caused by a mental vṛtti which is either defiled or undefiled. In the technique of the language of the yogins, the former are classified under Ajñāna-saṃskāra and the latter under prajñāna-saṃskāra. This may be shown in a tabulated form as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Karma</th>
<th>Saṃskāra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sabija</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Due to Kliśta Vṛtti</th>
<th>Due to Akliśta Vṛtti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due to ignorance</td>
<td>This is based on prajñā equal to white and not black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Karmāśaya (Trivipāka)</th>
<th>Vāsanā (based on the nature of vipāka)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Jāti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>Ayu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>Bhoga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equal to Dharmādharma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divya</td>
<td>Sukha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nārakiya</td>
<td>Duḥkha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manusya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiryak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above it is clear that the Kliśta saṃskāra or karmāśaya alone which is due to ignorance bears fruit (Vipāka) or fructifies in a threefold manner-in, the form or body (Jāti), term of its life (Āyu) and experience in the form of enjoyment.
and suffering. This naturally generates saṁsāra or mundane life. The other Saṁskāra which is undefiled (akliṣṭa) and arises from prajñā is destructible saṁsāra.

The difference between Karmāśaya and Vāsanā has to be understood clearly. It is true that both karmāśaya and vāsanā belong to the category of saṁskāras and that both are equally defiled but inspite of this similarity in the two there are important differences. It may be pointed out that saṁskāra called Karmāśaya give rise to different experiences in different bodies of different categories for a fixed length of time but the other saṁskāras namely vāsanā which originate from an experience of the above vipākas give rise to memory in their turn. It may be pointed out in this connection that vāsanā unlike karmāśaya has no vipāka of its own but without proper vāsanā there cannot be any vipāka and karmāśaya. This important difference should always be kept in view. A well known student of Patañjala yoga, Śri Hariharānanda Arānyaka points out in his work that Karmāśaya is like seed, vāsanā is like the field, Śakti is the tree and pleasure-pain sensation is the fruit.

**TIME OF MATURITY**

Karmāśaya may be good or evil. Its result is accordingly similar in nature but the real question is when does the karmāśaya bear its fruit. The time of maturity is determined by the intensity of the karma and as a result of this the karma may bear fruit in this very life or in a future life. This is true in case of each karma described above. Intensity of the karma and its quality depend not only on the strength of the doer's impulse but also on the quality of the object at which it is aimed. The classical example of each type is found in the Purāṇas. In the case of righteous karmāśaya it is said that the intensity depends not only on its greater inner urge (Tibra saṁvega) but also on its other intrinsic qualities as to whether it has been affected through the instrumentality of mantras, tapas and samādhi or through the worship (Arādhana) of great personality from God down to Devatā, Maharsi or Mahā-puruṣa. In this case we have
the classical example of the boy Nandīśvara who was a heaven being and yet in the same life was physically transformed into a Devatā. But if the karmāśaya is able which is generated under the impulse of a strong affliction (Tiбра kleśa) in respect of harm done again and again to a person who is terrified or diseased or to one who is in a pitiable condition. To this class belongs all dark treacherous action directed towards persons who have simple faith in the person and have no idea about the dark misdeeds to be committed against him. This also includes cases of improper actions against great souls including Rṣis and Tapavsis. This sort of karma also matures immediately. The classical example for such immediate fructification is found in the Purāṇas in the story of Nahuṣa, king of the devas being converted physically, and without loss of time into a serpent. It must be understood about the hell-beings that the persons who are suffering torture in hell have no karmāśaya which may mature immediately in that life. In the same manner a Jīvanmukta person whose kleśa or affliction is exhausted has no karmāśaya to his credit which may be mature in a future life. For the Jīvanmukta who is to become merged in Brahma on the fall of his present body has no future life. The fact is that a Jīvanmukta will not be born again either on this earth or elsewhere and cannot have adṛṣṭavedaniya karma i.e. the karma of which the fruit is experienced in the succeeding life.

**VIPĀKA**

It is said that no karmāśaya can bear any fruit relevant to it if the basic kleśas are not present. The Vipāka is the effect of Karmāśaya but only when there is kleśa behind it. If however the kleśa is removed and if the kleśa is like a burnt seed reduced to that condition under the influence of knowledge, the karmāśaya does not bear fruit.

Before we enter into a detailed exposition or the process we wish to speak a few words in the manner in which the karma or the karmāśaya are preserved. The general rule is that every

---

1. Patañjala Yogadārśana II. 13
karma unless it is liquidated somehow is stored up and kept in reserve in the mind to be released when the proper time comes. For this reason, the human mind is the storehouse of infinite karmas accumulated from the beginningless past. Technically these karmas fall under the category of sañcita karmas. These contain all sorts of karma—good, bad and neutral gathered during the long process of transmigration through human bodies in the past. In this storehouse we have karmas which have the potentiality of bearing fruit in the enjoyment of pleasure in heaven as gods and other superhuman beings or in suffering pain in hell and similar dark regions as hell beings or other subhuman creatures or in having human beings on earth. Karmans which fructify in the bodies and lives of subhuman earthly beings (beasts, birds etc.) are also present. In the process of transmigration, a soul passes through all forms of life sometime or other and samskāras of these lives as a rule are present in the mind in the subconscious and even in the unconscious region. It is also believed that it is not necessary that a particular soul in its transmigration should be confined to a particular world region (Brahmāṇḍa).

It is believed that there are numerous islands in every Brahmatan and that on rare occasions transfer of a soul from one island to another actually takes place. We have a clear statement of this belief in the mantra which a Hindu householder is supposed to use in his annual tārpaṇa and it is not unlikely that such transfer does happen in the Brahmacand also, for there is an infinite number of Brahmacandas in the cosmic system. ¹

As the individuality of the soul remains intact, changes of life and death, its Sañcita karma is infinite in number and infinite in kind. In fact from a higher point of view, the Sañcita karma represents the basis of a soul's individuality.

**RELATION BETWEEN KARMA AND JANMA**

It is stated that karma is the cause of birth in a new body (Jāti). But the question is whether a single karma is sufficient

¹. Refer to Kuśumājali by Uṣṇīṣa, Section 2.
to produce a new body or several karmas. On the other hand whether multiple karmas give rise to one birth or they generate a number of births or bodies. The commentator Vyāsadeva says¹ that one karma cannot produce one body only, for in that case there would be no certainty regarding the order of the remaining karmas which are innumerable and accumulated for the time without beginning and the present karma.

It cannot also be held that a single karma produces many births, for in that case when a single karma causes many births, there would be a lack of fructification of the other karma.²

The third alternative view is that multiple karmas give rise to manifold births. This also is not possible, for in that event in so far as the many births cannot be simultaneous they will have to be successive. In that case the absurdity shown about will follow. Finding fault with this view as untenable, Vyāsadeva expresses his own view.³ This means that the varied series of Karmāsayas (bright and dark) accumulated in the course of one’s life between birth and death and arranged in order of prominence (pradhāna) and subordinate (Visarjana) combine together under a single effort (Ekapraṇāyikā) and causes death and being held together (Samsthātā) give rise to one birth only. This birth is the assumption of a body of which the term of existence (Āyu) is determined by the same karma and the experience of pleasure and pain (Bhoga) is also based on the same karma. It is for this reason that this aforesaid karma is called Trivipāka. Here karmāsaya is Ekabhāvika.

Now this Ekabhāvika karmāsaya may be drṣṭajanmavedanīya that is to be performed in the present life or adṛṣṭajanmavedanīya i.e. to be experienced in the former life. In the former case the karmāsaya may produce one vipāka namely bhoga or two vipākas namely Āyu and Bhoga. These are

¹. Vyāsabhāṣya II. 13  
². अवचेषु कर्मसंहु  
illustrated in the lives of Nahuṣa and Nandīśvara respectively. What is meant is this. The dṛṣṭajanma implies that the vipāka takes place in the present and not in the succeeding janma. The vipāka in this case is either Bhoga or Āyu or both. The devadeha of Nandīśvara was really the transformation of his original human body and was not the assumption of a new body after the death of the old body.

We have spoken of karmāśaya as well as of vāsanā in the foregoing pages. Both are samskāras and are Kliśta. But even the fundamental difference between the two is that while karmāśaya is Ekabhāvika i.e. related to one birth only. The vāsanās are anekabhāvika i.e. have relation with multiple births. The most important distinction between the two lies in the fact that the former replaces pleasure and pain as well as the medium or body in which this is to be experienced together with its duration (Āyu). This medium or body is usually called the Bhogāyatana because it is through this that the necessary experiences of pleasure or pain are gained. The latter vāsanā however makes the citta look like the fishing net.

**KARMA AND VĀSANĀ**

We have spoken of karmāśaya as well as vāsanā. The fundamental difference between the two is that the karmāśaya is Ekabhāvika while the vāsanās are anekabhāvika. The most important distinction between the two lies in the fact that the former produces pleasure and pain as well as the medium in which this is to be experienced together during its duration (Āyu). The medium (deha) is the Bhogāyatana.

The latter however which make the citta look like the fishing net interspersed by knots (Granthiyukta) is the cause

1. Nahuṣa was the king of devas and was transformed into a serpent. This is an example of one vipāka namely bhoga only.
2. Nandīśvara was a boy of eight. He became a deva with a very long life. This is an instance of karma with two fold vipākas namely bhoga as well as Āyu.
of recollection. This recollection is due to the prior experience of kleśa, karma and vipāka.

The karmāsaya which has been described as Ekabhāvika may be described as twofold from the viewpoint of its vipāka which may be certain or uncertain. In the case of a karmāsaya which has to be experienced in this life (drṣṭajñamavedanīya), the rule is fixed. But in the case of a karmāsaya which is adṛṣṭajanmavedanīya that is which has to be experienced in a future life and of which the vipāka is uncertain (Aniyatavipāka), there are three possible alternatives—

1. The karma which is done (kṛta) but which has not matured (avipāka) may be destroyed by prāyaścitta etc, e.g. on the rise of śukla karma, the black karma is destroyed in this very life.

2. The secondary karma may be included in Āvāpagamana in the primary karma.

3. The secondary karma may be overcome by primary karma which is niyatavipāka and remains still for a long time. This is known as Supta or dormant state of the Karmāsaya.

This is an old idea and we have it in the earlier Vedic texts e.g. those quoted by Vyāsa in Yoga Sūtra.2

In connection with Āvāpagamana in the main karma there goes an ancient saying.3

This means that the nature of the composition of karma being very much complicated it sometimes so happens that a particular karma which is of a composite nature consists of two contradictory elements. The classical example of such a karma

3. स्यास्त्त्वपरिवर्तक: सपरिवर्त: सपथतिविमर्श: कुशलत्वा नापवक्षय्य अल्पम्। कर्माश्च? 
   कुशलान हि में वहु अन्यदेवित यत्र अयमावाप्समग्यत: स्वरूपि अवपक्षय्य अल्पम् 
   करिष्ण्यति?
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is sacrifice on which there are two diverse elements i.e. virtue (Punya), as the entire action is intended to deification of the animal sacrificed in śāstrīk principles. This deification is not ordinarily possible as an animal unless and until it has become as man and a virtuous man in the course of evolution cannot rise after death to the status of a god, as the god at whose altar it is sacrificed. The sacrifices really are an act of extreme kindness done to the animal which is identified with the person offering a sacrifice. It is really symbolical of the person offering himself at the altar. The act has a double effect—It enriches the personality of the sacrificer in consequence of the latter making the animal a part of his own self and it earns merit as a result of his lifting up the spiritual status of the animal concerned. But the merit or punya is not unmixed with pāpa in as much as the physical operation of slaying of a living being is undoubtedly an act of violence or hiṃsā. In normal circumstances the punya would have caused a life into the world of gods enjoying the delight and pāpa would have produced its own effect separately in the suffering of pain. But as the act of sacrifice is a single karma with two interconnected aspects rather than two separate karmas distinct from each other, the result also is a single act of Bhoga. In this single line composite structure of karma, the result is also single. The element of pāpa involved in hiṃsā does not cause suffering as such, but being combined with joy which is the effect of punya decrease, the intensity, quantity, duration etc. of the joy. This is the result of the process of Āvāpagamana.

This third alternative is plain. In this case, the karma concerned is overpowered by the niyatavipākakarma and continues long suspended. Death is supposed to be the cause of manifestation of a karma which is adṛṣṭajanmavedanīya as well as niyatavipāka. Man’s such karmas adṛṣṭajanmavedanīya as well as niyatavipāka are manifested in the dying moment. But the supposition is not correct. These karmas i.e., (those of which the maturation is uncertain and those of which the fructification is in future life) remain as dormant (prasupta), and capacity of
rousing them into activity does not present itself. As to when (kāla), where (deśa) and how (gati) these karmas will become mature is very doubtful.

As to when, where and how these karmas will become mature is only difficult to ascertain. Hence the ways of karmas are said to be mysterious and are believed to be hard of ascertainment.

**KARMA AND SUKHA DUŚKHA**

The yoga sūtra\(^1\) plainly says that Jāti, Āyu and Bhoga is the vipāka of karma and may be of the nature of lābha (pleasure) or Paritāpa (pain) according as the nature of the karma is punya or pāpa.

This is a plain statement of what is recognized in every system of philosophy as realized in the earlier Hindu philosophy.

What has been said above will make sufficiently clear the conception of karmāśaya. It may be pointed out that although the saṁskāras accumulated from the unknown past are all maintained in the citta in toto, all of them do not bear fruit at once. Only those karma saṁskāras which are trivipāka are destined to lead to a particular birth. With reference to these saṁskāras and this birth (Bhava), it is usually maintained that karmāśaya is ekabhāvika. In other words, referring to a particular janma the antecedent and causal karmāśaya are of the immediately preceding life. The general rule is that saṁskāras of the action of a particular life being more distinct and potent than of earlier lives are mainly the seed of the succeeding life called karmāśaya. This is the general rule, though it is true that a portion of earlier accumulated saṁskāras sometimes due to specific reasons enter into the seed or karmāśaya. It may be pointed out that as some saṁskāras of the earlier lives enter into the composition of karmāśaya so some saṁskāras of the present life are left out different altogether. These are left behind as part of the sañcita or accumulated store.

---

The karma units which make up a particular set up of karmāṣaya are not all of the same kind or the same strength. For this reason some are classed as chief and the rest as subordinate. The strength (prādhānya) of a particular karma depends on the greater frequency of its operation as well as on its greater intensity.

Before the dying moment the karmāṣaya reveals itself. How? At that time all saṃskāras arise simultaneously and arrange themselves in order of that strength. As already said some saṃskāras of earlier lives crop up and join the group and some saṃskāras of this life are suffused. The saṃskāras become huddled together like a lump and cause death to follow and help to generate a fresh body.

It is said that the attention of the dying man is concentrated on inward looking. As a result of the inwardness of mind, the object of sin becomes exceedingly clear. As a result of this memory becomes very sharp and all past incidents, even minor ones become clear. It is for this reason that the dying man's memory becomes very clear so that his knowledge directed automatically inwards reveals clearly in a sweeping glance as it were all the incidents of the closing life within a short time. The power of knowledge becomes stronger and hits on many things untouched before.

ĀYU AND UNTIMELY DEATH

If Āyu or term of life is determined by prārabdha karma, the question arises as to whether there is such a thing as akāla mṛtyu or untimely death, as we are aware of prolongation of life as well as of shortening of it. In this connection we have a learned discourse on this subject by Indu in his commentary Saśilekha on Vāgbhaṭa's Aṣṭāṅgayogasūtrasthāna. It is asked how do the best and the worst karma which are opposed to each other combine together and produce the result. It is replied that the best Pauruṣa can resist the lowest Daiva. In the same way each best Daiva resists the weakest Puruṣakāra (efforts).
Some people are inclined to think that Āyu is fixed, for in spite of remedial measures, people are found to die.¹

Indu thinks that in this case Daiva is stronger than Puruṣa-kāra. Hence, according to him Daivakarma is twofold—(a) Niyataphala i.e. when the result is fixed Daiva is then strong.

(b) Aniyataphala—In this case it is weak. In this case the Pauruṣa resists the fructification of Daiva.

Hence death is twofold—

1. Kālamṛtyu
2. Akālamṛtyu

In this case of the akālamṛtyu, Daiva is weak. The cause of death is karma which is not niyataphalaka. According to Indu medical science has no hand in the matter of timely death but it can interfere with untimely death. Bhāgavata says that according to the Vedic views of Vāgbhaṭṭa, the kālamṛtyu is one while the akālamṛtyu is of one hundred kinds.

According to Buddhists, mṛtyu is of four kinds. Akālamṛtyu is possible. In the Vedas, there is injunction for Śayanyajña—for destruction of enemies. There is provision for Ātmahatyā (suicide) in the dirghapraṇāyásayajña and there is similar provision for longevity in mitravindhya yajña.

THE PLAN S OF EXPERIENCE

There are fourteen types of living beings who are in the grip of Avidyā and inhabit this world. The world consists of three broad divisions—upper, lower, and intermediate. We had this conception in the early Vedic literature as also in the late religious-philosophical writings—Dyuloka, Bhūloka and Antarikṣa.²

Each division is subdivided in various ways. We have this concept in the Paurāṇic, Bauddha and Jaina Scriptures as well.

We may state here the views of the Pātañjal school. The divisions are—

1. प्रातिवाचस्य सिद्धिमाि ्यो दृष्टः I Aṣṭāṅga Yogasūraśāṣṭhāna, Adhyāya XL. 71, 73
2. दिव्य न पृथ्वी चान्तरिचन्तः I
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1. Higher worlds
2. Lower worlds
3. Intermediate regions.

The entire bhuvana consists of seven lokas.

We start from the bottom. The lowest is Bhūloka which contains the hells, the pātālas and the Bhūtala upto Mount Meru. The Antarikṣa is from beyond Meru upto Dhruvaloka including planets, stars etc.

Above the Antarikṣa loka i.e. above dhruva, we have the location of Svaraloka which has five sub-divisions containing from below namely Mahendraloka, Mahāloka, Prajāpatya and three Brahmalokas—namely jana, tapa and satya. The lowest or Bhūloka consists of three layers. Thus from below—

Hells (Naraka)—There are six great Hell Regions from Avīci (1) Mahākāla (2) Amārīṣa (3) Raurava (4) Mahāraurava (5) Kālasūtra and (6) Andhatāmisra.

In these dark regions, beings live and suffer the dire consequence of their own past karmas. They have a long life of suffering.

Above the hells are the seven pātālas viz. Mahātala, Rasātala, Atala, Sutala, Vitala, Talātala and Pātāla.

The 8th region is the Bhūmi or vasumati with seven divisions (Dvīpa) and several sub-divisions (Varṣa).

There are different kinds of creatures living in different parts of the Aṅgā. In Pātālas, oceans and mountains live Devas, Asura, Gandharvas, Kumāraś, Kiṃpuruṣas, Yakṣas, Rākṣasas, Bhūtas, Pretas, Piśācas, Apsaras, Brahma Rākṣasas, Kuśmāṇḍas, Vināyakas; gods and men live in the islands (Dvīpa).

The Devalokas and the inhabitants of each are shown below—Indraloka (Mahendra loka).

1. स्वकर्मोपाधिकत्व: यवेदना।
The six kinds of Devas living here are called Tridāṣa (त्रिदास), Agniśvātta (अग्निश्वात), Tuṣita (तुषित) Aparinirmeta (अपरिनिर्मेता) and Vahāvartti (वहावर्ती).

All these celestial beings are saṅkalpasiddha i.e. have a freedom of will and are endowed with effective will power. They are all invested with eight yogic siddhis. Each of these has a living life extending to the end of the Kalpa. All are Vṛndāraka worshippable. All of them enjoy the fruits of desire (Kāmabhogi). Their bodies are not born of parental union (Aupapādika deha). They are attended by most charming and attractive nymphs (Apsarās). Mahāloka is also called Prajāpatiloka. There are five kinds of gods on this plane namely Kumud, Rbhu, Pratardana, Anjanābha and Pracitābha. Their yogic powers are higher. They are controller of the great elements.

They do not take food not even amṛta (nectar). But they are supported and sustained by the strength of meditation (dhyānāhāra). Their term of life in each case extends to 1000 kalpas.

Janaloka or Brahmaloka: Here there are four kinds of gods namely Brahmapurohita, Brahmakāyika, Brahmanahākāyika and Amara. They control the elements and the senses (Bhūtentriyas).

Tapaloka: There are three kinds of Devatās—Avāsura, Mahābhāsvara and Satyamahābhāsvara. They control the elements, the senses as well as nature (Prakṛti). Their terms of life are double in each case. They live on meditation (dhyānāhāra). They are all Ūrdhvaretā—i.e. their vital and sex energies are always directed upwards. Their knowledge of the higher planes is unobstructed (Apratihata) and of the lower planes is open (Anāvṛta).

Satyaloka: There are four kinds of Devas namely

1. Acyuta—These are always rapped in Savicāra Samādhi.
2. Śuddhanivāsa—These are always rapped in Savicāra Samādhi or a degree higher Sānanda Samādhi.
3. Sattabhava—They are always engrossed in Sananda Samadhi.

4. Samagasaangi—They are always deep in Asmita Samadhi which is the highest form of samprajnata samadhi.

They are free from Bhavananyasa i.e. they do not live in built up houses. They depend on themselves alone and do not rest on any outside power. They live one above the other and not one by the side of the other. One above the other are also known by the name of svapratisthā i.e. they have controlled pradhāna or mūlaprakṛti. Their term of life is till the end of the present creation. All these Devas live within the Triloka and therefore they are naturally within the pale of Samsāra.

The foregoing account shows that the devas as described above are all within the sphere of kliṣṭakarma. They are not outside the jurisdiction of Ignorance or Avidya. It is also clear how gradually they rise up the ladder of evolution.

In the lowest heaven, the attainment also is very low, though those attainments only are desired by ordinary human beings.

The will power and siddhis are coveted by ordinary men interested in sense enjoyment. These devas are full of Kāmabhava and surrounded by nymphs or Apsaras.

This heaven is lower heaven and is not a place for higher spiritual activities. People who came upto the level have to go back to earth after the punya or virtue is exhausted.¹ We have seen this in connection with Vedic studies.

The second heaven contains Devas who attain higher yogic powers—higher than Aṣṭasiddhis. They can control the Mahābhūtas. It is in this stage that they can become free from kāma (worldly desire) and therefore depend on worldly food and live on meditation. Naturally they live longer. Of the three Brahmalokas, the lowest is Janaloka. They two live on medita-

¹. पारं पुरुषं सत्यं लिङ्कं विशिष्टं।
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tion. They control the elements (Bhūtas) and the senses. The next higher Brahmaloka is called Tapaloka.

The inhabitants of Tapaloka also live on meditation. This is plane characterised by the activities of Yogins who are described as ārdhvaretas i.e., unless there is a stability in this state of sublimation (Ūrdhvaretastā) one cannot enter into Samādhi even of the lowest type.

The sex impulse has been totally sublimated in such cases. The spiritual current being upward means that the lower world is uncovered. But the higher world is not so. It is covered with (Āvṛta) indeed but the coating disappears as soon as the Yogi seeks to enter it. From Savitarka samādhi the Satyaloka begins. From that plane is to be seen only one human figure representing all merged in Asmitā—the central point of samprajñāna Samādhi. There is one being (sattā)—those who have sublimated their vital forces.

HELLS

The names of hells as given by Vyāsa may be thus stated—Mahākāla, Ambariṣa, Raurava, Mahāraurava, Kālasūtra and Andhatāmisra.

The names of hells as found in the Dharmāśastras are given below—

1. Tāmisra
2. Andhatāmisra
3. Mahāraurava
4. Raurava
5. Kālasūtra
6. Mahānaraka
7. Sañjivana.

These are so called because here a man is revived into life and then killed.
8. Mahāvīci—In this hell the watery fluids are extremely turbid.
9. Tapana—This is of the nature of burning.
10. Samnitāpana—equal to kumbhāpāka.
11. Saṅghāta.
12. Kākola—In this hell people are made to swallow thorns.
13. Kuṭṭamala—In this hell putrid soil is the source of trouble.
14. Sulohasaṁka—In this hell, the limbs are pierced by needles.
15. Rjuṣa—It is like the burning frying pan.
17. Lohadvāraka.
18. Panthāna.
19. Śālmali—In this persons are pierced by śālmali thorns.
20. Nadi—In this hellish region are like vaitaripī and others full of putrid, blood mixed bones. In the Manusmṛti also we hear of twenty one hells.

**NYĀYA—KUSUMĀṆJALI & KARMAN**

We have stated above almost everything that the philosophers of the realist school have said regarding karma or adṛśta from their point of view. This account cannot be said to be complete, I believe, unless I refer in this connection to what Udayanācārya has said in this connection in his well known work on God in the Nyāya Kusumāṅjali. This work is held to be magnam opus of Udayana on theistic proofs. It is in five chapters. The first chapter of which is devoted to the concept of adṛśta or karma. The unseen force which accounts for man's migration and movements in the next world (Paraloka). He says that our experience of the world shows that there is no room for śāsvatavāda or for ucchedavāda (उच्चेदवाद) in connection with the world as some would say. There are two extreme views which prevailed in
ancient India among certain heretic followers. The former view or सत्ववादः upholds every thing to be permanent. There is no room for destruction anywhere. On the other hand उच्छेदवादः implies that nothing does really exist in the world. Our experience stands against the two extreme views, for it points out that neither being nor non-being is true—what is true is being followed by non-being and non-being followed by being. This implies contingency or conditional existence i.e. occasionalness (कड़चितकर्त्ता). This shows that there is some extraordinary cause which accounts for this occasional character of being or non-being.\(^1\) A quotation from न्यायकुमारन्यायः is supposed to be a denial of karma or अद्र्श्ठा which is an extraordinary cause for explaining postmortem personal experiences of pleasure and pain. The denial of अद्र्श्ठा is held to be untenable by उदयनः for several reasons which are enumerated in the following couplet.\(^2\) The five reasons for maintaining the existence of an unseen force called karma or अद्र्श्ठा are as follows:

1. सापेक्षत्वः
2. अनदित्वः
3. वैचित्र्यः
4. विश्वार्त्तिः
5. प्रत्यावांसियमः of Bhoga or experience of pleasure and pain.

Sāpekṣatvā—Udayana says that this mundane existence full of infinite sorrows cannot originate of itself without any relation with causal forces, for, in that case it would either exist as such always or not exist at all. Its occasional character or contingency will remain inexplicable. If it is said that this

---

\(^1\) Nyāya Kusumāṇḍjali 1,4.
\(^2\) Udayana, Stabaka—1.
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span of life is already fixed or predetermined. For inspite of remedial measures, people are bound to die.¹

Indu thinks that in this case daiva is stronger than puruṣākāra. According to him the Daiva karma is twofold—(a) Niyataphala i.e. when the result is certain. This is possible when the Daiva is strong. The Aniyataphala when the result is uncertain. This happens when the Daiva is weak. In this case the pauroṣa or the human exertion resists the fructification of Daiva. In view of the above facts, death is considered to be twofold in nature, namely- kālamṛtyu i.e. death at the appointed hour and the akālamṛtyu i.e. death at any moment, that is untimely death. In the latter case the Daiva is comparatively weak. The cause of death is karma of which the fructification is not certain (Aniyataphala). Indu says that medical science has no controlling hand in the case of timely death but it can certainly interfere with cases of untimely death.

Dhanvantari² says that in the view of the Vedic Rṣis Kālamṛtyu or timely death is one only but akālamṛtyu or untimely death is said to be of one hundred kinds. The term one hundred, remains here for an indefinite number and untimely death which has nothing to do with the expiration of the fixed term of life, may be of different kinds.

We shall find later on in the course of our investigation that the ancient Buddhists held that death is of four kinds—The truth is that there is such a thing as akālamṛtyu and in the Vedas we read about injunction for or destruction of enemies. On the other hand there is similar prohibition not only for suicide in the Dirghapravāsa yajña as well as for longevity in the mitravindaya-jña.

¹ Aṣṭūgāhrīdaya by Vāgbhaṭṭa, Vol. I. page 86.
² Dhanvantari quoted in the commentary of Aṣṭūnga hṛdayam by the Commentator, Lalachandra Vaidya

एकोटयः सुदु: जातम् अत्यन्त्यः मच्छते ।
तैःकः कालसंचय: द्वेषाः, हु अग्नतः स्वर्तः: ॥
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CARAKA SAMHITĀ & KARMAN

According to Carakasaṁhitā, some diseases are born as a result of the previous karma and according to the proverb, ‘Avaṣyameva Bhoktavyam kṛtam karma Śubhāsubham’ if it is a general maxim to reap the fruits of previous karmas, yet the strong present karmas can suppress the same.¹ The difference between riches among various families, birth in high or low families is due to some karma done in previous life. Karma done in previous birth presuppose rebirth.² The rebirth being parokṣa, pratyakṣapramāṇavādins do not believe in the truth of Punarjanma, i.e. rebirth. The believers in scriptures believe in Punarjanma, but scriptures are contradictory to each other, for instance, according to some, parents alone are cause of birth; according to some paranirūpaṇa is the cause of birth and according to some yadruccha. This gives rise to some doubt. Is there anything like punarjanma or not.³ However the wise know to believe in parokṣa. Pratyakṣa alone cannot be pramāṇas because the senses that make us to visualize pratyakṣas are themselves apratyakṣas (pratyakṣapramāṇapraṇāgya).⁴

Persons regarding parents alone as the cause of birth, do not accept the four kinds of births—Jarāyuja anāḍaja, svedaja and udbhijja. If parents alone were the cause of creation, the svedaja and udbhijja could not have cetanata but even without parents these two yonis are with cetanata, hence parents alone are not the cause.⁵

Pāñcamahābhūtas and ātma's Svalakṣana is svābhāvika-natural. The solidarity of the earth, liquidity of water, warmth

1. Caraka samhitā Commentary—Adhyāya I. Verses 55-57
2. Caraka samhitā, Adhyāya 11,12—विचारसवभाविकं भवेऽं भावनं वत्स्लालंकरं संबेयों व विदेयों च सत्यं करारं कारगृहयोः
3. Caraka Samhitā, Chapter II, Adhyāya 6 — मातरं वित्तरं चेके मन्यते जनमकारणम्। स्वभावं परनिर्मितं यद्यवहं चापरे जना: । श्लोकः: संशय: -- कि न खलुस्वितं पुन्नमेवं ने वैति।
5. Caraka Samhitā XI. 11
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contingency comes into being for no cause at all (akasmāt), this cannot be true. The expression “akasmāt bhavati” originates from nothing, may mean, one of five possible alternatives namely as denial of cause (hetu) or denial of coming into existence (bhūti) or becoming. It does not mean an assertion of the possibility of its originating out of itself (sva). It does not even mean the assertion of the unspeakable or the void. These four alternatives are impossible. In the same way the fifth alternative of svabhāvavāda meaning coming out of itself, is also not reasonable. As to how all these five alternatives are incapable of explaining the position is explained by Udayanacārya by the petty expression of “Avadheya niryatvatal,” i.e. the fact of a limit being there is already a predetermined certainty. There is an elaborate discussion by Udayana himself in his personal commentary on the Kārikā. Considering all these points it is asserted that in regard to postmortem experiences of a miscellaneous nature, the only rational explanation is that there is an appropriate cause for we cannot believe in accident and the other alternatives also are not possible. This cause of varieties can only be experienced by a legitimately asserted causal factor which in the present case is the unseen moral force dharmadhārma or adṛṣṭa.

1. Nyāyakusumājali, stabaka, 1, 5.
2. Ibid.
3. Vide Nyāyakusumājali, Stabaka 1 which is exclusively devoted to the establishment of a moral causal factor of varied worldly experiences, which is no other than karmā as we understand it.
CHAPTER VI

CONCEPT OF KARMAN IN THE POST VEDIC LITERATURE (MISCELLANEOUS i.e. ĀYURVEDA, SĀHITYA AND OTHERS)

INDU’S VIEW OF KARMA

Indu wrote a commentary entitled Śaśilekha on Vāgbhaṭa’s Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya, a standard medical work in Sanskrit literature. He says¹ that karma is twofold and is usually described under the name of either daiva or pauruṣa. Each of these varieties is again of three kinds according as it is good or bad or mixed (śreṣṭha, avara and madhya). Both of these karmas give rise to āyu or term of life. What is called Daiva is explained as the karma which is done on earth in another previous life. Pauruṣa or Puruṣakāra is the name given to the action done in the present life. The strength (bala) of each kind of karma determines the length of āyu caused by it. Indu says that the best quality of Daiva and Puruṣakāra as noted above when combined together gives rise to a term of life which is not only long but also fixed (dīrgha and nīyata). This process of combination is technically known as Parāyuktī. The worst quality of Daiva and puruṣakāra when combined, generates āyu which is not only short but also unstable (Aniyatakāla). This combination is known as Aparāyuktī. The best daiva mixed with puruṣakāra gives rise to a mixed āyu (Sāmkīrṇa). This combination is called sāmkīrṇa Yukti.

The question naturally arises how does the best and worst karma, which are opposed to each other combine together and produce result. The answer is given as follows—The highest kind of puruṣakāra or personal efforts can resist the lowest daiva and in the same way the higher kind of daiva can resist the pauruṣa. Some people are inclined to think that Āyu or a man’s

of lustre, downward going of the air, vacuum of the sky and knowledge of the soul—all are natural, but in their combination and separation, karma alone is the cause. In other words, if we do not believe in soul and say that the conscious body is born of only Mahābhūtas, it is practically impossible because pañca-mahābhūtas are inert (jaḍa). If the combination of these mahābhūtas gives cetanatā, then we shall have to take for granted the existence of the age of childhood etc. Creation of cetanatā by means of Pañcamahābhūta is no possibility because pañca-mahābhūtas are inert and ātmā is cetanā. Creation of cetanatā through inert-thing is an impossibility.

But ātmā is anādi (beginningless) and consciousness (cetanā), hence cannot be built by anything else. If by the word ‘Pārā’ we mean ātmā and that is the cause of birth, then paranirmāṇa is all right i.e. ātmā again comes in this world to enjoy the fruits of karma.

Paranirmāṇa can also mean ātmā’s or body’s creation by others. If it is proved that ātmā is brought up by others, then rebirth cannot be attained. Thus Anādi cetanā cannot be created, otherwise ātmā will be non-eternal. If Īśvara is to be the reason for man’s birth that is in accordance with man’s karma, otherwise there will not be any principle in the world and Īśvara will be blamed. We find in the world that someone is born in high family and some one in a low family. If we do not give karma its due place and by that it is owing to God’s will there will come the fault of prejudice. Thus with the aid of karma, Īśvara creates different creatures. Evidently karma and karma-fruit being the cause, punarjanma is self-proved.¹

According to Aṣṭāṅgasaṁgraha, the duration of age depends on Daiva and puruṣakāra. If daiva and puruṣakāra are strong, age (longevity) also will be strong, if daiva and puruṣakāra are weak, age (longevity) also will be weak; if one is strong and the other is weak, age (longevity) will be of medium size.

¹ Carakasaṃhitā XI, 13, XI, 24, XI, 30
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What is Daiva and what is Pauruṣa? Karma done in this birth is named as Pauruṣa and in the past birth is named as Daiva.

Karmas are of three kinds—1. Śreṣṭha karma—The best karma (2) Madhya karma—Medium karma (3) Avara karma—the worst karma. The best daiva karma and pauruṣa karmas are the cause of long and healthy life. Low Daiva karma and Avarakarma are the cause of short life. The combination of miśrita karmas is the cause of medium age. Puruṣakāra beats weak daiva, strong daiva beats weak efforts. The vipākakāla of karma being definite and indefinite, death also is accordingly definite or indefinite.

THEORY OF KARMAN IS HITOPADESA AND PAṄCATANTRA

Paṅcatantra and Hitopadeśa are two well known books not only in India but throughout the world. The stories of Paṅcatantra are well-known for their lessons and experiences by which the wise benefit very easily and avoid the unnecessary risks in life. The theory of karma also is found discussed here and there under puruṣakāra and Daiva.

To emphasise the powers of Daiva, it is said in ‘Mitrabheda’ that even if a man tries his hard to protect something but if Daiva is against it, he cannot do the same, but sometimes a neglected thing is well protected by Daiva. Sometimes a child uncared for in the forest is hale and hearty but a well-cared boy at home is no more alive.

1. Sūrasthāna IX. 16.
2. Sūrasthānam IX. 107
3. Vidhyate karmāṇi tredhā śreṣṭhamadhyāvartvataḥ.
4. Sūrasthānam IX. 108.
5. Sūrasthāna IX. 110.
But even if Daiva is predominant and human effort seems to be in vain, still perseverance should be maintained, for the same may help to reach a certain position, just as when the ship is about to be drowned, the business men desire for business. Even if Nature (Daiva) is against, the wise do not leave the effort to do away with their personal faults and to satisfy their own mind.

"As you sow, so shall you reap." This proverb is supported by Pañcatantrakāra. Man has to reap the fruits of his actions good or bad. The result of our fruits is bound to happen. Hence no need to think about it. No-body likes to do a work that would bring him discredit but it is only due to Daiva that one does so.

The domination of Daiva is emphatically pressed by Pañcatantrakāra. One not destined to have a certain thing is deprived of the thing even if it has come into his hands. The influence of Daiva is evident from the fact that the sun and moon are overpowered by Rāhu, the bondage of snakes, elephant and other birds and poverty of the wise. The fruits of previous actions are experienced by man even without any effort on his part. A man having done good or bad in his previous birth at a particular place, at a particular time and at a particular age is experienced by him at that very place, time and age. Age, action, wealth, knowledge and death of a person are determined while in the womb of a mother. Man's present desires are in accordance with the actions done by him in his previous life and hence those very desires in a way predict his future, just as a young one of a peacock even if without a symbol of kalīpa in the beginning is known to be a peacock by his gracious steps.

1. Pañcatantra-Mitrabheda-216
2. Pañcatantra-Mitrabheda-XXXIX
3. Pañcatantra-Mitrabheda-403
4. Pañcatantra-Mitrāsāmāprāptih
5. Pañcatantra-Mitrāsāmāprāptih-10
6. Pañcatantra-Mitrāsāmāprāptih-21
7. Pañcatantra-Mitrāsāmāprāptih-81-82
8. Pañcatantra-Mitrāsāmāprāptih-86
Much of jealousy and ill-will against each other would be done away with, if a man could understand the theory of action and the fact that everybody reaps at present what he has sown previously. Not a blade of grass moves but to reap the fruit of previous action. The birds, flying in the air and coming down—all this is to reap what has been sown once. We cannot have a thing unless we have given it at one time. The relation between the doer and the deed is like that of shadow and sunshine. We cannot have the sound of hands without the co-operation of both the hands, similarly we cannot have the fruits of destiny (Bhāgya) without the present effort. We cannot have food in our mouth unless we move our hands.

The above two slokas seem to be in contradiction to what has been said before i.e., the fruits of the previous birth are borne without any effort on man’s part in the present life. What the writer means to emphasise is that man’s efforts to do his duty should continue, whatever may be his prarabdha, for efforts make our aim successful. Lions are noted for eating up the animals, but a lion always asleep can’t expect an animal to enter his mouth of its own accord. It is only the lethargic who afraid of doing the work, say that that alone happens which is to happen.

Sometimes even sincere effort does not pay. It means that the results of previous efforts are more strong than the present one and the doer is not to be blamed any way for the consequences. Time is divided in three categories—Satya, Kali and Kṛta. In Satya yuga, even a talk with a sinners would make one sinned. In Kali age, all men are sinners by nature, hence one is not sinned, unless one commits sinful deed. In other yugas apart from kali, sin

1. Pañcatantra-Mitrāmārāṇīptih-XXXX 111
2. Pañcatantra-Mitrāmārāṇīptih-XXX. 128
3. Pañcatantra-Mitrāmārāṇīptih-132,
4. Pañcatantra-Mitrāmārāṇīptih- 130, 133
6. Pañcatantra-Mitrāmārāṇīptih- 138,
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can be transferred from one person to another person, but in kali age full of sins, he who does a sinful deed also is embraced by sin. In kṛtayuga, one becomes sinner by sitting, sleeping, going associating and eating with the sinner. It is just as a drop of oil when poured into water makes it not so pure as when it was devoid of oil.

Even great ones experience the fruit of what has been done by them once. Whatever is to happen takes place even in their case. Nilakanṭha had to have snake (Śeṣanāga) for his bed and would wonder about naked. But emphasis on the influence of Daiva on the one hand, the Hitopadesakāra there and then impressed upon his reader the significance of Puruṣārtha. Daiva and Puruṣakāra go together in guiding a life, just as a chariot cannot work unless it has both the wheels. Man is provided with the freedom of will. Whatever he desires, accordingly he acts and once a desire is entertained, this desire becomes his master and we reap what we have sown in the form of desire. A heap of earth when once comes in the hand of Kumbhakāra, he makes of its whatever he desires. Likewise a desire when once given place in our mind makes of us whatever, it means.

Man is not to blame anyone for his sufferings. His happiness, or sorrow is due to his own past deeds. Disease, sorrow, grief, bondages, evil habits are the fruits of the tree of sins committed by the sufferer in his previous birth.

THEORY OF KARMA AND CĀṆAKYA
Cāṇakya has not neglected the place of karma in his world-famous book "Arthaśāstra? He has mainly dealt with the practical aspect of karman. Success or failure of karma depends on how, when and where you start a karma. We should start a work

1. Pañcatantra-Kākoluskeyam, 206-207
3. Hitopadesā, Mitralābha-33.
4. Hitopadesā, Mitralābha-35
6. Ĉāṇakya praṇjaṭa Arthaśāstra, 14th Adhikaranya Verses 66-68, 100-110
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after ascertaining our capacity to finish it. A fickle-minded person never attains success in the task. A man of success does his work with carefulness. Work confronted by trouble should not be started. Knowing a time to do a work, one should start the work. An effort done with zeal is always successful. But the aid of Daiva is always indispensable. Without it even the simple work becomes complex. Work should be started within the divisions of time and space.¹

If a man keeps time and space in view, wealth will stay long with him. Expertness in a work makes the difficult task easy. Even the work of the Jñānī is destroyed by the faults of others and because of nature being against it.² Cāṇakya believed in appearing nature by the performance of sacrifices and doing away with human impediments by tact (Kauśala). Only fools describe the faults in adversity. Work needs be done in a good manner. Workers depending on nature cannot get their work achieved. A successful man is to realize the time of the success of his work, otherwise he is blind. After due deliberation, a man should find out the way of getting out of adversity. A work should be started keeping in view one's power. A person afraid of hard work is not worried about the failure of work.³

Cāṇakya lays equal emphasis on discretion and courage. Mere courage does not make one to achieve the same.⁴

Besides, as already said, he wants a man of action to be alive to the importance of time.⁵ Only persons committed to sins believe in backbiting.⁶ Perseverance, courage and wisdom bring even enemies under man's control.⁷ Even the good fortune

---

1. Hitopadeśa, mūrīkābha 35
2. Cāṇakya's Arthaśāstra, XIV. 122, 114-118, 120-121
3. Cāṇakya's Arthaśāstra XIV. 122-124, 127-128, 130-132
4. Ibid., 149.
5. Ibid., 151
6. Ibid., 180
7. Ibid., 181
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is lost by the person devoid of above said qualities. A man aiming at success should have a dip in the water of hard labour like that of the fisherman who utilises water to achieve an object. The enemies should not be contacted while achieving some object. Even after the attainment of work the enemies should never be trusted. There is no other way out, but to reap the fruit of what the doer has sown, says the politician Cāṇakya. Happiness and sorrow are the fruits of deeds—good and bad. Just as a calf is able to locate its mother cow amidst the number of cows, similarly, the fruits of deeds both good and bad never fail to find out the master—their doer. Generally, we are habituated to blame others for the misfortune that falls to our lot but the reality is that man gets sorrow automatically according to the karmas. Man’s duty is to put forth his best efforts, the result cannot be in his hands. For it is not effort alone that counts. It is Daiva also that plays its dominant role, sometimes, more predominant, so much so that a thing becomes dependent on Daiva. A thing dependent on Daiva is not to be mourned for.

**KARMAN AND VĪRAMITRODAYA**

How is destiny formed? Man attains success by being true to his duty. Four classes of human beings are— (1) Brāhmaṇa (2) Kṣatriya (3) Vaśya (4) Śūdra. Control of senses, purity of mind as well as outer purity, forbearance, straight-forwardness knowledge, and theism are the inborn qualities of a Brāhmaṇa.

Bravery, lustre, perseverance, absence of ascapism from the battlefield, charity and idea of God-hood are the natural qualities of a kṣatriya. Agriculture, protection of cow, business are the qualities of a businessman. The idea of service is that of Śūdra.

---

1. Chāṇakya Arthāṣāstra - 14th Adhikaraṇa - 184
2. *Ibid.*, 185
3. *Ibid.*, 188
5. *Ibid.*, 396
6. Cāṇakya’s Sūtrās-14th Adhikaraṇa-526.
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According to Manu, man should do his duty without any leziness and thereby attains the highest state.¹

Devotion to God is one of the main means to destroy the sins accumulated thousands of years.² Sh. Mitra Mishra has at length dwelt on the principle of Pauruṣa and Daiva quoting profusely from Yājñavalkya, Manu, Matsyapurāṇa, Viṣṇudharmottara-purāṇa and the like. There cannot be two opinions about the definition of Daiva. Daiva is Pauruṣa done in previous body.³ But it is not only the past karma done in a past body that matters, the present effort also counts. The real success comes by the present sincere effort. Even if Daiva is in our favour, that can exert itself by putting forth the present effort. The question may arise what is superior—Pauruṣa or Daiva? The undoubted reply is Pauruṣa, for Daiva is nothing but Puruṣārtha in its previous birth. The unfavourable Daiva can be defeated by Pauruṣa. Daiva, Puruṣakāra and Time, all the three combined bring out the fruits. We are having the harvest when the rains are in time and the farmers work in time, sow the seed in time, then one can expect a good harvest, but besides rain and sowing of seeds, one more thing is the question of time. Seeds take their own time to come out in the form of leaves and later on the fruit of the finished form. Lethargy and dependence on Daiva have been highly condemned by the Indian thought.⁴

An action done in accordance with scriptures and dedicated to Lord makes one dear to Hari.⁵

Expiation for previous karmas (sins) is to get them purified by penance; seeing the image, sins are destroyed there and then.⁶

---

¹ Vrāmīrotdaya, Paribhāṣā, Prakāśa, pp 48.
² Vrāmīrotdaya-Puṭā Prakāśa, pp 49.
³ Padma Purāṇa, Viṣṇu Puṣpāni.
⁴ Ibid.
⁵ Vrāmīrotdaya TīrthaDharmas Prakāraṇam pp 98 No. 239
⁶ Vrāmīrotdaya Kṣetāpariccheda, Kṛivasesvaramahima, p. 251
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Pilgrimage on different dates kills the sins collected in various births. Sins committed in the prior birth are destroyed by a pilgrimage to the Ganges that secures the highest merits. By reciting the name of Keśava, sins of this life as well as of the other life are destroyed.

Daily prayers help in the expiation of sins i.e. sins committed during night can be expiated by morning prayer. But it does not mean that if one keeps on committing sins, and later on prays, always one's sins will be expiated. The underlying meaning is that man may commit a mistake and feel later on terribly repentant, in that case prayer helps in the elimination of sins.

**KĀMANDAKĪYA NĪTISĀRA**

Kāmandakeya Nītisāra deals with the karma that is to be done at the present moment that can make the futures. The wise should start a work that goes to build this world as the other world and should not be a slave of work doing only the work concerning present life. He should not bind himself with the work against the making up of the other world. In accordance with the scriptures, he should do a good work. A work should be started only keeping in view the capacity to do that, otherwise the worker gets nothing but suffering only. The distress on account of karma gives paritāpa alone. Works done according to scriptures, representing the seat of wisdom are like beautiful trees and fructify immediately. A well begun task, if becomes unsuccessful, does not injure in a way, in which the work done under infatuation does. Well-begun work, if becomes unsuccessful does not become the reason for satire, for daiva alone has destro-

2. Viśramitrodaya, Gange mahāmyam, p. 359.
yed that undertaking. With a vivid vision one should try for the fruit, if it gets destroyed at wrong time, daiva alone is the reason. A work that is associated with much labour, and bears no fruit arousing special jealousy, should not be undertaken by the wise. A work conducive to welfare is always praised by the wise. A work done in time is conducive to welfare. Happiness in mind, faith, cleverness in means, goodness, too much of industriousness, coming in of wealth—all these are characteristics of karma. A karma based on little means without any impediment right from the beginning brings forth success.

A work approved by the majority in accordance with the scriptures and bringing welfare, is said to be conducive to welfare. A work should be done in time. To be engrossed in work is very difficult. One cannot have the opportunity time and again. Work done with sincerity according to the wise always fructifies.

An intellect having become strong because of the intake of Sattvaguna creates fruit of Lakṣmī, just as the fuel creates the fire. Wisdom and effort bring forth the necessary fruit, just as several elements together mixed up bring forth gold or curds bring forth ghee. Just as shadow does not leave the body, similarly a courageous and wise worker of pure acts is not given up by Lakṣmī. Effort makes even the weak sturdy. Just as fuel increases fire, the weak attains Lakṣmī by being active always. Daiva can be made favourable by Puruṣakāra and Śaṅtī.

2. Kāmandakīya Nītisāra, 54
4. Kāmandakīya Nītisāra, 70
6. Kāmandakīya Nītisāra 11th Sarga-73
8. Kāmandakīya Nītisāra 13th Sarga
Kāmandakīya Nitisāra time and again emphasises that well begun work is completed easily and successfully. Besides, a successful doer acquires the wealth of assistance, special knowledge regarding the work, favour of nature, diligence and discrimination between right and wrong.¹

**KARMAN IN SĀHITYA**

We have attempted in the following pages to take a brief survey of the poetical and prose literature in Sanskrit to find out wherever possible a clear indication in them of the knowledge of karma as a doctrine of moral justification in individual and collective life. Bhāsa, was the author of several dramas, of which the following have been utilised in the present study. In his Drama Pañcarātra it is said that when all the humanly possible efforts of a man fail to achieve an end, it must be attributed to the man’s previous karma, the fruit of which he has to experience. He points out that the destiny of man revolves like the sticks of bamboo moved by air and burnt by the fire of sacrifice coming some times up and some times down.²

In the Saundarananda Kāvya of Āśvaghoṣa, we have the following statement on the doctrine of karma which is at par with the general viewpoint on the question.³ This shows that the man’s present existence is due to his past karmas. His present karmas, are the seeds of his future life. Man attains to the different positions on the basis of karmas.

Saundarananda Kāvya is the Buddhist work and we find here a clear enunciation of the Buddhist views on the question. Thus we find it stated that Sukarmas or good deeds are said to lead to Sugati. There are according to early Buddhism, ten Sukarmas specially mentioned as leading to a happy career in future.

¹. Kāmandakīya, Nitisāra 16th Adhyāya, 36-37.
². Pañcarātram 1. 13.
³. Saundarananda Kāvya 3.336
The ten Sukarmas may be stated as follows—

It will be found that most of these are not passive actions but represent extension from certain deeds. The ten Sukarmas are as follows—

1. Abstention from killing life (Prāṇātipāta Virati).
2. Abstention from sex impulses and hypocrisy (Kāmārikācāra).
3. Abstention from accepting things not actually offered to one (Adattādanavṛtti).
4. Abstention from telling lies (Mrśavadavirati).
5. Abstention from using malicious language (Pīṣunavācana-virati).
6. Abstention from harsh speech (Paruṣavācana-srutī).
7. Abstention from making irrelevant and unconnected statements (Pralāpavirati).
8. Abstention from Abhidhya (Anābhidhya).
9. Abstention from killing (Avyāpāda).
10. Right vision (Samyag drsti).

In the above work the relative position of a person in heaven is said to be dependant on the relative greatness of his merit on earth.

It is asserted in the Saundarananda Kāvyā that the period of enjoyment of the pleasures of heaven in life depends on the amount and quality of the good deed of which it is the result. We further read in the same poem that it is karmas alone that bind us to different persons in the world by way of relations and we think them to be our own. Just as a traveller takes a refuge with leaves persons but leaves them later on to reach destination, similarly we are to think of our kith and kin.

Kalidāsa, the well known Sanskrit poet was well aware of the doctrine of karma in all its aspects. The absence of an issue in the case of King Dilipa, belonging to the solar dynasty of

1. Saundarananda Kāvyā, Sarga X, 32.
2. Saundarananda Kāvyā, Sarga XI, 60
3. Ibid., 13, 31.
Ayodhyā, was explained by his preceptor Vasiṣṭha as due to his previous karma. This karma was his lack of due respect shown to Kāmadhenu (Cow) lying on the cross road. Kāmadhenu pronounced a curse upon him in the following terms.¹

That karma which is ultimately due to Ignorance (Avidyā) is destroyed by the fire of knowledge and is found in the following verse of the poet.²

When the karma is to play its role, the excuse can be anything. Even a garland can play the role of a thunderbolt (Vajram). Indumati, wife of king Aja died as soon as garland fell on her. Helpless Aja does not die even wishing to die and curses his own karmas.³

It was believed by people in those days that nothing accompanies him in his journey after death except his own karma either in the form of merit or demerit as the case may be. At the dying moment therefore a person's karma is his only companion in his post mortal journey. Thus we have in Raghuvamśa.⁴ In this very book we find a statement from Sītā, when she was forsaken by Lakṣmana. The statement shows that Sītā was well aware of the fact that her present misfortune was probably the result of some wrong action committed by her in her previous life. It came upon her as a product of her past karma after its maturity. This is a question of Karmavipāka which Sītā was well aware in its working.⁵

It may be stated that there are numerous instances in Raghuvamśa which reveal knowledge of karma and its working in ancient India. In the Uttara Rāmačarita Bhavabhūti shows a good knowledge of the working of Daiva as it was popularly understood in those days. He attributes all the misfortunes which

---

1. Raghuvamśa, Canto 1, 77
2. Raghuvamśa, 8th Sarga, 20
3. Ibid., 50
4. Ibid., Asṭama Sarga, 85th Sloka
5. Ibid.
fell upon Śrī Rāma Candra and Sītā as due to the function of Daiva as it was understood in those days. His belief adds strength to the fact that all the misfortunes that fell upon Śrī Rāma Candra and Sītā were the working of the unknown force known as Daiva. In this case the term Daiva need not be conceived as synonymous with the Prāktana karma of a dark nature. The concept of Daiva was that of an unknown hidden power which works from behind and adds misery to the life of man. It may or may not be equated with the strength of the unknown power which originates from our conscious activities. As to whether this Daiva is to be equated with past karma or not in the popular sense, we have nothing to say. For instance compare the lamentation of Kauśalyā in her address to Sītā.

The concept of Vidhi (बिधि:) and Daiva is evident in the following statements of Prasannarāghava. Both the passages given in the footnote point to a supreme power of Daiva or Vidhi in the disposal of human events.

Mudrārākṣasa—The concept of Daiva in the sense “Bhavitavya” or the inevitable is clearly found in the Mudrārākṣasa as evident from the following passages. Cāṇakya does not seem to accept the doctrine of Bhavitavyatā—the sense of a predestined arrangement of a future happening. His critical mind is not satisfied with the blind conception without considering the intrinsic merits of the view. Cāṇakya’s attitude represents the rational attitude of Indian philosopher who could not rest satisfied with blind conception of destiny without considering the relative points in favour of its arguments. This critical attitude was behind the philosophical mentality of the medieval ages. Thus according to the systematized philosophy Daiva and bhāgya (देव & भाग्य) are not admitted to be a blind force working from

1. Uttararamacaritam, 4th Chapter, 46.
2. Prasannarāghava 1.46.
above but was considered to be the unseen force of our karman thus working steadily from beyond. According to this view, therefore, the significance of Daiva or Bhavitavya lies in the absolute certainty of the unseen forces generated by one's karmas.

It is pointed out in the course of a statement made in this drama that what happens unexpectedly as a result of predestined arrangement should not be made a subject matter for a critical discussions. It has to be accepted as such without an attempt at any sort of rational interpretation.1

In Bhāravi's masterpiece Kirātārjuniyam, we find it stated that Daiva is a mysterious power and cannot be explained in terms of rational thinking. Its ways are always found to be inscrutable.2

In Kirāta, we find a statement of the fact that destiny or Daiva when it is sufficiently strong plays its part successfully even in spite of ourselves i.e numerous ways discovered to counteract the ways of destiny are found to be useless in the long run.

Bhartṛhari in his 'Nitiśataka' refers incidentally to the superior power of Daiva before which human exertion has no strength to stand.3

In the Kathāsaritsāgara, in the story of king Kaliṅgadatta, we have a very interesting statement on philosophy of karma. It is stated there that man is capable of getting rid of the fetters of karma only when he applies singlemindedness in his attention. Just as a man holding a pitcher of oil full to the brim on his head is all attention to the oil, so that it may not get out through the restlessness of the body, as under such a condition such a man sees nothing of the world under his eyes, in the same manner a man has to cultivate pointed attention in respect of the supreme truth. This state of mind is technically known as Ekgrata—a state when its outwardness disappears altogether. It

1. Mudrārakṣasa 7.16
2. Kirātārjuniyam 9. 13
is at such a moment that truth reveals itself to him and on the vision of truth thus attained, a man becomes free from the entanglement of his karmic forces. This is a plain and simple teaching on Mokṣa and on the destruction of karma. The underlying principles of this simple story of king Kāliṅgadvatta may be brought out briefly as follows—

It is asserted that truth and the world of phenomena are the only objects existing and they are related to each other as two contradictories. Man with his consciousness lies between these two extremes. The point to be noted is that when his attention is directed to the outside world, he is conscious of the world and moves about in it under the influence of karma. Such a man is described as an ignorant person to whom truth has not been revealed. The mind of such a man is always in a state of restlessness but when his attention is focussed on a particular point, be it what it may, his attention is concentrated on that point and the external world disappears from his vision. The vision of truth reveals itself at that moment and destroys ignorance together with its effect on the machinery of karma. This shows that knowledge of Truth alone is capable of destroying karma together with all its implications. This statement in the Kathāsaritsāgara is at par with Patañjali's yoga system which holds practically the same view on the question of karma.

The following passages in the Kathāsaritsāgara when read together will show that the work reveals a belief in prior karma for a good result in the present life. It also shows out of these, Lambaka No. VII shows that people believed that it is due to good karma in a prior life that one finds handsome results in the present life.

The following passage in Kādambarī shows that the result of previous karma have to be experienced in the present life

though it is possible in the exceptional cases to divert its results or to counteract its consequences by strong will and determination in the present life. This will may be of a great spiritual personality in close touch with the man suffering.  

The world is based on Lord. This theistic view is supported by Māgha in his noted book “Ṣiṣupālavadham.”

Self-engrossment requires introvert bent of mind that makes one detached from the outer world and free from the clutches of birth and death. Such a personality is not bound by the fruits of actions.

We find different opinions regarding action and reaction in man’s life. According to a few tit for tat mentality does not pay, whereas according to some it is the duty of a wise man to react to dishonour in a befitting manner.

For a success in life wisdom and discrimination are “A Must.” For it is discretion that makes a man to venture big works without any mental strain, whereas the men of ordinary calibre start an insignificant task with a great mental disturbance.

The greatest asset a man of wisdom has, is his alertness. Without alertness, a man with all his devises and equipments to attain an objective often fails.

Perseverance and courage along with wisdom makes a man refuge of others. He gets all due help from others, just as the main vice gives refuge to other secondary vices.

Alertness demands perseverance. A man of perseverance even when alone does overcome difficulties and can accommodate himself to people of various temperaments.

1. Kādambarī. राजाविलाससवातीमानवनम्
2. Śiṣupālavadham 1.32
3. Ibid., 2.48
4. Ibid., 2.79
5. Ibid., 2.80
6. Ibid., II-90.
7. Ibid., II-81.
It has been all along dealt with in Sanskrit literature whether an effort to achieve an end pays or success depends on destiny. The wise are in favour of putting the best effort to achieve an end and leave the destiny later on to play its role.¹

The behaviour of a person depicts his character and a man of character denotes his action—action that is the mirror of mind, thought and word. Māgha of Śisupālavadha has depicted men of truly keen intellect, of action, who glorify high families, know not to injure the heart of others, are not violent and are true to their word.²

A man with the highest morality is followed by the fruits of his good deeds.³

Māgha has also given due importance to kāla i.e. time. Time is the greatest factor in man’s destiny. Sometimes all the efforts of man do not mature but in time.⁴

The true characteristic of a man is to shun observing evil in others and be a self-critic, but the general nature of man is to praise one’s self and to condemn others. Man with perverse mentality nullifies the obedience of others and is destroyed and ruined on account of his own faults.⁵

Māgha has dwelt on the various ways and means of karma in a manifold manner. Generally man blames others for what he does wrongly or for his failures but the principle of action demands from a right man that he should blame himself only and not others. The fire has the innate quality of destroying whatever comes in its way but it is not the responsibility of fire if any thing, say butterflies, come to it and burn themselves in it.⁶

---

1. Śisupālavadham II–86.
2. Ibid., II.102.
3. Ibid., III.26
4. Ibid., VI.44.
5. Ibid., XVI, 29–30.
6. Ibid., XVI. 35
Some take lesson from the experiences of their fellowmen, some believe in what is said by the wise and some do not take the hint unless they are victimised by circumstances. The last is the lowest kind of man, the first is the best kind of man and the middle one is the mid type of man. The wise are neither affected by praise nor by defamation. A good master intending to do good work is helped by his attendants.

In the above pages reference has been made to Kalidasa’s Raghuvamsha. Kalidasa believed in the traditional theory of the karma and had firm faith in its truth. Take for instance the section of Ajavilapa in Raghuvamsha. From this it appears that the movements of soul after death are different on account of the difference of the karmas. There is another point in connection with the theory of karma on which Kalidasa lays special stress. It is well known that karma bears fruit but the time in which the fruit appears is determined by the degree of maturity in the karma concerned. This is all karma vipaka—a ripening of the karma, as already referred previously in connection with Kalidasa’s concept of karma.

In the Abhijnanasakuntalam also we have an interesting statement by Kalidasa on the concept of karma. It appears that man revolves in the cycle of birth and death on account of his karma. This bondage of the human soul due to karma is in a sense an eternal bondage. It can only be removed by what the people call dharma. In the Kumara5amabhava dharma is described as karmabandhachida (कर्मबंधचिदा). The word dharma is used here in a sense which is slightly different from the popular conception. It is distinguished from artha and kama.

1. Śiṣupālavadham XVI.40.
2. Ibid., XVII. 19
3. Ibid., XVIII.23.
4. Abhijnanasakuntalam, Act, VII.
5. Kumara5amabhavam II. 51.
CHAPTER VII
BUDDHIST CONCEPT OF KARMAN

Like the ancient Hindu culture—pre-Vedic, Vedic and post-Vedic—the Buddhist thought world also was deeply coloured by its robust belief in the law of Karma and its working. In the Majjhima Nikāya¹, there is a distinct reference to threefold Karma of body, mind and speech (Kāyakāmya, Manokāmya and Vācyakāmya).²

What is Karma? Usually it is a mental, vocal or physical act. Really manas thinks alone and its thought is revealed in cintā, vākyā and daihika kārya (thought, speech and bodily action) but the Buddha says—that cetanā or cetasika is common to all citta.³

MUNDANE WORLD AND ITS EXTENT

It has been said that the entire system of created universe with its infinite varieties, is the result of Karmic forces. The result of Buddhist speculation in regard to the world and its inhabitants may be briefly summed up as follows. It is said that Karma originates and its fruits too are experienced here.

---

¹ Majjhima Nikāya 31 21
² Vide also Buddhism by G. G. Pande P. 428, Foot note 139
³ चेतनाकार्यं निकटविभेदः कर्मं कदाचि (Pāli).
   Abhidharma kosa says 4. 1...
   कर्मज्ञ लोकविविधं चेतना तत्त्वं च तद्।
   चेतना मानसं कर्मं तत्त्वं च वाक्याकर्मस्य।²
   Compare also Mādhyamika Avatāra 6. 89
   सत्तत्त्वाधिकां भव भद्रवतानां।
   सत्तत्त्वाधिकां भव भद्रवतानां।
   कर्मचित्तवधीयं न चाति।
As regards varieties of creatures we have a clear statement on the Majjhima Nikāya (Maha Simhanāda Sutta)¹ where the Buddha speaking to Sāriputta refers to four yonis i.e. four categories under which creatures may be placed. The four yonis are—Aṇḍaja, Jalāyuja, Samsedaja and Aupapādhika—Aṇḍaja yoni, Samsedaja Yoni and Aupapādhika Yoni. The Aṇḍaja includes birds, reptiles (सिविन), fish etc. Jalāyuja is Jarāyuja. This includes men, beasts etc. These take birth through the Garbhaprisrava (placenta) of the mother’s womb. The word Jala means Kalala (कललं). That which envelops it is Jalāyujī i.e. Garbhaparivesṭanāya (गर्भपरिवेश्टनाय). The Abhidharma Saṅgraha speaks of the Aṇḍaja and Jalāyuja as varieties of Garbhāsaya.

Samsedaja (संसेद्धज) means worms born in rotten corpses in rotten water, barks of the trees and flowers. Aupapādhika means those who are born with limbs or part of the body as full. There are different kinds of Aupapādhika beings including deva, preta, aupapādhika etc. In the latter case defects in physical features i.e. eyes, expression (Bhāva) etc. are possible but these defects do not cause prañavaikalya at all i.e. they do not stand in the way of mental activities of the being in any form. More or less in the same manner there is an account of the work of Asaṅga who in his Yogācāra bhūmi² mentioned the above four varieties by name. He places swan, krauñca, peacock, parrot, sārika etc. under Aṇḍaja class; elephant, horse, cow, ass etc. under Jalāyujya class; worms (kṛmi), insects (kīṭa), butterfly (pataṅga) etc. under Samsedaja class and the hell-beings, gods and some animals (tiryak) and the pretas, under Aupapādhika type.

It is universally admitted that a person who performs an action right or wrong himself reaps its consequences.³ Justice demands that the doer of an action and the reaper of its consequences must be one and the same. This doctrine is admitted by all, not only by the advocates of the doctrine but even by the

---

2. Majjhima Nikāya, Mahāsinhanāda Sutta
3. कत्वलभोलत्त्वायः समानाधिकरणनियमः इ
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outside seekers. In Indian thought, the Hindus, the Buddhists and the Jainas admit this but the question is raised by some thinkers that the Buddhist with his doctrine of momentariness of thoughts and themes cannot apparently accept this doctrine. The difficulty in the case of the Buddhist thinker is that everything being momentary, the moment of action and the moment of reaping the fruit being different, it cannot be held that the two moments are identical, for they are successive. From this point of view, it seems to be difficult for a Buddhist thinker to identify the moment of an action with the moment of its fruition. Every moment is unique and in this way the moment of Bhoga cannot be identified with the moment of Kriya but the Buddhist says that although the moments are successive and distinct from one another, they flow in a stream which is continuous and unbroken. There are different streams of thoughts so that the justification of one moment reaping the consequence of an action done in another moment lies in the fact that though the moments are different, the flowing stream of which the moments are parts, is one and the same. It is therefore quite proper that though the moment of action and the moment of enjoyment or suffering as a result of that action are distinct and separate from each other, they belong to one and the same stream. The Buddhist thinkers have made a plain statement in this respect.  

1. Śādārāśa Sāmuccaya, Baudhādārāsam, V verse. (Commentary) 

2. Śādārāśa Sāmuccaya, Bauhaddārāsam, VI verse.
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PLANE OF LIFE DURING MUNDANE EXISTENCE

I. **Apāya Bhūmi**—Plane of Apāyabhūmi i.e. the plane of Misery. The entire cosmic system with its fourfold division of bhūmis or layers should be viewed carefully as yonis in the light of karma and its fructification.

Lower down in the system there is the so-called zone of darkness and suffering (Apāyabhūmi) consisting of four layers. The hells eight in number are at the bottom (Niraya). Above the hells, is a series of layers from the plane of ghosts’ world (Preta) through the world of tīryak (निकृष्ठ) animal kingdom up to the region of the Asuras (Demons).

II. **Kāmasugati**—(The world of desires).

The next higher layer begins with its habitation of man (Manuṣyaloka) on earth as it is really understood, consisting of seven divisions (dvīpa or varṣas). Manuṣyalokus are four in number e.g. Jambu (जम्भ), Purvavideha (पूर्वविदेश) Avaragodamīyā (अवरगोदमिया) and Uttarakuru (उत्तरकुर).

Above the human habitation are regions of different species of gods namely caturmahārājika (चतुर्महाराजिक), Trayastrimśaka, Jāma and Tuṣīta, Nīmāṇarati and Paranirmitavāsavartī.

These regions are dominated by karma or earthly desires and yet they are blissful (Kāmasugati). Usually these regions are called heavens.

III. **Rūpadhātu** (Seventeen Places)

Planes of forms—There are sixteen grades in this plane.

Above the kāmasugati, heavens are the heavens of the higher gods known as Rūpadhātu (रूपधातु). These heavens are arranged one above the other in order of the purity of dhyāna. Each plane is based upon a particular form of Rūpadhyāna (रूपध्यान)

1. These are the four well-known lokapālas namely virūḍaka, Virūpakṣa Dhrītāṛṣṭa and Vaśīravaṇa. These include the devas also. Vide Sphutārthaḥbhidharmakośavyākhyā III.

2. Abhidhammattha Saṁgha V. 3.
natural to it, so that there are three kinds of gods corresponding to the nature of dhyāna viz. To the first Rūpadhyāna, the following gods are attached—


With the third dhyānabhūmi are associated the gods called parittāsubha, apramāṇāsubha and śubhākīrṇa or śubhākṛṣṇa. To the fourth dhyāna are attached Bṛhatphala, asaṁgasattva, abihā or anāvīta, Puṇyāsava and Bṛhatphala.

Beyond the fourth dhyāna, we have the following devas of the Śuddhābhāsa class namely Atapta, Sudarśana, Sudarśi and Āpanīṣṭha.

Thus there are sixteen kinds of devas in the Rūpadhātu.

**IV. ĀRUPYA (PLACE OF THE FORMLESS)**

Beyond the highest heaven of form, we have four formless regions viz. Ākāśanāntāyatana, Viṁśāntāyatana and Naivaṃgāyatana meaning infinite space, infinite consciousness, nothingness and subtletest consciousness.

The entire Kāmadhātu reaches up to vāyumandala. In Ārupya or the formless vision the upapatti or birth of beings is of four kinds—the skandha pravṛtti of karma upapatti or nivṛttajanmāntara. This represents the re-emergence of skandhas or bodily elements of persons who have been free from karma in an earlier life. This appearance of the elements is regarded virtually as identical with the birth of the consciousness. This is in upapatti (उपपत्ति). The consciousness is born in the different planes according to the state at the time of death.

---

1. In some places it is said that in the Udmātra (उद्मात्र) or supremely defined state of the 4th dhyāna, the anāsavadhyāna is mixed with it. There are five devas corresponding to the degree of intensity attained in the Udmātra meditation namely avṛhā apāpa, suḍṛśā, sudarāṣṭā and Āpanīṣṭha.
2. Vide Sphutārthābhidharma kosa Vyākhyā III-2
WHO ARE BORN WHERE?

The consciousness which regulates birth (pratisandhi) in a certain plane of life explains the length of time life with the continued bhavaṅga in the same plane as well as disappearance (cyuti) from that time through death. The life term of a certain plane of life depends on its quality so that in a higher plane of life, the term is usually higher.¹

KARMA AND CREATION

In a new creative cycle of plane that which first comes into being is called Bhājanaloka (भाजनलोक). This is followed by the birth therein of beings (Sattva) who were thrown off cyuta (चुत) from the plane of ābhāsvaradevas (आभासवरदेव). This is by virtue of karma which is known as prathamakalpasamvedanīya (प्रथमकल्पसमवेदनीय) i.e. the karma, the fruits of which are to be experienced in the first cycle of creation. This is held to be the highest kind of Kāmāvacāra Karma i.e. karma of the desired world. It is at this time that such karma bears fruit. These beings are known as prathamakalpikas (प्रथमकल्पिक). These were all endowed with manomayarūpa (मनोमयरूप). At that time the earth was plane without any dwelling-place or construction.

Gradually these beings who were in contact with earth experienced bhūmirasa (भूमिरस) i.e. the peculiar taste of the earth. In due course there appeared woods and creepers and rice, soon without cultivation of the fields (अहूद्वित्त). This rice has no husk in it. This is followed by rice with husk and so forth.² The gradual growth of the civil life follows.

Classification of Karma — Karmas may be grouped under one of the four heads i.e. Janaka, upstambhaka, upṭidaka and upaghātaka. Janaka karma is really that particular karma which produces a particular effect that which helps and sustains, may be grouped under one of the four heads viz. is really that

¹ Abhidhammattha Sāṅgha V-3
² Yogācārabhumi pp-41-42.
particular karma which produces a particular effect. That which helps and sustains the janakakarma is called upāstambhaka or auxiliary. The Upāstambhaka karma really helps the janaka karma and suggests it and for this reason it is helpful. The Utpiṭḍaka (उत्पिठः) karma is actually the opposite of the janaka and upāstambhaka. It obstructs and weakens the Upāstambhaka, Utpiṭḍaka and Upaghātaka karmas belonging to the present life. They are produced in the javanasthāna (जवनस्थान). Utpiṭḍaka karma weakens the vipāka of the Janaka karma by resisting it often. The kuśala utpiṭḍaka resists the akuśala utipīḍaka and vice versa. So is upaghātaka karma which destroys janaka karma.

The example of Thera Aṅgulimāla is there. At the time of pratisandhi and the pravarttana, the janakakarma is Vipākakṣaṇdha (विपाकक्षण्ड्व) and the kuśala, akuśala, cetana which produces karmāraṇa.

The chief place of producing vipāka is pratisandhi (प्रतिसंधि), but the place of produciug pratisandhi during the time of pravartana (प्रवर्तन) is its ālambanabhavaṅga, five vijñānas, sampratīcchā and samtīrṇa (संतीर्ण).

The rule is that the janaka karma is able to bear its fruits during pravartana according as it is supported or opposed by the karman. The pratisandhivijñāna (प्रतिसंधिविज्ञान) is always the fruit of the past karma. There are in all nineteen kinds of the vijñāna. Out of these, according to circumstances, only one particular vijñāna does the function of pratisandhi at the time of pratisandhi.1

If a man performs an action of donation (दानकर्म) without any desire for its fruits, it becomes the Upāstambhaka or paripoṣaka of his past act of donation.

But it is the utpiṭḍaka (उत्पिठः) of greed (लोभ) when the habit of action of donation (दानकर्म) becomes strong and destroys this greed, the act of donation will be called the Upaghātaka karma in relation to greed. If a man inflicts pain on a creature

1. Abhidharmottara Saṁgraha, Chapter V, III, 19.
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then it is upāṣṭambhāka of his deśacitā, but it is the utpīḍāka of karunā i.e. compassion. If he slays the creature, it is the upagāhātaka of karunā.

It is thus clear that the active part of our life consists of upāṣṭambhāka, upagāhātaka and utpīḍāka karmans. It is performed at the javanasthāna. The active part becomes strong or weak or is destroyed by the influence of utpattībhava of the past and present. It is equally supported, weakened or destroyed by the present karmabhava (karmabhāva).

Thus if one who wishes to meditate on the karmasthāna (karmasthāna) then it is this active part of the present life (sattva).1 The active part will be supported and strengthened by favourable dispositions saṁskāra (samskāra) of the past (atīta) life. But unfavourable dispositions (saṁskāra) will resist or destroy it according to power. And in the present life also good education will help that saṅkalpa and bad education will retard it.

From another point of view Karma may be classified thus—

(i) Guru (ii) Āsanna
(iii) Ācarita (iv) Kṛta or Upacita.1

Here Ācarita means repeated (अभ्यस्त ). The three fold Karma namely Upāṣṭambhāka, Utpīḍāka or Upaghātaka appears as Guru karma, Āsanna karma and Ācarita karma.

(A) Gurukarma—Whether Kuśala or Akuśala bears fruit earlier. Its function may be Janana, Upāṣṭambhāka, Utpīḍāna or Upaghātana. The Kuśalaguru karma is the five fold arpaṇā dhyāna of Rūpavacāra — and the four fold arpaṇā meditation of Arūpavacāra (formless).

The culture of the karma is possible even in the world of desire (Kāmaloka). This is technically known as mahadgata karma. This Kuśalaguru karma is purely mental (manakhāra).
The *Akṣalagurukarma* (अक्षालगुरुकर्म) is found only in the world of desire. This is of five kinds viz. murder of father, mother, arhat, bleeding of Buddha and Saṁghabheda.

Deeprooted false vision (मिथ्यादृष्टि) also is recounted as Gurukarma. But it may be remedied before the dying moment. The Gurukarma (गुरुकर्म) fructifies before any other karma i.e. there is no interval between the time (मत्र) of the performance of the karma and the time of the time of its maturity (vipākakālā) (विपाककाल). Hence this karma is known Anantaryakarma (अन्तर्यात्मक) (A).

(B) Next to Gurukarma is maraṇāsanna karma (मरणासन्न). This karma represents the last dying thought (मरणं चित्त) of the dying person. This is called Āsanna karma. This determines the moment and nature of the next life. In case of any Gurukarma (गुरुकर्म) of the dying man in this life that Gurukarma becomes the Jananakarma of next life. In absence of this, the Āsannakarma determines the janakakarma. The āsannakarma being weak has no productive power. If any akṣalal nimitta or sign appears before the dying person, the well-wishers remind him of his kuṣalakarma. This removes the akṣalalnimitta (अक्षालनिमित्त). This is called upaghātaka karma. This is the manner of guiding the āsannakarma of the dying person.

The art of dying requires that no akṣulanimitta may be allowed to appear before a dying man. It requires revival of Kuṣalasmṛti. It is difficult for a person who has passed his life in evil thoughts.

In the absence of gurukarma or āsannakarma, ācarita or abhyastakarma presents itself to the maraṇabhitti i.e. dying consciousness. Hence the practice of Kuṣalakarma has to be repeated so that it may become natural.¹

In the same way akṣalakarma if once done should never be done again or even thought of in the mind, for if a point is repeated in thought, it becomes ācaritakarma.

¹. Abhidharmārtha sāṃgraha, V
Now Gurukarma-āsannakarma remembered at the moment of death and the ācaritakarma of every life belongs to this life.

Besides these all Kuśala and akuśala (कुसल अकुसल) karmas of this life and of earlier life constitute kṛttattva or upacita karma. Upacita karma bears fruit in Aparaparyāya and Upapādyā i.e. hereafter. This karma is weaker than the former three karmas but as its numerical strength is great, it creates most powerful karma.

If the Gurukarma (गुरुकर्म) is present, it causes pratisandhī (प्रतिसन्धि) in the next life (वृत्त), in its absence the function is done by āsanna karma (आसन्नकर्म). In its absence the function is done by ācarita karma (आचरितकर्म) and in the absence of all this it is done by Upacita karma (उपचितकर्म)।

The time of Vipāka of a karman often depends on the Cittakaśaṇa of the Javanāsthanā. The karman of the first Janma bears fruit in the same life. This is dṛṣṭajanmavedaniya. If it gets no opportunity to bear fruit in the same life or if it is opposed by a powerful opposite karman, then it cannot bear fruit in any future time. It becomes impotent. It is called ahośi in Pali i.e., Abhūta or bhūtapūrva karma. Guru karma also is dṛṣṭajanmavedaniya that is experienced in the present life. In this connection the fate of Devadatta may be remembered. The karman of the last seventh Javana (or of the fifth in case of the weakness of the object) bears fruit in the next second life. This is upapadyavedaniya karma. If it finds no scope to fructify them or if it is opposed by an opposite karman, it becomes as before a bhūtapūrva karma (impotent karma). But if it finds scope in that case, it bears fruit as Janakakarma (जनक कर्म). If it cannot bear fruit then it cannot function as Upaśambhaka (उपस्थमभक) as Utpitālaka (उप्तप्रिळक) even during the next pravartana (life).

1. Achārya Narendrā Deva in his work has the following karma-Upacita kṛta (उपचितकृत) Upacita Sācita (उपचित सचित), Kriyamāṇa (क्रियामाण), Arabdhā (अरबध) also vide Abhidharma kosa, Chapter IV, verse 120. Every karman does not come under the category of Upacita. Karmā which becomes Upacita is equal to Abuddhipūrvakarma (अबुद्धिपूर्वकर्म) or involuntary action Buddhaśītirupkāra Kṛta karma is voluntary.
The *karman* of the intermediate region *i.e.*, of the 5 or 3 may bear fruit in any life from the 3rd *Javana* up to nirvāṇa. This is called *Aparāparyavedanīya (अपरापर्यवेदनीय)* *i.e.*, this *karman* bears fruit at the time of pratisandhi or even of pravartana (अवर्तन). The *dāṇḍaghāta* death or death due to stroke of Mahā Maudgalāyana is an example of this.

The *karman*s which cannot produce vipāka (विपाक) owing to weakness or through strong *karman* but opposed by opposite *karman* and cannot bear fruit till the moment of vipāka. This is *Ahosi (अहोसि)* or *Bhūtāpurvaka karma (भूतपूर्वक)*. It may be *kuśala* or *Akūśala (कुशल या बकुशल)*.

According to the *Viśuddhimarga*¹ *Kāṅṣāvitaranā- visuddhiniśeṣa (कौंसिनिशेष विसुध्धिनिशेष)*, *karman* is described as of four kinds thus—

(a) *Dṛṣṭadharmavedanīya (दृष्टधर्मवेदनीय)*

(b) *Upapadyavedanīya (उपपद्यवेदनीय)*

(c) *Aparāparyavedanīya (अपरापर्यवेदनीय)*

(d) *Ahosi (अहोसि)*

The *dṛṣṭadharama-vedaniya karma* is *cetana (चेतना)* or consciousness in all the cittas in the *vithi (विथि)* of a *Javana (अवर्तन)*. This *karman* produces its vipāka during the lifetime of Ātmabhava (अत्मभव). Otherwise if there is a *karman* but no vipāka, that is if no vipāka takes place, will take place or took place, this is considered to be *ahosi karma (अहोसिकर्म)*. *Upapādyā karma* is the seventh *Javana* consciousness which produces the effect. It produces its vipāka in the immediately succeeding life (Ātmabhava). If it cannot be so, it becomes *Ahosi karma (अहोसिकर्म) between the two*. The five *Javana*cetanās (जवनचेतना) are equal to *aparāparyavedanīya karma*. It will produce vipāka in the future when the opportunity could arise. *Ahosikarma (अहोसिकर्म)* does not take place when *samsārapravṛtti (संसारप्रवृति)* i.e. worldly tendencies continue.

**LAW OF KARMA BINDING ON ALL**

In the *Divyāvadāna*² it is said that even the Buddhas have

---

¹ *Viśuddhimarga* Chapter XIX.
² *Divyāvadāna* p. 416.
to enjoy or suffer the effects of karma. In the Majjhima Nikāya also, we have an expression of a similar view. Sakya Muni is said to have stated that even the Jainas are not immune from an action of karma. It is held that Tathāgata performed good deeds in previous lives and as a result of these he enjoys pleasant vedanās only.

Tradition says that when the Buddha was hurt by the splinters of stone thrown by Devadatta, he said that ninety one kalpas ago he had hurt a person by a spear.

But Milinda panha holds a different view. It says that Saṅghabhedā or schism of the order did not take place due to any karma on the part of the Buddha as done by Devadatta. Similarly Buddha's stroke or his illness is not caused by karma. When Buddha realized omniscience all the akusāla malas or evils were totally destroyed. Hence his suffering was not due to karma. It was due to irregularity in dhatus, seasons etc. His stroke or āghāta was aupakramika or accidental. His illness also was not due to karma.

**Death why?** Death happens owing to four causes (1) Completion of term of life or of karma or simultaneously of both or owing to Upacchedaka karma. To those who are dying at the moment of death, there appears in any one of the six doors according to circumstances either (a) karmas which produces pratisandhi in the direction of next life or (b) Karma nimitta which was expressed in the form of Rūpa, Śabda, Gandha etc., while performing that karma which was an Upakarma in regard to that karma. The experience of nimitta as misery causes sugati in the next bhava or birth.

Then begins an activity in the direction of next birth, a continued stream of thought, be it pure or upakliṣṭa

---

2. See Aspects of Yogacāra by N. Dutta pp. 109 to 110.
3. Abhidharmakośa Samgraha V. (3.), 34-36.
and corresponding to the birth to be attained. All this happens on the basis of ālambana (अलम्बन) before the choice of the dying man. Only that karma which is capable of causing re-birth appears to a particular door (द्वार) in order to beget itself again as a nimitta.

This is the way in which before the dying man, after the termination of dying vīthicitta or on the exhaustion of Bhavaṅga (ब्हवयंग), there appears the cyuticitta (चुतिचित्त) i.e. in the last state of the citta in the present life emerges and merges.

After the lapse of Avasāna (अवसान) of the cyuticitta immediately after it depending on the ālambana of the dying citta there arises the pratisandhi-citta which connects one birth with another. This is established in the next bhava i.e. life.

This pratisandhicitta abides in the world of desires (Kāmaloka or in the world of form (Rūpaloka) but not in the world of the formless or Arūpaloka. The pratisandhicitta (प्रतिसन्धिचित्त) is produced from these saṃskāras which are quoted by avidyā and which have their roots in Bhavatśpa which as far example are supported by samprayukta caitasiska, touch (sparśa), vedanā etc. and which are the field (adhiśhāna kṣetra) of saha Jayā nāma and rūpa (नामरूप)

**KARMA AND LIFE**

The period of pravarttana is from the moment next to a pratisandhikṣaṇa a cyutikṣaṇa of that life (bhava). The pratisandhikṣaṇa after the cyutikṣaṇa is known as pratisandhika. The function of the citta during pravarttana kāla is shown as Vīthicyutta. The function of citta during pratisandhi time has been given as Vithiyukta. The pratisandhicitta is Vithimukta. The account of the pratisandhikāla requires

1. Abhidharmārthī Saṁgraha chapter IV.
2. Abhidharmārthī Saṁgraha V
(a) Where the pratisandhi (प्रतिसंन्धि) takes place.
(b) Varieties of pratisandhi.
(c) Pratisandhi of what and by what?
(d) The method of pratisandhi.

Therefore we have to study —
(a) Four kinds of bhūmi
(b) Four kinds of pratisandhi (प्रतिसंन्धि) 1
(c) Four kinds of Karma
(d) Four kinds of origin of death.

Four bhūmis are thus counted from the lowest. The four bhūmis are from the lowest —

I. Apāya (4)—Niraya (निरय), Tiryaka (तिर्यक) Preta (पृति) Asura (असुर).

II. Kāmasugati (7)—Mānuṣyalokabhūmi, the bhūmi of caturmahārājika, the bhūmi of Trayastriṃśaka, the bhūmi of Bhrama, the bhūmi of Tuṣita, the bhūmi of nirmāṇarati, the bhūmi of Paranirmitavāsavarti.

III. Rūpa bhūmi ²—The bhūmi of first dhyāna (meditation) Brahmapiṇḍa, Brahmaṇurohitā, Mahābrahma.

Second dhyānabhūmi (3)—1. Paritābha 2. Sapraṃṣaṇābha 3. Ābhāswara;


Fourth Dhyānabhūmi—Bṛhatphala

Fifth Dhyānabhūmi—Śuddhaṇābha 1. Āvṛṣṭa, Atattva, Sudarśana, Sudarśī, Akliṣṭa.


1. Pratisandhi takes place in four bhūmis. The place of pratisandhi being in these four bhūmis is given at P-163 of Abhidharmārtha Sarīgraha.

2. Abhidharmārtha Sarīgraha, V.
Now we have to study (one) by whom Pratisandhi takes place.

Methods of pratisandhi—

In this connection we have to study Janaka, Utpidaka, Upasambhaka or Upaghataka Karma. This is to help Janaka karma to support it so that it may bear fruit. Upasambhaka, Utpidaka and Upaghataka Karma belong to the present life. These are produced in the Yavana-thana. Utpidaka karma weakens the Vipaka of Janaka Karma by resisting it often. Thus Kusala Utpidaka resists Akusala Utpidaka and vice versa. So is upaghataka karma. At the time of pratisandhi and pravarttana, the Janaka Karma is vipaka and the kusalakusalacetana which produces Karmajarupa (कर्मजरुप).

The chief place of producing vipaka during the time of pravarttana is the Alambana (अलम्बन), Bhavaiga (भविष्य), five vijnana, Sampraticcha and Samuttirna.

The rule is that the Janaka Karma is able to bear its fruit during pravarttana according as it is supported or opposed by other Karmans. The pratisandhi alambana is the sixth vipaka of atita Karmas.

The chief place of producing vipaka during the time of pravarttana, the asvasana bhavaiga (आस्वसन सभ्य), five vijnana sampraticcha (सम्प्रतिच्छ) and Samuttirna.

The rule is that the Javana Karma is able to bear its fruit during pravarttana according as it is supported or opposed by other Karmas.

1. How to destroy Janaka Karma? The example of Sthavira Aṅgulimāla is there. At the time of pratisandhi and pravarttana, the Janaka Karma is vipākaskandha and the Kuśala-akusala which produces Karmajarupa. The chief place of producing vipaka during the time of pravarttana is the alambana bhavaiga—i.e. vijnānas, sampraticcha and samuttirna. The rule is that the Janaka Karma is able to bear its fruits during pravarttana according as it is supported or opposed by other Karma. The pratisandhi vijnāna is always the vipaka of atita Karma. There are in all nineteen kinds of this vijnāna. Out of these, according to circumstances only one vijnāna does the function of pratisandhi (Kṛta).

2. Vide Chapter III of Abhidharmartha Sarngaha on Kṛtyasaṅgraha.
The pratisandhi vijñāna is always the vipāka of atīta Karma. There are in all ninety kinds of this vijñāna. Out of these, according to circumstances, only one vijñāna does the function of pratisandhi Kṛtya at the time of pratisandhi.1

If a man performs niṣkāmadāna Karma, this becomes the upaṣṭambhaka or paripaśyaka of his past dānakarma but it is the utpīḍaka of Lobha (greed). When the Dānasamāskāra becomes strong and destroys greed, the Dānakarma will be called Upaghātaka Karma of greed (Lobha). If a man causes pain to a creature then it is the Upaṣṭambhaka of his deśacitta. It is this utpīḍaka of Karuṇā, if he slays the creature.

In the Viśuddhimārga2, Karma is described as of four kinds —

(a) Drṣṭadharma vedaniya Karma
(b) Upapādyavedaniya Karma
(c) Aparāparyavedaniya Karma
(d) Ahosi Karma

(a) The drṣṭadharma vedaniya is cetanā, Kuṣala or Akuṣala in all the four cittas in the viṇīthi of the Javana. This Karma produces its vipāka during ātmabhava or life time, otherwise if there is Karma but no vipāka i.e. no vipāka takes place. This is Ahosikarma.

(b) Upapādyamāna karma is the seventh Javana Cetanā which produces the effect. It produces its vipāka in the immediately succeeding ātmabhava or life. If it cannot do so it becomes Ahosikarma (अहोसिकर्म). Between the two of the five Javanas, cetanā, aparāparya, it will produce vipāka in the future when the opportunity will arise. Ahosikarma does not take place when Sarṣāra prakṛti takes place.

1. Vide Chapter III of Abhidhammārtha Saṅgraha or Kṛtya Saṅgraha.
2. Viśuddhi Mārga chapter XIX.
EXALTATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS

It is well known that the consciousness of the plane of desire (Kāmadhātu) is impure as well as restless. The world of desire consists of beings who are from the ordinary point of view below human creation either hells or the sphere of demons and ghosts or the sphere of animals higher and lower. All these belong to subhuman creation and the consciousness of living beings in these spheres is either ruffled or in any way higher form-concentrated and pure. It is worth noting that even the superhuman beings of the world of desire including the devas of different heavens are not gifted with pure concentrated consciousness which is required for a life of meditation. Human beings in this world of desire are naturally incapable of concentrating their attention and attaining to meditation but the philosophy of Karma as taught by Buddhism teaches that this consciousness of the lower sphere of desire may be sublimated in such a way that it may rise up higher and higher into the consciousness of the higher world of meditation namely Rūpadhātu. It is pointed out in Abhidharmārtha Saṅgraha\(^1\) that the necessary condition needed to purify the lower consciousness and elevate to an ecstatic level is a preliminary moral training in the cultivation of Pañcaśīla, practice of living in solitude and some yogic exercise. The yogic exercise on which the saints lay special emphasis is described with its results in the following pages.

The first necessity in this culture is that of selecting an object which is to serve as a support for the practice of meditation technically known as krtsna. When this support has been selected, the seeker is required to fix his attention on it through the gazing process. He has to gaze upon the object and try to see all the details constituting the object mentally. This process has to be practised part by part from the lower section of the object to the upper and from the upper to the lower. This object or support of the eye is technically known as parigrahanimitta. The nimitta is nothing but the supported self. It is called parigraha in the

---

earlier stage of the practice, when the seeker is unable to visualize the entire picture at a glance. He requires repeated practices to success. In course of time and practice the person attends to such perfection that at that time he is in a position to see mentally the entire nimitta from one end to the other. This nimitta is technically known as Udgraha nimitta. It indicates comparative progress in the practice of meditation. In this stage the external support becomes unnecessary for the practice of the seeker in as much as without the external support, mind is able to see within itself the object in question.

In due course of time a bright shining light seems to come out of the nimitta. As soon as this happens, a real transition in the inner life of the seeker has taken place. In this stage, the nimitta is known as pratibhāga nimitta. Meditation in its earlier stage is related to the first two nimittas and is technically known as Parikarma Meditation. The third nimitta is as it were shining light which is stable. In this stage, the meditation is known as upacāra meditation. It should be remembered that the appearance of the shining light marks a state of change in the mental consciousness, a change which initiates a new life as it were in the seeker. The fact is that in the normal consciousness of the world of desire there are five radical defects which remain constant. These defects begin to lose their strength on the dawning of the light and it is with this that the meditation of the world of desire called upacāra meditation begins. In this meditation there are certain stages but before we refer to these stages we should try to find out the nature of each of these defects and the way in which it disappears after the dawn of the light. The first defect inherent in the mind is its innate dullness of innateness which does not allow it to take hold of the object of meditation. The origin of the quality called vitarka marks an end of this defect. The defect is known as styānamidha.1 The quality of vitarka is characterised by repetition of the thinking process which means a constant activity of vitarka.

1. Abhidhammattha Sāṅgaha, II.
The second defect is named vicikitsā which means a sense of doubtfulness in regard to the nature of the object of meditation. To remove this defect, there arises in the mind what is generally known as vicāra which seeks to ascertain the nature of the Ālambana. This thought helps the mind to be free from being swayed by the doubt. In this way the mind becomes free from doubt and incertitude. Then arises the quality called prīti which removes the defect called vyāpāda meaning anxiety and suspense. The strength of prīti removes this anxiety from the mind.

The next stage is represented by Sukha as a sense of ease. When this arises, mental and physical sorrows come to an end. The result of this is the origin of the sense of quiet and tranquility in the mind which removes the defect known in Pāli literature as Audhatta Kaukṛta.

The next quality which appears after Prīti is called Ekāgratā or concentration. This removes the habitual restlessness that characterises the mind.

When all this happens, the mind of the world of desires becomes lost in Upacāra Samādhi which is the highest perfection attainable by this mind.

We have spoken now the five higher qualities as gradually evolving aspects of the meditative mind but we must remember that transition into the higher plane of Rūpadhyāna has not yet taken place. We have spoken of concentration or Ekāgratā. When this becomes perfect, the Dhyāna also is said to be perfect. It may be stated in this connection that there are certain moments in the gradual evolution of the dhyāna in the world of desire. These graded stages are really so many successive moments in the transformation of consciousness. The first stage of the Upacāra meditation is called parikarma. This stage is really speaking nothing but a precipitate fall of the mind with the velocity of lightning as it were into its ālambana or object. This is a very important step in the onward movement of the medita-
tion process. This precipitate action of the mind is called Javana which marks the active state of the mind. Thus the first Javana is Parikarma. The next Javana which follows it is called Upacāra. The third Javana which comes after upacāra is known as Anuloma. It is a state, a momentary state undoubtedly in which the mind becomes absolutely clean so as to be easily converted into a state of meditation. The fourth Javana is technically called gotrabhūḥ. This marks the farthest limit of the Upacāra meditation belonging to the world of desire. This is a very important stage as it marks the limit of the lower consciousness and the beginning of the higher consciousness. The last or fifth Javana which follows gotrabhūḥ is called Arpanā but it must be borne in mind that at this time the transition has already taken place and Arpanā marks a new state of consciousness namely the consciousness of the world of forms—duḥkha.

It is clear from what has been said above that the five aspects of dhyāna in the lowest stage have their distinct functions. Vitarka as we have seen enables the citta to touch the object of meditation. Vicāra help to keep it plunged into it. priti enables it to bloomforth. Sukha builds it up and Ekāgratā confines it to Ālambana. The practice of dhyāna in this way is in a position to strengthen the citta in such a way that the five original defects may no longer assert themselves, ultimately the defects are burnt up as it were. It is now known as dhyāna proper.¹

In the second aspect, the mind is free from vitarka and no effort is needed to conduct the mind in its relation to the Ālambana. Vitarka is no longer needed. Only vicāra is essential but in the third stage both vitarka and vicāra have disappeared. Concentration becomes gradually more easy.

In the third stage vitarka, vicāra and priti have disappeared. What is left behind is sense of ease, Sukha and Ekāgratā. But in the fifth stage even Sukha disappears and is replaced by

¹ Abhidhammatha Samgaha, www.holybooks.com
Upekṣā. Hence in the last or fifth stage of meditation it is characterized by upekṣā and ekāgratā.¹

It will appear from what has been said above that in the transformation of the mind, Ālambana does not play any important part. The differences in the evolution noted above are due to the gradual elimination of the features of the meditation.

It is clear that in Upacāra meditation vitarka arises only after the defect called styaṇamidhā has disappeared and so with all the rest. When all the five defects have disappeared, concentration or ekāgratā takes its origin but when the mind and its functions surrender themselves totally in the pratiḥāgaṇimitta, it is technically known as Arpaṇā which is a state of perfect samādhi. In this condition the citta does not sleep, it remains perfectly awake but the external senses become inactive which means that even when there is sense object contact there is no manaskāra or attention i.e. the mind does not function and there is no possibility of sparśa. This sort of concentration makes the mind extremely powerful and competent to know the intrinsic nature of the world. This nature is that the world is momentary, full of sorrows and devoid of an inner ego. This brings about illumination or prajñā and prajñā helps to remove the inherent desire or tṛṣṇā which characterises every worldly man.

From what has been said above it would appear that the exaltation of the lower consciousness to the higher one is to make it sufficiently strong for the reception of prajñā or higher light.

Rūpadhyāna although superior in every respect to the consciousness of the world of desire is really of no value except as a means to make it receptive of prajñā.

The higher meditation namely Rūpadhyāna enables the mind to become more and more concentrated and sharp so that the extreme truth may become possible. That is its main object. The secondary object of the higher dhyāna is to take birth in

¹ Abhidhammaṭṭha Saṅgaha, VIII
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the higher world of the devas. The real object is the realization of nirvāṇa.

The Buddhist philosophers speak highly of Śamatha or samādhi and Rūpadhyāna is certainly a form of Śamatha but the real object of this higher meditation is to purify absolutely the mind, so that one may be able to realize that whatever comes in this world is in a state of flux, is full of sorrows and has no status of Ātmabhava to rest upon. When this realization takes place it becomes simple to withdraw the mind from the world and focus it on the nirvāṇa which is peace eternal. It must be remembered that even this peace should not be object of desire for in that case that desire will gradually mature and compel him to take birth in the rūpadhātu.

TIME OF FRUITION ON DIFFERENT PLANES

The Buddhist thinkers point out that it is not necessary that a Karma done in a certain state of consciousness should fructify in the same state of consciousness. In the world of desire, a Karma whether good or evil fructifies in its own good time. It may be sooner or it may be much later but in the world of Rūpas such is not necessarily the case. It must be remembered that a Kuśala Karma is associated with the world of desire alone for there is no akuśala Karma in the higher plane rūpa or arūpa but the Kuśala Karma exists in the world of desire or in the higher world of the form or formless but the peculiarity of this Kuśala Karma on the higher plane is that it is internally strong and due to its inner strength it matures and bears fruit in the same birth. In other words there is no interval or gap in the life in which it bears fruit. For this reason this Kuśala Karma is called Anantarika i.e. a Karma which has not interval between its origin and fruition. This Kuśala Karma of the Rūpadhātu leads to birth in the world of the devas. As a result of the maturity in the fifth meditation there is birth in the world of devas called Brhatphala, asaṅgasattā and five śuddhābhāsa devas.
KARMA IN THE WORLD OF THE FORMLESS

Even in the world of the formless there is the existence of Karma but as has been already noted it is only Kusala or good Karma, for beyond the Kāmadhātu, there is no scope for Akuśala Karma at all. It is important to note that transition from Rūpadhātu to Arūpadhātu is possible only in the highest state of perfection of the Rūpadhātu. The fit meditation of the Rūpadhātu is associated with only two properties namely upekṣā (indifference) and ekāgratā (concentration). It is only a Yogi who has attained to the high level connected with the fifth rūpa i.e. form of meditation and successfully try to rise above the world of forms into the world of the formless. On completion of the fifth meditation of the Rūpadhātu, a yogi begins to feel that the physical troubles are due to the existence of the physical body. At such a moment he becomes indifferent to the plane of rūpadhātu. At this moment his mind begins to soar into the heights of the formless. It is infinitely wide. In this stage the pratibhāga-nimitta (प्रतिभागनिमित्त) referred to above is transcended by him and he becomes inattentive to the contact of the senses with their objects. He meditates only on the infinite sky or śunya (Ākāśāyatana). For success in this meditation it is essential to meditate on the karaṇa aspect of the Rūpadhātu. This meditation helps to liberate the mind from the knot of ego. In order to remove the suffering of others in the mind which is merged in the meditation of the formless, there is no room for ego. In this meditation the eternal void which is formless takes hold of the mind. It must be remembered that the citta or the mind is Kusala. After this but before the second meditation on the infinity of the consciousness, it is necessary to strengthen the mind through the muditā meditation. In this state of meditation the mind rests on the infinity of consciousness or vijñāna but after this, even this vijñāna disappears from the consciousness in which nothing is left behind neither void nor consciousness. This is called Akiñcajyā Ayatana. It is a state of calm and tranquility. After

1. Abhidhammaṭha Saṅgaha, V
2. Abhidhammaṭha Saṅgaha, IX.
this the object of the consciousness of the citta rises higher up which is incapable of being described as Samjñā or Asamjñā. (संज्ञा, असंज्ञा)

It should be pointed out that in the Rūpadhāyana it is not necessary for the evolution of meditative consciousness to change its object, for the same object in view, the meditation rises up from the lower to the higher level but in Arūpadhyāna the object of meditation has to be changed in each level. The difference of one Rūpadhyāna from another lies in the gradual elimination of the different features but in the case of the meditation of the formless this is not possible. In each case of the different state, the consciousness remains the same as the fifth meditation noted above characterized by two features of indifference Upekṣā-(indifference) and concentration (Ekā-gratā). The formless meditation is basically of four kinds according to the subject but it is also divisible from the standpoint of Kuśala, Vipāka and Kriyā.

In the meditation of the formless, one object is to be first taken up and then given up. In this way all the four objects are to be utilized.

The authorities of Abnidharma philosophy point out that the consciousness of an Arhata who is engaged in rūpadhyāna or in arūpadhyāna is technically known as Kriyācitta because it cannot be a vipākacitta even of the Kuśala type but it looks like a Kuśala citta. In the same way in the case of arūpadhyāna of the Arhatas, the citta is a Kriyācitta and not vipākacitta.
CHAPTER VIII
THE JAINA CONCEPT OF KARMAN

According to the Jaina philosophy, Karma is regarded as a reality. It is the finest matter imaginable which a being attracts to itself due to certain impellent forces inherent in itself. This attraction is followed by assimilation and a change is brought about in the individuality of the living being. Karma is thus a kind of pent-up force or a compressed spring which will manifest itself sometime or other as a release into kinetic energy and produce some kind of experience. Karma is regarded as a foreign matter always obscuring some quality of the soul. The sooner it is worked out the better for the individual.

Considered, apart from an individual, Karma is nothing, for it is only in him that it finds the fullest expression, contributing to the mode, behaviour and activity of the individual. A man really generates karma when impelled by some inherent forces which give rise to some motive for his action. Unless there is some motive, there cannot be any karma. Hence, it is only under certain circumstances closely linked with motive that his action, word or thought may constitute karma.

The soul has an inherent capacity for emancipation but the soul passes through an infinite number of states while reaching from the lowest to the highest stage of spiritual development. These states have been classified into fourteen stages of spiritual development called gunasthanas. Mithyatva drsti gunasthana is the lowest stage of the state of perversity of attitude towards truth. At this stage the soul has the minimum possible degree of right vision. Savdana Samyagdrsti is the second stage of spiritual development (gunasthana). The soul halts at this second stage falling down from some higher stage of spiritual development. For example if at the end of the period of the dawn of the first enlightenment, there is the rise of the life long passions, the soul falls down from that enlightenment to this
stage of sāvsādana—Samyagdrṣṭi. The souls falling down to
this stage necessarily fall back to the first stage. Samyagmithya-
drṣṭi (right-cum-wrong attitude) is the third stage of development.
If after the end of the period of the dawn of the first enlighten-
ment there is the rise of the semi-pure heap of the vision-deluding
karman, the soul sinks down to this stage for an Antarmuhūrtta
and afterwards either falls back to the first stage or rises up to a
higher state of right vision. Avirata Samyagdrṣṭi i.e. right
vision without abstinence is called the fourth stage of spiritual
development. The right vision at this stage may be the vision
due to the absolute subsidence of the vision-deluding Karman
(Aupāsaṃika). For spiritual development, the soul must develop
the strength of all these three-vision, knowledge and self-control.
It has the requisite vision, knowledge and wisdom. It has the
right will but the energy for self-control is wanting. The soul
can rise to the next stages only if it can fulfil this want.

Deśaviratasamyagdrṣṭi is the fifth stage of right vision with
capacity for partial abstinence. There is only a partial expression
of the energy for self-control. The soul overcomes this weakness
in the next stage, but even there the energy of the soul is not
fully expressed. This is the stage of self-control with spiritual
inertia (Pramatta Sāmyayta). The spiritual inertia is overcome
in the next, the seventh stage of self-control with freedom from
spiritual inertia (Apramatta Sāmyayta).

The eighth stage is called Apūrvakaraṇa. At this stage the
soul attains special purification and is capable of reducing the
duration and intensity of the previously bound karmas and
binds new Karmas of reduced duration and intensity. This
stage is so called because the soul performs these processes with
a vigour and rapidity unprecedented (Apūrva) in its history.
The ninth stage of development is Anivṛttibādarasamparāya.
There is still the possibility of the attack of even the gross
passions (bādara-samparāya) and hence the name of the stage.
The tenth stage is called suksmasamparāya because in it only
the subtle (suksma) greed of the fourth type can disturb the soul
now and then. At this stage the soul is free from the influence of all the passions except very subtle greed. This subtle greed, can be interpreted as the subconscious attachment to the body even in the souls which have achieved great spiritual advancement. The soul which has climbed up the ladder of subsidence goes up to the eleventh stage of suppressed passions (Upaśānta Kaśāya). The subtle greed that was active in the previous stage is also suppressed in this stage and the soul is free from the rise of all types of passions. The full designation of this stage is Upaśāntakaśāya vitarāgacaumastha. The twelfth stage is Kṣīṇakaśāya.

**JAINISM AND KARMA**

The problem of Karma in Jainism, as in every other philosophical system of India is closely connected with the question of the bondage of the soul. The Jaina thinkers conceive bondage as the state of mundane soul which under the impulse of passions (Kaśāya) attracts to itself pudgalas or atoms of matter consistent with its karma. The cause of bondage is held to be five in number namely Mithyādarśana, Avirati, Pramāda, Kaśāya and yoga. Mithyādarśana may be primary i.e. natural (Saṁsiddhi) or secondary being derived from an outside source. The mithyā-jñāna in so far as it is due to an external source is fourfold as related to the four viewpoints namely Kriyāvāda, akrīyāvāda, ājñāna and vinaya and is held to be of 366 kinds in all. Avirati is of twelve kinds. It is non-rejection of violence (hīṃsā) in respect of six bodily forms (five sthāvaras and one trāsa). It also includes lack of control on mind senses. Pramāda is absence of interest and activities in respect of five samitis, five guptis, eight siddhis etc. It is of fifteen kinds. Kaśāya is of twenty five kinds. Yoga is of fifteen kinds—Manoyoga-6, Vākyoga-4 and Kāyayoga-7.

In the first place all the five causes from mithyā drśti to Yoga produce bondage. In these stages called Sāsvādana Samyag drśti (सास्वादन सम्यक्ट्र्दशी) samyag mithyā drśti and Asamyak

1. Gomāṭṭasara, Jivakanda, 8-69.
2. Tattvārtha Sūtra, VIII. I.
The causes of bondage are said to be Avirati, pramāda, Kaśāya and yoga only leaving out mithyā darsana. In the saṁyata saṁyata the causes of bondage are विरितिक्ष, अतिरिक्त, प्रगाम, कपाल and योग. In the prayata saṁyata the causes of bondage are only three namely Pramāda, Kaśāya and Yoga. In Apramatta Apūrvakaṇa Bādara-sampradāya and Sūkṣma sampradāya the causes of bondage are kaśāya and yoga only. In Kṣīna Kaśāya and Sayogakevali, bondage is due to yoga only. In Ayoga Kevali Kaśāya there is no bondage at all. In bondage, karma and pudgala are linked together. Karma is not a quality of the soul as it is the cause of the mundane life. Due to mithyādarsana etc. the subtle atoms of pudgala or matter are mixed with the points (Praveśa) of the soul, as in the case of mixture of water and milk. It should be remembered that mere samyoga does not constitute bondage in any way. What is meant to be conveyed is in the manner of varieties of Rasa, Bija, Puṣpa, phala (Liquid, seed, fruit and flowers) being placed within a pot and converted into wine. The particles of matter within the soul are changed into the form of karma under the influence of yoga and Kaśāya.1

Bondage is viewed in four forms—Prakṛti, sthiti, anubhava and pradesa. Prakṛtibandha means natural bondage i.e. it implies that the prakṛti or nature of karma is to obscure (Āvana Daśana, Jñāna etc.)

There are eight kinds of natural bondage which are discussed in texts. It may be pointed out that the karma particles when they are turned into Bandha become many and tend to obscure Jñāna, daśana, pleasure, pain etc. deludes and becomes the cause of Āyu name, gotra and antarāya. Karma as such is one but it is called either Puṇya (merit) or Pāpa (sin) according to the nature of its results.2

1. Tatvārthā Vṛtti VIII. 2
2. It may be noted that jīvas according to Jains are ultimately of two kinds either Bhavya or Abhavya (भव्य या अभव्य) Umadātā ('VIII. 6) seems to hint that kalāvaraṇa is possible in both kinds of jīvas though it may be objected that as the ablavya jīvas have no power of manahparyaya jīva and kevala jīna. This statement is loose. The right view seems to be that a soul is called bhavya or abhavya not because it has or has
JAINA VIEW OF YOGA AND ITS BEARING ON KARMA

The activity of body, mind and speech is called yoga or Āsrama and is the cause of the influx of karma. The threefold activity enables karma to come into the soul but every yoga may not be of the nature of Āsrama or if it does not attract karma it may be Anāsrama. A wet cloth draws dust from all sides. A red-hot iron ball draws water from all sides. In the same way, the soul which is heated by Kaśāya due to its yoga receives karma by means of all points. It has been pointed out that in the thirteenth stage of guṇasthāna, yoga takes place by three kinds of vargaṇā or effort because the viryāntarāya is then exhausted. Sāmantabhadra in his Brhatsvāyambhūstotra says—'O' Lord! The activities of thy Body, Mind and Speech are not by Will, nor even without deliberation. Thy activities are unthinkable.¹ This shows that the activities of the body, mind and speech of Lord (Bhagavān) have no will or Īcchā behind them and no judgment. His activities are unthinkable. In this connection what Schubring says of Jaina view of Karma may be of some interest.²

ĀCĀRYA KUNDAKUNDA'S VIEW ON KARMA³

Ācārya Kundakunda is an ancient authority in Jaina culture. His work on Samayasāra is a standard work on Jaina philosophy on Ātmā, its bondage and liberation. Kundakunda in his work has thrown a flood of light on the Jaina conception of karma. He has shown in chapters one and two that Jīva or soul and Ajīva or non-soul are the most important categories to be carefully studied. It is observed that though there is a distinction between good and evil karma, the real fact is that the distinction is meaningless from the supreme point of view in as much as karma itself is a source of bondage and has to be avoided. The

¹. Brhatsvāyambhūstotra of Samantabhadra, 74.
³. Samayasāra by Ācārya Kundakunda.
highest reality is said to be Paramātmā or pure self which is perfect in nature. This is Paramārtha or Supreme Reality. Unless and until one has a direct knowledge of Paramātmā all austerities and vows are meaningless. Faith, knowledge and conduct should be true but if they are not true and are influenced by Karma, sufferings of mundane life are inevitable. Kundakunda says that the Ātma undergoes various modifications by means of Karma. In chapter V,¹ he speaks of Āsrava as the inflow of karma in Jīva. It is further pointed out that mithyātva or wrong belief, avirati or non-discipline, kaśāya or passion and yoga or psychophysical complexes are means of two kinds of Karma—Dravya Karma and Bhāva Karma, namely material and psychological karmas. The Bhāvakarma or the wrong impressions is inseparable from the Ātma and abides in it. The Bhāva Karma produces in its turn the material karma. In this connection Kundakunda speaks of two kinds of Āsrava namely material and psychical. Dravyāsrava or material āsrava means the inflow of material particles into the soul and give rises to Bhāvakarma but in the case of a person who has right vision or Samadrśti, there is no inflow of Dravyakarma into the Ātma and there being no dravyakarma, Bhāvakarma does not arise. Thus no bondage is possible. It is only when the Bhāvakarmas develop in the Ātma that the Ātma is said to be in bondage. To the person who is gifted with direct knowledge there is neither Bhāvāsrava nor Dravyāsrava for the reasons stated above.

This shows that it is not possible for new karmas to get root in to the soul of the jñānī but it is also true that all karmas of past lives do persist in the Kārmān-body of the person. It is to eradicate these basic Karmic germs that the Jaina authorities prescribe a regular practice of the three jewels (Ratnatraya) in the form of faith, knowledge and conduct. It is only when the worship of the three jewels is not very strong that different karmas bind the soul. To a right believer karmic inflow is practically

¹ Samayasara by Ācārya Kundakunda, Chapter V,
absent. In chapter VI, 1 Kundakunda speaks of Samvara which means the blocking of inflow of karma. It should be remembered that the presence of evil karma does not affect the status of a Jñānī. When the true nature of the self is apprehended, the practice of samvara may be said to be successful. The Bhāvakarmas which bind the human soul are ultimately due to mithyātattva or wrong belief etc. These causes lead to Karma including Jñānavaranīya, Darśanavaranīya etc. When the psychic inflow is blocked up, no material particles or the structure of the body from the outside world are available. In this way body formation and body development process come to a stop and the entire mundane life comes to an end. It is well-known that so long as body consciousness remains, karma is inevitable. This is known as Bhavāsrava as already shown of which the result is Dravyāsrava. Dravyāsrava helps to foster the growth of the body. As a result of right vision etc., enjoyment of the worldly objects causes what is technically known as Nirjara in which karma is said to be shedding, due to right knowledge even bhoga whether enjoyment or suffering does not become a source of bondage. This shedding of karma is both material and psychical. It is said that a man of true knowledge2 is not adversely affected by the action of pudgala karma, is not bound down or directly influenced by karma. It may be remembered that this view of the Jainas is exactly the view of the ancient post-vedic ideas. It is illustrated in the so called ocean-churning described in the Mahābhārata in which the deadly poison was swallowed by Śaṅkara and yet instead of following a prey to death, he conquered it and became Mṛtyuṇjaya. Even the devas were unable to swallow the deadly poison which Śaṅkara with His Infinite power assimilated into Himself.

1. Ibid., Chapter VI.
2. Samayasāra, Chapter VII. 195.
There are altogether nine categories namely Jīva (the soul), Ajīva (the non-soul), Puṇya (virtue), Pūpa (Vice), Āsrava (the inflow of Karmas), Saṃsvara (stoppage of Karma), Nirjara (Shedding of Karma), Bandha (Bondage) and Mokṣa (Emancipation). The fundamental categories are Jīva and Ajīva. The rest are due to interaction of these two.

Bondage of the human soul is due to the intermingling with the Karmic matter drawn by it under the influence of Mithyādarśana, Avirati, Pramāda, Kaśāya and yoga. This is implied in the Tattvārthasūtra.¹

Here the word Kaśāya used stands for all the five causes of bondage. Mithyādarśana is twofold. One is naisargika. This is want of faith in the truth (Tattvasraddhanam) due to the preponderance of Mithyākarma i.e. false action. It does not depend upon any instruction from others. This is naisargika (natural). The other kind of mithyā jñāna originates from instruction from other people. The term Avirati means non-restraint (Asamyamanam) of six senses. Pramāda means absence of enthusiasm in regard to five samitis and three guptis. The word Kaśāya means passions like anger etc. This includes self-conceit, cheating, greed etc.

Now these causes upto Kaśāya are described as the causes of bondage (Bandha) called sthitānubandha. The other cause named yoga is the source of another kind of bandha called Prakṛtipradesābandha.²

Bandha is fourfold-prakṛtibandha, sthitibandha, anubhavābandha, pradesābandha. Just as lemon, sugar etc. are naturally bitter and sweet, in the same way, the āvaraṇīya karma conceals Jñāna and darśana just like the action of a cloud in concealing the rays of the sun or just like a jar concealing the light of the burning lamp within. The causality of sadāsadavedāntya in

1. Tattvārtha Sūtra, VIII. 2.
2. Tattvārtha, VIII. 3. www.holybooks.com
relation to the origin of pleasure and pain is like the licking of honey on the edge of the razor. The causality of mohaniya karma in relation to obscuration of Śraddhā in Tattvārtha is analogous to the society of a wicked person. The mohaniya karma and its causality in non-restraint in relation to character or conduct is like intoxication due to the action of wine.

The causality of Āyuṣa (the term of life) in causing bondage to the body is like water. The causality of Gotra in causing the sense of high and low is like a potter. Donation etc. being the cause of obstacles is the nature of Antarāya. It is like the Superintendent of the treasury. This prakṛtibandha is of eight kinds depending on the origin and nature of Dravya Karma. It has been described by Umāsvāti¹ in the fourth sūtra of chapter VIII. Its varieties are mentioned in Sūtra V.² This is a very elaborate discussion of Vidyānanda and others have dealt with it at length.

Prakṛtibandha has been done. The intermingling of the Karmic material particles in the spaces of the Ātmā is known as Pradeśabandha. We have spoken of yoga above. This is also called Āsrava or influx. Saṁvara is a technical term which means restraint, an account of which the Karmic matter is unable to enter the Ātmā. This saṁvara comes under gupti, samiti etc. Out of these gupti means Ātmagopana. On account of there being no cause of saṁcāra, it is threefold based on body, speech and mind. The Samiti on the other hand means giving up of violence to sentient creatures. This is of five kinds which has been described by Hemacandra Jaina in detail. It is for this reason that Saṁvara is so called as it checks the inflow of the stream. The ancient teacher says that Āsrava is the cause of saṁsāra ( Bhava ) and saṁvara is the cause of mokṣa i.e. emancipation.

From the above it seems that Āsrava and Saṁvara represent two functions in relation to karma but it must be remembered

1. Tattvārtha Sūtra, VIII. 4,
2. Ibid., VIII. 5.
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that mere saṁvara is not enough, for it means only restraint and not destruction. What is actually needed is that karma should not be merely restrained but it should be gradually worn out by means of penance etc. This is called Nirjara. The action of Nirjara wears out the long-standing Kāsāyās, merit and happiness and sorrow. It is by means of Tapas i.e. penance. Nirjara is of two kinds. One is Yathā-Kāla and the other is Aupakramika. The first kind of nirjara means that the karma which has to bear fruit at a time does bear fruit at that time. The other kind of Nirjara is due to the maturity of Kāma etc. Now this is the description of the yathākāla nirjara. The second variety is known as Aupakramika nirjara: The second kind of nirjara is caused by the effect of penances. The first one is due to the maturity of Kāma etc. It is also said that sakāma nirjara and akāma nirjara are mutually distinct from each other. The former is meant for the yogīs, the latter is meant for the ordinary people. It is pointed out that there are two immediate causes which lead to mokṣa namely saṁvara and nirjara. Saṁvara stands in the way of the Karmic matter (Karmapudgala) entering into the Jīvātma. As a result of this there is no possibility of Kīla Karma containing the soul. Nirjara helps to exhaust the accumulated karmas. In other words the function of one is negative and that of the other is positive. It may be pointed out in this connection that this reminds one of the function of Abhyāsa and vairāgya in relation to nirodha in the Pātañjala system. Even in that system the function of the two is exactly similar to the method of the Jainas so that vairāgya of the yogī corresponds to the saṁvara of the Arhat and abhyāsa of the yogī corresponds to the Nirjara of the Arhata.

When all the karmas are destroyed, the soul rises up to the end of Lokākāśa. The Jainas point out that it is only on account of the influence of karma that the soul is compelled to come down and remain embodied in the worldly plane, but when karma disappears there is no longer any attachment left in the soul which

---

1. Compare Tattvasūtra, xv.5, w.holybooks.com
might keep it down. It then necessarily rises up. The upward movement of the soul is analogous to the upward movement of the flame of the fire.

The Jainas point out that in the circular motion of the planets, there is an attention of going up and coming down but in regard to the soul which have reached Alokākāśa, there is no question of return.

The Jaina philosophers, as said above, describe fourteen spiritual stages named guṇaṇa on their way to absolute perfection. These stages determine the progressive perfection in spiritual attainment. These stages have to be appreciated carefully if perfection is to be realized. The Jaina philosophers point out that a mere activity of the mind, body or speech has in itself no moral significance and does not deserve to be called karma. It is pointed out that the activity which is influenced by or actuated by falsity (mithyātva), Avirati, Kaśāya and yoga is of the nature of karma. When these basic factors, namely mithyātva are not at the root of a particular action, the action does not deserve to be called karma in the technical sense. The peculiar activity which is dominated by mithyātva etc. attracts pudgala karma or material particles into the soul. This action becomes moral action resulting in birth in different forms of bodies and in different experiences. According to the Jainas, mokṣa or liberation from karma can be realized through three jewels (Ratna) recognized by them, namely, right knowledge, right vision and right conduct. These virtues or qualities represent the intrinsic or the essential qualities of Atmā. The cultivation of these virtues is needed for the ultimate good of the soul. The Jaina philosophers look upon parispanda also as karma and it is for this reason, the material particles attached to the soul are also placed under the category of karma. Hence karma is of two kinds—(1) Abstract (Amūrta), (2) Concrete (Mūrta).

In the culture of Triratna referred to above, meditation and Japa are helpful. Due to continued practice of meditation, desire, aversion, and error (Raga, Dveṣa and Moha) disappear.
In this connection the importance of mantra received from the Guru is also emphasised. Meditation is natural. It is not due to any effort. The real object of this meditation is the Ātmā but in the earlier stages other objects also are included in it. For instance, in the beginning, there is an insistence on meditation upon five parameśṭhis (Pañca Parameśṭhis) but subsequently when the meditation becomes mature and stable, Ātmā alone should be kept as its object. The Pañca Parameśṭhis are Arhata, Siddha, Ācārya, Upādhyāya and Śādhu. These represent five stages of spiritual perfection in which the lowest rank is that of Śādhu and the highest ladder is occupied by the Arhata. Excluding the Ātmā, the object of meditation in respect of the degree priority is the above-mentioned series of five Parameśṭhis from Siddha Puruṣa to Śādhu. Siddhapuruṣa according to Jaina philosophy is one who is altogether free from contact with the body produced from karma. He has direct vision and knowledge of the lokākāśa as well as the alokākāśa and is fixed eternally on the top of the mundane world rather on the top of the lokākāśa. It has the human form and is supposed to be almost the final form of the yogī. The state of an Arhata is lower. An arhata has an auspicious body which is perfectly pure and is free from four Ghātikarmas and is possessed of vision, felicity, knowledge, potency etc. As a matter of fact an arhata has really no body. He only appears to have one. This body is luminous but it is placed under the category of Audārika or physical. Though it is called physical and resembles the physical body of an ordinary man it is not similar to that body because it is non-material and free from seven elements.

The state of an Ācārya is lower than that of an Arhata. Ācāra, Darśana, Jñāna, Gārita, tapas and vīrya characterize the Ācārya. The state of an Upādhyāya is lower than that of an Ācārya. The function of an Upādhyāya is always discourses on

1. A mundane soul is said to be associated with five kinds of bodies namely vaikriya, Āharaka, Taijasa and Kārman besides Audārika.
liberation. He himself is furnished with Triratna (Three jewels). The position of the sādhu is lower than that. His function is to cultivate moral character capable of leading to emancipation (Mokṣa) and is well furnished with faith and knowledge.

All this is for the earlier stages. In the end, the Ātma alone is held to be the only object of meditation. At that time, the ten parigrahās and the fourteen inner obstacles which make the mind restless do not exist. In the highest meditation, the body does not function, nor the mind, nor even speech. Penance (Tapasyā) scriptural study (Śruta) and observance of vows (Vrata) are helpful to meditation.

It may be again emphasized that of the fourteen stages of spiritual life called Guṇāsthāna, the first one represents the condition of the average man. In this condition, the four psychological sources which dominate karman namely Mithyāṭva, Avirati, Kaśāya and Yoga referred to above continue to exist. This is in fact the basis on which the foundation of spiritual life is still built. Spiritual culture which pertains to the first stage helps the yogi to get rid of mithyāṭva altogether, so that in the subsequent stages mithyāṭva is no longer evident. This shows that the foundation of spiritual life is based upon a practical realisation of truthfulness in all its aspects. In the next four stages (from the 2nd to the fourth) mithyāṭva is absent altogether but Avirati, Kaśāya and Yoga survive. From the sixth spiritual stage upto the 10th, Avirati also disappears. In other words, both Mithyāṭva and Avirati are absent upto the tenth stage. Kaśāya and yoga do exist even in these stages so that there is no freedom from karma even in the higher stages. In the three spiritual stages, from the eleventh upto the thirteenth, Kaśāya also is absent so that of the four basic stimuli to action, the first three are altogether absent in this thirteenth stage but even this stage is not free from karma which is initiated not by mithyāṭva or Avirati or kaśāya but only by yoga. The last stage, namely the fourteenth stage is characterized by an absence of yoga also so that this plane of life may be described as a total freedom from karma which is another name for mokṣa and siddhi.
The thirteenth stage or guṇasthāna corresponds to the state of jivanmukti in other systems of thought. In this stage, the saint is free from the four ghātikarmas but the four aghātikarmas still continue to persist. The distinction between the ghāti and aghāti karmas has already been given above. The aghāti karmas do exist even in this stage but they do not stand in the way of Jīvanmukti i.e. liberation. This is the state of Tīrthaṅkara. It is from this elevated level of consciousness, the world teachers are able to teach the supreme truth to the world. In this thirteenth stage, all kinds of meditation disappear except the so called white meditation or sukla dhyāna. The continued practice of sukla dhyāna in the thirteenth stage tends to make the body invisible. At this moment Aghāti karmas also come to an end. This represents an immediate pre-condition of mokṣa or Siddhi.

The fourteenth stage represents the perfection of the human soul. When there is an upper movement which tends to lift up the Ātma continually till it reaches beyond lokākāśa that is space containing the entire creation. The Ātma rises above Karmaic matter and shines with joy in the Super Siddhāśilā. This state of Siddhi should not be considered analogous to the concept of nirvāṇa of the Buddhists or of Brāhman of the Vedāntins or to according Jainas, even in this condition, trace of individuality persists. In this condition the Ātma evolves within itself. Eight Supreme qualities which are essentially identical with the Ātma itself consist of Śraddhā, Jñāna, Darśana etc.

The bodies of the Siddhas are supersensuous, free from fatigue, mutually impenetrable and blissful. The siddhas have no bodies of their own which are due to karma. Their bodies are auspicious and glorious. In the Uttarādhyayana sūtra (Chapter XXXVI, 52-68), it is stated that the Siddhas are separated from lokākāśa and are established from the top of the lokākāśa. They leave behind them their laukika bodies.

1. Taittirīya Vṛtti IX. 24, 29.
2. Uttarādhyayana Sūtra XXXVI, 52-68.
here and become siddhas there. It is further stated that the Siddhas rise up beyond the vimāna namely savārtha and are settled in a place which looks like an umbrella. This place is known by the name of Īṣatprāgbhāra. Very interesting descriptions of this are found in ancient Āgamas.

Beyond this place is the farthest end of the mundane world. Even the Siddha deha is not the same as the ultimate body of the soul. The Ācāryas say that it represents two third of the ultimate body. Speaking from the viewpoint of an individual, Siddha state is with the beginning but without an end. Speaking from the collective viewpoint, it has neither beginning nor an end.

**VARIETIES OF KARMA**

Minute classification of Karma is very complex but in a general way same sort of classification may be attempted. Karmans are from a certain point of view, of two kinds:

1. Ghātin
2. Aghātin.

Jainas believe in the existence of five kinds of bodies of an individual living in the world. The grossest body known to us as our physical body which is perceptible by the sense and active is known as Audārika Deha. It corresponds to the sthūla deha of the other systems. Of all the five bodies belonging to the mundane soul this is the most dense. The other whole bodies are named-Vaikriya, Āhāraka, Taijasa, and Kārman. The relation of Taijasa and Kārman body is without any beginning in time.

According to some authorities, the Kārman body alone is without any beginning in time. The taijasa deha does not belong to any and every individual. It cannot appear except under the influence of Labāhi. It appears for the sake of imparting blessings and curse (Śapānugraha). The Taijasa body which appears for administering curse (Śa) is intensely hot and heat particles constantly emanate from it. In the same way the Taijasa Deha which is meant for showering blessings is very cool in nature out of which cool radiation comes out. The Audārika Śāreera is built up out of the material particles— and is material in nature. The Vaikriya Śāreera is of a different kind. It may multiply into many forms and rejoin its original unity. It may become visible and sometimes invisible. It moves on earth and yet it flies through space. The Taijasa śāreera is of the light and heat. The Kārman śātra is an effect of Karma, is receptive of Karma and is purely of the nature of Karma. The Āhārika śātra is one by which the distant objects (in time and space) and objects which are conceived and hidden may be made visible.
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The word Ghātin implies injury and the word Aghātin absence of injury. Ghāti Karmas are of four kinds. Of these four kinds three retard the unfoldment of the threefold psychical possibilities of the soul and are named Darśanāvarāṇīya, Jñānāvarāṇīya and Mohāniya. The Mohāniya Karma disturbs the psychical equanimity resulting in the delusion of the mind, want of right intuition and knowledge. The fourth class of Ghāti Karma is called Antarāya. This is injurious to the progress of the Ātma in the direction of its unfolding of its infinite possibilities.

The Aghātin Karmans are also of four kinds—These may be named and described as below —

A. Āyu or that which determines the term of man's physical existence.
B. Name that which determines the colour and of the physical organism of the soul
C. Gotra—That which determines the birth of a particular soul in a certain family and in certain relations.
D. Vedāniya—That which produces in the soul sensation of pleasure and pain.

There is a further subdivision of each of these classes —

The Darśanāvarāṇīya Karma is further divided into nine kinds namely—Cakṣu, Acačṣu Avadhīya, Kevala, Nidrā-vedāniya, Nidrānirdrāvedāniya, Pracalavedāniya, Pracalāpracalāvedāniya and styānārdhivedāniya. We need not go into details of these varieties.

Jñānāvarāṇīya karma also has its own sub-varieties. Jñāna is of five kinds. These varieties also are five in number namely Mati, Śrūta, Avadhī, Manaḥparyāya and Kevala.

The Mohāniya karma also has its own varieties. These are of twenty eight kinds but they fall under one of the two categories according as they effect the vision (darśana) or conduct (cārita). In this way darśanamohāniya and cāritramohāniya are two classes of mohāniya karma.
Under Darśanamohaniya we have Mithyātvamohaniya, Miśramohaniya and Saumyatva mohaniya. The ċaritrya mohanīya karma as mainly divided into Kaśāya and Akaśāya classes.

The word kaśāya means passion. Even here there are subdivisions. We need not discuss.

On the basis of the quality and the durability of kaśāya, kaśāyas are said to be sixteen in number. The Akaśāyas named above are said to be nine namely Hāsyā (Frivolity), Rāti (Love), Ārati (Hatred), Soka (Sorrow), Bhaya (Fear), Jugupsā (Likes and dislikes), Strī-veda, Puruṣa-veda and Nāpumsaka-veda.

The three vedas are the names of Karmans which awaken sex appetite in males or in females or in both. It is clear from the above that there are altogether a large number of ċaritra mohanīya karmas.

Antaśāya karma has also its subdivisions namely Dāna, Lābha, Bhoga, Upabhoga and Virya. In this way there are altogether forty seven varieties of Ghaṭī Karmas.

The Aghāti Karman include as stated before Āyukarma etc. Āyu karma is of four kinds according as the term of life refers to Devas or the inhabitants of hell or human beings or beasts and birds. Nāmakarma is another variety of Aghāti Karma. This karma determines names, forms and environment to a particular soul. It is of various complicated forms which need not be included here. Next Aghāti karma is called gotrakarmana which may be either Ucca or Nīca (high or low), according to the status of the family. The last kind of Aghāti karma is vedaniya karma which is truly speaking pleasure and pain (Sat and Asat).
Scholars have worked out the statistics of the Karma doctrine in various ways and have stated their views with regard to the varieties of Karma according to the Jainas thus —

1. Jñānāvaraṇīya — Five kinds.
2. Darśanāvaraṇīya — Nine kinds.
3. Mohanīya — Twenty eight kinds
4. Antarāya — Five
5. Āyu — Four
6. Nāma — One hundred and three
7. Gotra — Two
8. Vedanīya — Two

Altogether—158.

These one hundred and fifty eight kinds of organic energies functioning in human souls constitute bondage in its true sense.

**THE FOURTEEN GUṆASTHĀNAS**

Before we proceed to say anything in regard to the doctrine of guṇasthānas and its details, it is desirable to halt for a short while and study the preliminary conditions which had to be clearly understood before the account of the gradual development of the soul through successive stages of development or guṇasthānas becomes possible. The story of guṇasthāna is really the story of the spiritual development of the soul through certain stages but it must be remembered that the question of development does not arise before the soul becomes prepared for the journey as in the Tāntric conception the soul remains dormant spiritually until the Kuṇḍalini Śakti is roused into activity either under the pressure of sādhanā or discipline or through Divine Grace. The Jaina thinkers are of opinion that the normal state of the mundane soul is that of slumber before the spiritual journey is taken up in right earnest. It is necessary that the soul should be awakened from its long standing inaction and slumber. The first awakening has to be studied most carefully before a movement in the direction of purification becomes possible. The Jaina, like other Indian thinkers believe in
beginningless series of births and deaths of bodies in case of each individual soul. All this is due to basic ignorance latent in the soul. It is believed that in the course of its journey through different lives, the soul seems to be awakened to its goal indistinctly. It feels impelled internally to realize in life this indistinct vision. Now the great thinkers are of opinion that this impulse is the effect of the function of a particular energy entitled yathāpravṛttikarāṇa.¹ It ordinarily exists in the soul. As to when or how this impulse becomes effective and leads to practical results it is difficult to say but under certain circumstances it becomes irresistible. The impulse helps to snap however slowly the knot of the heart or Hṛdayagranthi. It is the beginning of a struggle of the ignoring power against the outgoing forces hitherto working in the soul. In case of sufficient strength in the impulse the knot is broken. In the course of this struggle the soul has to pass through a double process which in Jaina philosophy is known as Apūrvakarāṇa and Anivṛtakarāṇa.²

We have already referred to the first karaṇa named yathāpravṛtti which has to face in a realistic manner the course of passions working in the soul. The second and third karaṇas are very important in as much as through them the initial force of inaction is overpowered. Passions have existed in the soul from times immemorial but they cannot exist for ever. As soon as Yathāpravṛttikarāṇa begins to function there arises in the soul a tendency to destroy the passions. This tendency also is supposed to be inherent in the soul though it begins to manifest itself only at a certain time when the soul becomes conscious of it. This awakening of consciousness in the soul is an important force in the direction of the destruction of the passions. It is clear from what has been said above that the soul begins to purify itself when the yathāpravṛttikarāṇa has come into existence. This purification is nothing

¹ Viśeśāvāśya Bāṣya, Brhadvṛttī 1202, (अनादिदिनलात्र कर्मसंपथमुद्दौर्जन्यक्षमाविशेषः व्यथाप्रवत्तकार्यमित्यादि)² Viśeśāvaśya Bāṣya, Brhadvṛttī, 1202 कर्मसंपथमुद्दौर्जन्यक्षमाविशेषः व्यथाप्रवत्तकार्यमित्यादि भव्यानां
but gradual destruction of the Karmaic matter attached to the soul.

From what has been said above, it is clear that the soul has been awakened from its slumber. The result of this is that in course of time self consciousness springs up in the soul which now strives to get forward in the direction of its final perfection.

The second and the third causes (Kāraṇas) help substantially in the process of awakening. The Ācāryas say that Apūrvakāraṇa referred to above is a process which continues for only two thirds of an hour. At this time what happens to the soul is that the karman attached to the soul becomes reduced in intensity of duration. In the Apūrvakāraṇa the karmaic matter does not continue long and loses intensity.

The progressive development of the soul through the successive stages cannot take place unless it passes through all the spiritual impulses or kāraṇas. Gradually, the progress becomes perceptive. In course of time the duration of new karmas as well as their intensity becomes lessened. This is a very important psychological stage and has to be understood clearly. What happens is that the duration of karma is destroyed. Its intensity also is destroyed and there is the beginning of the construction of a complex series of karmaic atoms and there is a bondage of small duration, much smaller than what was known hitherto. In addition to these there happens in the soul what may be described as transference of karmaic matter known as guṇasaṅkrama.1 This is a very important process in the study of karma for in guṇasthāna karma it is possible to transfer evil karma or inauspicious karma to a different type. On account of this transfer, karmaic matter which is transferred begins to increase. All this takes place before Apūrvakāraṇa process comes to an end. When the process comes to an end the knot has been fully cut and will not reappear.

From what has been described above, it seems that knot or granthi when once cut, does not and cannot reappear. In this

---
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way the Apūrvakarāṇa process implies that the knot has been cut. After this the process of Anivṛttikarāṇa has to be taken up. Illumination now becomes imminent, though it appears only for a moment like a lightning flash. In other words the yathāpravṛttikarāṇa reveals the knot. The Apūrvakarāṇa removes it and the Anivartikarāṇa marks the advent of light. By this time karmaic matter in the form of Mithyātva mohanīya has disappeared altogether. After this there appears a new process called Anivṛttikarāṇa of which there are five stages. At this time there is a process of division of karmaic matter into two parts (अन्तकरण). One part represents the suppression of the Karmaic matter for a short while whereas the other part represents a stage in which there is no rise of karma at all. This is a period of interval in which the citta is free from karma. It is at this moment that spiritual vision or samyag dārsana takes place. This short-lived vision produces wonderful change in the soul and at this moment of vision the soul realizes its own nature. This is called Aupaśāmika samyaktva. It is so called because it arises after the deluding karma subsides for a short while.

This enlightenment though very short-lived leads to the final enlightenment which is eternal. Specialists in karmaic philosophy are of opinion that the twofold division of karmaic matter is very important. This implies that one portion of karmaic matter has subsided. The second part still remains. In this part the karmaic matter is grouped under three heads according to intensity. The first of these three parts is pure as it does not obscure that division. The second part is partially pure as it obscures the right vision only partially and the third part is impure for it obscures completely. This is followed by a process called guṇasaṃskrama by which the impure karma is converted into pure and semipure. It appears that when the period of enlightenment comes to an end there exists in the soul three separate groups of karma. It must be remembered that in the earlier stages the whole matter was homogeneous. It is said that the differences in the purity of soul depend on the process noted above. The final character of
the soul as pure, semipure and impure is determined in this stage.
It is evident that the soul hereafter tries to repeat the vision
which it had enjoyed for a short while.

The Jainas repeatedly point out that there are five conditions
of bondage namely Mithyātva i.e. wrong attitude, Avirati (non-
abstinence), Pramāda (spiritual inertia), Kaśāya or Passion and
threefold activities of the body, speech and mind i.e. yoga. The
Kaśāyas or Passions are four namely anger, pride, deceit and
greed. All these five conditions of bondage have to be removed.
Till now the soul has weakened mithyātva or wrong attitude.
Now it has to practise right willing and right conduct. It has
also to remove the spiritual inertia. In this process of purifica-
tion the most important place is given to the removal of kaśāya or
passions. Even in this the threefold process of kāraṇa namely
yathāpravṛtti etc. have to be practised. Now the suppression of
kaśāya may be affected by a graduated process or by a total
action. It may be pointed out that in the course of the spiritual
development, the threefold activities known as yoga continue till
almost the final stage of the development.

The entire process of ascent of the soul in the direction of
perfection is like the process of the climbing up a ladder when
making a special study of the gunasthāna. We shall see how the
obstacles are removed gradually in the course of the ascent. It
is a fact that for reaching perfection, the soul has to go through
numerous states. The lowest stage in this scheme of ascent is the
first stage characterised by the action of wrong attitude i.e.
mithyātva drṣṭi.1 In this stage which is really the normal stage
of an ordinary human soul, the soul has only a little enlighten-
ment in the midst of all enveloping darkness. This stage repre-
sents the lowest rung of the ladder. Even the souls which have
cut the knots and have had spiritual vision for a short while may
fall down to a stage which is described in this context as the first
rung of the ladder. The souls which have not cut the knots
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exist in a state of deeper gloom. This is all we should like to say in regard to this first guṇasthāna.

The second guṇasthāna is known as sāsvadana samyagdrśti. It is pointed out by great saints that the second stage is not reached by a soul by way of ascent from the first but it is reached for a short time on account of down fall from a higher stage. By way of illustration, it may be pointed out that if on the appearance of the first enlightenment life-long passions rise up, the soul naturally falls down from this enlightenment to the second stage. There are other occasions also when the soul falls to this stage. Once the soul falls into the second it falls further down to the first stage.

The third stage of spiritual development is described as a stage marked by Samyag drśti and Mithyādrśti both. If after the first enlightenment, semipure karma deluding the vision rises, the soul falls down for a short while into this stage. Subsequently, it may fall back to the first stage and rise up to a higher stage.

The fourth Guṇasthāna is called Aviratasamyagdrśti. In this stage there is right vision without abstinence. It is evident that in this stage the right vision has been acquired but spiritual strength is wanting. As a result of this anomaly, knowledge and will may persist and yet the soul may take to the wrong path. Self-control of spirit is absent, though the vision is steady. This right vision may be due to one or two causes. It may be due to the fact that vision-deluding karma has totally subsided. This is Upāsama or it may be due to the fact that this karma has altogether subsided. This is called Kṣaya. Right vision in this way may be due to two causes but it must be remembered that the spiritual development is not possible unless vision, knowledge and self-control, are equally strengthened. In this case what is wanted is self-control, though vision and knowledge are already there. Self-control is wanting in this stage inspite of the right will.
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But the fifth Guṇāsthāna represents a stage when the soul is capable of abstinence though partial. This is Deśaviratasamyag-ḍṛṣṭi. Even in this stage, the soul is higher up indeed but still it cannot completely abstain from immoral deeds due to relevant passions. Self-control is attained only partially in this stage.

In the sixth stage, there is a lift undoubtedly but even here the soul cannot express fully its energy for self-control. This stage is known as Pramattasamyaktva. Pramāda is present in this stage. In other words although self-control is present in this stage, the spiritual inertia persists.

In the seventh stage, it is characterized by self-control or lack of spiritual inertia or pramāda. This stage is called Apramatta samyaktva.

The eighth stage is called Apūrvakarāpa. In this state the soul is so purified that it can reduce the duration and intensity of karmans which existed in it from the past. In this stage, it is possible for the soul to undergo the process of Sthitīghata, Rasaghata etc. i.e. the duration and intensity of purity takes place. Guṇaśreṇi, Guṇasarikarma and Apūrvavasthiti bandha take place which mean that the soul is now capable of all arranging the karmas in a series transforming karmic matter etc. The soul is very vigorous in its purifying activities in this stage. The soul does not rest for a long time in this stage.

The nineth stage is called Anivṛttibādarasamparāya. At this time the process of Anivṛttikaraṇa is performed. It is pointed out that even in this stage gross passions may attack.
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The tenth stage is called sukṣmaṁparāya. In this stage gross passions do not exist but subtle passions may disturb the soul. In this stage all the passions and kaśāyas have disappeared except a little subtle greed which is really the subconscious attachment to the body.

When this power has been attained by the soul, it rises up to the eleventh guṇasthāna in which passions are suppressed. This stage is called Upaśānta kaśāya. In this tenth stage there was a subtle greed but it does not exist. Even in the stage, the soul is not free altogether from the influence of the Karmas other than the deluding ones. It is therefore called chadmastha. Now it is free from attachment i.e., Vītarāga chadmastha. The soul does not stay for a long time in this stage.

The soul which is purer may rise up directly from tenth to the twelfth. In the twelfth stage, passions are annihilated. This stage marks the height of annihilation and the eleventh marks the height of subsiding Kaśaya and Upaśama. The soul in this way becomes absolutely free from all the four types of obscuring karmas (Ghāti karma).

This is the thirteenth stage. The Jainas call this stage Svayogakevali. It corresponds to the stage of Jīvanmukti in other Indian systems. Of the five conditions of bondage, the first four have been annihilated. The last one still continues. The last condition being yoga, the stage is known as Svayogakevali. This state is the stage of a Tīrthaṅkara or the world-teacher. The aghāti karmas namely Vedaniya, Āyu and gotra still remains. It may be pointed out that the aghāti karmas correspond to the effect of prārabdha karma in the form of Jāti, Āyu and Bhoga of the yoga system.

This is followed by the last guṇasthāna which represents the highest perfection in spiritual development in Jainism. It is
called Ayogakevalīguṇasthāna. This is the state of a Siddha who is free from all kinds of karmas-Ghāti as well as Aghāti and is therefore free from a body which is due to karma. A Siddhapuruṣa who is in a sense devoid of body due to karma is said to possess an auspicious body which is absolutely pure and has nothing to do with karma. He rises up higher and higher in Lokākāśa till it reaches the Summit and is seated in the so called Siddhasilā beyond time, space etc. The Siddhapuruṣa is the most purified Ātmā and is eternal. It lies or stays midway between Lokākāśa and Alokākāśa and has no longer anything to do with the activities of the mundane world.

The fourteen guṇasthānas represent a graduated scheme of the study of spiritual ascention in which the elimination of karma forms the most essential part. Karma and the body together with the mundane life and all that it means disappears in siddhi. The entire world-structure as well as the individual human body are the outcome of karma and continue so long as karma continues but as karmas in the course of spiritual discipline through the guṇasthānas disappear more and more, the soul attains to its utmost purity when it is altogether freed from karma and from its consequences-association with body, experience of pleasure and pain and subjection to time by virtue of Āyu. It may be pointed out that many Jaina Munis have described in an unequivocal language that the Siddhātmā is the Ātmā in its essential form and is rightly called Paramātmā. This doctrine of Paramātmā does not imply that the Jainas believe in an extra-cosmic or super-cosmic Īśvara. Although it is true that Paramātmā or Īśvara are essentially one and the same, it may be pointed out that Īśvara in same system plays the role of a Cosmic Ruler or a Creator of the world or Supreme Guru engaged in liberating humanity through knowledge.
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CHAPTER IX
CRITICAL REVIEW

In the foregoing pages we have attempted to take a brief survey of the doctrine of karma as it existed in Indian thought from time immemorial. We have seen that almost all the different shades of Indian thought are coloured by this doctrine. It is well-known that in India there have been different streams of culture which sometimes are widely separated from each other. Philosophically we know of diametrically opposite currents of thought like Advaita and Dvaita, opposite systems of sectarian worship like Vaiṣṇavism and Śaivism or Śaktism or opposite systems of social thoughts like Brāhmaṇical and non-Brāhmaṇical. In all these mutually opposite streams of thought, worship and culture, the cult of karma holds a very prominent position. Leaving out the rank materialists who are very few and far between, the entire structure of Indian culture from one end of the country to the other is dominated by the ideology associated with the doctrine of karma. Like recondite philosophers, most illiterate women and peasants of rural India have a strong belief in karma as well as in transmigration which is a necessary corollary of the doctrine of karma. Even different systems of spiritual philosophy like the Vedic and the Ṛgmaic school of thought have a robust faith in this doctrine. From a broad point of view, we differentiate the Rgamas from the Nigamas or the Tantri from the Vedic ways of thought.

Scholars who have specialized in Indian Vernaculars as well as in old Dravidian languages like Tamil, Telegu etc. are clearly aware of the fact that the doctrine of Karma is found accepted in all its implications in the entire range of Indian Literature.

The doctrine of Karma has a number of philosophical and social implications. Almost in every Indian system we find it clearly recognized that Karma as understood by the Indians from
the remotest past implies in some form or the other the action of Avidyā or ignorance. In Vedic and post-Vedic thought whether dualistic or non-dualistic, Ātmā in its essence is held to be absolutely pure and divine. It is only through the influence of Karma that it is compelled to take a body and pass through the life of joy and suffering and not this alone, he has a history in the past which is of embodied existence and we may have a history in the future which is also of the same nature unless in the meantime he is freed from the bonds of Karma. His past incarnation undoubtedly reflects the action of Karma and its maturity but it must be remembered that Ātmā by itself can possibly have no connection with Karma unless it is through self-forgetfulness due to the action of Avidyā which took place, it is argued in the beginningless past. This original ignorance in the Ātmā is described in different ways but in whatever way we look upon it we have to assume a dual function associated with it namely a function which implies in the first place self-concealment of the Ātmā (Āvarana) and expression of various powers under the influence of Vikṣepaśakti. As to how the original self-concealment takes place, there are various answers. The Saṃkhya position assumes the original position as Anādi and understands it as non-discrimination between Ātmā as Puruṣa which is essentially consciousness and Prakṛti as the veiling matter which is unconscious in nature. The Vedānta in similar manner does not explain the manner how the one supreme principle of life and consciousness gets itself mixed up as it were with an opposite principle called Māyā. Like the Saṃkhya it also assumes that the process is beginningless and it is useless to try to pursue the question to a logical conclusion. For, an intellect which is clouded by ignorance is never expected to be able to have a glimpse into the origin of things. The other systems of Indian philosophy say each from its own point of view almost the same thing. The Buddhist philosophy as well as the Jain system are equally agreed on the view that the mundane life of a man is Anādi and that the origin of ignorance is ultimately inexplicable. The fact has to be assumed and on this basis further arguments have to proceed. It is of course
true that as we are moving in time and are dominated by its laws, it is not possible for our intellect to find a beginning which is beyond time. The dualistic and non-dualistic systems all argue in this position. The Tantra or the Āgamic lives of Indian thought seem to proceed a step further, for in this view the supreme reality is not static nor is it absolutely dynamic. It posits two eternal principles as two outer expressions of one and the same supreme reality, namely Saṁvit or Caitanya which is the essence of Ātma. In this view the supreme reality from the viewpoint of the world is described as a homogeneous unity consisting of a synthetic structure in which two opposite poles meet together and lose their opposition in a common unity. In other words, the Tantrika culture holds that neither action nor inaction can be the ultimate explanation of the cosmic order. It is a combination of two opposite principles which lose their opposition in a common unity. Śiva and Śakti or call them by any other name represent mutually contradictory principles which cannot tolerate each other and yet each of which cannot exist and function without the other. If Śiva is a static principle, Śakti which is essentially identical with it supplies the dynamos. If on the other hand Śakti is considered to be the ultimate truth, it cannot function except as identified with the opposite principle called Śiva. Veteran authorities basing their views on the teachings of the Āgamas hold that Śiva without Śakti and Śakti without Śiva is meaningless. Śiva is equated with citta but this citta is to them as good as Acitta unless it is associated with Śakti. In the same way Śakti or energy is at the root of the entire cosmic processes, but even this Śakti would be meaningless and would not be able to function unless it worked jointly with Śiva, the principle of light and consciousness. The two are simply inseparable. When the two are associated, everything becomes plain and explicable but it should be remembered that this association of Śiva and Śakti is not like any worldly association of two separate things but represent the intimate union of two contradictory aspects of one and the same essential being. When this association is in a state of stable equilibrium it represents the absolute or the supreme truth. This is Ātma.
It is more or less akin to, though slightly different from the Gita conception of the Puruṣottama as a synthesis of Kṣara, the Mutable and the Aḵṣara, the Immutable.

This being the fundamental basic outlook of the Āgamas, the orientation of the theory of Karma proceeds in its own line not altogether similar to the so called orthodox lines of Vedic culture. Of course it should be remembered that a glimpse of this reality is noticeable here and there though in a sporadic way in the Upaniṣads. It has its own theory of creation which is based on the concept of the Absolute Freedom in the Ātmā which is expressed in terms of the unification of the Śaktis and the unification of Śakti and Śiva. In this light it would appear that the philosophers of the Āgamic school rested more on the intrinsic freedom of the Ātmā than on anything which is auxiliary to it. This is technically known as the Svātantryavāda and is to be distinguished from the popular doctrine of Māyā. Although even from the Āgamic point of view Māyā in its last analysis represents the undeniable freedom of the Ātmā which is otherwise inexplicable and unintelligible. In other words the Āgamic teachers insist on the play of the power of freedom in the Ātmā for accounting for origin and variation of worldly objects. It is said that it does not seek for the explanation of a beginningless process in time and account for the origin of the world as the matter of timeless cosmic play. It insists that the process as a series may be regarded as timeless from the empirical viewpoint but from the transcendental standpoint it has an origin beyond time in the timeless freedom of the Divine Power. In other words the self-concealment of the Ātmā is not in this view considered to be an external or enigmatical affair but it is the outcome of a free act on the part of the Ātmā not subordinate to any forces outside of itself. In plain language it means that the Ātmā out of the plentfulness of its power conceals itself by itself and reveals itself as a limited ego or a series of limited egos and the objective world by them. This is technically known as original self-concealment of the Ātmā, from itself through its own inherent power. A detailed analysis is here unnecessary.
But even in this view it would appear that the origin of karma is based upon ignorance. The ignorance may be self-generated but even then ignorance must come first in the order of manifestation before karma as a cosmic factor can have its own place. The Āgamic teachers are inclined to think that karma is based upon Mithyā Jñāna or Māyā which accounts for a knowledge of difference in the world and Māyā itself as thus conceived is not the ultimate factor.

The ultimate factor is Svātāntrya of the Ātma which also according to some is called Māyā, the inscrutable power of the Lord.

The Pātañjala School from its own point of view has made it sufficiently clear that Karma as good or evil originates from the primary impulse of Rāga and Dveṣa i. e. desire and aversion. Rāga and Dveṣa on the other hand originate from the Asmitā or the sense of egoism. And asmitā however is a joint product of Prakṛti and Puruṣa. As to when for the first time this product came into existence, human intellect is not in a position to answer.

B

It has already been stated that the doctrine of Karma represents in some real sense a law in nature, the violation of which is punishable. We are aware that even the law of Karma is not outside the general rule. It is well-known that high authorities on ancient Indian social ethics and individual moral codes have dwelt at great length on the violation of this law and the corrective punishment it involves, not only in individual life but also in social life. In India the individual and the society are supposed to be linked together by common ties of morality and it is for this reason that any violation of the law of the individual morality has its reaction on the social morality as a whole. As a matter of fact the violation of Karmic law entails a sort of degradation not only in the individual spiritual advancement but also in the morality of the society of which the
individual is a member. The so called Vyavahāra Śuddhi in our religious codes represents only the outer side of human nature on which man is a member of the society but when a man is not in society and lives alone all by himself even then there is a lapse which the violation of karma generates and which has to be spiritually compensated. In the course of our survey we have looked at both these sides but we have laid special emphasis on the social side of the human being. The violation of law causes sin and has to be expiated through different penances prescribed for the purpose by the Rṣis. We have tried on the basis of various Dharmaśāstrika works attributed to the Rṣis to make a clear statement of the different penances needed for the expiation of different sins due to the transgression of moral code. These penances called Prāyaścittas have two sides in their activities namely they are supposed to make up for the lapses due to violation and they are also intended to restore the spirit of moral balance disturbed by transgressions in the form of commission or omission. It is from this viewpoint that the ancient Hindu thinkers considered repentance, genuine and sincere repentance, as the true penance for the sin committed through will or involuntarily. Śulapāṇi one of the special authorities on Prāyaścitta on the basis of ancient codes draws pointed attention to this fact. In several works, Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina, we come across a similar idea and we all appreciate it. Penitence is the inner aspect of Prāyaścitta, while the prescribed ceremony is only the outer form. It is pointed out that sins are in regard to their intensity and gravity of various kinds and consequently the rules laid down for their expiation are also different. Karmic law does not make any allowance for violation in any way and it is believed that there are sins of such a grave nature that suffering in this world in however intensive form is not sufficient to make amends for them. If Prāyaścittas in a proper form are not observed and if there is no genuine repentance in the person concerned, nature is bound to take its inevitable course. In other words such persons who die without proper Prāyaścittas will suffer the hell-fire after their death. It is not possible to avert a downfall into the suffering
of hell, unless some sort of restoration of lost balance is attempted in this life through prāyaścittas—inner and outer. The doctrine of Prāyaścitta is believed by all the Indian religions, though the prescriptions for remedy are different in different cases. In this connection we have studied on a comparative basis the descriptive accounts given of different hells in different religious systems of India. Even the Upaniṣads are not lacking in materials for an account of the hells. Manu and other Rṣis writing on Dharmaśāstras have spoken of the hells. We find a brilliant description of hells in Vyāsa’s commentary on Pātauṇjala Yoga Sūtra (Vibhūtivāda, 3rd section). We have similar accounts in the works of Asaṅga, Vasubandhu and other Buddhist authorities and in Jaina Literature including Umasvāti’s standard work, that is similarly replete with details regarding hells etc. Hells are in a sense nature’s purgatories intended to purge the soul of their inequities. It is a scheme of nature and has its own laws.

We may consider from a similar viewpoint the position of heavens also. We have stated in our thesis with such details, as we could command, the case of heavenly life in its different forms recognized in different systems. We have the classical account of different heavens in Vyāsa’s commentary referred to above. We have similar account as shown in our texts of the Buddhist and Jaina religious authorities. Apart from the heavens and hell we have tried to make a clear statement of the different planes of life recognized by the different religious systems of India. It is stated—‘कर्मावलं लोकविविधयाय’, which shows that hells, heavens and other planes of existence are all fundamentally associated with karma for some of these places represent karma-bhūmis in which fresh Karmās are generated and some are Bhogabhūmis in which the fruits of ancient Karmās are experienced but no fresh Karma is evolved. Similarly there are certain places where fresh karmas are generated and the results of earlier karmas are also experienced. A study of the doctrine of karma would have been incomplete if this had been omitted.
It is believed by some people that neither heaven nor hell represents a particular locality but is the name of a particular state of mind. This belief is based on a truth but in common people there is almost universally a misconception between knowledge and an object of knowledge. We have heard of realism and idealism in every system of philosophy. In reality however, both, realism and idealism represent a certain state of consciousness and both are equally true. The description of heavens, hells etc. is found in every religious scripture. Nobody can say that it is unfounded but the thing is that the human outlook being progressive, there is inevitable difference between an outlook in the earlier stage of the evolution and the later stage when evolution has been to some extent completed. Realism is true so far as it goes and similarly idealism is also true as far as it goes. The real truth however lies beyond both and a direct intuition of this truth accounts for the realistic as well as idealistic view of things. We have to go beyond the so called realism of common sense and the idealism of the abstract philosopher. We shall then find the real foundations of truth. That heaven and hell are mere ideas experienced through our consciousness, is true. It is consciousness itself which takes upon itself different shades and colours and views itself as a reality outside our mental consciousness. When the spiritual principle in man is in a particular state of evolution, it feels that there is a world outside our consciousness which is its positive background. This attitude is perfectly true and cannot be ignored but at the same time it is also true that it is consciousness itself which under certain conditions appears on this and that. There is no objective justification for this consciousness. It must be admitted that on a higher platform when the mind is introverted, the entire world which appears to the outsider as an extramental reality reveals itself to the Yogin as nothing but consciousness itself. Its existence is not objective in the ordinary sense of the world but merely subjective as being within the consciousness of the person experiencing it. There is an entire world but it is
not an extramental world which is objective in character. It is really mind or consciousness itself functioning as this or that. Nothing beyond this consciousness exists. From this point of view, there is no room for realism and all things are different forms of knowledge and nothing else. This shows that the whole world is a mental picture without any extrinsic reality. To say that heaven exists as an external world of reality is as true as to say that heaven in all its glory is a manifestation of the inner consciousness as such. Both the attitudes are equally true, but true from its own point of view. It is possible to go beyond the mind and to say that neither the external objective reality nor the ideal counterpart really exists. What exists is neither real nor ideal but lies beyond both as the inmost soul of each of the two. Whatever we may say by way of an argument it is true that the real Anubhava exists on its own plane which is neither real nor ideal and which partakes of the nature of each.

It may be remembered that even the idealist Buddhists believe in heavens and hells as strongly as the realist philosophers of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika Schools. It has been universally admitted that all differences in creation as spheres of human experience are due to subtle shades of difference in the structure of karma. Not only this, consciousness of individual beings in each plane of existence is exactly in correspondence with the state of intensity of karma. By way of example we may refer to the account presented by Patañjali's Yoga system. Every school of thought in its own way follows the same principle. Patañjali locates a particular individual from the view point of the evolution of his consciousness. Progress in Saṃprajñāta Samādhi corresponds to similar progress in the evolution of status of an individual Sādhuaka. Unless there is a definite progress in Dhyāna (meditation), there cannot be an attainment of heavenly life corresponding to it. Evolution of the heavens beyond Svarga or Mahendraloka is in exact proportion to the evolution of meditation or concentration upto the limits of Brahmāloka. This is exactly what we find in the statement of progression in Rūpādhyāna in the Rūpāvacāra
(plane of heaven) according to Buddhism. In the formless regions of Arūpāvacāra the principle of progression in human consciousness is always the same.

D

It is a belief in Indian religious thought that the doctrine of karma implies a faith in the doctrine of transmigration. In Indian philosophy we come across the operation of the two principles in the sphere of the mundane existence beginning with the lowest inorganic and ending with the highest angelic life. These two principles are illustrated by the law of natural evolution and the law of human freedom working under the principle of karma in human existence. The law of natural evolution exists in the subhuman creation till the formation of the human organism with the origin and progression of the so called mental sheath (Manomaya Kośa). It is believed by all ancient people in India that it was as a result of gradual natural progression that the inorganic developed into the organic and the organic developed from the vital into the mental. With the rise of Manomaya Kośa the human organism is supposed to be sufficiently evolved for the manifestation of will and development of karma. As soon as the will was developed, man began to follow its dictates and worked under the pressure of egoistic impulses. This generated a moral life with karmaic activities behind it. In Vedānta the evolution of Manomaya Kośa is believed to be an antecedent to the evolution of Vijnānānātma and Ānandamaya Kośas. The duration of the Manomaya Kośa and its function is co-eternal with the duration of the mundane life of man as such. This life involves a long course of transmigration in which the human being passes from one body into another either in the same plane or in a higher or a lower plane. The course of entire worldly life involves an infinitely long course of time of which the true beginning cannot be traced. It may be remarked in passing that this course of human life does not seem to be, directly speaking, a stage in gradual progression or during this period man works physically, mentally, and vocally under
the influence of his ego which activates the will and produces karma with its necessary consequences. Every system of Indian thought has pointed out that it is impossible to say anything regarding the beginning of this life. Anyhow this life seems parallel to the life of the ego and individual will. In this life a man passes through all possible stages as devas in heaven as astral and mental beings above earth, as human-beings in different stages of life, as subhuman animals etc. on the earth or even as inhabitants of hell. This chequered life of every man is an invariable consequence of his past karmas of infinite variety of nature. This long period of transmigration of a man does not indeed represent an actual evolution in terms of graded developments as it marks the activities of egocentric will but looking deeper into things it would appear that even this long period of apparent stagnation is not really a period of stagnation, for it marks in the subconsciousness of man a gradual advancement under the dispensation of the Divine in the direction of Vijnāna, Vairāgya and Surrender, for after the lapse of a long period it is found that the Ātma feels itself impotent in regard to any course of evolution in the direction of purification and illumination. A sense of detachment asserts itself in the human soul which by this time begins to feel that the ceaseless life of enjoyment and suffering has been so much waste of precious time and more precious human energy. The ego seems to give way and the bonds of attachment and delusion seem to slacken. A sense of detached vision rises in the human soul when it finds that whatever action it performs is really an action done by the forces of nature and not by himself. He begins to feel that he is always a mere witness though under the influence of Māyā. The activities of Prakṛti are taken by him as his own free action. This is a critical moment in the life of the human soul, when it passes from one stage to the other. In Vedānta, Buddhism and in Jainism we have a remarkable account of this period which seems to initiate a new chapter in human life. It is a period which is marked by surrender to the divine will. Indian societies based on religious patterns also recognize this fact, for this state of
surrender is a psychological antecedent to a life of Saṃnyāsa or Prapatti as in Vedāntism so in Vaiṣṇavism.

In Vedantism it is well known that the path of karma has to be followed so long as a sense of detachment and Vairāgya has not taken its rise. The spirit of detachment as soon as it asserts itself in the human soul marks the beginning of the new period when karma in its technical sense seems to come to an end. Vairāgya in Vedānta is supposed to be an antecedent of Vividiśa Saṃnyāsa. True Saṃnyāsa or Vidvat Saṃnyāsa comes after true Knowledge. In Vaiṣṇavika thought also we have the view that karmayoga even if it be niskāmakarma ceases to exist as soon as the ego sense becomes slack and the surrender of all karmas becomes imminent.

Any how the life of transmigration which involves the assumption of a series of bodies one after the other, comes to an end. This marks the end of the so called life of the free will in the human soul. As soon as man in this way ceases to exert himself for his own well-being, his life as a free agent in human society comes to an end and as soon as man ceases to be an agent, his moral life also comes to an end. It is then found that the Divine nature at that time takes up the broken thread and resumes its evolution. In the course of this evolution which commences from the Vedāntic point of view with the development of the Vijñānamaya Kośa, man proceeds further towards the supreme ideal. Vijñānamaya and Ānandamaya Koṣas are then automatically evolved and man is altogether free from the bonds of karma and consequently from the necessity of transmigration. He then evolves a true spiritual life which is supermoral in character and ends in the realisation of Divine perfection in due course of time.

The Jainas also in their own way describe the spiritual progression of a man from the lowest immoral rung of the ladder of a Tīrthaṅkara who is a world teacher. The Tīrthaṅkara occupies the thirteenth stage out of the fourteen, according to the
Jaina scheme of progression. He has a body but he is free from all the Ghāti karmas which conceal the true greatness of a human being but thereafter in the fourteenth state or Guṇasthāna even the Aghāti karmas disappear when the Ātmā becomes perfect and rises up to the highest level in the Lokākāśa and takes up its position on the Siddhaśilā above the infinite space of the mundane world (Lokākāśa) but without marching into the formless vacum of the Alokākāśa. This is the stage of perfection or Siddhi when the Ātmā as a body of pure consciousness breathes energy and bliss and is entirely free from karma.

In Buddhist thought the existence of karma and its effect on human life is clearly recognized. In this system also Avidyā or ignorance lies in the background of karma and the origin of perfect illumination presupposes the destruction of ignorance. The Buddhist philosophers believe that the entire mundane life is the effect of karma subject to the influence of ignorance. He has divided the entire creation in separate divisions from this point of view. Leaving aside the lower divisions of kāmadhātu or the world of desire we may take our stand on the level of man who is an actor in the drama of life and reaps the consequences in regard to those actions. It is said that in the world of desire a man through his virtuous actions can rise up to the top of this world and attain to the status of a Deva. A deva with desires cannot as a deva rise up to higher regions of light which are the consequences of karma performed in human life. The true aim of human life is peace and freedom from sorrow. This cannot be attained except through karma and meditation which are possible in human existence only. The joys of the heavens in Kāmadhātu are of no avail in a higher life striving after perfection. It is pointed out that even in ordinary human life, it is possible for a man to rise above the world of desire and attain to a life of meditation which rises higher and higher until it reaches the end of the cosmic system. Now this transition from the world of desire to the world of meditation is possible through successive meditative acts ending in concentration, illumination.
and the beginning of transformation. The higher devas of the Rūpadhātu (the world of form) are superior to the devas of the world of desire (Kāmadhātu) in so far as they are gifted with better karmas which imply the action of pure light somehow or other. Transition from Rūpadhātu to Arūpadhātu is also possible. In this way the entire cosmic system including the highest formless stages is brought under control but even all this acquisition which is the effect of karma pales into insignificance before the ideal of the transcendental realisation or Lokottara Siddhi which is synonymous with nirvāṇa or absolute freedom from pain. This path to nirvāṇa is said to have been discovered by Buddha himself. Discovery in this case is the realization of a truth already known but forgotten. The Buddha preached throughout his life on the efficacy of this path to nirvāṇa. A person who receives this practical knowledge was called an Ārya and was distinguished from the other persons who were classified under Prthagjñānas (प्रथग्ज्ञान). An Ārya or initiated person is said to have received the key of illumination which begins to work in his life removing moral or spiritual obstacles and leading him on to the goal of nirvāṇa or perfect peace. The path is divided into four rather eight subsections, the four being namely Śrotāpanna, Sakṛdāgāmi Anāgāmi, and Arhata. Each stage is subdivided into two namely way and fruit-mārga and phala (मार्ग, फल). In the course of these stages he is seeker after knowledge, sheds gradually his ignorance on karma more and more perfectly till the final destination is reached. A detailed analysis of the path is unnecessary but it is sufficient to say that on the completion of the first two stages Śrotāpanna, Mārga and Phala, the man attains to such perfection in moral or spiritual greatness that he is then required after death to come down to earth consciousness only once. This stage is known as Sakṛdāgāmi i. e. once returning. The attainment of the next stage in its two phases means higher attainment in which a return to consciousness is no longer possible. This is called Anāgāmi. It may be worth noting that most of the karmas in this stage have disappeared. The next or the fourth
stage represents the state of an Arhata which corresponds to Jīvanmukta in Vedānta. The Buddhists say that even in this case certain karmas remain, as without such karmas the bodily life of an Arhata would become impossible. It is only when body ceases to exist that one can say that the person has attained freedom from karma altogether and realize nirvāṇa. We may state here in passing that this is a presentation from the standpoint of the older school which believes in nirvāṇa as the end of all karma and suffering but the latter school of Buddhism is inclined to think that the life of an Arhata who has attained to nirvāṇa in a sense is not comparable to the life of Bodhisattva who is on the way to Buddhahood and not to nirvāṇa. The highest ideal is that of Buddha which marks the cessation of all lower karmas and activities of a new karmaic order represented by the Bodhisattvas who aspire after universal emancipation and not after personal nirvāṇa. There are different stages, ten according to some in the life of a Bodhisattva. It is in the last stage that a Bodhisattva after a preliminary Abhiṣeka becomes converted into the Buddha himself. This will show that through the lower karmas, Kuśala and Akuśala are easily transcendent, higher karmas which are altruistic in nature still continue and in a sense there is no end to such karmams. Nirvāṇa is certainly a noble ideal in Buddhism but the state of a Buddha is still nobler ideal which does not aspire after entry into nirvāṇa but rather strives for the attainment of a state which is capable of giving nirvāṇa. The problem of karma is very simple and yet is complicated from the viewpoint of higher philosophy as in Buddhism. To an impartial observer, it would seem that the status of a Buddha is analogous to the state of a Tirthamkara who as the world-teacher does not represent highest perfection because he is not altogether free from karma although this karma is nominal and is of the nature of Aghātikarma only. A Siddha however is above all karma and is perfect. He has no moral or even spiritual relation with the mundane world not even is a teacher or inspirer but the state of the Buddha though exactly similar to that of a Siddha is
always associated with service in the world, real or ideal. In later Buddhism we have the conception of Trikāya Buddha in which the three bodies of the Buddha, nirmāṇa kāya, saṃbhoga-kāya and dharmakāya have their respective place and function. The nirmāṇakāya of the Buddha seems to correspond in some respects to the Historical Buddha in his physical form. The Saṃbhogakāya represents a higher state which is associated with the higher plane namely the plane of the Bodhisattvas. If nirmāṇakāya represents the world teacher on the worldly plane, Saṃbhogakāya represents the same world teacher in a higher spiritual level but the Dharmakāya of the Buddha does not represent any such teaching personality. It represents the essence of Buddha the essence in which all Buddhas, historical and ideal are at one. The basic difference between the two systems—Buddhism and Jainism seems to be that the central idea of Buddhist spiritual culture is Advaita whereas in Jainism it is not so. The Buddha as the Buddha is essentially one though appearing as many as saṃbhogakāya to the Bodhisattvas and as nirmāṇakāya to ordinary people externally but in Jainism the Siddhas are multiple, though as Paramātmā even there they may be said to be one and the same. Kundakunda and the other great teachers of the school refer to this unique Ātmā which is the oneself of all Siddhas from the transcendent point of view.

We may here pause to consider the case of Avatāra in the Hindu Paurānic culture. In the conception of Avatāra which is also associated with the service of the world (Jīva sevā) we have as stated in some of the Purānas a case of differentiation from the Divine inspite of running in basic unity, for in the Paurānic traditions we have the conception that the Divine Ātmā is nirmāṇa (partless) and saṃśā (with parts). When the Divine Ātmā descends into earth consciousness it does so in one or two forms. In one case the underlying unity in connection remains unbroken inspite of the descent. It is like the descent of oil (Avicchinnā) from a higher level to a lower one. In this case there is a thread of unbroken unity between the source and
who are descents from it. This is technically known as Śāṁśa or Abhinnāṁśa. In other cases when the descent apparently loses his connection with the source, the thread seems to be broken by the interception of māyā. It is like the fall of water from the higher source in broken drops. This is called Bhinnāṁśa. This is the case of human soul (jīva). In the former case the descent is technically known as Avatāra. In the latter case however the descent is that of jīva or human soul coming out like a spark out of the anvil. An Avatāra in the true sense of the term may be the case of Aṁsāvatāra or kalāvatāra. In both the cases the hidden connecting link may remain unbroken. An Aṁsāvatāra represents a descent which is superficial in comparison with kalāvatāra which is more intrinsic. Some veteran authorities are inclined to think that God as such being Omn-present cannot be described as subject to a process of descent. His presence on the lower plane is as perfect as it is on higher planes. So what is usually described as divine descent is in fact nothing but the descent of a human soul enjoying union or Śayujya of God. In this case descent is that of a deified soul. Others are of opinion that though the question of descent does not apply to Brahmā it may refer to Īśvara who resides in a particular plane and may descend lower down if necessary. This is a disputed question and is approached by different thinkers from different points of view. In any case it is true that what reveals itself on the lower planes is altogether free from karma and the mundane world into which the descent takes place is characterised by and dominated by the infinitely completely karmic forces.

In connection with our studies in karma doctrine, we have found that the way of departure of the human soul at the dying moment is different. These ways were known to the ancient Vedic people as well as they were subsequently known in post Vedic Hindu and other religious literature. Even in the oldest times, the well known two ways of departure were objects
of common knowledge. The exponents of Jñānavāda used to emphasise the fact that the dying soul, if it is equipped with a full knowledge of God, would not be required to leave the body at the moment of death and take a course suitable to its development and culture. In the case death is no death. It is as if it were a door or entrance into absolute consciousness. In the case of such a person there is actually no death. The subtle body or Linga Śarīra is dissolved on illumination and the Jīva becomes one with Supreme Light. In this case the karma of the soul having been already burnt up fully under the action of perfect illumination the soul is no longer required to transmigrate and gets emancipated from the shackles of māyā immediately after illumination. In this case there is actually no death and no departure of the soul. It gets unified with Paramātma but in case where (Jñāna) knowledge is not perfect or where knowledge is totally absent, the soul has to depart from this life accordingly. In ancient literature there are two usual ways for this departure. One is the straight way of light i.e. the path of devayāna which runs on in a straight manner into the Brahma-loka. The presence of knowledge and its degree of realization determine this straight path. In this case there is no question of attainment of pure Brahman, as this knowledge was not of the purest kind and was mixed up with action. Action implies ignorance in a certain way and knowledge mixed with action means a straight pathway into the world of light, of course through intermediate luminous zones. This is practically a path of Jñānakarma Samuccaya. Karma does exist though in different proportions in different cases. Had there been absolute knowledge and no action mixed with it, there would have been no possibility of a path. This is devayānamārga of light which passes through the sun and terminates in the world of Brahman. This is a straight path and there is no return from it. This is a path of the jñānis, yogis or the illuminated ones. The other path is that of the moon and is curved in its passage. It is called dhūmāmārga in ancient Vedic literature. It is not a straight way in so far as it goes forward
The soul which under the influence of pure karma is compelled to journey by this path, is required to come back to its original earth consciousness after the experience of joys and sorrows in different spheres in consequence of its actions. It will be clearly observed that both the paths are associated with action—one in which Jñāna is prominent and action is subservient to it and the other in which jñāna is altogether absent. In case of the soul which reaches Brahmaloka it generally continues there till the end of kalpa. That is still the universal destruction of the world when it merges into the unity of pure Brahman. In any case such a soul has not to come back to earth consciousness for the simple reason that the necessary karma is wanting and the little auspicious karma which is left behind is exhausted by the experience of power and joy in the Brahma-loka. In the case of the dark path, return to earth consciousness is inevitable, there being no knowledge in the soul. The bright and dark karmic traces are exhausted through the life of the soul in the heavenly regions or hells. The residual karma or šesakarma compels the soul to resume a human body again accordingly to the nature and intensity of the karma. Of course, we are familiar with a third state also in which the soul does not go either by the bright path or by the dark path. This is practically what happens in the case of sub-human creatures. The Upaniṣadic dictum jayasya and mriyasva (Be born and die) is applicable in such cases. People are inclined to think that even ordinary people who have not risen up to the level of karma or moral responsibility belong to this group. In this connection it may be pointed out that the word Brahmaloka is a generic term intended to cover all auspicious places on the other side of earth consciousness. These places as the goal of the departing soul are determined by the mental attitude of the dying person. Viewed in this light Brahmaloka might equally stand for Śivaloka, Viṣṇuloka or any other plane. It may be pointed out in this connection that in the course of gradual ascent of the soul on the bright path, the dark karmas disappear and the bright karmas are experienced as joy and power more and more till it reaches the Brahmaloka where the remaining
traces of karma become gradually dissolved and at the end of all, the unity of consciousness sets in. It may also be remarked that the bright path passes through the sun and in the straight path there being no return to the earth, the dark path passes through moon and comes back to the earth. This path is not straight but is of the nature of a karma. Another important point which deserves to be remembered in this connection is that in all these cases of ascent or descent and descent the human soul even when free from the body on death is not without a body altogether. In the language of Sāṅkhya, this body is the Liṅga which persists through-out and does not disappear until perfect illumination takes place.

A close study of the doctrine of karma reveals the fact that karma in the sense of Adṛśṭa or unseen moral force is a great force which has to be seriously studied. It is well-known that different karmas act upon each other or add to the accumulative strength of itself. A particular karma of a particular nature adds to the strength of the same karma done in the past. It is therefore clear that the karmaic forces may be increased by additions of the same karmaic force. In the same way a particular karma may be hostile in nature to another particular karma and tends to destroy it. The mere fact that a particular karma is of the nature of dharma does not imply that all similar karmas unless they are absolutely of the same nature should be added together in that strength. They may be or they may not be. In this way there is a heterogeneous net of karmaic tangle in the human mind both conscious and subconscious. It is possible that a particular karma acts upon another karma in a friendly way or in a hostile manner. The philosophy of prāyaścitta or penance depends on this fact. In the case of karmas therefore we notice that there may be hostile karmas or friendly karmas or karmas which are neutral. It is true that a karma unless it is acted upon some counter-force is never destroyed. The only legitimate way of the destruction of karma is to enjoy or suffer its consequences without any complaint or murmur.
This Bhoga may be personal or even may be vicarious. In the case of vicarious Bhoga it is necessary that the vicarious Bhokta should be unified in spirit with the logical Bhokta unless this condition is fulfilled it would be against the principle of nature to allow the enjoyment or suffering due to one person to another. While this is true, it is also known that yogis and mystics both in the East and the West bluntly take upon themselves the sufferings due to other people. This does not violate the law of karma for grace.

In this connection we are sometimes brought face to face with a great anomaly in the history of moral and spiritual life. So long as a man is under the influence of his own ego and wants to build up a higher life on that basis, he has naturally to take recourse to an ideal which does not reject the ego and yet tries to shun its evil reactions on mind and conduct. It is in this stage that a conscious attempt to build up a moral life is made. This moral life functions around the centre of ego and yet has to keep clear of the dire evil consequences of egoistic life. Briefly speaking this represents a stage of Śīla in Buddhism, yama and nīyama in Pāṇājala Yoga and a similar life of restraint in Jainism. This is virtually equivalent to moral life and its working. This life of self-restraint, truth-seeking spirit of non-agression and purity of character is the foundation of moral life. It has a reaction on the life of the man, both on the side of self-restraint and renunciation as well as a charitable outlook on the life of the external world. The qualifications evolved in moral life centre round ego but in order that the egoistic tendency may not be too high, adjustment is sometimes made so as to accommodate the well-being of the society as a whole. This is of course the ideal of the Gītā but it is approved by all the different schemes of thought.
There are certain restraints in moral life which add to its glory and indirectly add to the greatness of the actor. It is well-known that in every phase of life a man has to work out his individual karma which is intimately associated with the collective karma of the world. The question often presents itself whether moral life and spiritual life may co-exist and whether these two act and react upon each other.

We have studied in the foregoing pages the question of Prarabdha and its effect on the higher life of a man. The implications of moral life do not necessarily touch the facts of spiritual life. In other words the propriety or impropriety of an action in moral life does not arise in the case of a man who is in the highest sense a spiritual man and it is from the view point that standard of judgement which applies in the case of an ordinary man from the moral point of view is not at all applicable to a jivanmukta person or to a great personality who is under the direct guardianship of the Supreme Spirit. An action which is judged to be unfair in the case of a person within the sphere of morality can never be looked upon in that light when we consider the life of a Jivanmukta Purusa or a God-realised person. The fact is that in the case of an ordinary man in the moral life the spring of action is his own ego but in the case of a Jivanmukta the spring of action is the Divine power. As there is no ego left of the person concerned and in the case of a divine action, human judgement is meaningless. The secret of the whole thing is that a Jivanmukta does not feel himself to be an actor on the stage and even not in any way associated with the so-called consequences of that action. Whatever happens in his life mentally and physically after the Jivanmukta or God realization is really on the external side a mechanical consequence of an old Prarabdha karma and on the inner side it is not associated with him in any way but is the effect of the Divine will acting upon him. The action of Divine will is above judgement but the action of human will is subject to Judgement. In the Jivanamukta, the ego having disappeared and being replaced
by Divine will or Consciousness, any action associated with his mind or body is not to be considered his, but as the outcome of the Supreme will in the act of dispensation. In this connection we have had occasion to say a good deal when we referred to the different kinds of Prarabdha in the lives of Jivanmukta persons. This is of course the view of a Vedántist but in fact it is the view of all wise men belonging to every school of thought. Every system of Indian Philosophy—Hindu, Buddhist or Jaina—endorses this view. A Buddha is always above criticism, so is a Tīrtha-kara or a Jivanmukta puruṣa. Ācārya Kundakunda says properly that the external actions of a man of true wisdom do not in any way effect the purity of his wisdom.

The relation between spiritual awakening and teachership is very mysterious for though it is true that every teacher i.e. world teacher is an awakened person it is not conversally true that every awakened person becomes a teacher. In Vedántic thought which is generally followed by many a thinker, Aparokṣa Jñāna or immediate Intuition of Brahma does not necessarily mean Jivan-mukti which is a state of a world teacher. In the scheme of thought usually accepted by Vedántic thinkers the entire course of spiritual evolution is divided into seven stages or Bhumis which need not be described here in detail. Of these stages the fourth stage is certainly present, the state of Aparokṣa Jñāna—a state in which the Supreme Truth is into it by immediate awareness. This is very important stage in the course of the human evolution as it means direct knowledge and elimination of ignorance, yet one cannot say that this means perfection for though the Supreme Truth lies it that is immediately known, the Prarabdha karma of a Sadhaka still remains. The origin of knowledge destroys the accumulated karmas called Saṅcita karma totally and this knowledge has also the effect of converting the Sadhaka who was an egocentric man till now into a witness and as a result of this the Kriyamāṇa or present karmas of the seeker
cannot produce any effect upon the mind which is free from ignorance. In other words the present karmas bear no fruit due to Jñāna but the past karmas, those which are responsible for the generation of this body and for determination of its term of existence and nature and quantity of experience cannot be destroyed by Jñāna. The other section of the past karmas which is known as Sañcita or accumulated is said to be consumed by the fire of knowledge. Now the question is whether the soul which has acquired wisdom can be regarded as liberated soul in this life. The answer is that the mere knowledge of Brahma is not sufficient to guarantee Jīvanmukti which presupposes a complete purging of or a purification of the physical or mental vehicles of the Ātmā. For this even after the attainment of immediate knowledge, liberation cannot take place unless the body and mind are purified so as to be able to reflect in the mind the knowledge which has been attained.

A further course of discipline involving what is called Manonāśa and Vāsanākṣaya or in other words Bhūtaśuddhi and Cittaśuddhi is needed for jīvanmukti. Now it has been pointed out by some Ācāryas that this life of evolution is true for one who follows the path of dialectic (Tattvavicāra) but for others who follow the way of Upāsanā as prescribed in the Śāstras the purification of body and mind follows as a consequence. If after this purification immediate knowledge arises, it is immediately followed by jīvanmukti for in this case the impurities of body and mind having ceased to exist, the immediate intuition of Brahma in the fourth stage is followed directly by jīvanmukti in the fifth stage as well as in the sixth and seventh. Now in this case the awakening of the soul may be said to be followed by Teachership. In other cases the awakening of a particular Ātmā does not in any way entitle it to be a teacher of the other Ātmans. This is a general view which is shared by the Buddhists as well as the Jainas. Among the Buddhists, if we study their views synthetically, considering the development of thought from the earlier to the later i.e. from Hinayāna to the Mahāyāna we shall find that it is
not possible for an ordinary person to become a world teacher or Buddha even if he is awakened and is perfectly entitled to the realization of Nirvāṇa. A Śrāvaka of the old school who has realized the pudgala nairatmya or non-entity of the ego can aspire after nirvāṇa in due course of time which will enable him to become free for ever from the evils of the mundane existence but even though he may be deserving nirvāṇa and may attain to it, he cannot be a teacher of the world and it is for this reason that in the later path i.e. Mahāyāna it is urged that one has to become a Bodhisattva and has to pass through stages of perfection in order that he may be able in the last or tenth stage to become worthy of becoming a world teacher or Buddha. Qualifications for nirvāṇa are not exactly identical with the qualifications for becoming a teacher. In the language of the Buddhists, Prajñā as well as Karuṇā have to be cultivated. And even in Prajñā, the old Śrutacintābhāvanāmaya Prajñā of the Hinayāna has to be replaced by Bhūmipraṇīṭa Prajñā in the Mahāyāna. This also shows that even if one is entitled to be perfectly liberated, he is not considered qualified for Teachship. This is practically the same in spirit as in Vedāntism. In Jainism also we find practically the same position. In the course of fourteen Guṇasthānas, one finds the place of world-Teacher or Tirthāṅkara in the thirteenth and the fourteenth Guṇasthāna is intended to represent highest perfection or Siddhi. It is worth noting that every competent soul if it is duly qualified may aspire after perfection or Siddhi but any and every soul cannot have the ambition of becoming a world teacher.

There are certain inherent properties which are needed for the life of a world teacher but these may not be necessary in the case of an aspirant after perfection or Siddhi. In the Pātañjala Yogadārśana also, we have a similar view in regard to vivekajñāna and vivekajñāna. Vivekajñāna is needed for Kaivalya and every human soul if sufficiently qualified may aspire after it but Vivekajñāna is a different qualification which is not needed for Kaivalya but which accounts for perfect knowledge and lordship
of the soul. The origin of Vivekajajñāna which in a sense is the highest Vibhūti of a yogi is not necessary for entry into Kaivalya. All these currents and cross-currents of thought in the different philosophical systems of ancient India point to a spirit of basic identity in the foundamentals inspite of different expressions in different ways.

It may be noted that all the the schools of thought agree in believing that perfection implies freedom from karma altogether. The karma of a world teacher is not a karma in the ordinary sense and is not therefore in conflict with the general viewpoint. This is as true of Vedānta as of other systems of thought. According to the Jainas the Tīrthaṅkaras have Aghāti karmas but the Siddha has none and according to Vedānta also the Jivan-mukta has its Prārabdha karmas but one who has attained to Paramukti is altogether free from karma.

I

A close and comprehensive study of the history of philosophical speculations in the world reveals the fact that there have been divergent opinions concerning the origin of phenomena. In view of the fact that these phenomena give rise of course under different circumstances to pleasure and pain to humanity, thinkers are inclined to base such phenomena to moral causation. It is very important point for consideration whether the world as we find it represents a moral order and whether pleasure and pain as is experienced by us are ultimately explicable by the theory of moral causation. We confine ourselves to India and we find that even in the earlier stages there existed ways of thinking which did not attribute pleasure and pain to moral causality. If we take a close survey of the field as historical thinkers we shall probably be struck by the currents and crosscurrents of thought which prevailed in ancient India to deny moral causality saying that even pleasure and pain as experienced by human beings are caused by physical causes alone and that there is no justification for assuming a moral factor associated with the physical causes.
There are ways of thought which recognize causality but not moral causality and there are other ways of thought which do not recognize causality itself. In India, the stand-point of the Lokāyata philosophers who were divided in their opinions is worthy of special study. The doctrine of Svabhāvavāda is a very old doctrine and is associated with many systems of thought in ancient India. Svabhāvavāda implies natural causation. It denies supernatural causation but it affirms the principle of causality within nature itself. It does not mean that things come about at random. The Cārvāka System which is usually described as supporters of the Svabhāvavāda doctrine do not deny causality altogether but they reject the principal of moral causality which is upheld by all systems of religious speculation. They do not believe in the existence of Ātmā as distinguished from the elements of matter of which the body is composed. What is known as consciousness is supposed to be a by-product of the physical elements when there in specific mutual collocations. The sūtra attributed to Brhaspati which is supposed to be a standard work of the Cārvākas or Indian Materialists reads—

This means that Vijñāna or consciousness is not an attribute of Ātmā as distinct from body but is a property of the body itself when the elements of the body are in a specific combination. These thinkers known as materialists do not believe in Adṛśṭa i.e. Dharma and Adharma or Āptūva as existing as property of the so called eternal human soul. When it is said that Caitanya or consciousness is produced from a peculiar combination of the elements, it does not deny causality as such but only the super physical causality of the moral order. These thinkers have a strong faith in the causal operation of the physical order without an imposition from the moral plane. The realists of the Nyāyavaiśeṣika schools, Mīmāṁsā school and the empirical school of Vaiḍānta are strongly in opposition to the viewpoint of the Svabhāvavāda or natural causation and are inclined to think that without the interposition of moral causes such as Dharma and Adharma or Adṛśṭa or Āptūva, there can be
on explanation or justification of pleasures and sufferings existing in the world.

A careful study of the doctrine of karma as applied to an individual's life through different bodies in different ages and places reveals the fact that the unity of life in respect of an individual remains unbroken. When we review a man's life and his activities with special reference to a particular form of his existence, we are struck with the fact that it has a direct relation of causal nature with the entire history of the person. The incidence of Śāpa and Vara has a variable point in Sanskrit Literature, if only a result of the process of moral justification of the principle of karma. When in ordinary life we come in contact with a particular person and entertain a particular view of a man and his actions, we have to admit that we have not before us the whole picture of a man. What I wish to emphasise will be clear from certain concrete instances taken from literature. It will serve to show that there is an unbroken moral unity behind the worldly phenomena. Let us take for instance the story of the birth of the twin sons of Diti, the wife of Kaśyapa. These two sons were Hiranyākṣa and Hiranyakṣya. It is well known that these two sons were born of their mother as a result of her physical relation with her husband at an inauspicious hour, namely the pious moment of evening worship. Kaśyapa though unwilling to comply with the request of his wife in an unholy moment was constrained to accept her wishes. This is an important fact which we should bear in mind. The two sons were really the two heavenly personalities who were associated with divine service from times immemorial. I am referring to Jaya and Vijaya who were known as the door-keepers of the Divine Person Nārāyaṇa in his Divine Abode Vaikunṭha. It is known from Paurāṇic records that they treated with insult and insolence the four Rṣis-sons of Skanda, Satāna and Sanandakumāra who were well known mental
sons of Brahmā. These Ṛṣis were exemplary Brahmacārins and were ideal Paramahāṁsas being five years of age. They were ideal Brahmacārins and also ideal Paramahāṁsas recognized as the exemplary Īrdhvareta Ṛṣis known in history. The term Īrdhvareta implies that their sexual urge was sublimated and they always lived and moved as children of five years of age. It is narrated that they once visited Vaikuṇṭha and wanted to see Nārāyaṇa personally. Jaya and Vijaya—the doorkeepers seeing them coming in a naked form apprehended personal insult to Nārāyaṇa and prohibited their entrance. The result was that on this insulting behaviour the Ṛṣis were enraged and cursed them to fall down from their heavenly abode and take birth in the family of Asuras in the human world.¹

It is well known that the term of a man's life according to Indian tradition is determined by the prārabdha Karma of the person concerned. The prārabdha which determines the birth of a particular body also determines the extent of duration of that body i.e. Āyu. It is however noticed that in special cases, the prārabdha determining the term of life may be changed. In the Mahābhārata we have the well known example of Bhīma with Prārabdha in the form of Āyu was changed by the Divine Will as expressed through Śrīkṛṣṇa. It is said that Śrīkṛṣṇa after the Kurukṣetra war went to Bhīma with Yudhiṣṭhira and asked Bhīma to give sound advice to Yudhiṣṭhira who was then greatly depressed in mind after the war in which many of relatives i.e. near and dear ones were killed. Śrīkṛṣṇa requested Bhīma then to give Yudhiṣṭhira proper instructions based upon sacred scriptures. Bhīma was then confined to bed being smitten by arrows and was sad at heart. He said that his mind was not working well and his power of speech was gradually disappearing. He was at the point of dying and it was impossible for him to give instructions to Yudhiṣṭhira as suggested by

¹. Bhāgavata 3.16.
Śrīkṛṣṇa. He asked to be forgiven. Śrīkṛṣṇa sympathised with Bhīṣma and offered him a boon or vara saying that his term of life was being increased by Śrīkṛṣṇa by fifty six days and that he would feel hale and hearty during this time. He added that all troubles consequent on the arrows in his body would disappear and that during this time he would be free from hunger and thirst and any other trouble and disturbance of the brain. As a result of this boon from Śrīkṛṣṇa Bhīṣma was restored to health and became free from physical and mental troubles.¹

A close and comprehensive study of Indian philosophy reveals the fact that in Indian thought, different schools differed from one another in regard to the relation if any existing between karma and Īśvara. In the first place we come across currents and cross currents of thought which reveal a curious position in regard to the problems connected with karma and Īśvara. However we find that there are systems which do not believe at all in the existence of either karma or Īśvara. These are the materialistic systems of Cārvāka and similar other thinkers. We know from reports on these systems that they did not believe in a moral order at all so that the question of karma along with its consequences to be experienced in heaven or hell does not arise at all. In the same ways there are systems in which karma occupies a place of importance but Īśvara is not at all recognized. These are the systems of Buddhist and Jaina Thought, for in both these systems, the position of karma is very very important but there is no recognition of a supreme moral governor to control karma. They believe in the rigidity of the law of karma in all its aspects as we have observed in the courses of our study but neither the Buddhist thinker nor the Jaina Ācārya has any faith in the existence of Īśvara as a cosmic conscious force to administer the laws of karma. The Buddhist does not believe either in Ātma or in
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Paramātma. He believes in momentary consciousness entitled Pravṛtti vijñāna which functions as separate units in a series called Ālaya vijñāna. They are inclined to think that what other philosophers describe as Ātmā is in fact no other than this stream of momentary units of consciousness entitled Ālaya vijñāna. So far as Īśvara is concerned, the Buddhist either of the old school or of the more advanced later schools has equally no faith in Him. From the view point of the Buddhist, the Buddha occupies a very important place. Even in later Buddhism we have the elaborate scheme of Buddha-kāya such as nirmāṇakāya, Saṃbhogakāya and dharmakāya but the nirmāṇakāya is no other than the Buddha who is a human being in a state of perfect Enlightenment. In other words nirmāṇakāya is identical with the historical Buddha known to us who is neither Īśvara nor Īśvarāvatāra. The Saṃbhogakāya represents a higher conception of the Buddha engaged in teaching the higher beings called the Bodhisattva. The third kāya known as dharmakāya represents the essential nature of the Buddha which is no other than truth itself. None of these Buddhas is identical with Īśvara from any point of view. In way the same the Jainas also did not believed in the existence of Īśvara, but unlike the Buddhist he believed in the existence of an eternal Ātmā which cannot be identified with momentary consciousness. The Jaina thinker is a staunch believer in karma as his friend the Buddhist is, but he does not recognize his necessity of positing a supreme conscious person for the administration of karma. Hence though Ācāryas like kunda-kunda, and others believe in Paramātma they do not believe in Īśvara either as a creator or as a universal teacher (Guru).

The Nyāya and Vaiśeṣika systems believe in karma as well as in Īśvara. They say that karma is an unseen force (Adṛśa) which is not self-conscious nor self-governing. It is a sort of psycho-physical disposition stored in the Ātmā and waiting for a proper moment for fructification. It is unconscious and therefore it cannot control itself and adjust itself in order that proper result may be produced. These philosophers say that karma is con-
trolled by Īśvara who is the creator of the world and constitutes the head of the moral administration of the universe. It is true that karma is generated through the action of the ignorant and mundane soul and it exists as a quality in the Ātmā but its proper working out in order that consequences relevant to each karma may issue, is not possible without an omniscient and omnipotent self who is at the top of the moral government of the world. In a plain language these philosophers say that these human-beings do the work—good or evil and the Divine Will Being judges the merit or demerit of the action and awards the results in strict consonance with the principle of justice. This is also the position of Vedānta. Inspite of metaphysical differences between the realistic Nyāyavaishaśēka and the monastic Vedānta the Brahmasūtra—(फलमत उपपत्ते;) indicates clearly that in its view the fruits of karma are distributed by Īśvara, of course according to the principle of justice. This position of Vedānta is maintained by all the systems affiliated to the school of Brahmasūtra. Vaiśnava Vedānta or Śaiva Vedānta uphold the same opinion in regard to the relation of Īśwara with karma in this respect.

In systems which do not believe in the existence of Īśvara but have a firm faith in the doctrine of karma it is held that karma produces it effect out of itself and does not require the supervision of a controlling governor like Īśvara. The Sāṁkhya Ācārya who does not believe in the existence of an eternal Īśvara and the Mīmāṁsaka hold this position which is analogous to the view point of the Buddhist and the Jaina. These four systems hold a common view in regard to Īśvara but their differences in other respects are substantial. It may be pointed out that excepting the Mīmāṁsaka, the position of the others is more or less similar. The Mīmāṁsaka is a staunch advocate of the karma-kānda of the Vedas whereas the other three have no such belief. Though Sāṁkhya is not generally supposed to be un-Vedic or anti-Vedic yet it appears clear that it was antagonistic to the sacrificial cult of the Vedas and from this point of view is at par with the un-Vedic Buddhist or Jaina. It may be pointed out in this
connection that by the word Sāṅkhya we understand in this context the system of Kapila whose Sāṅkhya sūtras are available to us. To this school belong the ancient Ācāryas like Pañcaśikā, Āsuri and others but Patañjali's yoga school though regarded as a form of Sāṅkhya with the conception of Īśvara added to it holds a different view. Patañjali believes in the existence of Īśvara distinct from Puruṣa or Ātmā. In his opinion Īśvara is not like an ordinary puruṣa (25th principle) but is an extraordinary puruṣa (Puruṣaviśeṣa) (the 26th principle) who is for ever free from the action of Kleśas (ignorance etc.) karmas (right and wrong) Vipāka (maturity of karmas) and Āsaya (the psychic dispositions which are the after-effects of action).

The yoga view of Patañjala unlike the Nyāyaviśeṣika and Vedānta view holds that Īśvara has nothing to do with the administration of human karmas which originate from Avidyā. He is rather responsible for the origin of pure knowledge which is destructive of karma and is therefore rightly considered to be the eternal world teacher, who is solely responsible for the influx of Saving Grace. He is the one Supreme Guru of the entire world immersed in the darkness of ignorance. Patañjali seems inclined to think that the so called world teachers (Guru) known to history are also indebted to Īśvara for the saving knowledge they impart to humanity. The Sūtra runs thus—Sa pūrveśāmapi gurulu kälenānavačchedanat. स पूर्वेषामपि गुरुः कलेनानावच्छेदनात।

From a study of Indian philosophy we come across systems of thought which hold that Īśvara is not the distributor of the fruits of karma performed by individual souls on their own initiative but he is rather the ultimate source of all inspiration to people in the path of karma. In other words, the responsibility for an action—good or evil—does not rest upon the person who has performed the action but falls back ultimately on Īśvara who inspired the person concerned to do the particular action. In this opinion the moral responsibility of an action does not rest on the performer of the action but rather on the Supreme
Íśvara who inspired the performance. The following well-known couplet points to this view—Ajñojanturanisoyam Ātmanah Sukhaduhkhayoh. Íśvaraprérito Gacchet Svargam Va Śvabhrameva Va. Aśrōjanajjñāruniśvarasvām Ātmanah: Sukhaduhkhyo: | Íśvarprériti gacchey sukhaduhkhana bā śvabhameva va. This is the view of Śaiva Dārśana as expounded in the Sarvadārśanasamgraha of Madhvāchārya. In this view Divine Will stands supreme and is not affected by the will of man.

Taking a brief survey of the whole field, it seems that among the theists there appeared to be two principle sources which may be described as springs of actions. The Karmavādins naturally believe in the initiative of man and in his free will however limited it may be. Among the Íśvaravādins some believe this and think that Íśvara only awards the results but has nothing to do with the initiation of the original activity. Some though only a few hold the view that Íśvāra is the initiator of karma and the human soul is actuated in the direction of a particular karma by the Divine will lying behind it. The question of freedom of will is involved in the whole outlook. According to some the human will is free and man is morally responsible for his action. According to others the human will is a reflex of the Divine will and is therefore not free. In this view man is not normally responsible for his action. Even in this view it is urged by some that the human will is determined by circumstances and to that extent its freedom is limited. In another view it is a reflex of the Divine will and in that way it is not free, though a fractional freedom may be allowed in this system. There are other views which hold that man is not a free agent and the Divine will also is not reflected in human action. The human action on the other hand is determined by circumstances which are perfectly natural and have nothing like an imposition from without.

L

There is a rule recognized in Indian philosophy which may be expressed as Karttivabhoktatvatvayāḥ Samanādhikaraṇa niyamaḥ.
This rule implies that the principle of justice demands the experience of pleasure and pain which happens to a soul must be due to the action of Dharma and Adharma present in that very soul. In other words, the doer of an action himself must reap the consequences of his action and not another person. One cannot enjoy or suffer in consequence of an action done by another. This is the central principle of justice but in Christianity and in systems allied to it there is also a principle of vicarious atonement which appears to be the very contradiction of the law of uniformity and justice, for vicarious atonement implies that it is also possible under special circumstances to mitigate, elevate or nullify altogether the possibility of the fructification of the original action. If a man commits sin it is natural that he should suffer for it. The principle of moral justification demands it and the law of causality supports it but as love is supposed to be the fulfilment of law it is possible to override inexorable character of law by the superior activity of the principle of mercy and love. Mercy or love as a divine virtue does not contradict law but fulfils it. This is practically the spirit of what is called vicarious atonement. Man sins and 'God-man' atones for it. This is necessarily vicarious and appears to be an exception in the rule of identity between the doer of an action and the person who reaps its consequences.

If this be not recognized it would not be possible to give immunity to a sinful person for the evil consequences of his wrong action. The law of justice demands that the sinful man should be punished and this is dictate of Nature and yet the 'God-man' in His infinite compassion takes upon himself the responsibility of the sinful person and liquidates the burden of the sinful man.

Nature cannot protest against it in spite of the fact that it is antagonistic to its normal operation. Nature is justified by the fact that God-man through His Infinite compassion is capable of identifying Himself with the sinful man and bearing upon Him the unpleasant consequences which the action of the sinful man is calculated to create.
This is technically known as vicarious atonement and though it is natural it does not deny the propriety of natural causality. It is only supplementary to the natural law and is therefore to be interpreted not as its violation but as its fulfilment.

Indian thought recognizes this and admits that this sort of fulfilment of law by compassion or grace does not militate against the rigidity of the law of karma.

In the Nyāya-vaiśeṣika system of ancient India which reflects in this matter the spirit of entire Indian philosophy the definition of Bhoga as Sukhaduḥkhānyatarasākṣātkāra (सुखदुःखान्यतरसाध्वाकार) has been purposely interpreted as Svasaṁvettasukhaduḥkhānyatara-rasākṣātkāra (स्वसाँवेत्तसुखदुःखान्यतरसाध्वाकार).

The implication is that Bhoga in the technical sense is the consequence of karma and this karma can only refer to the Adṛṣṭa inhering in one’s own Ātmā. This shows that the experience of pleasure and pain resulting from the Adṛṣṭa inhering in another Ātmā is not Bhoga. This sort of experience is found in Yogins who are powerful and compassionate. This experience is really vicarious. It is a fact that all great compassionate souls with great yogic powers exercise this power of having direct experience of the fruits of action belonging to other souls. It is indeed Bhoga but it is vicarious and it does not in any way violate the law of karma.

We may be reminded in this connection of the views of some advanced Mahāyāna Buddhists who are inclined to think that True Karuṇā is sometimes found to function as an active power (Karuṇābala). In such cases the mere appearance of karuṇā or compassion is enough to mitigate or even remove finally the sorrows of other people. The sorrows are there in consequence of the evil action of the person concerned but instead of being suffered they are allowed to be removed altogether not partially by the active compassion of the saint concerned. This is a sort of vicarious atonement but it does not militate against the central law of justice which is implied in the law of karma.
The first awakening of the soul from its beginningless slumber is a great mystery. No systematic account of the first awakening is possible as the matter is involved in great mystery which our intellectual faculties and powers of rational thinking cannot unveil. This mystery is as profound as a mystery of a sleep of the soul if explicit in these terms. All the systems of Indian thought have been constrained to admit that the entire process from one intellectual point of view must be declared as a series which has no beginning. The soul by its very nature is pure and perfect. The reason why and the manner in which it first lost its self-awareness cannot be intelligible to the mind however strong its power of analysis may be. It has remained the mystery throughout the ages. In the same manner the way in which the sleep is broken for the first time is also similarly mysterious.

We have scattered accounts of the way in which the first awakening takes place and from this we shall have to deduce our own conclusions. The Jaina thinkers who also admit the mundane life as beginningless in time have tried to tackle this problem very cleverly and have expressed their views in the form of certain profound doctrines or what is called Karmans namely Yathāpravṛttikaraṇa Apūrvakaraṇa, Anivṛttikaraṇa etc. This implies that though the Avidyā or ignorance has been functioning in the soul from a beginningless eternity, there is no doubt that the seed of vidyā also exists in the soul in an undeveloped condition from eternity. In the mundane life of the soul, in course of time at some unknown moment the seeds of Vidyā begin to express themselves. When this particular moment arrives one cannot say, but it does come sooner or later in the life of every soul. At that time it so happens that the function of Avidyā becomes suspende' as it were for an Antar-muhūrta and the first glimpse of enlightenment begins to reveal itself.
It is only for a short moment and after its self-revelation, it disappears. It being an eternal power it continues to assert itself. A struggle between the forces of light and darkness follows. The result is the conquest of light over darkness. This is the history of the origin and evolution of spiritual life in man through different states.

In Buddhist literature, we find in different places brief accounts of this history of the origin and development of this spiritual life. The life-history of Gautama Buddha, studied from different angles and from different sources, will furnish an account of how illumination sets in. The past history from the life of Gautama shows that while he was in his prenatal existence, he was like other human beings—an ordinary human soul living in the lowest world of desires known as Kamadhatu. It is said that due to the virtuous deeds he was translated into highest heavens or Svarga as a deva in the world of desire. He took his birth thereafter in the human world and came to be known as Gautama. This birth marks the first important stage of the entire life of Gautama's soul because it was in this birth as a human being that he renounced the world and continued penances and yogic practices under well known masters or gurus, took his place in the worldly heaven of form as well as in the higher world of the formless. As a matter of fact he reached the farthest point of the universe first through meditation of form and ultimately of the formless in all its stages, but inspite of this great achievement he found to his surprise that he was not able to reach the realm of truth or he could not have a permanent status in the realm of his realization and had to turn back to his original position. This revealed to him the great truth that inspite of his being able to soar into the utmost region of the formless he was really in a state of ignorance. This shows that inspite of these psychic or super psychic developments he was not awakened to the real truth. The awakening came later on and took him six long years to attain to its perfection.
When the true awakening in the form of Samyagjñāna or true knowledge took place, his awakening was complete and he came to be known as Buddha. The awakening in Jaina philosophy leads to perfect realisation or to the status of a Siddha who rises beyond the entire Lokākāśa or the infinite space of world structure, and attains to a position of Siddhi midway between Lokākāśa and Alokākāśa. The Siddha in Jainism represents the perfectly awakened soul free from all karmas including the Aghāti karmas. It is a state beyond that of the Tīrthaṅkaras even. In this connection there seems to exist a distinction in conception regarding the relative status of the world teacher Tīrthaṅkara and the status of a Siddha who is no longer a world teacher or Tīrthaṅkara but has risen into perfection. This difference is notable and deserves to be carefully studied.

In the Tantric conception of Hindu Culture, the awakening marks the end of the age long slumber of the soul and the beginning of the spiritual life which ends in the divinisation of the soul. For the Tantric view speaks of the age long slumber of the soul as the sleep of the Kuṇḍalini Śakti. Its awakening is effected by the divine power of grace from the Guru. The Tantric teachers say that the perfect awakening of the Kuṇḍalini results in a total conversion of the human soul into the divine spirit. The whole process of transformation of the human into the divine is heralded by the influx of Śuddhavidyā or Divine Grace from the supreme soul. As to when this Grace descends one important opinion is that it depends on the maturity of the Ānava mala inherent in the human soul from the beginningless past.

The coating of matter which covers the soul is removed by the infusion of spiritual power descending from the Divine Guru. This Coating is always subject to the action of Kāla or time and gets mature under this influence. When the maturity is sufficiently complete, light of grace falls upon it and breaks it away. In this view the awakening of the soul at a particular time and under particular circumstances is co-evel with the perfect maturation of the natural coating in course of time.
From another point of view which is practically similar to the last one it is believed that the intensity of the fall and the action of time upon the fallen soul determines the moment when the coating is to disappear.

From every point of view the awakening represents a state when the binding power of karma or of ignorance has been reduced to its minimum. The beginning of the awakening and its last stage represents the degrees of the elimination of Avidyā and of the disappearance of karmans.

In Indian philosophy we find that in almost every system of thought there is a special consideration for disinterested service of humanity and the world at large. We find expressions like Sarvabhūtaḥiterataḥ (सर्वभूतातिते) or Sarvabhūtahita sukhāya (सर्वभूतातितेः सुखाया) in the words like the Gītā and the early Epigraphic records. Service of the world may be considered under two heads namely service rendered by ordinary man as illustrated in philanthropic activities or humanitarian activities etc. This is distinguished from service rendered by higher authorities who are responsible for the immediate administration of the worldly affairs. Good works done in the world by ordinary people in the way of Sevā are regarded as meritorious action and are naturally classified under the category of virtuous deeds. This is really speaking identical with Puṇya karma or dharma or kuṣāla karma according to Śāstras. This sort of karma begets merit and helps the person concerned in the attainment of happiness or in the realisation of heavenly life etc. but there is a different kind of karma which is not in any way connected with the worldly life. This is what we have described above as cosmic karma or Adhikārīka karma.

It is well-known that the administration of the entire world is immediately in the hands of great souls who have shaken off the ignorance of māyā and risen above into the pure world of
matter or mahāmāyā. These persons who are in the higher world are gifted with supernatural powers of knowledge and action and are placed at the helm of the administrative machinery intended for dealing with worldly affairs. They represent in a sense the executive side of the Supreme Divine and are recruited from advanced souls who have received illumination from the Supreme Divine at the beginning of a particular cycle or kalpa. These people who have become discarnate (Videha) at the time of universal destruction and have due to that special spiritual qualifications received the Divine Grace, are endowed with the glorious bodies (Baindava Sarīra) and placed in charge of the different departments of world administration. According to the Tantras the higher Adhikārika Puruṣas are Brahmā, Viṣṇu, Rudra, Iśvara and Sadaśiva and the lower ones are those associated with Śudhavidyā, Iśvara, Sadaśiva etc. These higher gods if we may call them are really super-human beings or supermen but have not yet attained the absolute perfection. They are of different grades and meant for different purposes. All of them specially of the lower order have to engage themselves in avitiescti or karma in connection with world-administration.

Now this karma of the Adhikāri personal is altogether different from the karma which is associated with the soul wandering in the mundane world. The mundane karma of the souls within māyā is as has been noted above impure being inspired by Avidyā and comes to an end when the world of impure matter (Prakṛti and māyā) is crossed but the karma of these supermen is of a different character. The Siddhas are free from Avidyā as usually understood and can have no mundane karma like the ordinary human souls but still may have a karma and until this karma is exhausted they cannot attain to perfection. This karma is the karma of a teacher or great adept which consists in the guidance of humanity. Behind this karma lies a sort of Saṁskāra or Vāsanā which is unlike its namesake in the world of māyā. This Vāsanā is innate passion for rendering
service to others inspired by Karuṇā or great compassion. It is this compassion or spirit of service in some form or other which binds them down to the world of mahāmāyā as guardians and saviours of humanity. This fact is recognized not only in the Tantrics but also in the Vedānta as well as in Buddhism and Jainism. They are akin to the great souls recognized in Christianity as angels, archangels, seraphs, cherubs, etc. From Āgamic viewpoint, even this authoritative position or Adhikāra is really a bondage and is ultimately thrown up after perfect self-realization. In some of the Vaiṣṇava works these world-servants are really servants of God and are known as kīṇkaras. They have according to them an everlasting life and remain as perfect denizens of the Divine Mansion. For Vaiṣṇavism, like Christianity recognizes the fundamental distinction in the status of Ātma and Para-mātma.
CHAPTER X
CONCLUSION

SECTION I

In the aforesaid pages we have entered upon a systematic study of the concept of karman in the different systems of Indian thought. In this connection we have studied most of the important lines of thought in Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism—the three most popular religious systems in India. All these systems inspite of their differences of outlook agreed in a belief in the doctrine of karma. Even these systems which had no faith in God or Īśvara, whether orthodox or heterodox did not fail to express their strong assent to karma as the basis of moral life—individual and communal. In the orthodox systems, Pūrvamimāṃsā had no faith in God but were strongly convinced of the truth of the doctrine of karma in moral life as the most important factor determining transmigration and destiny of men. In the non-orthodox systems Buddhism and Jainism were both atheistic in the sense that they have no faith in the existence of an Eternal Īśvara responsible for the creation of the world or for the fulfilment of the human life and its aspirations. Among the orthodox systems like Pūrvamimāṃsā referred to above, the Saṁkhya system of Kapila did not believe in an eternal Īśvara other than the human soul supervising human activities. The so called Īśvara of Saṁkhya is not really a synonym of God as we really understand it but is the name of the ruler of a particular Brahmāṇḍa who has been raised to that position on account of his earlier sādhanā. Such an Īśvara is really no other than a Jīva put on a high position on account of his merit. The Saṁkhya sūtra namely—इद्विद्वितिसिद्धिः सिद्धः—shows that Saṁkhya admits those kinds of Īśvara who are no other than ordinary puruṣas raised to a high position on account of past jñāna and karma.

1. Kapila's Saṁkhya Darśanam, III, 57.
We may mention in this connection that all such atheistical systems whether orthodox or not were strong believers in the doctrine of karma and in the doctrine of transmigration. They were stern advocates of moral life and able spiritual emancipation. These atheistical systems were not looked down upon by the spiritual section of the people because all these systems believe in karma, as life of piety as distinguished from a life of looseness and have strong faith in the moral nature of man. Non-belief in God either as a creator or as the World-master does not mean an immoral life but we know of certain thinkers in ancient India, who had no faith in the existence of the soul or the survival of death. They had no faith in moral or spiritual life and were indifferent to virtue and vice. It is said that in ancient India this system ordinarily known as Lokāyata system and popularly recognized as cārvāka school developed for sometime but was strongly criticised by all the philosophical systems of the country including Jaina and Buddhist. This system is said to have been very old,\(^1\) being originally founded by Bṛhaspati to whom a number of philosophical sūtras is attributed. They did not believe in the existence of Ātmā which they regarded as another name of the human body. One of the sūtras of Bṛhaspati lays down—चैतन्य-निमित्तकाय: पुरुष:—which means that the body itself is called Ātmā when it is endowed with the qualities of knowledge etc. Another sūtra of Bṛhaspati lays down मन्द्रयतिद्विशालांस।. It means that consciousness is a property of matter or elements and not the quality of a distinct Ātmā. There is no mokṣa, no svarga or naraka, no transmigration and no after life. They believed in the pratyakṣa pramāṇa only, had no faith in Anumāna or inference or śabda or verbal knowledge.

1. In the Rāmāyāna (2. 100. 38 to 39), Rāmacandra refers to these heretical sects known as Lokāyata in his speech to Bharata. In this context, the commentary explains the word lokāyatiṣṭha as Cārvākamānusāreṇa. Manu (2, 11) also refers to these Lokāyatiṣṭha Brāhmaṇa. From study of the Pāli literature we find that Buddha had a positive aversion for the Lokāyata system (Vinayapiṭaka, Cullavagga, 3. 2).
It must be pointed out that these people generally known as Lokāyata people had different forms and were known under different names. They did not believe in Anumāna or inference as they were convinced that there is no possibility of Vyāptigraha. In the absence of Universal measure, logical deduction was an uncertainty.

Besides these people who had no faith in karma and a prior life and postmortem existence, all the philosophical religious systems were strong advocates of the doctrine.

The Lokāyata people used to say that what we regard as consciousness is really a product of a peculiar combination of the material elements and for this reason it is a property of the body which is a bundle of matter. It has no extra-physical existence either as an attribute or as a substance. For this reason when a man dies, nothing is left of him except his dead body. The question of paraloka or after-death existence or transmigration does not therefore arise at all. The moral qualities—merit and demerit have no significance for the future and has no bearing on an after life existence which is denied in this system. They say they are pleasure seeking people and they are securing objects of pleasure at any cost and enjoy life to its utmost. What to speak of spiritual life, they have no regard even for a moral life being confined to the present.

In this connection, I should like to state that the views of the carvāka school have been well summed up by Mādhvācārya in the Sarvadarśana-saṅgraha, in some short statements which confirm the views stated above.¹

¹ प्रथिमादीति सूतानि चतारी तत्तानि। तेनां तव देवताकारारंगात्म्यः किंवादस्य गदन्त्विमन्दित्यां मुख्यां च। तेनु विन्देपु सत्सत्य सत्यं विन्देपु। तदातः—विद्वानेन एतेऽन्तो भूतानो भूतानों समुदायं तत्वेतायुविन्देपु। न गैत्यं संप्रजातिः (२० रूपाणि) इति।

तत्त्वेतायुविन्देपु देव एव आलोम। देवतार्थित्त आलोम अवभावादानात्। अवादनं अवभावादानात्। अत्तत्त्वादानात्। अवभावादानात्। अत्त्वादानात्। अवभावादानात्। अत्त्वादानात्। अवभावादानात्। अत्त्वादानात्। अवभावादानात्।

न चास्य ह्यसः सभित्तः पुरुषपारंपरः नास्तात्तैः पुरुषपारंपरः नास्तात्तैः पुरुषपारंपरः। अन्तस्तित्त्वत्वः प्रासात्त्व ह्यसः सभित्तः पुरुषपारंपरः नास्तात्तैः पुरुषपारंपरः। अन्तस्तित्त्वत्वः प्रासात्त्व ह्यसः सभित्तः पुरुषपारंपरः नास्तात्तैः पुरुषपारंपरः। अन्तस्तित्त्वत्वः प्रासात्त्व ह्यसः सभित्तः पुरुषपारंपरः नास्तात्तैः पुरुषपारंपरः। अन्तस्तित्त्वत्वः प्रासात्त्व ह्यसः सभित्तः पुरुषपारंपरः नास्तात्तैः पुरुषपारंपरः।

तथा मत्यांत्यं सार्वालस्तः
That Bhāsāpati was the propagator of this cult is evident from the following verse quoted by Madhva—अभिन्नोत्तर जयो बेदः निदर्श भस्मयुक्तम्, बुद्धः-पौर्णिमानां चौतिरिति श्रुत्तति।

They define swarga as identical with the pleasure consequent on embrace of a female companion (ब्रह्मावलिहिताजन्मकुलसूति). They define hell as a physical pain originating from pinching of thorn etc. They used to say that Īśwara is not the name of God as conceived by people but is a name of the king or the ruler of the country. They used to think that mokṣa or emancipation is not due to knowledge but is due to the destruction of the body.

These materialistic philosophers were strong advocates of the doctrine of nature or Svabhava. They used to say that as fire is hot by nature and water is cold by nature so all the varieties in creation are ultimately due to nature and not to karma. That this school of Carvāka is associated with the name of Bhāsāpati, does not seem to be an unfounded statement. For we know from an extensive study of ancient Sanskrit literature that there was

---

* Sarvadarśanasaṅgraha

The extract given in the footnote of page 113 sums up some of the views of this sect:

(i) There are only four elements. Ākāśa is not accepted. Out of these four elements through a peculiar collocation which results in the formation of body, there arises consciousness. When this collocation is destroyed, death issues. This view is referred to in the Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad (2.4.12)—विज्ञानम एव एतं यो भूतमेव समुद्भवः, ताशिव अनुभवितः | न प्रेत संवासितः |

The body as qualified by this consciousness is usually known as Ātmā. There is no justification for belief in Ātmā as distinct from the body.

(ii) Perception is the only Pramāṇa. It is acceptable to the wise.

(iii) Puruṣārtha or the true object of human striving is worldly pleasure such as that which is generated by embrace of a female co-partner etc. etc.

1. Sarvadarśanasaṅgraha—Carvākādarśana,
actually a sutra work as the school attributed to Brhaspati. As a
matter of fact some of these sutras have already been found in
different works.1

SECTION II

We have briefly stated in the foregoing pages the views of
the carvāka school of ancient Indian materialism otherwise known
as Lokāyata or Brhaspatya school. These thinkers were bitter
opponents of the doctrine of karma or dharma as taught
by the Vedic, Tantric, Buddhist and Jaina thinkers. In Pali and
Prākṛta literature the Buddhists and Jainas denounced in very
strong terms the doctrines of the Lokāyata heretics. In the
Vinayapiṭaka there is a reference to chavaggiya (Saivalvargiya)
Bhikhus who were notorious heretics. The Buddha did not allow
his disciples to mix with them. The attitude of the Nepalese
Buddhists as found in Saddharmapuṇḍarīka is similar. In the
Bhagavatī sūtra of the Jainas, their view is described as mīchyā
dīthi or a wrong view. Similar to these heretics there were other
sectarians who held similar views. The story of Makkaliputra
Gosala as a founder of the Ājīvaka sect who held the doctrine of
niyati for determinism is well known.2

The doctrine of nīyati of these heretics is an extremist view
which serves itself against the doctrine of karma which represents

1. Compare Pt. G. N. Kavirāja’s paper on “Theism in Ancient India” in
his book “Aspects of Indian thought.”

2. In regard to the origin and spread of the Ājīvika sect from the time of
Buddha, the reader is referred to a recently published work ‘History and
doctrines of the Ājīvikas’ by A. L. Basham, published in the year 1951.
Also see ‘Aspects of Indian thought’ pages 45 to 71 in which Mrs. Dr.
Gopi Nath Kavirāja has dealt with all the heretical sects which flourished
in Ancient India more or less in the Early Buddhist period. These sects
were nominally referred to in the Śvetāsvetara Upaniṣad as Kālayādī
(कालायादी), Swabhāvāyādī (स्वभावायादी), Niyāvādī (नियायादी),
Yadṛcchāvādī (यद्रच्छायादी) etc. who were more or less antagonistic to
the freedom of human will.
the freedom of human will. The word niyati may be variously interpreted for it may also be used as a synonym of praktana karma. We may refer the reader in this connection to the statement of Dullan in his commentary on the ‘Suśruta Samhitā’ where it is said—पूर्वजनमार्गिकी धर्माभिप्रयोगी नियतनि... सत्य सत्कथा कारणम् इति नियति-वाचिन्।

In this sense, niyativāda and karmavāda are practically identical. In the same way, when the word “Daiva” is used as an unknown higher power working against humanity it is definitely in opposition to the spirit of the doctrine of karma but when Daiva is used as only a technical expression for the unseen forces generated by the past karma of a particular person, it is definitely against the spirit of karmavāda. The whole attitude depends on the view-point concerned with Kalavāda, Niyatīvāda, Svabhāvavāda, Yadṛcchavāda etc.—all these views are deterministic in their colour and they stand against the doctrine of personal initiative in the human will which the doctrine of karma presupposes. In the following pages we have tried to represent the doctrine of karma as it was presented in the authoritative Vedic, Tantric, and Buddhist and Jaina literature. The spirit of these religious systems is invariably in favour of the freedom of will. What looks like determinism is only the rigid and inflexible character of law which operates as an inviolate principle in the philosophy of karma. It must be remembered however that this determinism is not identical with so called fatalism which is a bar against the operation of a fresh initiative. The doctrine of karma implies that the so called daiva is not inflexible but can be adjusted and modified by the fresh initiative of the agent while freedom of will remains always unimpuned. The well known saying of the Hitopadesā runs thus—दैवं सिद्धव्य कुच पौरुषम्, आस्थक्ष्या। दैवं हि दैवम् इति काकुस्थः चवन्ति। The doctrine of karma implies that although it appears on one hand as a rigid law, it appears on the other hand as a stern invincible will of the man which breaks the rigidity of daiva and guarantees a free human life.
SECTION III

In the course of our study of the doctrine of karma we have concluded by pointing out that there was in India as in other countries a large number of free thinkers, persons who thought over the world problem in their own way and who had absolutely no interest theoretically or even practically in moral life, personal or social. These people were scattered in different parts of the country and followed different lines of thinking and moved throughout different parts of the country. They went with different names and had different systems of thought with the common background of a way of thinking free from the ideas of the morality. These people were more or less of the nature of determinist philosophers who had no faith in the freedom of individual will. These people were either fatalists or free thinkers who did not believe in the initiative of free will. Some of these people explained that Kāla or the time spirit is the principle of differentiation of creation. They held that the joy or sorrow which befalls a man is not the outcome of any karma done by him in the past but is the direct effect of the function of time and spirit in world affairs. They were upholders of the doctrine of Kāla and critics of the doctrine of karma or dharmādharma, universally maintained in the country. In a similar manner there were other thinkers who also repudiated the conception of a moral retributive force to account for the inequalities in creation. They on the other hand upheld the doctrine of svabhāva or nature which is responsible for all the differences in creation or in human life. They were known as svabhāvavādins. The doctrine of svabhāva as an ultimate principle of interpretation is not denied even by the orthodox people. Madhusūdhana Saraswati says in philosophical discussion that we have always to stand upon the principle of causality and logical relevancy but in the last resort when causality is incapable of explaining we have to fall back upon the concept of svabhāva.

The so-called svabhāvavāda is really a form of fallacy in the world of philosophy in ancient India. Similar is the case with niyati. If niyati means Adṛṣṭa or the unseen force generated by our action, and explaining the origin of differences in creation there is no objection to it, but if it is meant that it is a stern determinist principle which is irrevocable and acts from beyond, accounting for varieties in creation of pleasure pain etc. then such a doctrine of predetermined fatalism is against the spirit of Indian philosophy whether Hindu, Buddhist or Jaina. Yadṛcchāvāda is another heretical doctrine which accounts for all differences in creation as the result of the mere capricious will in the Supreme Power. This is rejected by all the same thinkers. The statement of these views in the Śvetāsvetara Upaniṣad shows clearly that during the period of this Upaniṣad these free thinkers were making and preaching their free thought among the masses. The sum and substance of this discussion is that true Indian philosophy even from its earliest period was a strict advocate of the doctrine of karma which alone is capable on the basis of the doctrine of free will of explaining rationally all inequalities in human life and experience.

Saying so far, I should like to go a step forward in pointing out a very important spiritual and metaphysical issue which is very often ignored by the philosophers and yet strongly emphasised by scriptures and works on mysticism. I should like to give here a detailed and yet short description of how the doctrine of karma changes its colour under the influence of practical mysticism. The doctrine of karma implies that man is a moral agent. He labours under an egoistic complex being burdened with a physical body. He feels himself rightly or wrongly to be the agent of every action done through his body. This ego sense is the outcome of the primitive māyā which is the basis of the physical creation. The ego sense is based upon the primitive nescience (Ajñāna) which identifies the soul with the body. Whatever action proceeds from a particular body is supposed to emanate from the egoistic sense associated with that body. As man feels himself of course through ignorance, the agent of a particular action, he is bound
under logical pressure to experience the pleasure and pain which is the outcome of that action. Karmaphala is connected logically with the particular karma and both are associated with the same Ātmā. In other words the ātmā who considers himself to be the doer of the action is liable to be bound by the consequence of that action. So long as a man feels himself to be the Kartā, this is the logical consequence and this is what the doctrine of karma maintains. This maintains justice and order in the economy of human life but a truly spiritual person through his niśkāma karma is able to purify his mind and in consequence of this mental purification (cittaśuddhi), he feels that he is an inactive person and is not in any way associated with any physical activity connected with his body. He feels himself to be the pure Ātmā, free from all action and quiet in nature. He feels further that all action proceeds from the function of the guṇas of the Prakṛti as maintained in Sāṃkhya thought. So all action is practically to be attributed to prakṛti, though it is superimposed on Puruṣa but Prakṛti or Nature being insentient cannot be doing anything of its own accord. It is actuated by Paramātmā behind it and produces the action. We started with karma, and from karma we came upto knowledge when Ātmā was found to be an inactive witness. This is Jñāna. This is followed by a knowledge of Paramātmā which implies Bhakti. In the next step as shown in the Gītā we know that Paramātmā or Īśvara dwells in the heart of every sentient being guiding all his activities through his inscrutable power of māyā. It is thus found that ultimately man is not responsible for any of his actions. Of course this is the experience of a wise person and not a worldly man. He then realises that all his actions without a single exception were produced through māyā by Īśvara living in his heart. They were in the earlier stages associated with him but in the long run the realisation turns up and shows the true light in which the Ātmā begins to realize that whatever actions are attributed to him are all due to Māyā actuated by the Divine Will. He then surrenders himself to the Divine Will and becomes a mere puppet in the Hands of God. The Divine Power takes him up at this moment and trans-
forms him thoroughly as a result of which the human personality becomes changed with the Divine. In this brief analysis he finds that the doctrine of karma occupies an intermediate position in the spiritual path of a human being. In the earlier stage, it is a sort of fatalism. In the second stage, it is a moral force and recognized as such by all Indian systems Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina. In the long run again we find that the doctrine of karma which was the foundation stone of the cultural thinking falls to the ground replaced by the doctrine of surrender not only in the Gītā and the Vaiṣṇava literature but also in the general social Hindu literature of India. It is a very interesting point and has to be carefully taken into account in a systematic study of the philosophical standpoint until free moral atmosphere is changed to social stability and moral life and ultimately it is given up for ever when the moral life is replaced by spiritual life and with the surrender of a man to the Divine Will begins the period of self-transformation without which the human element cannot be transformed in the Divine Will.
APPENDICES
APPENDIX I

It is generally believed that the doctrine of reincarnation is confined exclusively to the East and specially to India. It is well known that the most important religious systems of India, the Brahmanical or Vedic, the Tantric, Buddhist and the Jaina had a strong faith in the doctrine of incarnation as an issue for the justification of the inequalities of the human life. All these religious systems inspite of their mutual differences due to their difference in outlook believed in reincarnation of the human soul. This is practically a belief and faith in the doctrine of karma. From a study of ancient religious literature it appears that faith in incarnation was an important issue in earlier Christianity also. A close student of the early history of Christian Literature cannot but recognize the fact that even in Christianity the doctrine of reincarnation had a place in it and also that it was abolished about the 600 A.D. when in 558 A.D. the Congress of Constantine was summoned by Byzantine Emperor Justinian to condemn the writings of Grigen which had been inspired by Platonic Thought.

APPENDIX II

The Theosophical Society of India even since its foundation took a keen interest in the theory of transmigration, occultism and karma etc. Colonel Olcatt and Madam Balavatsky have done enormous work on Theosophy. According to Annie Besant, the noted theosophist, the knowledge of karma removes human thought and desire from the region of arbitrary happenings to the realm of law and thus places man's future under his own control in proportion to the amount of his knowledge. The fundamental concept of karma is that it is law—law eternal, changeless, invariable, inviolable, law which can never be broken.

Karman is like any other natural law, all laws of nature are expressions of the divine essence and we live and move within them. They are forces which set up conditions amid which we
live and which work in us as well as outside of us, we can manipulate them as we understand them and as our intelligence unfolds we become more and more their masters until the man becomes superman and material nature becomes his servant.

To understand the law of karma is not to renounce activity but to know the conditions under which activity is best carried on. Man should always aim at little more than he thinks he can do. That we can do a little means power of doing more and even if we fail, the power put forth to the utmost passes into the reservoir of our forces and the failure of today means the victory of tomorrow.

APPENDIX III

Dear,

......The question of Daiva and Puruṣakāra is a very complicated thing. To approach this question through logic and reason is futile. I have thought over the matter. The conclusion I have arrived at is a simple one. That is, we should always remember and never forget that Ultimate Truth is One—so this Daiva and Puruṣakāra with their apparent difference, contradictions, oppositions etc. is nothing but different plays of the one and the same ultimate energy or consciousness, whatever you may call it.

This ultimate consciousness is taking different shapes, it has different levels and gradations etc. The matter is nothing but one level of this consciousness, life is nothing but another level of it (though a little higher than the material level) and so also the mind a still higher level than the level of life. There are also several levels higher than the mind, to which Yogis and greater personalities have access. But they are nothing but the play of one force i.e., the ultimate consciousness. So this "Daiva and Puruṣakāra" are nothing but the play of One Consciousness. So the very same thing which is there as Daiva determining some-

1. See Footnote 1, p. 10.
body's fate, is also changing that determinism by its intervention as Puruṣakāra. But never forget that both are one and the same thing in its source, coming from the Divine.

As there are different levels of consciousness, there are also different levels of this Daiva and determinism. Determinism of one level can be completely changed by the intervention of the determinism of other level. And this changing or cancelling of Daiva of one level of consciousness by the Daiva of a higher consciousness is puruṣakāra or effort.

Suppose, a person's body is very weak and full of diseases. In that case the fate of determinism in his physical level is that he will die soon. Or, you can see the thing from another view. As this fate in physical level is to make him die very soon, so he is weak and full of diseases. But in his mind he can be very strong, and so strongly he can suggest about the impossibility of immediate death that actually it will operate as a force and change the fate of his body. That means, a higher determinism of mind intervenes and changes the determinism of physical level. So, there is no single fate. There are conflicts of fates, and 'puruṣakāra' sometimes means nothing but to take side of the 'Daiva' of one level against the 'Daiva' of another level of consciousness.

As these mind, body, life etc. are so much inter-related and as they influence one another, it appears as though a person has one single fate. But that is not true. Man is nothing but a combination of different vibrations of consciousness, gross and subtle, which are continuously changing. When we say 'Daiva', it is nothing but an approximate vision of the future according to the present relationship among the different vibrations of consciousness. When we say 'Puruṣakāra' it is nothing but an effort to change the present relationship so that it can affect the future and change the 'Daiva' or an effort to maintain the present relationship and fulfil the 'Daiva'. But this 'Daiva' is not at all fixed or unchangeable as there are many fates in so many levels, for one man. You can say it is something like dialectics of fate.
As there are so many levels of fate, the best thing is to try to rise to the highest possible level of consciousness and try to mould the fates of all other levels according to that vision. In the highest level, the Daiva and Puruṣakāra are one and the same thing. Because in that level, everything is supremely free. By the intervention of that supreme and conscious freedom, one can change any fate of lower level.

That is why prayer to the Divine is so much effective in completely changing the predeterminism of the lower forces. Divine Grace is supremely free and it can do and undo anything. It can change and alter any fate. Because all these fates, etc. proceed from one consciousness, and that consciousness in its supreme level or in its supreme pose can change its lower forces. Or you can say, as you rise to that level, automatically all the facts of determinism or lower level begin to crumble down automatically.

So, the best form of Puruṣakāra is to completely surrender to the Divine Will, which is above all fates and Puruṣakāras. Prayer from a sincere heart can change the entire Daiva of the Universe. So surrender is the best means to contact our real and highest fate, i.e., realisation of the Divine.

The subject is complicated and sometimes words are used with different meanings. Suppose if somebody uses the word 'Daiva' as the 'Divine Will', then it is absolutely unchangeable and completely beyond the capacity of 'Puruṣakāra' to change it. But the word I have used is in the sense of 'fate'.

What is the inner destiny of a person is to be discussed later on.

Always remember that there is one Supreme Will, everything comes from it and everything is determined by it. To surrender and to offer oneself completely to it is the only way. The riddle of 'fate and effort' can be solved only when we come in contact with this Divine Will.
KARMA AND ITS ROLE IN THE COSMIC EVOLUTION OF MAN
(FROM THE SUBCONSCIOUS TO THE SUPERCONSCIOUS)

Karma has its own place in the general scheme of cosmic evolution. It is well known that karma is associated with the life of man but we must bear in mind that there is a stage in the general evolution of the world before the advent of man with his gospel of karma and it is also true that there is a stage in human life when karma as such ceases to be a living force and makes room for a Higher Power which replaces it and brings up to consummation the evolutionary plan of the Universe. Man as we know him is associated with a body that is a human body furnished with life and senses and associated with a mind capable of moral discrimination. In other words the Annamayakośa (अन्नमयकोश), Prāṇamayakośa (प्राणमयकोश), and Manomayakośa (मनोमयकोश), are grouped together and contribute their own function to the life of man. The human life as we find it on the earth and elsewhere is a complex mechanism in which body, senses and mind have their respective functions. The three stages of waking, dream and dreamless sleep working in a psychic order in a man represent the three-fold characteristic of human life—manifested in the waking state when the senses function in relation to the outer world and the mind. The dreaming condition when the senses work inward as it were and the mind functions with the subconscious forces at its disposal and the condition of the sleep when the mind rests in the region of the heart and does not function. All these three work in rotation and this is general human life. In the case of ordinary man, these three stages are evident but in the case of subhuman creation the consciousness functions not in the waking condition but in a state of dreamlike activities and lower down in this strata of creation there is a series of inorganic and unorganised beings where we might say the state of dreamless sleep prevails. In no case do we find a state beyond these three. What is technically known as the Turīya, is not a normal state with ordinary humanity. In the Upaniṣads where the different kośas are mentioned, we find
In an ordinary man, only three kośas are active. In the lower subhuman creation, only the Ānandamayakoṣa is active. In the higher subhuman creation the Annamaya and Prāṇamayakoṣas are both active and not the Manomayakoṣa which appears only in the human stage. The life of an ordinary man is confined to the activities of these three kośas. The so called Vijñānamayakoṣa has not yet made its appearance in an ordinary man. What is popularly known as karma with the concept of which we have dealt with the previous pages is found only during the development of the Manomayakoṣa—neither before in the subhuman creation nor after in the life of the superman, the evolution of Vijñānamayakoṣa is practically the beginning of the way to supermanhood. The life of a man during which karma is functioning is the life of a soul in all the planes of life and existence. The higher beings called ‘Devas etc. belonging to the upper world and the lower beings belonging to hellish and neither worlds and the beings found on the face of the earth in all its divisions—all these persons are associated with karma as a result of which they occupy a particular status in the world. The Buddhists say likely—कर्मेन्द्र लोकसत्त्वबृहत्तज्। The infinite varieties of life consciousness and existence in the different worlds are due exclusively to karma and karma has its origin in the sense of ego with which the human soul is associated. This egocentric complex which is the basis of moral life in society continues so long as karma prevails. We have already pointed out that there is no moral life as there is no karma in subhuman creation. The entire panorama of the world existence constituting our mind and life is based upon karma. All differences in life, mind and outer existence are attributed to varieties in karma. The moral force is at the back of its existence. It must be pointed out that as transmigration in a series of successive lives on different planes is a constant movement in our mundane existence. All this is due to karma, which is morally the effect of our egoistic mentality. Evolution of life and matter until the advent of man on the scene was effected by nature. This evolution seems to come to sudden stop.
with the advent of man where the entire course of life and destiny is determined by his own ego through its action. During this period the evolution seems to come to a sudden stop and the course of human life with all its varieties and its movement from plane to plane together with transmigration etc. All this was determined by the individual activities of man, of course, the hidden activity in the form of natural movement did continue but it did not appear from the outside on account of the premium of the human will actuated by his ego. But there comes a time in the long series of lives of a man when a sense of detachment and weariness begins to overpower him. Man then begins to feel that ultimately and truly speaking he has no power to call his own. It was only his ego which made him puffed up and caused him to feel the urge of agency in all actions. He then feels that he is not the true actor in the drama of life. Some hidden force works from behind and compels him to act. He begins to feel his utter helplessness and seeks for guidance in his onward path. This guidance comes down to him in the form of Divine Grace working from within or from without. On the rise of this attitude, a spirit of sincere and genuine surrender overpowers him and in response to this feeling, a higher power comes down upon him by way of benediction. This is the beginning of the formation of Vijnanamayakosa. The Vijnanamayakosa which is characterised by higher knowledge is based upon the surrender of the lower egoistic background. At this time again the Divine Nature begins to function and the higher evolution continues. Vijnanamayakosa, once attained, never leaves a man. A man becomes a superman, when the Vijnanamayakosa is evolved. The lower state of Manomayakosa was a period of moral activity based upon individual discrimination and ego. The higher sphere of Vijnanamayakosa is guided by a higher divine power and never functions under the impulse of karma. Man is free from all karma when he realises his Vijnanamayakosa. He is now free from the need of transmigration but there is no ego in him. With the advent of Vijnanamayakosa begins the spiritual life in place of the moral life which existed before. Vijnanamayakosa is full of wisdom and
is shining. This is followed by a higher course of development which brings into existence the inmost sheath of his existence, namely the Ānandamayakośa. The Ānandamayakośa is beyond the Vijnānamayakośa and it presents the joy and felicity of the pure divine consciousness. There are different stages in the Ānandamayakośa. All the stages have to be gone through. The Ānandamayakośa represents the Divine Life as distinguished from the spiritual life. It thus appears that moral life is followed by spiritual life and spiritual life is followed by Divine Life.

In the general evolution of human existence, we find that we start with the Inorganic (स्थाब्ध) and we proceed to the Organic or जलम. These two constitute the well known 84 lacs of beings before the advent of man. Upto the time there was a natural evolution, and there was no question of karma. The Prāṇamayakośa is followed by the Manomayakośa and this is related to the advent of man with the human body. The ego comes in. The evolution of Prakṛti disappears apparently and man goes on with his life of karma.

What we have said in the foregoing pages in connection with karma pertains to this period and not to the earlier period of Annamaya and Prāṇamaya and not even to the later period of Vijnānamaya and Ānandamaya; Karma is confined only to the Manomayakośa and it continues so long as the egocentric complex remains in the human mind. This is mundane existence and the field of this existence is the entire world—higher, lower and the intermediate. When we pass beyond the Manomaya—the entire scene disappears. We have nothing to do with the entire world, which is the effect of karma. We have before us the higher world of consciousness represented by the Vijnānamaya and this is followed by the Ānandamaya stage in a man correspondent to the state of Divine Bliss in the outer world.

Beyond that is the Supreme Divine Himself. We thus find that the Ātmā which was clothed in inorganic unconscious material goes on developing under the law of evolution, until it comes upto the stage of man or Manomayakośa. Human will then preponderates and there is the force of karma working. This
covers millions of years and practically infinite space in creation. This is superceded by self surrender which marks the advent of the Vijnānamayakośa. This is a state of genostic consciousness. This is followed by the Ānandamayakośa. All this movement is under the law of evolution. Finally man becomes a superman—agnostic being and God Himself. This entire movement is the movement of man becoming God. Just as God becomes man similarly man also rises up to the level of God. The activity of karma comes in the middle, not in the subhuman and not even in the superhuman. It has its own moral significance but ultimately it disappears.

APPENDIX V

We have stated in the body of the book how souls under the influence of unfulfilled prārabdha karma recovered to take the birth on the human plane from time to time. This is what happens in normal course as a part of redeeming function of the law of karma. Ordinarily this happens in the life of the individual soul which is not yet free from the process of the genesis of karma and its fructification in normal course. In the technical language of the Āgamas, the souls concerned, belong to the sakala type. These souls as expounded by the Tantric philosophers are coated with a three-fold cover including what is usually called the seeds of karma. From a study of the vast occult literature both Vedic and Āgamic, we come to know that such descent into human forms happens to higher source also namely souls of people who have through the effect of discriminative knowledge (विनिमेय ज्ञान) reasoned about ignorance or non-discrimination, but who have not yet risen to the height of self knowledge as expounded in the Tantras but who happened to lie on the higher planes of life beyond the fields of usual karma activities. Such souls are not of the sakala type and belong to the spiritual regions beyond the bounds of prakṛti. Such souls may belong to different categories but in all cases they seem to belong to higher regions, where the usual law of transmigration does not function. To make my point more clear, I should like to state that about the usual transmigratory
worlds to which sakala souls belong, there are regions where higher souls dwell for untold aeons, who have not attained to perfection from the Āgamic viewpoint, but who yet have gone beyond the planes of life and activity within the regions of prakṛti. I am speaking of souls who have attained the perfection of siddhi and gone beyond the jurisdiction of the Lord of death. These persons are adoptis and immortals of the supercosmic regions who under the orders of the Supreme Lord come down on the lower plane within nature and take birth as human beings to fulfill certain cosmic ends. These souls belong to the category of Adhikārika soul and may be sent down by the Highest Lord to function in the direction of amelioration of the human race in a given period. They are more or less like the so called avatāras of the Paurāṇika literature. The great Śaṅkarācārya speaks of similar souls coming down in the past history of the human race.

He says:—

अवात्सन्त्र: प्रभुत्वष्वयोगिन्न: परमेष्ठीवेश: ढूँढुँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढूँढ
distinguished from the ordinary soul who are under Yogic wisdom and are in a position to remember their past lives. Śaṅkarācārya points out that the transition of these supermen from one body to another is voluntary and they are born with all their faculties of recollection in tact. Compare the following statement of Śaṅkara—

They are not like ordinary yogis gifted with the power of remembering their past lives. We are reminded here of specific instances of great souls of some supercosmic regions coming down to the level of earth-consciousness of their free will. Many concrete instances may be multiplied in this connection. Their descent and activities do not really fall within the scope of the subject matter of the thesis as they are supposed to be above the laws of karma and yet within the jurisdiction of the supercosmic universal activity of the great Lord.

There are many similar instances of descent in the human life which we have dealt with in the Chapter on the Paurāṇika Literature. We are informed by the Āgamas there are two kinds of souls which take their birth as human beings on earth—Most of these souls reincarnate under the law of karma to make good their past human history and function on the earth by way of retribution of their past history. Their lives have to be explained under the law of karma in the usual acceptation of the term. All these souls are supposed to belong to the sakala type, but we should remember that even Adhikārika souls belonging to the higher worlds of pure matter may take their descent in the regions of prakṛti specially in the realms of Brahmāṇḍa. These souls need not be ordinary Paśus. They may be of the regenerative type. Who have shaken up their animal nature under the influence of Divine Grace or Śuddhavidyā and are now inhabiting as Adhikārika souls in the regions of pure matter as regenerated souls

1. Śaṅkara Bhāṣya an Brahma Sūtra, 3.3.32.
gifted to it. Siddhi and adhikāra who under the direction of the Supreme Lord may from time to time come down to the lower human world and return to their original habitat after their immediate function is discharged. These cases are analogous to the Paurāṇika Avatāras or incarnations except that they are not incarnation of the God head but rather the incarnation of Supermen (Siddhas) who though immortal have not yet attained to perfection.
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